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FLOTSAM 

CHAPTER  I 

THE   EVIL  GENIUS 

THE  sun  was  setting  behind  some  palm-trees,  and 

threw  golden  shafts  of  light  down  the  ridges  of 

the  paddy-fields  where  the  green  rice  stood  lush  in 

water.  The  Hooghly  was  stealing  past  the  quiet 

bungalow  built  on  the  bank  opposite  to  the  spot 

where  now  stands  the  palace  of  the  King  of  Oude. 

The  great  river  flashed  and  gleamed  greasily  in 

the  pink  haze  of  Indian  sunset,  bearing  on  its  sacred 

bosom  sundry  mysterious  objects  half  afloat,  half 

submerged.  These  were  the  bodies  of  the  elect 

floating  down  to  that  Paradise  where  no  flesh-eating 

Feringhee  will  mar  the  Oriental  peace  and  luxury 

of  life.  The  year  was  at  its  prime — the  monsoon 

was  steady.  It  was  June,  and  eighteen  hundred 

and  thirty- one.  No  bodies  float  down  the  Ganges 

now  ;  for  European  energy  has  set  aside  the  religious 

growth  of  the  ages.     Eighteen  hundred  and  thirty- A  2 
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one !  Before  the  child-queen  in  the  far  island 
the  north  had  gathered  into  her  firm  little  hands 

the  reins  of  a  great  government — before  the  pro- 
foundest  statesman  had  dreamt  of  an  Indian  Empire 

with  its  imperial  crown  on  a  head  six  thousand 

miles  away.  Before — twenty-five  years  before — the 
sorest  strait  that  ever  Englishmen  were  in.  For 

the  men  who  were  to  fight  the  Indian  Mutiny  were 

mostly  children  still,  throwing  pebbles  from  the 

bank  of  the  sacred  river  at  the  floating  corpses  and 
the  crocodiles. 

The  shadows  of  the  palms  cast  by  the  lowering 
sun  stretched  almost  across  the  sleek  water.  It  was 

very  still,  except  for  the  distant  song  of  boatmen 

who  were  creeping  up  the  swift  river  in  the  shallows 

by  the  bank.  A  strange  song  this,  and  full  of  some 

racial  trouble  which  touches  European  ears  uneasily. 

An  Englishman  in  the  bungalow  garden  looked  up 

from  a  letter  he  was  reading,  as  if  the  wail  of  the 
thin  Hindu  voices  disturbed  him. 

He  was  a  young  man  with  an  aquiline  nose,  which 

seemed  to  dominate  his  face.  There  was  something 

sculptural  and  clean-cut  about  this  nose  which  put 

it  out  of  place  upon  an  ordinary  physiognomy.  The 

face  was  not  an  unpleasant  one  in  full  vieAv,  and 

the  profile  was  striking  and  attractive.  The  man 

was  of  medium  height,  with  a  long-shaped  head, 
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somewhat  abnormally  developed  at  the  back.  His 
eyes  were  of  a  greeny  grey— his  mouth  was  too 
small. 

He  listened  to  the  weird  chant  of  the  boatmen, 
who  made  more  noise  than  progress,  and  then 
turned  again  with  a  frown  to  the  letter  in  his  hand. 

This  was  written  on  the  thin  blue-laid  paper  still 

in  use  among  old-established  firms  for  foreign  mail 
correspondence.  It  was  dated  four  months  earlier, 

and  bore  the  address :  91  St.  Helen's  Place,  London. 
It  was  addressed  to  Phillip  Lamond,  Esq.,  Goojera 
Reach,  Hooghly  River, Calcutta.  And  Phillip  Lamond 
read  as  follows  : — 

"DEAR  SIR, — I  have  your  letter  of  December  4 
last,  and  carefully  note  contents.  Again  I  beg  to 

assure  you  that  I  have  every  confidence  in  your 

kind  intentions  towards  the  child  thrown  upon  your 

hands  by  the  untimely  death  of  my  poor  cousin  and 

his  young  wife.  Your  reasons  for  suggesting  that 

the  boy  Henry  be  allowed  to  remain  in  India  under 

your  care  have  received  my  careful  consideration, 

and  I  have  only  to  reiterate  my  former  request  that 

the  child  be  sent  home  without  delay.  It  appears 

to  me  that  the  risks  you  fear  as  attaching  to  a 

voyage  home  under  the  care  of  a  native  nurse  are 

less  urgent  than  those  which  are  run  by  European 
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children  remaining  in  India.  Let  me  assure  you 

that  I  fully  appreciate  the  kindness  you  have  shown 

my  little  relative.  At  the  same  time  I  must  inform 

you  that  I  should  consider  myself,  as  his  next  of 
kin,  deficient  in  my  sense  of  duty  if  I  allowed  the 

child,  Henry,  to  pass  the  next  ten  or  twelve  years 

in  India.  His  life  is,  as  you  know,  a  valuable  one. 
He  is  the  heir  to  considerable  riches,  and  as  the  son 
of  a  valued  servant  of  the  Honourable  East  India 

Company  he  will  step  into  a  position  of  some 

importance  in  society.  It  is  therefore  right  and 

expedient  that  he  should  be  sent  home  at  once,  and 

it  will  be  my  personal  care  and  happiness  to  see 

that  he  receives  a  good  education,  such  as  befits  his 

future  station  in  life.  I  shall  therefore  be  obliged 

if  you  will  make  arrangements  with  Captain  Farr, 

of  the  barque  Golden  Horn,  who  carries  this  to  you, 

that  the  child  and  his  nurse  be  put  on  board  that 

vessel  on  her  departure  from  Calcutta. 

"Captain  Farr  has  a  duplicate  of  this  letter;  he 
also  possesses  written  instructions  to  take  over  in 

my  name  the  custody  of  the  child,  Henry  Charles 

Wylam.  I  beg  that  you  will  place  no  further 

difficulty  in  his  way,  and  that  you  will  accede  with- 
out demur  to  my  request  that  the  nurse  and  child 

be  shipped  home  to  me  in  the  Golden  Horn.  Cap- 
tain Farr  has  plenary  power  from  me  to  take  such 
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steps  as  he  may  think  necessary  to  secure  obedience 
to  my  desire. 

"  I  note  your  remarks  respecting  the  affairs  of  my 
late  cousin,  and  thank  you  for  the  care  you  have 

devoted  to  these  matters.  The  remittances  may  be 

forwarded  regularly,  as  you  suggest,  in  drafts  payable 

to  myself  and  Mr.  Henry  Candler,  of  this  city,  joint 

guardians  of  the  child. — I  am,  Sir,  your  obedient 

servant,  JOHN  GRESHAM." 

Phillip  Larnond  folded  the  letter  with  a  shrug  of 

the  shoulders,  and  slipped  it  into  the  pocket  of 

his  thin  tussore  silk  jacket. 

"One  of  your  pompous  old  city  magnates,"  he 
said.  "  Big  waistcoat,  big  balance  at  his  bank,  as 
narrow-minded  as  he  is  broad  in  the  beam.  Old 

boy  wants  to  have  the  fingering  of  the  money,  I  can 

see  that." 
Especially  as  regards  a  motive  do  we  judge  others 

by  ourselves. 

Phillip  Larnond  was  not  held,  by  such  as  knew  him, 

to  be  overburdened  by  that  virtue  which  covereth 

a  multitude  of  sins.  And  yet  he  had  just  returned 

from  Delhi,  whither  he  had  journeyed  to  watch 

the  interests  of  Henry  Charles  Wylam,  a  waif  of 

tender  years,  cast  upon  the  great  world. 

Lainond  was  the  agent  of  the  late  Captain  Wylam, 
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12  to 
in  so  much  as  he  collected  the  rents  accruing 

that  gentleman  from  a  considerable  tract  of  land 

lying  to  the  south  of  Delhi. 

Captain  and  Mrs.  Wylam  had  been  cut  off  in 

youth  and  health  by  him  who  is  no  respecter  of 
either  and  came  in  the  form  of  virulent  cholera. 

Phillip  Lamond  had  found  Henry  Charles  Wylarn 

a  year  earlier  in  the  act  of  beating  his  ayah  with 

the  leg  of  a  rocking-horse — gay,  in  a  frock  and  a 

careless  half-humorous  access  of  temper.  The  child 
knew  nothing  of  his  own  bereaved  condition,  and 

as  little  of  his  prospects  in  life.  He  only  knew  that 

the  near  hind  leg  of  the  rocking-horse  had  come 
off,  and  formed  a  convenient  instrument  of  chastise- 

ment. He  looked  with  disapproving  eyes  upon 

Phillip  Lamond,  but  presently  entered  into  the 

question  of  travelling  in  a  boat  with  unfeigned 

delight. 

It  would  appear  that  in  children  the  hereditary 

character  shows  itself  early.  Harry's  father  had 
been  an  adventurous  soul.  The  living  Harry  laid 

aside  the  leg  of  the  rocking-horse  and  expressed 
himself  ready  to  start  on  a  long  journey.  With 

all  the  insolence  of  the  dominant  race  he  gave  his 

orders  to  the  ayah  in  his  prattling  Hindustani,  and 

Phillip  Lamond,  while  laughing  good-naturedly  at 
his  haste,  threw  no  obstacle  in  its  way. 
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So  expeditiously,  indeed,  were  the  arrangements 
carried  out,  that  a  start  was  effected  the  next 

morning,  and  in  due  course  Phillip  Lamond  reached 

his  own  home  on  the  banks  of  the  Hooghly,  where 
he  installed  his  charge. 

While  the  agent  read  the  missive  in  the  compound, 
the  master  slept  the  sleep  of  innocence  on  a  mat 

stretched  upon  the  floor  of  the  bungalow,  and  the 

ayah  slowly  waved  a  palm-leaf  fan  over  his  recum- 
bent form. 

The  child  lay  with  careless  outstretched  limbs, 
a  fair  scion  of  the  northern  race  which  knows  no  rest 

or  fear,  which  has  laid  its  dead  in  every  part  of  the 

earth,  beneath  the  wave  of  every  sea.  The  boy  was 

fair  of  skin,  with  golden  hair,  and  cupid  lips  half 

open.  The  dusky  woman  bending  over  him  smiled 

with  very  pride  as  her  deep  eyes  rested  on  him. 

Thus,  Harry  Wylam  slept  amidst  the  turmoil  of 

this  first  stage  of  his  journey  through  life— care- 
less, fearless,  happy  with  a  woman  loving  him  and 

men  quarrelling  over  him— a  subtle  prophecy  of 
things  to  come.  Indeed  the  life  of  every  child  is 

nothing  but  a  prophecy,  for  those  who  know  the 

interpretation. 

Phillip  Lamond  sat  down  to  think.  Presently 
he  stretched  his  thin  legs  down  the  elongated  arms 

of  the  lounge.  He  lighted  a  cigar  and  frowned  as 
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he  did  so.  He  beckoned  to  the  silent  black  servant 

who  was  watching  him  in  the  shadow  of  the  verandah, 

and  ordered  a  brandy  and  soda,  which  was  presently 

brought  to  him  foaming  in  a  long  glass. 

He  was  tired  after  his  quick  journey  to  Delhi 

and  back  in  the  height  of  the  hot  season.  He  was 

worried  by  the  London  merchant's  courteously  firm 
letter.  He  had  grown  fond  of  the  high-spirited 
child  during  the  last  few  months,  a  fact  of  which 

Mr.  Gresham  had  been  informed,  although  he  chose • 
to  ignore  it. 

Lamond  was  a  rising  man  in  India,  and  in  those 

days  men  rose  fast.  By  a  smart  piece  of  social 

manoeuvring  he  had  a  year  earlier  constituted  him- 
self the  guardian  of  Harry  Wylam,  and  this  tended 

to  assure  to  him  a  position  he  had  not  hitherto 

enjoyed.  It  is  so  easy  to  claim  friendship  with  the 

dead.  With  Captain  Wylam  died  the  small  fact 

that  Phillip  Lamond  had  been  his  servant.  For 

Lamond  had  only  lately  begun  to  call  himself  a 

solicitor.  He  was  a  man  of  many  irons — of  great 
and  varied  knowledge,  of  small  and  easy  scruple. 

The  very  man  to  get  on  in  India  before  the  Mutiny. 

Indeed,  the  very  man  to  get  on  in  any  part  of  this 
world.  He  had  written  home  to  Mr.  Gresham  a 

long  account  of  the  sudden  death  of  Captain  Wylam 

and  his  wife :  "  my  dear  friend  Harry  Wylam,"  he 
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had  written  with  the  assurance  of  the  wordling. 

In  reply  Mr.  Gresham  wrote  a  letter  full  of  gratitude, 

noting  with  a  business-like  exactitude  the  details 

relating  to  the  worldly  possessions  of  the  late  Harry 

Wylain,  and  courteously  suggesting  that  the  three- 

year-old  son  should  be  sent  home  at  once. 

Phillip  Lamond  replied  at  some  length,  setting 

forth  many  good  reasons  why  the  child  should 

remain  under  his  care.  And  thus  a  year  slipped 
away.  During  that  time  Lamond  administered  the 
estate  near  Delhi  with  wisdom  and  discretion.  He 

remitted  home  to  Mr.  Gresham  quarterly  sums,  the 

rents  collected  by  his  native  colleague  in  Delhi.  He 

informed  the  English  merchant  that  he  had  retained 

for  himself  the  fitting  remuneration  attendant  on 

his  duties  as  agent,  in  addition  to  one  hundred 

pounds  per  annum  for  the  maintenance  and  lodging 
of  the  child. 

India  is  a  land  of  overgrown  vitality.  Life  is  so 

abundant  that  death  is  treated  cavalierly,  and  the 

dead  are  soon  forgotten.  Mr.  Gresham  in  London 

had  reason  to  congratulate  himself  that  the  affairs 

of  the  Wylams  were  in  the  hands  of  a  prompt 

man  of  business  such  as  Phillip  Lamond,  acting  in 

conjunction  with  the  respectable  native  firm  of 

H.  Alaraka,  Sajin  &  Co.,  of  Delhi.  The  Wylams 

appeared  to  have  had  many  acquaintances  and  a 
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few  friends  who  could,  if  they  had  taken  the  trouble, 

have  given  details  of  their  life  and  death.  Mr. 

Gresham  never,  however,  happened  to  meet  any  of 

these  friends,  who  naturally  moved  in  a  different 

circle  from  his  own,  and  when  in  England  failed  to 

discover  that  there  was  a  London  east  of  Temple  Bar. 

He  made  careful  inquiries  none  the  less  respecting 
the  firm  of  native  merchants  in  Delhi  who  collected 

the  rents  and  supervised  the  affairs  of  Captain  Wylam 

in  that  city,  and  learnt  nothing  to  their  discredit. 
The  sums  remitted  to  Mr.  Gresham  amounted 

to  fifteen  hundred  odd  pounds  per  annum,  which 

modest  income  was  duly  invested  by  the  careful 
London  merchant  in  safe  affairs. 

These  and  other  matters  were  moving  to  and 

fro  within  the  brain  of  Phillip  Lamond  as  he  lay  at 

length  and  gazed  out  between  his  own  feet  across 

the  river.  This  man  passed  for  a  bachelor,  and  his 
small  household  was  conducted  on  the  somewhat 

Bohemian  principles  which  obtained  in  India  in  the 

olden  days.  The  bungalow  stood  between  the  road 

and  the  river — a  small  white  house  with  green 
shutters  in  sore  need  of  a  coat  of  paint.  A  few  years 
earlier  Lamond  had  come  from  the  south,  had 

bought  this  bungalow  from  a  river-pilot,  and  had 
painted  it  without  and  furnished  it  within  quite 

regardless  of  expense. 
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He  seemed  to  take  it  for  granted  that  he  should 

get  into  society,  and  for  a  few  months  had  actually 

hung  on  the  outskirts  of  that  vague  bourne.  But 

society  had  dropped  him — slowly,  surely,  inexorably. 
He  bore  no  goodwill  towards  Anglo-Indians. 

From  the  upper  circle  he  slid  imperceptibly  to 

the  second  range.  He  began  to  haunt  the  billiard- 
rooms  of  the  hotels.  His  name,  after  figuring  for 

months  upon  the  list  of  more  than  one  club-board 
as  a  candidate  for  election,  disappeared  therefrom. 

Among  such  friends  as  he  succeeded  in  making  in 

public  billiard-rooms  and  drinking  bars  he  dissemi- 

nated the  opinion  that  Anglo-Indians  were  a  narrow- 
minded  race. 

When  a  man  begins  to  complain  of  narrow- 

mindedness  in  others  the  worldly-wise  gather  in 
their  skirts. 

Yet  Phillip  Lamond  did  not  drink,  neither  did 

he  swear.  He  was  ever  ready  to  assist  the  new- 
comer, and  even  to  warn  him  against  such  dangers 

as  might  beset  his  social  path. 

"But,"  he  would  say,  with  a  wave  of  his  cigar, 

"don't  say  I  told  you.  I'm  no  gossip.  I  hate  a 
mischief-maker.  I  like  to  live  at  peace  with  my 

neighbours ! " 
He  laughed  his  jolly  laugh— went  his  way,  and  in 

due  time  the  new-comer  dropped  him. 
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Lamond  could  not  understand  it.  No  more  than 

he  could  understand  why  each  succeeding  letter 
from  Mr.  Gresham  was  colder  and  more  polite. 
That  which  he  now  held  in  his  hand  was  final.  For 

Phillip  Lamond  knew,  as  certainly  as  if  the  mer- 
chant had  told  him,  that  Captain  Farr,  of  the  barque 

Golden  Horn,  had  a  power  of  attorney  from  Harry 

Wylam's  guardians  to  assume  custody  of  the  child. 
He  knew  Cap t am  Farr  by  sight.  During  the  last 

year  or  so  his  friends  had  mostly  been  numbered 

among  the  officers  of  the  ships  at  anchor  in  the 

river.  These  mariners  were  in  the  habit  of  coming 

ashore  in  the  evening — brown,  well-washed  and 
soapy  in  their  rough  serge  clothes,  to  seek  such 
entertainment  as  the  city  afforded,  and  their  haunts 

became  also  the  haunts  of  Phillip  Lamond. 

Captain  Farr  was  known  to  be  a  red-headed 
skipper  of  the  old  school,  with  a  rough  tongue 

further  accentuated  by  a  Glasgow  brogue.  An 

honest  man,  who  thrashed  his  ship  backwards  and 

forwards  round  the  Cape,  making  no  very  quick 

passages  and  few  mistakes.  He  was  the  sort  of  man 

to  obey  orders  to  the  letter — a  suspicious  Scotchman, 
who  had  seen  the  world  and  the  wickedness  thereof. 

Phillip  Lamond  went  indoors  and  wrote  a  note  to 

this  mariner,  asking  him  to  dinner  the  next  even- 
ing, and  expressing  considerable  relief  that  his 
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charge,  Harry  Wylam,  was  at  last  to  be  removed 

from  his  over-burdened  hands.  "The  truth  is," 

he  wrote,  "a  bachelor  like  myself  is  unfit  for  the 
management  of  a  child,  and  it  was  only  in  obedience 

to  my  dear  old  friend  Wylam's  desire  that  I  under- 

took the  thing  at  all." 

A  queer  smile  hovered  beneath  the  captain's  red 
moustache  as  he  read  this  simple-minded  epistle  an 
hour  later. 

Phillip  Lamond,  over  his  solitary  dinner,  was  per- 
haps beginning  to  realise  that  in  India  a  dog  may 

do  worse  than  have  a  bad  name — he  may  have  none 
at  all.  For  the  old  order  changeth,  giving  place  to 

new.  If  a  dog  be  given  a  bad  name  nowadays,  he 

usually  gets  into  society  with  it. 



CHAPTER   II 

AN   EARLY   ADVENTURE 

THERE  is  nothing  in  this  world  so  desolate  as  the 

waste  of  ocean  lying  to  the  south  of  the  Cape  of  Good 

Hope — the  home  of  the  albatross  and  of  his  smaller, 
duskier  brethren  of  the  mighty  wing. 

The  loneliness  of  it  all  is  overwhelming,  the. silence 

of 'it  full  of  melancholy.  Here  are  the  mighty  works 
of  God  and  the  silence  of  them.  The  albatross  is  a 

taciturn  bird.  He  sails  along  on  his  weird  wings — 

self-absorbed,  mysterious,  incomprehensible.  The 
Cape  pigeon  flits  by  half  scared,  the  dainty  petrel 

trips  on  the  wave,  and  they  one  and  all  have  no  voice. 

The  great  sperrn  whale  lumbers  along  with  a  strange 

air  of  attending  to  his  own  affairs.  And  the  waves, 

as  high  as  the  Sussex  Downs,  roll  unbroken  around 
the  world. 

Captain  Farr  was  of  the  old  school  of  mariners, 

and  a  navigator  always  rounds  the  Cape  as  he  was 

taught  in  his  apprenticeship.  The  modern  dashing 

skipper,  intent  on  a  quick  passage,  breaks  into  that 
silent  sea  below  the  forties.  He  forces  his  ship  into 

14 
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the  great  waste,  and  boldly  sights  Prince  Edward 
Island  and  the  lone  Crozets.  On  the  homeward 

voyage  he  sails  in  shoal  water  and  sights  Table 
Mountain.  This  is  the  whole  art  of  rapid  navigation 

— to  go  where  the  wind  blows  steadily. 
But  the  Golden  Horn  rounded  the  Cape  on  either 

voyage  in  a  safe  old  medium  latitude,  sighting  no 
land,  breaking  into  no  unknown  waters  in  search  of 
a  fair  wind. 

She  was  now  rolling  easily  on  a  glassy  sea,  her 

great  sails  flapping  sleepily.  As  she  tumbled  to 

windward,  the  canvas  filled  with  a  solemn  flap.  On 
the  leeward  roll,  the  sails  suddenly  flattening,  dropped 
the  sheet-blocks  with  a  clatter  on  the  deck.  The 

regularity  of  it,  the  sleepy  monotony  of  the  rattling 

block-sheaves,  the  grave  flap  of  the  filling  sail,  were 
maddening  or  sleep-inducing  according  to  the  nerve 
of  the  hearer. 

It  was  a  Sunday  afternoon,  and  in  the  shadow 

of  the  deck-house  the  watch  on  deck  lay  prone  in 
strong  attitudes.  Some  were  reading,  others  slept. 

The  ayah  squatting  on  the  upper  deck  with  her  back 

against  the  white  rail  was  wrapped  in  a  deep  Oriental 

meditation.  A  monkey  sat  on  the  lower  ratlines  of 

the  mizzen  rigging,  engaged  in  an  unblushing  effort 

at  personal  cleanliness.  In  the  intervals  of  his  oc- 
cupation he  glanced  with  blinking,  affectionate  eyes 
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at  the  gentle  native  woman,  as  if  reminding  her  that 

they  had  the  tie  of  a  common  country  amidst  these 

fair-faced  aliens.  At  times  he  looked  hurriedly  around 
him,  impelled  to  precaution  not  so  much  by  the  evil 

conscience  hereditary  to  his  kind,  as  by  the  know- 
ledge that  his  chief  tormentor,  little  Harry  Wylam, 

was  about  the  decks. 

The  child  had  as  a  matter  of  fact  clambered  down 

from  the  poop  to  the  main-deck,  where  he  was  peep- 

ing wonderingly  over  the  combing  of  the  main-hatch. 
The  hatches  were  off,  and  a  warm  odour  of  Indian 

produce — of  indigo  and  rapeseed,  of  cocoanut  oil  and 

coir-yarn,  rose  from  the  closely  stowed  hold. 

Harry  Wylam,  with  the  irrepressible  energy  of  his 

years,  had  exhausted  his  ayah's  patience,  leaving  the 
woman  meditatively  somnolent  in  the  sun.  He  had 

been  forcibly  snubbed  by  the  watch  in  the  shade  of 

the  deck-house.  The  captain  was  below,  and  the 
first  officer,  sitting  on  the  stern  rail,  was  busy  with 

Sunday  thoughts  of  home.  For  on  blue  water  the 

seventh  day  is  devoted  to  washing  clothes  and  think- 

ing of  one's  home  ties. 
The  monkey  had  escaped  to  the  mizzen  rigging. 

Remained  therefore  for  the  enterprising  Harry  his 

own  neck,  to  risk  on  lower  rigging  and  poop  gang- 

wa)^,  the  open  hatchways  and  the  wonders  of  the 
hold,  and  perchance  a  little  sport  with  a  young  bear 
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confined  in  a  rough  cage  between  the  foremast  and 
the  deck-house. 

Having  exhausted  his  investigations  of  the  hold 

as  seen  over  the  high,  old-fashioned  combing  of  the 
hatchway,  Harry  went  forward  on  tiptoe  in  his 

little  slippers.  The  bear  provided  better  sport  when 

aroused  from  a  comfortable  nap.  With  some  exul- 

tation Harry  found  that  the  peace  of  a  warm  after- 
noon had  soothed  his  victim  to  profound  slumber. 

It  being  Sunday  the  carpenter  was  not  at  work,  and 

the  orderly  deck  provided  no  suitable  arm  where- 

with to  goad  the  sleeping  bear.  A  belay  ing-pin 
was  too  short  to  reach  him  where  he  lay  at  the 

back  of  the  cage,  the  capstan-bars  in  their  rack 

against  the  bulkhead  of  the  deck-house  were  too 
heavy. 

With  the  enterprise  of  ignorance  and  a  character- 
istic heedlessness  of  consequence,  Harry  determined 

to  go  inside  the  cage  and  kick  his  unconscious  foe. 

He  worked  silently  and  steadily  at  the  door  of  the 

cage  with  that  singular  perseverance  which  in  some 

natures  is  only  brought  to  a  high  perfection  by  the 

knowledge  of  wrongdoing.  At  last  the  door  was 

open,  and  clambering  on  an  overturned  bucket 

Harry  Wylani  proceeded  to  carry  out  his  pro- 
gramme to  the  letter. 

There  was  a  roar,  a  shriek, — and  the  watch  hurry- 
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ing  to  the  spot  found  a  scuffling  mass  of  fur  and 

pinafore  and  stout  bare  limbs  tossing  to  and  fro  in 

the  cage.  This  was  finally  extracted,  and  for  a 

brief  moment  the  fight  continued  on  deck  in  the 
centre  of  a  circle  of  dumbfoundered  men.  Then 

some  one  seized  the  bear,  and  immediately  the  first 

officer  dealt  the  beast  an  exceedingly  shrewd  blow 

across  the  eyes  with  a  capstan-bar. 
The  bear  tottered  and  rolled  backwards,  opening 

his  great  arms  as  he  fell,  and  dropping  from  their 

suffocating  embrace  Master  Harry  Wylam — crushed, 
white,  and  unconscious.  The  combatants  lay  side 

by  side.  Some  one  had  already  run  to  the  fresh 

water  pump,  and  presently  a  pannikin  of  lukewarm 

water  was  sluiced  over  the  child's  face,  washing 
away  the  bloodstains  from  his  pallid  cheeks.  There 

was  a  deep  serrated  scratch  across  his  forehead,  and 
those  who  saw  it  knew  that  the  mark  of  it  would 

last  the  child's  life. 
For  a  few  moments  Harry  lay  motionless,  while 

the  ayah  knelt  on  the  deck  and  beat  her  breast  in  a 

terror  of  suspense.  Then  the  blue  eyes  opened  with 

a  wondering  look,  which  presently  gave  way  to  the 

light  of  anger.  The  child  scrambled  to  his  feet,  and 

before  the  onlookers  comprehended  his  intention, 

he  had  fallen  upon  the  bear  again,  literally:  tooth 

and  nail.  He  beat  the  prostrate  animal  on  the  face 
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and  head  with  his  tiny  fists,  he  kicked  it  with  his 

little  button-up  slippers.  It  was  the  sort  of  thing 
that  appealed  to  the  humour  of  the  British  mariner, 

and  the  men  around  him  roared  again  with  laughter 

and  admiration  of  such  dauntless  pluck. 

"  That'll  be  a  great  man  some  day,"  said  a  sailor, 
as  they  dragged  the  bear  towards  its  cage. 

"Ay,"  opined  Captain  Farr  slowly,  as  he  led  the 

child  away,  "  or  else  he'll  come  to  the  gallows." 
After  this  incident  a  greater  vigilance  was  ob- 

served. The  child  was  deemed  by  the  cautious 

Captain  Farr  to  be  too  headstrong  for  such  gentle 
care  as  the  devoted  but  passive  ayah  could  lavish 

upon  him.  Her  slim  black  arms  no  longer  knew 
how  to  control  his  wayward  strength  of  limb.  The 

masterfulness  of  the  dominant  race  was  beginning 
to  override  the  small  moral  control  which  the 

woman  exercised  over  her  charge. 

It  was  probably  owing  to  the  Scotchman's  suspi- 
cious precautions  that,  when  the  Start  was  at  length 

sighted,  Harry  Wylam  was  still  on  board  the  Golden 

Horn,  a  merry,  heedless  child,  with  a  brown  face 

and  brave  blue  eyes — the  picture  of  good  health,  of 

happy  innocence,  and  wilful  daring. 

In  due  course  the  great  ship  crept  up  the  river 

to  the  gates  of  the  St.  Katherine's  Dock— then 
busy  with  shipping,  alive  with  commerce;  now 
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still  and  sleepy  —  the  last  resting-place  of  the 
superseded. 

As  the  Golden  Horn  slowly  warped  iu  through 

the  tidal  basin,  a  stout  gentleman  in  tight  trousers, 

in  straps,  and  a  black  silk  choker,  walked  along  the 

quay,  keeping  pace  with  the  vessel.  Captain  Farr 

on  the  poop  —  steady,  cautious,  infinitely  careful, 
raised  his  hat  at  the  sight  of  this  gentleman,  and 
received  in  return  a  courteous  wave  of  the  hand. 

The  old  gentleman  changed  his  gold-knobbed  ma- 
lacca  cane  from  the  left  to  the  right  hand,  settled 
his  black  silk  cravat,  and  looked  the  Golden  Horn 

up  and  down — not  with  the  knowing  eye  of  the 
seaman,  but  with  the  possessive  pride  of  an  owner. 

"  Yon's  Mr.  Gresham,"  said  the  captain  curtly  to 
the  child  at  his  side,  and  across  the  little  space  of 

muddy  water  the  fatherless  child  and  sonless  man 
looked  hard  at  each  other. 

"  He's  very  fat,"  said  Harry. 

"  He's  varra  wealthy,"  said  the  Glasgow  captain 
sternly. 

When  the  ship  was  at  length  moored  alongside 

the  quay  and  the  long  voyage  was  at  an  end,  Mr. 

Gresham  walked  gravely  up  the  gangway. 

"  A  hearty  welcome  to  you,  captain,"  he  said, 
with  that  grand  air  for  which  we  have  no  time 

to-day.  And  he  extended  a  gracious  hand.  "  A 
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successful  voyage  and  a  clean  bill  of  health,  I  hope," 
he  added. 

And  the  captain  muttered  "  Ay,  ay ! "  within  his 
beard. 

"Yon's  the  child,"  he  said,  "and  he's  led  us  a 

pretty  dance." 
Harry  was  standing  in  front  of  his  great  relative, 

contemplating  the  vast  silk  waistcoat,  which  had  so 

imperatively  commanded  his  attention. 

"  Come  here,  my  little  man,"  said  Mr.  Gresham 
kindly — and  the  two  shook  hands. 

"I  am  going  to  be  a  sailor,"  announced  Hany, 
with  that  blunt  arrival  at  the  main  issue  which  we 

lay  aside  in  later  life. 

"No  doubt,  my  little  man,  no  doubt,"  said  the 
merchant,  with  a  smile.  "  It  is  only  natural.  I 
hope  you  have  had  a  nice  voyage,  and  have  not 

given  Captain  Farr  much  trouble.  And  this  is 

your  kind  nurse.  I  thank  you,  my  good  woman, 

for  your  care  of  this  little  travell  r.  And  now  we 

will  go  ashore.  My  carriage  is  awaiting  us  in  the 

Minories.  Captain  Farr,  you  will  dine  with  me 

to-morrow  afternoon,  I  hope." 
The  captain  expressed  a  gruff  acquiescence,  and 

visibly  broke  out  into  a  cold  perspiration  at  the 

thought  of  the  social  agonies  to  come. 

As  Mr.  Gresham  walked  to  the  dock-gates,  hold- 
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ing  the  child  by  the  hand,  more  than  one  man 

paused  in  his  work  to  touch  his  hat  to  the 

great  shipowner,  and  to  stare  open-mouthed  at  the 
black  woman,  in  her  dusky  reds,  meekly  walking 
behind. 

The  carriage  was  awaiting  them  in  the  shadow  of 

the  trees  in  Trinity  Square,  for  it  was  St.  Martin's 
summer  and  a  hot  October. 

The  first  that  Harry  saw  of  England  was  there- 
fore the  great  Tower  of  London,  and  he  abandoned 

the  idea  of  a  maritime  career  for  the  red  coat  the 

moment  he  set  eyes  on  the  guards  drilling  in  the 

square. 

The  carriage  rattled  away  over  the  cobble-stones, 
past  the  Mint,  through  the  narrow  Minories,  where 

the  smell  of  ships  still  lingers.  And  Harry  ex- 
plained to  his  guardian,  in  a  high,  clear  voice,  the 

difference  between  a  reef-knot  and  a  bowline,  as 

they  drove  along ;  which  difference  he  made  clearer 

by  an  illustration  effected  with  the  check-string 

attached  to  the  coachman's  centre  button.  Through 
Leadenhall  Street,  past  the  great  East  India  House, 

all  innocent  of  the  Empire  within  its  ledgers,  past 

Crosby  Hall — untouched  to-day — and  through  the 

iron  gates  of  St.  Helen's  Place. 

"  You  will  find  a  little  playmate  in  the  nursery," 
said  Mr.  Gresham,  as  he  lifted  the  child  to  the 
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pavement.  "  I  have  a  little  girl,  younger  than  you, 

although  you  think  me  a  very  old  man." 
"  What  is  her  name  ? "  asks  Harry,  stumping  up 

the  steps.  He  has  already  forgotten  Captain  Farr 
and  the  Golden  Horn.  If  we  are  to  have  great 

changes  in  our  life,  please  God  that  He  may  send 
them  in  our  childhood. 

"  Her  name  is  Miriam,"  replied  Mr.  Gresham.  "  Her 

mother's  name.  Her  mother  is  dead,  my  little  man, 
she  has  gone  to  heaven.  You  must  never  talk  of 

her.  And  you  must  be  a  brother  to  my  little  Miriam." 

"Yes;  or  else  I'll  marry  her,"  replied  Harry 
sturdily. 

The  merchant  turned  and  looked  down  into  the 

child's  face  with  a  queer  smile.  He  was  rather 
amused  at  the  independence  of  spirit  displayed  by 

this  small  traveller,  at  his  grand  air  acquired  in  a 

nursery  where  he  had  even  been  lord  and  master 

with  cringing  servants  at  his  beck  and  call. 
It  must  be  remembered  that  this  was  in  the 

thirties,  before  the  drawing-room  had  begun  to 

advance,  much  less  the  nursery ;  before  the  mother 

had  begun  to  shriek  and  clamour  for  her  rights, 
much  less  the  child.  Mr.  Gresham  belonged  to  the 

older  school,  and  clung  to  his  grand  house  in  St. 

Helen's  Place  in  preference  to  a  villa  on  Clapham 
Common  or  at  Lewisham.  &  He  cherished  many 
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quaint  ideas,  now  daily  losing  ground  before  the 

so-called  advancement  of  a  generation  of  women, 
who  hold  it  higher  to  be  an  object  of  ridicule  abroad 

than  the  idol  of  a  nursery  at  home. 

Mr.  Gresham,  in  his  rigid  old-world  formality, 
held  very  pronounced  principles  on  the  bringing  up 

of  children — principles  in  which  the  nursery  figured 

largely — wherein  a  wise  discipline  tempered  that 
parental  pride  which  handicaps  many  childish 

virtues.  And  though  we  laugh  at  such  to-day,  it 
has  yet  to  be  proved  by  a  future  generation,  whether 

we  are  bringing  up  a  better  race  of  men  and  women 

than  did  our  grandfathers. 

Harry  Wylarn  was  led  kindly  past  the  open  dining- 

room  door — where  he  glanced  wonderingly  at  the 

massive,  highly  polished  mahogany — up  the  grave 
staircase,  where  the  portraits  of  many  city  magnates 

looked  down  upon  him. 

"That,"  said  the  merchant,  indicating  a  steel 

engraving,  "is  the  great  John  Gresham,  my  second 

cousin." 
Harry  was  interested  in  a  picture  representing  the 

Duke  of  Wellington  extending  his  hand  to  General 
Blucher. 

"  Where  are  we  going  ? "  he  asked,  as  they  passed 
the  drawing-room  door,  and  began  to  climb  the 
narrower  staircase  to  the  upper  rooms. 
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"To  the  nursery,  where  your  little  sister  is  wait- 

ing tea  for  you,"  replied  Mr.  Gresham  kindly. 

"  It  is  very  high  up,"  observed  Harry. 
Mr.  Gresham  went  into  the  room  first,  and  Harry 

arrived  in  time  to  see  a  fair-haired  little  girl  struggle 
from  her  high  chair  to  the  ground,  where  she  stood 

respectfully  in  her  father's  presence  with  down- 
cast eyes.  The  nurse,  a  respectable  middle-aged 

woman,  tightly  contained  within  a  black  dress, 

stood  at  attention  behind  a  highly  polished  metal 

teapot. 

It  was  all  scrupulously  neat  and  formal;  rigidly 

good,  both  mentally  and  physically,  for  the  small 
lives  forming  there.  The  ayah  crept  in  meekly, 

and  her  dark  eyes  fell  before  the  British  stare  of 

her  compeer. 

Harry  stood  looking  at  Miriam. 

"Here  is  your  little  brother,  my  dear,"  said  Mr. 
Gresham  to  his  daughter,  "  come  all  the  way  from 
India  to  live  with  you.  He  will  make  the  nursery 

merrier,  Mrs.  Down." 
But  Mrs.  Down  had  only  eyes  for  the  dusky 

woman,  whose  clothing  struck  her  as  slightly 
indecorous. 

Miriam  came  shyly  forward  and  kissed  Harry. 
She  led  him  to  a  high  chair  beside  her  own.  Harry 

clambered  up  in  silent  meditation.  It  was  all 
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rather  incomprehensible  to  the  boy  who  had 

ruled  the  bungalow  by  the  banks  of  the  Hooghly, 

and  had  been  allowed  as  a  treat  to  sip  brandy 

and  soda  from  the  tumbler  of  the  indulgent  Phillip 
Lamond, 



CHAPTER   III 

THE   TURNING   OF   THE   LEAF 

FOR  eight  peaceful  years  Harry  Wylam  lived  in 

St.  Helen's  Place.  Great  events  laid  their  finger 
upon  his  little  life  with  that  lingering  touch  which 
is  never  obliterated.  He  was  lifted  from  his  cot 

and  carried  to  an  attic  window  to  see  the  sky  all 

red  and  shimmering.  The  Royal  Exchange,  they 

told  him,  was  on  fire,  and  he  shivered  in  his  nurse's 
arms  with  some  childish  comprehension  of  a  cala- 

mity to  England.  He  saw  the  forked  tongues  lick 

the  sky;  he  saw  the  sparks  fly  upward.  Through 

the  open  window  he  heard  the  bells  of  the  Royal 

Exchange  ring  out  a  quaint  Scotch  air.  And  the 

maids  peering  through  the  windows  whispered,  awe- 
struck, that  the  bells  were  saying  that  there  was 

no  luck  about  the  burning  house. 

One  morning,  when  the  sun  was  up  betimes,  for 
it  was  the  month  of  June,  Harry  was  awakened  by 

a  wild  ringing  of  bells,  and  St.  Helen's  voice  was 
loudest  just  beneath  him.  He  saw  Mr.  Gresham 

in  all  his  city  finery — an  alderman  of  his  ward,  a 
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liveryman  of  many  companies  —  step  into  his 
carriage  at  seven  in  the  morning.  He  saw  the 

good  people  in  their  best  flocking  westward,  and 
the  nurses  told  him  that  England  had  a  new  queen 

who  wore  a  golden  crown. 

He  told  little  Miriam  bravely  that  he  would  one 

day  be  a  soldier  and  bear  a  sword  for  Queen  Vic- 
toria, and  Miriam  thought  that  she  would  like  to 

be  a  Court  lady. 

The  ayah  had  long  been  sent  home,  impassive 
and  meek  with  her  torn  heart,  for  this  child  had 

been  as  her  own.  With  her  went  Harry's  last  link 
to  distant  India — and  the  palm  trees,  the  meek 

black  faces,  the  great  silent  river,  faded  into  a  dream. 

Life  was  very  real  to  the  child,  who  was  not  made 

of  dreaming  matter.  He  lived  every  moment  of 

his  day,  a  child  of  quick  anger  and  sudden  repent- 
ance. At  one  moment  he  would  laugh  at  Miriam 

for  a  timid  girl,  and  the  next  defend  her  against 

the  nurse  and  all  their  little  world,  taking  sub- 

sequent punishment  with  a  certain  grand  air  of 
indifference.  Once  he  struck  his  little  playmate 

because  she  misunderstood  a  complicated  manoeuvre 

of  tin  soldiers,  which  made  her  whimper,  whereupon 

he  suddenly  humbled  himself  to  the  ground  at  her 

little  feet,  which  made  her  cry  the  louder — she  knew 
not  why. 
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The  nurse — a  woman  of  cold  and  commanding 
presence,  the  sort  of  woman  one  usually  finds  in 

a  widower's  house — disapproved  of  him  from  the 
first,  and  gave  him  all  the  love  of  her  repressed 

heart  after  a  year.  She  nursed  him  through  childish 

ailments  with  a  seventy  which  is  in  some  natures 

the  only  mode  of  confessing  affection.  She  piloted 

him  through  childish  troubles — very  real,  very  im- 

portant to  him — with  a  cold  justice  which  she  never 
meted  out  to  Miriam.  And  all  the  while  she  dis- 

approved of  him.  Women  are  strange,  and  the 
colder  women  the  most  inconsistent.  She  was 

keenly  alive  to  his  faults.  She  made  the  worst  of 

him  to  that  just  man  her  master,  and  when  at  last 
the  sentence  came,  it  hurt  the  nurse  more  than 

the  culprit. 

"  There  is  nothing  for  it,"  said  Mr.  Gresham,  "  but 

to  send  him  to  school.  I  will  see  about  it  to-day." 
At  nursery  tea-time  came  the  news  that  Harry  had 

been  entered  for  Merchant  Taylors'  School,  and  was 

to  present  himself  in  Suffolk  Lane  in  a  week's  time. 
Miriam  looked  up  with  frightened  eyes,  and  be- 

neath her  curls  a  few  hot  tears  fell  upon  her  little 

hands.  Harry  received  his  verdict  with  stubborn 

lips  pushed  forward.  He  gnawed  at  his  crust — a 

punishment  tea  was  his  daily  fare — in  sullen  silence. 
The  nurse  poured  out  the  tea  with  steady  hands, 
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spread  thin  butter  with  unflinching  severity,  and 

felt  strangely  angry  with  Miriam. 

"  I  don't  care,"  said  Harry  presently,  "  I'm  tired  of 

being  with — women." 
But  he  did  not  want  any  more  bread  and  butter. 

Five  minutes  later  he  was  in  roars  of  laughter  over 

a  struggle  with  the  Sutler  who,  having  summoned 

him  to  the  study,  refused  to  let  him  slide  down  the 
banisters. 

He  pulled  his  tunic  down,  drew  up  his  stockings, 

and  walked  fearlessly  into  the  study  where  Mr. 

Greshain  was  waiting.  Mr.  Gresham  was  grave  and 

kindly  as  ever.  He  was  somewhat  judicial,  and  the 

resumd  of  the  last  five  or  six  years,  with  which  he 

entertained  the  small  scapegrace,  was  a  genuine 

surprise  to  Harry. 

Some,  indeed,  of  the  boyish  crimes  set  forth  in 

tolerant  deliberation  by  his  guardian  had  been  en- 

graved on  his  memory  by  the  marks  they  had  left 

upon  his  person  or  upon  the  furniture,  but  the 

majority  of  the  charges  only  came  faintly  as  half- 
forgotten  incidents  in  a  lifetime  full  of  such.  Harry 
had  not  attributed  the  blame  of  these  to  himself  or 

to  any  one  else.  They  appeared  to  him  the  handi- 
work of  that  force  majewre  which,  under  the  name 

of  Fate,  shapes  the  smallest  like  the  largest  lives. 

Harry  listened  respectfully  enough,  and  presently 
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a  warm  tide  of  shame  and  self-abnegation  welled  up 

in  his  heart.  His  lip  quivered,  and  he  bit  it  hard. 

"  I  ain  not  blaming  you,  my  little  man,"  concluded 

Mr.  Gresham.  "I  recognise  the  force  of  early  cir- 
cumstance, and  endeavour  to  make  allowance  for 

the  irregularity  of  your  infancy.  But  now  you  are 

going  out  into  a  world  of  little  men,  which  is  very 

much  the  same  as  the  world  of  bigger  men  in  which 

I  move  myself.  You  will  find  difficulties  awaiting 

you — you  will  find  friends  there  and  enemies.  You 

will  have  to  make  your  own  place  in  this  little 

world,  and  later  on  in  the  larger  one.  No  one  else 

can  make  that  place  for  you.  From  this  time  forth 

I  shall  cease  to  treat  you  as  a  child.  I  shall  not 

punish  you  as  a  child.  You  must  try  and  recog- 
nise for  yourself  the  difference  between  right  and 

wrong.  We  will  forget  the  past,  Harry.  We  will 

lay  aside  childish  things,  and  be  a  man  from  to- 

day. I  want  you  to  remember  two  things — always. 

Remember  that  you  are  a  gentleman  —  and  an 

Englishman.  As  an  Englishman  do  nothing  that 

is  dishonest,  as  a  gentleman  nothing  that  is  mean. 

Shake  hands,  my  little  man.  And  we  will  turn 
over  a  new  leaf.  We  will  never  look  at  the  old 

ones  again." 
Harry  extended  a  sticky  little  hand,  and  with- 

drew it.  He  came  forward  a  step  and  paused,  then 
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he  turned  suddenly,  and  throwing  his  arms  on  the 

high  window-sill  he  buried  his  face  in  his  sleeves, 
and  stood  motionless  except  for  the  sobs  that  his 

new  manhood  bade  him  repress. 

Mr.  Gresham — good  merchant-prince — kept  his 
word  rigidly.  The  folded  pages  of  childhood  were 

never  reopened — the  old  misdoings  were  completely 
wiped  out,  and  Harry  Wylam  made  a  fresh  start  on 

the  morning  that  he  set  out  with  his  satchel  and 

slate  for  the  Merchant  Taylors'  School. 
The  novelty  of  it  all  lasted  six  months.  Harry 

fought  a  few  fights,  and  brought  home  more  than 

one  black  eye  with  the  pride  attaching  to  those 

adornments  in  early  youth.  He  swaggered  con- 
siderably as  he  turned  in  through  the  iron  gates  of 

St.  Helen's  Place  on  these  occasions,  knowing  full 
well  that  Miriam  would  be  at  the  window. 

The  zest  of  making  his  place  in  the  new  world 

was,  however,  as  we  have  seen,  a  short-lived  pleasure. 

At  the  end  of  two  terms  the  boy's  active  mind 
began  to  look  farther  afield  for  an  opportunity  of 

distinction.  He  was  never  a  boy  to  mope  in  the 

corner  of  the  playground  with  a  book,  but  he  drank 

in  greedily  enough  at  second  hand  the  tales  of 

adventure  and  daring.  He  had  tasted  in  his  in- 
fancy the  air  of  the  great  world,  and  the  flavour  of 

it  lingered  still  in  his  memory  to  the  detriment 
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of  the  quiet  atmosphere  of  Suffolk  Lane  and  St. 

Helen's  Place  in  the  city. 
Harry,  in  his  thirteenth  year,  was  a  fine  boy  with 

tossing  fair  curls  and  eyes  brimful  of  mischief.  He 

was  vigorous  and  active — as  successful  in  the  play- 

ground as  he  was  unfortunate  in  the  class-room. 

The  boys  admired  him  for  his  daring — the  masters 

had  a  fondness  for  his  honesty.  The  sight  of  his 

eager,  bright  face,  coupled  with  the  rumours  of  his 

great  wealth,  had  a  marked  effect  upon  the  reports 

that  reached  Mr.  Gresham.  For  schoolmasters,  like 

the  rest  of  us,  are  only  human.  The  brains  of  a 

rich  boy  shine  brightly  enough  in  a  school  report, 

and  the  perjury  is  wiped  out  in  extras. 

In  Harry  Wylarn's  case,  however,  the  brains  were 
not  wanting.  He  possessed,  indeed,  a  certain  bril- 

liancy— a  dashing  recklessness  of  consequence  which 

enabled  him  to  conceal  his  ignorance  and  assisted 

his  tutors  in  their  pious  fraud. 

Mr.  Gresham,  like  many  old-fashioned  people, 

combined  with  a  great  shrewdness  a  certain  sim- 

plicity which  cannot  be  attributed  to  the  rising 

generation.  He  received  the  reports  of  Harry's 
progress  and  conduct  with  a  satisfaction  quite  un- 

alloyed by  doubt.  When,  therefore,  the  old  butler 

from  St.  Helen's  Place  sought  him  at  the  office  one 
afternoon,  with  the  news  that  Harry  had  not  put  in 

B2 
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an  appearance  at  school,  his  only  thought  was  that 
some  accident  had  befallen  the  boy. 

The  butler,  who  had  more  worldly  wisdom  than 

his  master,  suggested  at  once  that  Harry  had  run 
away. 

"  Nonsense,  Parks,"  said  Mr.  Gresham,  testily  lay- 
ing aside  his  pen.  "  Some  mishap  has  befallen  the 

child.  You  say  that  he  never  reported  himself  this 

morning — that  is  certain  ? " 
"  Yes,  sir." 

"  And  you  saw  him  start  for  school  ? " 

"  Closed  the  door  behind  him,  sir,"  replied  Parks 
in  the  manner  of  a  man  who  has  arrived  at  an 

unalterable  conclusion. 

Clerks  and  servants  were  at  once  sent  out  to 

make  inquiries,  with  the  result  that  Parks  the 

butler  took  a  seat  on  the  Chatham  coach  leaving 

the  Borough  at  four  o'clock  the  same  afternoon. 
A  child  answering  the  description  given  of  Master 

Harry  Wylam  had  mounted  the  morning  coach  for 

Rochester,  having  booked  his  seat  to  Chatham.  His 

luggage  consisted  of  a  school  satchel  and  a  slate : 

his  outfit  for  the  journey  a  bright  smile  and  an 

undaunted  thirteen-year-old  heart — an  equipment 
some  of  us  engaged  on  a  longer  journey  may  well 

envy  him. 

The  narrow  High  Street  of  Chatham  was  crowded 
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with  soldiers  and  sailors  when  the  coach  arrived. 

There  were  the  stir  and  business  of  life  in  the  very 

atmosphere,  as  there  always  are  when  red  coats  and 

bluejackets  are  about.  Men  greeting  each  other 

loudly — meeting  on  a  different  face  of  the  globe — 

girls  clinging  to  their  frank-hearted  mariners,  who 

would  sail  away  the  next  day  and  forget  them — 

harpies  preying  on  the  simple  sons  of  salt  water. 

The  butler,  accustomed  to  London  streets,  was  in  no 

degree  flustered,  though  sorely  put  about  to  know 

which  way  to  look  for  his  small  needle  in  this  pottle 

of  human  hay. 

Like  a  wise  man  he  went  to  the  principal  inn — 

knowing  Harry's  grand  ways,  and  shrewdly  suspect- 
ing that  he  would  there  find  a  servitor  willing 

enough  to  talk  to  a  gentleman's  servant. 
He  called  for  a  bottle  of  wine  and  strolled  into  the 

large  sitting-room  of  the  "Harp  and  Anchor,"  with 
its  great  windows  overlooking  the  Medway,  its  organ, 

its  sanded  floor,  as  some  of  us  know  it  to  this  day. 

The  waiter,  in  his  rusty  black  and  splay-toed  shuffling 
boots,  soon  melted  to  the  blandishments  of  one  of 

the  fraternity.  He  had  caught  no  sight  of  Harry; 

but  he  was  not  without  experience  of  young  gentle- 

men who  ran  away  and  eke  of  those  who  did  not 
do  it  alone. 

On  hearing  that  Harry  was  yet  too  youthful  for 
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the  more  serious  escapade,  his  face  displayed  a  little 

loss  of  interest ;  for  romance  is  a  strange  quality,  and 

may  oft  be  found  in  unlikely  hiding-places.  Never- 
theless, the  man  had  sound  advice  to  offer,  and 

showed  the  butler  the  nearest  way  to  the  Docks. 

It  was,  however,  too  late  to  make  prolonged 

inquiries  of  the  ship  captains  and  dock  labourers. 

At  eleven  o'clock  the  butler  returned  disconsolate 
to  the  inn,  full  of  wondering  where  his  charge  might 

be  passing  the  night. 

By  seven  o'clock  he  was  afoot  again,  making  haste 
to  board  such  vessels  as  he  found  getting  ready  for 

the  sea.  It  was  ten  o'clock  and  past  before  he 
clambered  up  the  side  of  the  Seven  Brothers,  sloop 

of  Jersey,  and  on  the  deck  of  the  little  collier  he 

found  Master  Harry  Wylam  talking  to  the  mariners. 

"  Thought  there'd  be  somebody  comin'  for  'un 

before  long,"  said  the  captain  of  the  Seven  Broilers, 
skilfully  ejecting  a  quid  of  tobacco,  and  coming  for- 

ward to  meet  the  butler.  Harry  also  ran  to  greet 

his  guardian's  servant. 

"  What — Parks,"  cried  the  child  ;  "  why,  you'll 
never  make  a  sailor." 

"  Not  likely — Master  Harry — but,  thank  God,  I've 

found  you." 
The  old  man  turned  in  some  wrath  to  the  captain, 

and  was  met  by  a  broad  wink. 
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"This  'ere  young  gen'leman,"  explained  the  cap- 

tain, laying  a  kindly  hand  on  Harry's  shoulder, 

"come  aboard  last  evenin'  and  said  he  was  goin'  to 

be  a  sailor.  Seem'  as  how  it  was  gettin'  late,  and 

havin'  just  such  another  at  home  at  Gorey,  I 

thought  he'd  better  ship  along  of  us — in  the  Seven 

Brothers — and  he's  a  gay  good  sailor — bless  his 

sperrit." 
"  And  I  slept  in  a  hammock,"  said  Harry  bravely, 

"  and  washed  niy  face  in  a  bucket  this  morning,  just 
like  a  sailor." 

He  threw  up  his  head  and  looked  round  among 

the  crew  for  confirmatory  evidence.  But,  to  judge 

from  the  smiling  countenances  around  him,  the 

comparison  as  to  the  use  of  the  bucket  did  not  seem 

very  apt. 

"  I've  put  his  name  down  in  the  log-book,"  con- 
tinued the  captain  with  obvious  winks,  "for  the  fust 

vacancy  that  occurs.  But  I'm  afraid  there  ain't  no 

berth  for  him  this  voyage." 

The  butler's  eyes  glistened  strangely  as  he  took 

the  skipper's  broad  palm  in  his  fingers,  and  made  no 
impression  on  it. 

"  My  master  will  not  forget  it,"  he  said,  "  and  I 

should  like  your  name  and  address." 
The  captain  laughed  and  shrugged  his  shoulders, 

turning  at  the  same  time  to  Harry. 
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"  And  so,  master,  ye'll  have  to  go  back  and.  do  a 

little  more  book-larning  before  you  ship  for  a  sailor." 

"  I  tried  him  at  figures,  last  evening,"  he  continued 

to  the  butler,  "  and  he  don't  know  quite  enough 

about  it  yet  to  work  out  his  reckonin's  at  sea." 
So  the  evening  coach  took  Harry  and  the  butler 

back  to  London,  and  duly  deposited  them  in  the 

Borough  at  ten  o'clock.  Harry  slept  during  most 
of  the  journey,  and  only  woke  to  talk  of  the  Seven 

Brothers  of  Jersey,  and  his  future  intentions  with 

regard  to  that  vessel.  The  butler  endeavoured  to 

make  him  realise  the  anxiety  and  trouble  he  had 

caused  by  his  thoughtless  escapade,  and  succeeded 

to  no  appreciable  extent. 
The  household  was  in  bed  when  the  travellers 

reached  St.  Helen's  Place,  and  Harry,  as  he  crept  up- 

stairs, saw  only  the  light  beneath  his  guardian's  door. 
He  came  somewhat  sheepishly  down  to  breakfast 

the  next  morning — which  happened  to  be  Sunday— 
a  day  when  the  children  breakfasted  in  the  dining- 
room. 

Mr.  Gresharn  looked  up  gravely  when  he  came 
into  the  room. 

"  Well,  Harry,"  he  said,  "  been  up  to  your  tricks 

again  ? " And,  for  the  first  time  since  the  leaf  was  turned, 

the  hot  tears  rushed  to  the  boy's  eyes. 
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AFLOAT 

THROUGH  the  following  years  Mr.  Gresham  continued 

to  the  best  of  his  ability  the  plan  of  education  he 

had  designed  for  his  ward.  He  steered  Harry  through 

a  series  of  scrapes  tending  to  increase  in  importance 

as  the  boy  grew  in  mind  and  stature.  The  hand  at 

the  helm  was  as  steady  and  as  honest  as  could  be 

desired,  and  had  the  vessel  been  a  stately  merchant- 

man with  plenty  of  ballast  and  a  well-stowed  cargo, 

the  course  would  have  been  straight  enough.  But 

this  Harry  Wylam  was  like  a  brilliant  yacht  tossed 

hither  and  thither  on  every  wave  of  life,  bending  to 

every  wind  of  heaven,  careening  before  a  fair  breeze, 

dipping  and  yawing  to  each  cross  sea.  Between 

them,  with  every  good  intention,  they  made  heavy 
weather  of  it. 

The  boy  was  not  expelled  from  Merchant  Taylors' 
School.  His  tutors  thought  it  better  that  he  should 

be  sent  to  a  boarding  academy,  where  a  stricter  dis- 

cipline was  enforced.  It  had  been  Mr.  Gresham's 
intention  to  send  Harry  to  Oxford,  but  his  orderly 

39 
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commercial  common-sense  saw  danger  in  the  Uni- 

versity life  for  one  of  Harry's  temperament,  and  the 

final  stage  of  a  gentleman's  education  was  perforce 
abandoned. 

From  school  to  school  this  educational  waif  moved 

on  in  search  of  that  discipline  which  should  tame 

him.  And  honest  John  Gresham  at  his  great  desk 

in  Eastcheap  sat  leaning  his  broad  benevolent  face 

in  his  hand,  wondering  what  was  amiss. 

"  Put  the  lad  into  a  red  coat/'  said  Mr.  Gresham's 

friends,  when  he  consulted  them  on  'Change.  And 
truly  there  seemed  no  other  career  for  one  so  full  of 

life  and  spirits. 

His  father  had  carried  a  sword  for  King  George, 

why  should  not  Harry  do  the  same  by  Queen  Victoria? 

So  the  commission  was  bought  with  the  money  so 

ably  caved  for  and  administered  by  Mr.  Gresham. 

The  sword  was  duly  delivered  at  St.  Helen's  Place 
carefully  enveloped  in  brown  paper,  which  Mr. 

Gresham  as  carefully  removed.  This  good  City 

merchant  had  a  sense  of  the  fitness  of  a  little  cere- 

mony. He  would  not  allow  the  boy  to  fall  upon  this 

parcel  like  a  school-girl  on  a  new  dress  and  tear  it 

from  its  envelope. 

He  slowly  freed  the  polished  steel  from  its  en- 

cumbrances, and  holding  it  by  the  sheath  handed  it 

to  Harry. 
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"  See  that  you  bear  it  with  honour,  my  boy,"  he 
said.  And  he  threw  back  his  own  shoulders  with 

honest  British  pride ;  for  the  lad  was  as  his  own  son. 

He  believed  in  the  goodness  of  Harry's  heart.  He 
was  willing  to  fold  over  another  leaf,  and  never  look 

at  the  early  pages  again. 

"  Please  God  to  send  us  many  wars,"  answered 
Harry,  drawing  the  bright  steel  from  its  sheath.  He 

stood  in  the  old  panelled  room,  a  fine  figure  of  a 

young  soldier,  and  made  the  light  flash  again  on  the 
burnished  blade. 

"  Please  God,"  he  said,  "  to  send  us  many  wars." 
And  God  in  the  hollow  of  His  hand  had  the 

Crimea  and  the  Indian  Mutiny  for  England. 

The  new  uniform  duly  followed,  and  Harry  went 

away  to  his  duties  at  Colchester,  regretting  that 
Miriam  should  not  have  seen  him  in  his  brave 

red  coat  and  gold  braid.  The  girl  was  at  school  at 

Brighton  in  the  process  of  being  finished  by  some 

elderly  ladies,  who  made  a  specialty  of  the  training 

of  motherless  girls,  with  proportionate  charges  at  the 

end  of  the  term,  and  doubtless  a  commission  from 

the  Brighton  milliners. 

Harry  had  not  seen  Miriam  for  two  years,  but  it 

was  arranged  that  he  should  return  at  Christmas  to 

St.  Helen's  Place,  and  it  may  safely  be  conjectured 
that  he  resolved  to  bring  his  finery  with  him.  It 
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happened,  moreover,  that  his  regiment  was  under 

orders  to  go  into  barracks  at  the  Tower  of  London  at 

the  beginning  of  the  year,  so  Mr.  Gresham  looked 

forward  to  the  presence  of  the  young  people  in  his 

house  again. 

Miriam  arrived  from  Brighton  with  the  finish 

a  little  new  upon  her.  A  certain  prim  shyness 

towards  her  father,  whom  she  called  "sir,"  very 
correctly,  bespoke  the  teaching  of  maiden  ladies, 
for  whom  a  father  was  nevertheless  a  man.  Miriam, 

with  her  curls  overshadowing  her  pretty  face,  her 

crinoline,  her  prim  womanly  ways,  brought  a  new 

element  into  the  house.  The  drawing-room  was 

thrown  open,  and  the  chairs,  stiffly  formal  in  bright- 

coloured  wool-work,  were  sat  on  after  many  years 
of  rest.  The  city  ladies  called  formally,  and  one 

day  the  carriage  of  the  Lady  Mayoress  pulled  up 

at  number  ninety-one,  to  the  intense  delight  of 
the  neighbours. 

Miriam  assumed  her  new  position  and  dignity 

with  a  savoir-faire  which  had  not  been  taught  at 
Brighton,  and  John  Gresham  rubbed  his  chubby 

hands  together  with  benign  satisfaction  as  he 
watched  her. 

Then  came  Harry  one  evening  with  all  the  dust 

and  circumstance  of  war  upon  him,  having  marched 
with  his  men  from  Colchester.  Miriam,  no  doubt, 
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had  never  set  eyes  on  so  fine  a  soldier,  with  his 

sunburnt  merry  face,  his  gay  blue  eyes  looking 
admiration  into  hers. 

"  Egad ! "  he  exclaimed,  unbuckling  his  sword- 

belt  and  laying  the  virgin  weapon  aside,  "  but  I'm 

thirsty.  Can  I  have  a  drink,  sir  ? " 
He  sat  down  on  a  low  chair  and  stretched  out 

his  dusty  legs.  "I  shouldn't  have  known  you, 

Miriam,"  he  said,  "in  your  long  frock  and  your 

grown-up  ways." 
Miriam  blushed  a  little  as  she  rang  the  bell  for 

the  refreshment  he  so  frankly  demanded. 

"I  would  have  known  you — cousin — anywhere," 
she  answered. 

"  Cousin   !  And  why  not  Harry  ? "  settling 
his  leather  stock  beneath  a  chin  yet  smooth  enough. 

"  If  it's  going  to  be  cousin  I'm  bound  for  the 
nursery,  where  I  dare  say  old  Mrs.  Down  will  give 

me  a  cup  of  tea  and  a  piece  of  bread  and  scrape. 

All  scrapes  in  those  days,  eh,  Guardian." 

"No  doubt,"  replied  Mr.  Gresham  for  Miriam, 

who  seemed  a  little  tongue-tied,  "it  seems  a  trifle 
strange  at  first  to  call  a  great  fellow  like  you  by 

his  Christian  name." 

"  No  more  than  for  me  to  call  a  grown-up  young- 

lady  Miriam,"  protested  Harry,  with  his  easy  laugh. 

"In  truth  I'm  half  afraid  to  come  into  my  lady's 
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drawing-room,  with  all  this  dust  on  ine !  But 

now  I'm  in  I  won't  evacuate  until  she  calls  me 

Harry." 
Which  Miriam  presently  did  unconsciously,  in 

the  midst  of  recalling  childish  reminiscences. 

"  And  you  will  often  come  to  see  us  now  that 

you  are  quartered  so  near,"  said  Mr.  Greshain,  as 
Harry  rose  and  looked  for  his  sword  and  belt. 

"You  may  take  your  oath  on  that,  Guardian," 
replied  Harry,  with  a  glance  at  Miriam,  gentle  and 
timid. 

They  accompanied  him  to  the  door,  and  half  St. 

Helen's  Place  was  at  its  windows  to  watcji  the 
passage  of  the  boy  who  had  broken  more  than  one 

of  the  same  panes.  At  the  corner  of  St.  Helen's 
Place  Harry  turned  and  waved  his  glove,  then  went 

clanking  down  Bishopsgate. 

"A  fine  figure  of  a  soldier,"  said  Mr.  Greshain 
contentedly.  "  And  I  really  hope  he  has  found  his 
right  pigeon-hole  at  last.  We  all  have  a  pigeon-, 
hole  in  this  world,  my  child,  and  we  are  never 

orderly  till  we  get  there." 
Miriam  made  no  answer.  She  went  upstairs  to 

the  drawing-room,  where  she  took  a  strange  delight 
in  setting  in  order  ornaments  and  furniture  which 

had  been  displaced  by  the  free-and-easy  young 
soldier.  There  was  a  patch  of  dust  on  the  tapestry 
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of  a  chair  where  Harry's  sleeve  had  rested.  She 
dusted  it  off  with  a  little  smile. 

"  He  has  not  changed,"  she  said  aloud.  "  One  can 
see  that  he  has  been  in  this  room." 

Harry  came  again  to  St.  Helen's  Place  in  redemp- 
tion, no  doubt,  of  his  emphatic  military  pledge  to 

do  so.  He  came  often;  and,  moreover,  he  came 

early,  before  Mr.  Gresham  had  returned  from  his 

office  in  Eastcheap. 

It  was  the  month  of  July,  and  all  his  drill  was 

over  by  nine  o'clock  in  the  morning.  Number 

ninety-one  stands  on  the  shady  side  of  St.  Helen's 
Place,  at  the  far  end  of  that  quiet  retreat — as  far 
from  the  noise  and  bustle  of  Bishopsgate  as  possible. 

Harry  vowed  that  it  was  the  coolest  place  in  London 

on  a  summer  afternoon,  and  the  drawing-room  the 
pleasantest  spot  on  earth. 
When  he  made  statements  of  such  a  nature 

Miriam  laughed  in  her  quiet,  composed  way,  and 

said  that  it  pleased  her  to  hear  him  say  so.  She 

usually  sat  near  an  open  window,  hidden  from  prying 

eyes  without  by  a  thick  lace  curtain,  which  swayed 

gently  in  the  breeze,  As  she  bent  over  her  needle- 
work her  brown  curls  had  a  way  of  dropping  over 

her  cheek,  so  that  Harry  could  not  always  see  her 
face.  It  was  her  habit  to  wear  the  cool  brown 

tussore  dresses,  embroidered  in  white,  which  her 
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father's  East  Indian  correspondents  sent  him  annu- 
ally.    We  do  not  see  such  tussore  now. 

.  "  Gad ! "   exclaimed   Harry  one  tropic   afternoon  ; 

"  how  nice  and  cool  you  look  in  that  dress  ! " 

"  It  is  you  who  are  cool,"  replied  Miriam  demurely, 
mindful  of  her  education,  "  to  make  remarks  about 

a  lady's  appearance." 

"  No  harm  in  calling  you  cool,  Mim,  at  any  rate," 
answered  Harry.  "  I  wonder  how  it  is  that  you  are 
always  so  neat  and  composed  and  quiet,  as  if  you 

had  quite  made  up  your  mind  about  everything,  and 

meant  to  abide  by  the  result." 
Miriam  looked  up  with  a  little  smile,  and  then 

her  gentle  grey  eyes  returned  to  the  needlework, 
where  some  difficult  stitch  commanded  her  atten- 
tion. 

"  If  it  was  a  question  of  appearance  I  could  say 

more  than  that,  by  George,"  said  Harry. 

"  But  it  is  not,"  put  in  Miriam,  in  an  absurd,  old- 
fashioned  flutter. 

«  Why  not  ?  "  blurted  out  Harry.  "  Why  shouldn't 
I  tell  you  that  there  is  not  a  lady  in  the  land  fit  to 

hold  a  candle  to  you  ?  There  is  not  one  of  them 

worth  a  moment's  thought  beside  you,  Miriam. 
When  I  first  came  into  this  house — a  little  chap  in 

a  frock — I  vowed  I'd  fall  in  love  with  you,  as  your 
father  has  often  told.  And,  faith,  I've  done  it.  I've 
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always  been  in  love  with  you — Miriam — and,  by 

Heaven,  I  always  will  be." 
The  girl  had  risen  and  was  standing  half  hidden 

in  the  curtain,  seeking  to  get  away  from  her  impetu- 
ous lover,  who  was  already  by  her  chair  holding  her 

hand  in  both  of  his.  This  was  an  emergency  unpro- 

vided for  in  the  curriculum  of  the  Brighton  Academy 

for  young  ladies.  And  it  had  come  to  Miriam  before 

her  first  long  dress  had  lost  its  delicious  novelty. 

"Harry,  you  mustn't,"  she  protested,  white  with 

genuine  fright.  "  No,  you  mustn't  kiss  my  hand. 

It  is  wrong." 
She  tore  her  hand  away  and  stood  before  him 

suddenly  blushing  rosy  red — prettily  confused  be- 
tween tears  and  merriment. 

"  How  dare  you ! "  she  exclaimed,  regaining  her 
dignity  and  looking  up  at  him  with  flashing  eyes. 

"  I'll  never  let  you  come  to  this  room  again." 
Then  suddenly  she  sat  down  again,  and  hid  her 

face  in  her  pocket-handkerchief,  a  dainty  thing  not 
made  for  woe. 

"  How  was  I  to  know  that  I  should  make  you 

cry?"  pleaded  Harry,  full  of  penitence — standing 
before  her  clumsy  and  abashed. 

He  touched  her  shoulder,  and  gaining  courage 

stroked  her  bright  curls  foolishly. 

"  Miriam — don't  cry,"  he  begged.    "  I  am  very  sorry 
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—but  I  can't  help  loving  you,  can  I  ?  Was  I  rough  ? 

Did  I  hurt  you  ? " 
She  was  sitting  with  her  chin  in  the  palm  of  her 

hand,  looking  away  from  him  into  the  lace  curtains. 

*  No." 

"  Did  I  frighten  you  ?  " 
«  Yes— a  little." 

"  Then  I'm  sorry.  Deuced  sorry.  But,"  he  added, 

with  a  little  laugh,  "  I'm  not  going  to  stop  loving 

you  for  all  that." 
Miriam  caught  her  breath.  She  was  beginning  to 

realise  how  very  unfinished  she  really  was.  There 

must  have  been  something  wrong  about  the  teaching 
of  the  maiden  ladies.  She  had  received  no  tuition 

for  this  occasion,  and  felt  herself  unequal  to  it.  Yet 

she  was  conscious  of  being  less  afraid  than  when  the 

Lady  Mayoress  called — though  in  a  flutter  as  our 

foolish  grandmothers  were  on  any  provocation. 

"  I  think  you  had  better  go  away  ! "  she  said,  with 
studiously  averted  face. 

«  Why  ? " 

"Please  go  away,"  she  reiterated,  for  lack  of  a 
valid  reason. 

rt  Not  till  you  say  you  have  forgiven  me." 
Harry  waited  for  this  pardon,  and  did  not  re- 

ceive it. 

"  Do  you  forgive  me — Miriam  ?  " 
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There  was  a  faint  movement  among  the  curls. 

"  And  you  will  let  me  come  again  ? " 
Another  faint  movement.  Miriam  had  not  learnt 

that  delightful  aplomb  which  schoolgirls  bring 

home  with  them  to-day. 

Harry  stooped  and  boldly  possessed  himself  of 

her  right  hand,  which  he  raised  to  his  lips  with  all 

respect.  Within  her  fingers  he  discovered  a  crushed 

pocket-handkerchief,  of  which  he  deliberately  pos- 

sessed himself  in  his  youthful,  romantic  way — leaving 

Miriam  looking  out  through  the  lace  curtains. 

Mr.  Gresham  had  just  finished  signing  the  day's 
letters  when  Harry  was  shown  into  the  room  by  a 
clerk. 

"  Well,  my  boy,  glad  to  see  you,"  he  said,  laying 

aside  his  pen.  "  Five  minutes  later  and  you  would 

have  missed  me.  What  can  I  do  for  you  ? " 
Mr.  Gresham  belonged  to  the  old  school  of  busi- 

ness men,  whose  business  was  almost  religion,  and 
their  office  sacred  to  it. 

"  I  want  to  marry  Mini ! "  said  Harry  bluntly,  when 
the  clerk  had  closed  the  door  behind  him. 

"  Come  and  tell  me  that  two  years  hence,  Harry, 

and  we'll  talk  it  over,"  replied  Mr.  Gresham,  who 
seemed  in  no  way  surprised. 

"Two  years!  I  can't  wait  all  that  time,"  cried 
Harry,  aghast. 
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"  Is  the  girl  not  worth  it — Harry  ? " 
"  Worth  it — by  Heaven  she  is — Guardian  !  Worth 

half-a-dozen  of  me — I  know  that.  But  I'm  nearly 
twenty-five.  I  come  into  my  money  in  November. 

What's  the  good  of  waiting  till  I  am  an  old  chap  ? " 

"  You'll  be  young  enough  at  twenty-six,  my  boy," 
replied  Mr.  Gresham. 

And  all  Harry's  persuasions  fell  on  stony  ground. 



CHAPTER  V 

WHEN   THE   WINE   IS   IN 

ON  the  occasion  of  his  twenty-fifth  birthday  Harry 

gave  a  dinner  to  his  friends,  and  it  may  be  surmised 

that  he  found  himself  possessed  of  a  larger  number  of 

these  than  he  had  anticipated.  Not  only  were  those 

simple  sons  of  Mars,  his  fellow-officers,  eager  to  re- 

joice with  him  in  that  he  had  found  the  many  pieces 

of  money  that  had  been  lost  to  sight,  but  from  the 

highways  and  hedgerows  friends,  old  and  young, 

came  trooping. 

From  over  seas  there  even  came  a  word  of  kindly 

congratulation.  One  signing  himself  Harry's  old 
friend,  Phillip  Lamond,  wrote  from  Calcutta  with 

many  good  wishes. 

The  dinner  took  place  at  a  West-end  tavern,  then 

much  in  vogue.  This  establishment  still  exists, 

but  has  descended  the  social  scale  in  a  day  when 

outward  decoration  is  held  to  contribute  to  a  greater 

beatitude  than  good  wine  and  victuals. 

Some  of  Harry's  military  friends  kindly  constituted 
themselves  a  tasting  committee,  and  emerged  from  the 

51 
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hospitable  doors  of  the  tavern  at  three  in  the  morn- 

ing of  Harry's  twenty-fifth  birthday,  informing  all 
and  sundry  in  husky  voice  that  some  individual,  pre- 

sumably the  hero  of  the  day,  was  a  jolly  good  fellow. 

These  friends,  now  washed  and  sobered,  were 

grouped  round  Harry,  who  received  his  guests  in  a 

sort  of  drawing-room.  Indeed,  their  presence  was 

somewhat  necessary  in  view  of  the  number  of  perfect 

strangers  whom  Harry  was  called  upon  to  welcome. 

"  This,"  whispered  Montague  of  the  regiment,  as  a 

red-faced  gentleman  swaggered  in,  "  is  Major  Meule 

of  the  Life  Guards — best  judge  of  a  horse  in  London." 
And  Major  Meule  looked  it. 

"  Here  comes  Tom  Galley,  who  ran  away  from  his 

American  wife — a  tip-top  chap,"  added  the  gifted 
Montague. 

And  Harry  shook  Mr.  Thomas  Galley's  limp  hand. 
They  all  seemed  to  know  Montague,  with  whom 

they  exchanged  a  knowing  nod.  Montague  had,  by 

the  way,  been  chairman  of  the  tasting  committee. 

He  was  now  inclined  to  assume  the  mastership  of  the 

ceremonies,  and  kindly  jogged  Harry's  elbow  when- 
ever that  easy-going  youth  showed  a  tendency  to 

neglect  his  duty  as  host. 

They  took  their  seats  at  table,  Montague  on  Harry's 
left,  and  on  either  side  of  the  long  board  a  row  of 

rubicund  faces  mostly  unknown  to  the  young  host. 
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The  dinner  was  a  good  one;  the  wines  eminently 

satisfactory.  The  light  of  many  flickering  candles 

showed  the  rubicund  faces  to  be  verging  on  cardinal, 

when  the  table-cloth  was  at  length  removed  and  the 
business  of  the  evening  began. 

Major  Meule  rose  to  his  feet  by  arrangement  with 

Montague.  He  was  the  great-nephew  of  a  dissolute 
baronet,  which  established  a  certain  precedence  at 
this  table. 

"Gen'lemen,"  said  the  Major,  jerking  his  neck 
back  in  his  stock  and  standing  in  the  benign  atti- 

tude usually  assumed  by  a  sworn  broker  about  to 

sell  a  horse,  "gen'lemen,  charge  your  glasses.  Got 

a  toast  to  give  you.  Toast  am  sure  you'll  all  drink 

heartily." 
He  paused,  and  looked  round  on  faces  that  certainly 

encouraged  such  a  hope. 

"  Our  host,  gen'lemen !  It  is  not  the  straight 

thing — gen'lemen — for  one  gen'leman   " 

"  Hear,  hear,"  interrupted  the  voice  of  .one  who 
owed  the  Major  money. 

"  To  praise  another  gen'leman  before  his  face. 
All  I  can  say  is  that  our  host  has  proved  himself 

a  thorough — eh — er — gen'leman  to-night.  He  is 
an  acquisition — British  Army.  Such  men  as  Harry 

Wylam  make  England  wha'  she  is.  I  give  you — 

Harry  Wylam — our  host." 
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They  took  their  host  in  bumpers,  standing  to  do 

so.  Some  of  them  stood  a  trifle  unsteadily.  Then, 

on  a  sign  from  Montague,  Harry  rose  to  his  feet- 
flushed,  handsome,  excited.  He  stood  nearly  six  feet 

high,  a  fine  upright  young  Englishman,  with  a  clear 
skin  and  honest  eyes,  tossing  fair  hair,  and  a  weak 
mouth. 

"  I  am  glad  to  see  you,  gentlemen,  and  I  hope  that 
this  will  not  be  the  last  dinner  by  many  that  we 

shall  take  together.  I  am  proud  to  be  an  English 

soldier,  and  an  officer  in  this  regiment.  I  am  proud 

to  meet  many  of  you  who  do  not  belong  to  '  ours,' 
and  I  thank  you  for  so  kindly  drinking  my  health. 

In  reply,  gentlemen,  I  give  you  the  lady  we  all 

serve — The  Queen." 
Amid  shouts  the  toast  was  duly  drunk.  Then 

some  one  called  for  a  song,  and  Harry  rose  to  his 

feet  again.  He  possessed  a  fine  young  voice,  and 

being  devoid  of  affectation  sang  a  good  song  of  a 

good  old  type,  now  superseded  by  the  "double 
entente"  of  the  music  hall — the  subtle  humour  of 

the  variety  stage.  The  words  of  Harry's  song  only 
meant  what  they  said,  and  the  air  was  more  im- 

portant than  the  libretto.  When  he  sat  down 

another  rose  and  lifted  up  his  voice  in  praise  of 
Bacchus,  to  whom,  indeed,  more  than  one  man 

present  had  already  poured  copious  libations. 
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The  evening  went  merrily  enough,  and  in  a  jolly 
voice  Harry  told  the  waiters  to  bring  more  wine,  and 

be  d   d  to  them  for  bad  waiters.  One  gentleman 

volunteered  to  perform  a  sailor's  hornpipe  on  the 
sideboard,  but  slipped  on  a  cork  which  rolled  under 

his  foot,  and  falling  heavily,  bumped  his  head  against 

the  mahogany,  and  retired  into  private  life  in  a 

corner.  Another  insisted  on  reciting  Gray's  "  Elegy," 
to  which  the  assembled  guests  at  first  objected,  but 

after  useless  opposition  allowed  him  to  go  on,  and 

took  no  notice  of  him.  Several  young  warriors  slipped 

quietly  under  the  table  as  if  in  search  of  something, 

and  were  lost  to  sight.  Major  Meule  went  quietly 

to  sleep,  with  his  red  face  appearing  above  his  black 

leather  stock,  like  a  full-blown  peony  drooping  in 
the  sun. 

It  was  not  an  edifying  scene,  and  need  hardly  be 

dwelt  upon  longer.  Every  man  at  the  table  was  a 

more  hardened  toper  than  Harry,  who  had  been  in 

the  wildest  spirits  all  the  evening — leading  song  and 
laughter.  His  position  of  host  had,  perhaps,  saved 

him  a  little,  and  indeed  it  was  to  no  man's  advantage 
that  he  should  take  too  much.  Most  of  the  guests 

—friends  of  Montague — lacked  such  opportunities  as 
this,  and  made  the  most  of  the  good  wine.  There 

are  many  men  ready  enough  to  get  intoxicated  if 

it  can  be  compassed  at  the  expense  of  another,  but 
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stint  vice  to  please  avarice  if  they  pay  for  their 

own  liquor. 
The  bottles  followed  each  other  round  the  table 

with  a  marvellous  regularity  and  speed,  while  it  is 
to  be  feared  more  than  one  guest  forgot  his  manners 

in  his  anxiety  to  get  his  fill  of  good  wine.  Harry 

was  too  young  to  care  for  the  liquor  for  its  own 

sake,  and  in  his  boisterous  way  proposed  that  they 

should  leave  the  table  and  go  out  of  doors.  Mischief 

of  any  sort  would  suit  him,  he  averred,  and  plenty 

of  proposals  met  his  suggestion. 

"  Or  shall  we  go  and  sing  a  serenade  in  St.  Helen's 

Place  ? "  cried  Montague  in  a  thick  voice,  glancing 
at  Harry  with  a  devil-may-care  leer. 

"  Where  the  hell  is  that  ? "  asked  some  young 
blade  whose  father  having  made  a  fortune  in  tallow 

had  taught  his  sons  a  fine  ignorance  of  London 

beyond  the  Bank. 

"  Ask  Wylam,"  answered  Montague,  who  was 
flushed  and  incoherent. 

"  St.  Helen's  Place  is  in  the  City,"  replied  Harry 
shortly.  And  some  sly  dog  gave  out  a  meaning : 

-Ah— h!" 

"  All  right,  Harry,"  said  Montague,  with  a  low-bred 

wink.  "  Mum's  the  word.  I'll  not  peach." 
He  pursed  up  his  coarse  lips  and  looked  mys- 

terious. 
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"  I'll  only  tell  'em  that  when  we  go  to  St.  Helen's 

Place  we  get  ourselves  up  uncommon  smart.  I'll 

only  tell  'em  that  one  day  on  parade  we  dropped  a 

dainty  lace  handkerchief  out  of  our  sleeve." 
Harry  scowled  over  his  wineglass. 

But  Montague  did  not  notice  the  indication  of  a 

temper  never  owning  to  a  perfect  control. 

"And  if  the  City  fair  be  kind,  why  go  to  the 

West-end  ? "  continued  Montague,  whose  cups  con- 
duced to  coarseness. 

"  Drop  that,  Montague,"  said  Harry,  in  a  warning 
voice.  But  as  ill-fortune  would  have  it,  the  joke 

had  just  penetrated  the  muddled  brain  of  a  boy 

fresh  from  his  mother's  apron  strings,  and  therefore 
anxious  to  display  a  deep  and  depraved  knowledge 
of  the  world. 

"  I  give  you  a  toast,  gentlemen.  St.  Helen  ! " 
he  cried,  with  a  maddening  laugh. 

"  I  give  you  a  better,  and  yet  the  same,"  shouted 

Montague.  "  Miriam — Saint  Miriam  of  St.  Helen's 
Place!  And  no  saint,  I'll  be  bound,  despite  her 
demure  airs — as  smart  a  little  maid  as   

He  finished  with  a  splutter,  for  Harry's  claret, 
glass  and  all,  had  struck  him  full  in  the  face ;  and 

Harry,  sobered,  white-lipped,  with  blazing  blue  eyes 

—and  none  can  blaze  so  fierce — was  standing  over 
him. 

C 
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"If  that's  not  enough  for  you,  take  that!"  said 
Harry,  in  a  concentrated  whisper. 

And  he  struck  Montague  so  heavily  on  the  side 

of  the  head  that  he  rolled  over  sideways,  carrying 
his  chair  with  him. 

Montague  stood  up,  his  lips  twitching,  the  claret 

dripping  from  his  whiskers,  his  face  livid,  with  a  red 

patch  where  Harry  had  struck  him. 

"  All  right,  Mr.  Wylam,"  he  said,  "  111  kill  you  for 

that." 
Every  man  in  the  room  was  on  his  feet.  The 

Major  came  bustling  forward. 

"  Gentlemen — gentlemen — if  you  please/'  he  cried 
in  his  raucous  voice,  and  the  younger  men  stood 

aside  as  in  the  presence  of  one  who  had  moved  in 

drunken  brawls  all  his  life — a  proud  distinction. 
But  another  man  had  already  taken  Harry  by 

the  arm — a  tall  grey-haired  man,  a  major  in  his 
own  regiment. 

"  Come  away,  Wylam,"  he  said.  "  Montague  is 

drunk." 

"Never  soberer  in  my  life,"  returned  Montague, 
wiping  his  face  and  clothes  with  a  dinner-napkin. 

"  Then  you  are  a  d   d  cad,"  said  the  grey-haired 
man.  "  There  Avould  have  been  some  excuse  for  you 

if  you  hadn't  been  sober." 

"  I  am  not  afraid  of  him,"  said  Harry,  yielding  to 
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the  pressure  of  his  new  friend's  hand  and  going 
towards  the  door. 

"  No,  he  is  afraid  of  you,"  replied  the  other. 
In  the  passage  the  landlord  came  forward,  per- 

turbed, in  a  frock-coat. 

"  I  hope  there  will  be  no  scandal,  gentlemen,"  he 
said,  with  uplifted  hands. 

"  Get  out,"  said  Harry,  passing  out  into  the  quiet 
street. 

It  was  a  July  morning,  and  even  the  streets  of 

the  great  city  looked  cleaner  and  healthier  for  the 

passage  of  the  short  night.  The  air  was  cool,  for 

the  sun  was  not  yet  up  and  had  only  begun  to  tinge 
the  eastern  sky.  Over  the  sordid  streets  hovered 

that  pearly  calm  which  dawn  casts  even  upon  the 
city. 

Harry's  eyes  were  painful  after  his  long  vigil,  his 
lips  were  parched,  he  tasted  the  bitterness  of  that 

life  which  young  men  crave  to  see. 

"  I  suppose,"  he  said  huskily,  to  the  man  stalking 
gravely  at  his  side  with  a  solemn  clank  of  spurs, 

"  that  I  shall  fight  him." 
"  Yes.     You  were  both  too  d   d  sober." 

Harry  gave  a  short  laugh,  and  pressed  his  aching 
head  with  his  two  hands  as  he  walked. 

'•  I  wasn't,"  he  said. 

In  a  doorway  a  shadowy  form  sat  up — a  night- 
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bird,  in  his  rags,  with  a  homeless  face.  He  sat  up 

and  watched  the  two  officers  clank  past  in  their  red 

coats,  with  their  swords  swinging. 

"  Poor  devil ! "  said  Harry. 
He  paused,  fumbled  in  his  pocket,  went  back  and 

threw  the  man  a  half-crown. 

The  Major  watched  him,  with  a  smile,  and  sud- 
denly in  the  grey  light  Harry  blushed  like  a  boy. 

There  is  nothing  so  difficult  as  charity. 

"  Poor  devil  looked  hungry,"  he  said. 
And  the  shadow  in  the  doorway  shrank  back, 

watching  the  two  men  in  their  bright  uniforms, 

withi  their  worn  and  weary  eyes. 

A  carriage  rattled  past,  and  Harry  caught  a 

glimpse  of  two  women  in  ball-dresses.  One — the 

elder  woman — sat  bolt  upright  with  wide-open  eyes 
staring  in  front  of  her.  Her  face  was  hard  and 

wise.  Her  companion — a  young  girl — was  leaning 
her  face  against  the  arm-rest,  her  lips  apart,  her 
pale  forehead  drawn  with  weariness,  her  eyes  closed. 

The  Major  saw  it  too,  and  made  no  comment. 

The  world  seemed  very  hollow.  There  appeared 

to  be  more  fighting  in  life  and  against  greater  odds 

than  Harry  had  hitherto  imagined. 

"  I  could  have  done  nothing  else  than  stop  his  talk 

with  my  wine,  could  I  ?"  he  said,  half  shamedly. 

"  Nothing,"    replied   the   Major.      "  The   mistake 
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dated  farther  back  than  that.  You  should  never 

have  made  a  friend  of  Montague." 

"  Well,"  said  Harry,  with  his  reckless  laugh,  "  I 
have  made  an  enemy  of  him  now,  and  if  he  wants 

to  fight  I  shall  not  say  him  nay — d   d  if  I  do." 
Harry  swaggered  a  bit,  and  held  up  his  aching 

head  in  the  morning  breeze. 

"  I'll  be  ready  for  him  when  and  where  he  likes," 
he  said. 

The  Major  made  no  answer,  but  walked  on  gravely, 

with  his  great  sword  clanking  on  the  pavement.  The 

streets  were  quite  deserted.  They  were  passing 

through  a  quiet  region  between  the  Strand  and  that 
which  is  now  the  Embankment. 

"  There  are  no  cabs  about  at  this  hour,"  said  the 

Major,  "  but  I  dare  say  the  walk  will  cool  our  heads. 
We  must  be  on  parade  at  six,  and  it  is  past  three 

already.  Shall  I  see  you  through  this  business  if 

Montague  challenges  ? " 

"  It  would  be  a  great  kindness,"  answered  Harry, 

touched  by  this  middle-aged  man's  spontaneous 
goodness.  "  I  do  not  know  anything  about  such 
matters — but  I'm  not  afraid  of  him." 

"  It  is  not  Montague  you  will  have  to  fear,"  said 

the  Major  gravely,  "  now,  or  in  the  future." 
-Who  is  it?" 

-  Yourself." 



CHAPTER  VI 

ON   THE   COTE   DU   NORD 

IT  was  always  a  fine  sight  to  see  Mr.  Gresham 

enter  his  orderly  office  in  Eastcheap.  The  bowing 

clerks — the  grave  ledgers  ranged  tier  over  tier — the 

solemn  hush — the  scrupulous  neatness — the  inexo- 
rable sanctity  of  business. 

"  A  gentleman  is  waiting  to  see  you,  sir,"  one  of 
the  clerks  told  him,  as  he  paused  in  his  stately  old- 
fashioned  way  to  wish  them  a  good  morning. 

"  A  gentleman  at  this  hour  ? "  remarked  Mr. 
Gresham,  laying  aside  his  stick  and  hat,  scenting  no 

doubt  some  trouble  outside  the  daily  difficulties  of 
commerce. 

He  went  into  his  private  room  and  there  found 

awaiting  him  a  grey-haired  man  of  upright  carriage 
and  stern  demeanour. 

"  Mr.  Gresham  ?  "  inquired  the  stranger. 
"  The  same,  sir." 

"My  name  is  Poole — Major  Poole,  entirely  at 

your  service.  I  am  of  your,  nephew's  re.giment. 
A  scapegrace,  I  regret  to  tell  you,  sir.  His  own 

most  inveterate  enemy." 
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"  You  tell  me  nothing  new,  sir.  What  has  my 

nephew  been  about  now  ?  " 
Mr.  Gresham  courteously  drew  forward  a  chair. 

He  had  fought  his  battles  in  the  world,  and  had  met 

reverses  like  the  rest  of  us.  It  was  not  likely  that 

he  should  forget  the  courtesy  due  from  one  gentle- 
man to  another,  even  in  a  moment  of  trouble. 

"  Harry  Wylam's  quick  temper  has  led  him  into 
serious  trouble,  but  nothing  more  than  we  soldiers 

have  to  face,  Mr.  Gresham.  We  have  only  our  lives 

to  play  with  in  the  army." 
"  How,  sir  ?  Is  Harry's  life  in  danger  ? "  inquired 

Mr.  Gresham  unsteadily. 

"  Not  at  the  moment — and  we  may  yet  hope  that 

it  will  only  be  so  from  the  Queen's  enemies,  as  befits 
the  colour  of  his  jacket.  But  he  is  now  in  expec- 

tation of  a  challenge  from  the  best  shot  in  our 

regiment,  whom  he  grossly  insulted  last  night." 
The  Major  drew  in  his  feet  and  tapped  his  heel 

with  a  smart  cane. 

"  How  did  it  occur — nothing  dishonourable,  I 

hope?"  said  Mr.  Gresham,  fingering  his  quill-pen 
uneasily. 

"  Nothing  dishonourable,  my  good  sir,  I  can  answer 

for  that,"  replied  the  Major.  "  The  lad  is  a  gentle- 

man, whatever  be  his  faults." 

"  Thank  you,"  said  Mr.  Gresham  quietly. 
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"  If  you  are  at  liberty,"  went  on  the  Major,  glancing 
at  the  letters  on  the  broad  mahogany  desk,  "  to  come 
with  me  now,  it  may  serve  a  good  end  that  you  and 

I  call  on  the  boy  at  his  quarters  in  the  Tower." 
Mr.  Gresham  rose  at  once. 

"  For  what  purpose  ? "  he  inquired,  pausing. 
"  We  may  be  able  to  induce  him  to  offer  to  Mr. 

Montague  such  an  apology  as  will  settle  the  quarrel 

amicably,"  replied  the  Major. 
"  I  would  not  have  the  boy  do  anything  unbefitting 

his  position  and  his  calling,"  said  Mr.  Gresham,  with 
a  fine  spirit. 

"  You  need  have  no  fear  of  that,  sir,"  replied  the 
Major,  as  they  left  the  room  together. 

Mr.  Gresham's  carriage  had  not  been  sent  away, 
and  in  that  roomy  vehicle  the  two  gentlemen  drove 

down  Eastcheap,  narrower  then  than  it  is  to-day, 
towards  the  Tower.  It  was  a  fine  sunny  morning, 

and  the  Major,  grim  and  hardy,  had  no  appearance 

of  having  seen  it  dawn  six  hours  earlier. 

They  found  Harry,  now  sobered  and  grave,  in  his 

little  room  overlooking  the  leafy  quiet  of  the  moat. 

Through  the  open  windows  came  the  sound  of  the 

sharp  commands,  the  tramp  of  the  unwilling  feet, 

of  punishment-drill  in  the  square. 
Harry  rose  and  bowed  to  the  two  gentlemen, 

pushing  aside  some  writing  materials  with  which  he 
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had  been  engaged.  A  letter  bearing  the  words 

"  Dear  Miriam,"  and  nothing  more,  lay  confessed  on 
the  blotting-pad  throughout  the  interview.  The 

boy  offered  his  hand,  but  Mr.  Gresham  with  fingers 

stoutly  clasped  around  the  knob  of  his  cane  did  not 

appear  to  see  the  gesture. 

"  I  suppose,"  said  Harry,  addressing  his  uncle  with 

an  engaging  smile,  "  from  the  fact  of  your  coming 
with  Major  Poole,  that  you  have  heard  from  him  of 

my  quarrel  with  a  —  a  —  scoundrel." 

"  I  suppose,  sir,"  replied  Mr.  Gresham,  with  a 

severity  which  entirely  failed  to  impress,  "  that  you 

were  drunk  last  night." 

"  Not  drunk,  Guardian,"  said  Harry  with  a 

laugh.  "  Not  drunk  —  that  is  a  nasty  word  —  say 

Harry  laughed  his  gay  infectious  laugh,  and 

Major  Poole's  lantern  jaw  relaxed  its  rigidity.  He 
was,  before  all,  a  soldier,  this  grave  pessimist,  and 

the  boy  who  could  laugh  Avith  his  first  duel  hanging 

over  him  would  surely  find  the  soft  spot  in  any 

soldier's  heart. 

"  I  presume,"  said  Mr.  Gresham,  "  that  you  will 

apologise  to"  the  gentleman  whom  you  insulted  last 

night." 
"  Devil  a   bit,"  answered  Harry  cheerfully.     "  I'll 

fight  him." C2 
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"  Then  you  will  never  cross  my  door  again,"  said 
Mr.  Gresham. 

Harry's  face  dropped.  There  are  some  natures  so 
sunny  that  common  sense  comes  to  them  as  a  cold 

shadow.  Your  optimist  thinks  well  of  all  men  and 

best  of  himself.  It  never  occurred  to  Harry  to 

question  his  own  wisdom  during  the  proceedings  of 

the  last  twelve  hours.  He  neither  posed  as  a  martyr 
nor  set  up  for  a  hero.  The  blindest  man  on  earth  is 

not  he  who  imagines  himself  to  be  what  he  is  not, 
but  that  man  who  is  content  that  he  could  never  be 
different  from  what  he  is. 

"  Why  not  ?  "  asked  Harry  blankly. 

"  Because  I  do  not  intend  that  my  quiet  home 
shall  be  the  resort  of  drunkards  and  brawlers," 
replied  Mr.  Gresham,  looking  at  him  steadily. 

"Drunkards  and  brawlers!"  echoed  the  soldier 
who  had  fondly  imagined  himself  to  be  inaugurating 

a  career  of  military  glory. 

"  Yes,  such  doings  as  these  are  not  for  quiet  people 

like  myself,"  replied  Mr.  Gresham  inexorably,  and 
at  the  back  of  it  all  was  Miriam.  His  daughter  and 

his  daughter's  welfare  had  at  last  given  the  good 
merchant  that  strength  of  purpose  which  had  hither- 

to been  lacking  in  his  treatment  of  Harry  Wylam. 

"  But  I  want  to  marry  Miriam." 
Mr.  Gresham  turned  away  and  looked  out  of  the 
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window  on  to  the  quiet  prospect  of  tree  and  gravel 

and  grey  wall. 

"  And  Miriam  loves  me,"  added  Harry  confidently. 

"  I  hope  to  God  she  does  not,"  said  Mr.  Gresham, 
and  in  saying  it  he  gave  Harry  Wylam  a  wound 

which  never  healed.  We  give  these  little  stabs  in 

daily  talk,  in  any  passing  controversy,  and  we  never 

know  which  one  of  them  may  bite  in  and  rankle 

through  a  lifetime. 

"Why  do  you  hope  that?"  asked  Harry  in  a 
low  voice. 

"  Because  it  is  not  such  men  as  you  who  make 

women  happy,"  replied  Mr.  Gresham.  "If  you  are 
prepared  to  apologise  to  the  gentleman  whom  you 

insulted,  I  shall  be  glad  to  bear  such  a  message  to 

him  in  company  with  your  kind  friend  Major  Poole. 

If  not " — he  drew  out  his  great  gold  watch  and  con- 
sulted it  without  being  any  the  wiser,  for  that  Busi- 

ness which  we  spell  with  a  capital  letter  must  at  last 

go  to  the  wall  before  the  business  of  life.  "  If  not — 

I  must  be  getting  back  to  my  office." 
Harry  paused,  looking  from  one  grave  face  to 

the  other. 

"  There  is  no  question  of  an  apology,"  he  said. 
"The  nature  of  the  quarrel  could  hardly  allow 

of  it." 
He  glanced  at  the  letter  which  had  been  begun 
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half-a-dozen  times,  and  as  yet  consisted  of  only  two 
words. 

"  I  do  not  wish  to  know  the  nature  of  the  quarrel," 
said  Mr.  Gresham,  in  a  voice  which  perhaps  sur- 

prised himself  as  much  as  it  did  Harry.  "  I  wish  to 

know  nothing  of  the  affair." 
Harry  turned  to  Major  Poole  with  the  obstinate 

look  of  a  weak  man. 

"  My  uncle,"  he  said,  "  does  not  understand  these 

affairs." 
The  Major  looked  grimly  out  of  the  window. 

"  Pardon  me,"  he  said,  finding  an  answer  unavoid- 
able. "  Mr.  Gresham  no  doubt  understands  the 

keeping  of  his  own  honour  as  well  as  you  or  I, 

or  any  other  gentleman." 
Mr.  Gresham  turned  round  with  a  slow  smile. 

He  bowed  gravely  and  courteously  to  the  Major. 

"  Young  people,"  he  said,  "  are  apt  to  forget  that 
their  elders  were  also  young  once.  In  my  youthful 

days  we  had  many  foolish  notions  respecting  a  gentle- 

man's honour  which  are  to-day  fortunately  out  of 
date.  It  was  difficult  at  the  end  of  the  century  to 

steer  a  clear  course  through  the  shoals  of  a  young 

man's  life  without  becoming  involved  in  some  dis- 
agreeable affair.  My  nephew  has  yet  to  learn  that  I 

also  have  met  my  man — and  killed  him." 
The  Major  nodded  curtly,  and  looked  at  Harry. 
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"  I  regret/'  went  on  the  City  merchant,  in  his 
formal  old-fashioned  way,  which  we  have  to-day  ex- 

changed for  a  carelessness  of  thought  and  speech 

wholly  deplorable,  "  I  regret,  sir,  to  inflict  upon  you 
these  details  of  a  family  difference.  But,  at  the 

same  time,  I  cannot  congratulate  myself  too  heartily 

upon  enjoying  the  advantages  of  your  experience  and 

knowledge  in  a  matter  on  which  my  opinion  may  be 

antiquated  or  worthless.  Have  you  ever  fought  a 

duel,  Major?" 
"  Never,"  was  the  grim  reply. 

"  I  wonder  why,"  burst  in  Harry  with  irrepressible 
boyishness  and  curiosity. 

"  They  were  mostly  afraid  of  me — perhaps,"  replied 
the  Major,  with  his  grim  smile. 

And  indeed  he  hardly  looked  inviting. 

"  May  I  ask,"  said  the  City  magnate,  turning  to  the 
Major,  "  your  opinion  of  this  affair  ?  You  know  more 
of  the  quarrel  than  I  do.  It  is  probably  the  out- 

come of  some  boyish  conceit.  I  beg  of  you,  sir,  to 

tell  me  outright  whether  in  your  view  this  boy  can 

apologise   ' 

"  No,  d   n  it,  Guardian,"  interrupted  Harry— 
and  Mr.  Gresham  waved  him  aside. 

"The  two  gentlemen,"  answered  the  Major,  "had 
had  too  much  wine — that  is  all  I  know.  I  consider 

that  Wylam  is  called  upon  to  apologise." 
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"I'll  be  d   d  if  I  do,"  said  Harry,  and  in  the 
same  breath  he  called  out  "  Come  in,"  to  the  firm 
military  knock  of  his  orderly  at  the  door. 

The  man  brought  in  two  letters — the  one  for  Harry 
and  the  other  for  Major  Poole.  Harry  broke  the 

seal,  and  merely  glancing  at  the  note  threw  it  down 

on  the  table.  The  Major  read  his  communication 

more  carefully. 

"  Calais  sands,"  he  said,  folding  the  paper  and  look- 
ing at  Mr.  Gresham,  "  to-morrow  evening,  if  the  wind 

be  fair." 
There  was  a  little  pause.  Mr.  Gresham  took  up 

his  hat — his  stick  he  had  never  laid  aside. 

"  You  have  made  your  choice,"  he  said  to  Harry. 
"Yes." 

And  the  City  merchant  walked  out  of  the  room. 

The  next  morning  Harry  and  the  Major  went  by 

train  to  Dover,  and  crossed  thence  by  the  ordinary 

steamer  to  Calais,  while  Montague  made  for  the  same 

port  in  the  yacht  of  a  friend.  The  wind  was  fair,  and 

the  bells  of  Calais  church  were  ringing  for  vespers 

when  the  four  Englishmen  set  out  on  foot  towards 

the  dunes  that  lie  between  Calais  and  Boulogne.  The 

keen-eyed  hotel  proprietor  had  soon  detected  the  fact 
that  these  were  not  ordinary  travellers  on  their  way 

to  Paris,  but  four  gentlemen  of  the  English  army 

engaged  in  one  of  those  affairs  of  honour,  now  daily 
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growing  scarcer,  which  formed  no  mean  source  of 

income  to  such  innkeepers  of  the  Cote  du  Nord  as 

could  hold  their  tongues. 

If  the  gentlemen  wished  for  a  quiet  walk  after 

dinner,  he  could  recommend  the  little  path  towards 

Grisnez,  which  diverged  from  the  Boulogne  road 

across  the  harbour.  Should  their  lordships  be 

fatigued,  would  it  not  be  as  well  to  send  a  carriage 

round  by  the  road  to  await  their  commands  at  the 

Chapel  of  our  Lady  of  Calvary,  between  the  road 

and  the  dunes,  one  mile  away  from  Calais  ?  These 

and  other  suggestions  were  made  with  that  engaging 

frankness — that  inimitable  innocence  which  belongs 
to  France  above  all  nations,  and  to  her  innkeepers 

above  all  her  sons.  The  suggestions  were  accepted 

with  a  gruff  British  shamefacedness  which  did  some 

credit  to  the  honest  soldiers  engaged  in  a  dishonest 
affair. 

In  a  little  sandy  hollow  between  two  wind-swept 
dunes,  with  the  cool  breeze  of  the  channel  playing 

through  their  hair,  the  two  young  fellows  stood 

facing  each  other  at  length,  and  awaited  the  word. 

"  Now  ! "  cried  Montague's  second,  and  before  the 

word  Montague's  pistol  had  flashed.  There  was  no 

doubt  of  it,  and  the  Major's  anger  so  far  took  pos- 

session of  him  that  he  cried  out,  "  Steady,  Harry  ! " 

"I'm    steady   enough,"    said    Harry,   white    with 
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rage,  and  Montague  dropped  with  a  bullet  through 
his  neck. 

"  By  God  1 "  whispered  Harry,  running  forward  and 
falling  on  his  knees  by  the  wounded  man's  side, 
as  quick  to  repent  as  he  had  been  to  act.  "What 

have  I  done — I  say,  Montague — tell  me  it's  only  a 

scratch ! " 

"D   n  you!"  answered  Montague,  with  his  mouth 
full  of  blood.  And  the  Major  dragged  Harry  away. 

It  was  almost  dark  as  Harry  and  his  friend 

hurried  into  Calais.  "  Will  he  die ! "  Harry  had 
asked  a  hundred  times,  and  the  Major  could  give 
him  little  comfort. 

"  By  the  merest  chance,"  the  landlord  told  them, 

"  there  was  a  boat  ready  for  sea,  if  the  gentlemen 
wished  to  leave  Calais  at  once.  Their  lordships 

had  come  merely  for  the  voyage,  of  course.  Many 

English  milords  did  it— but  not  so  many  as  in 
former  days.  One  hundred  and  fifty  francs  would 

tempt  the  patron  of  the  boat,"  he  thought. 

"Will  he  die?"  asked  Harry  again,  as  the  two 
Englishmen  crouched  on  the  deck  of  the  unsavoury 

lugger,  and  drew  their  cloaks  closer  round  them. 

"  I  do  not  know,"  answered  the  Major  gloomily. 
"  But  whether  he  dies  or  not  you  will  have  to  leave 

the  regiment  and  cut  the  country." 



CHAPTER  VII 

TRUTH 

FOR  a  week  Harry  carried  on  his  shoulders,  day  and 

night,  the  hardest  of  human  burdens,  suspense.  He 

remained  within  the  gates  of  the  Tower  the  object 

of  barrack-room  and  mess  whispers,  admired  by 
some,  pitied  by  others,  avoided  by  all.  He  did  his 

duty  with  a  mechanical  alacrity  which  raised  him 

to  a  high  level  of  military  discipline. 

"  If  Wylani  had  a  calamity  once  a  week  he  would 

be  the  finest  soldier  of  us  all,"  said  the  Colonel. 
And  indeed  it  seemed  that  a  ballasting  of  trouble 

was  all  that  this  crank  vessel  required. 

Montague  was  lying  at  Calais,  and  the  physicians 

would  not  commit  themselves  to  that  ray  of  hope 

for  which  his  adversary  longed.  The  bullet,  it  ap- 
peared, had  displaced  some  important  sinews  and 

had  cut  a  vein.  If  the  wounded  man  recovered,  he 

would,  the  doctors  said,  carry  his  head  on  one  side 

for  the  rest  of  his  days. 

For  the  man  lying  swathed  in  his  clean  little 
room  overlooking  the  harbour  at  Calais,  more  than 

73 
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one  prayer  was  daily  offered  in  England,  and  at  last 

an  answer  came.  The  physicians  pledged  them- 
selves, at  length,  to  set  Montague  on  his  feet  again, 

and  the  news  was  no  less  welcome  in  St.  Helen's 
Place  than  in  the  Tower.  A  great  scandal  to  the 

regiment  had  been  averted,  for  no  regiment  is  the 

better  for  a  court-martial.  It  was  an  open  secret 
that  Montague  and  Wylam  had  fought,  and  the 

offence  was  gravely  ignored  by  those  in  authority. 

In  India,  at  this  time,  duels  were  of  frequent  occur- 
rence, but  at  home  they  were  daily  becoming  rarer. 

The  articles  of  war  were  stringent,  but  for  years 

had  been  ignored,  and  a  law  which  is  customarily 

broken  is  more  difficult  to  set  agoing  than  new 

legislation. 

Pending  the  verdict  of  the  French  doctors  Harry 

was  allowed  to  continue  his  daily  duties,  no  sort  of 

restraint  being  put  upon  his  actions.  Montague 

was  on  sick  leave,  and  it  was  understood  lay  abed 

at  Calais.  So  the  grave  farce  was  carried  on,  and 

Harry  felt  in  no  way  a  hero. 

After  early  parade  one  morning  the  Colonel  drew 

him  aside,  and  they  walked  down  to  the  rampart 

together,  the  observed  of  all  the  rank  and  file. 

"  I  have  had  news  from  Calais,"  said  the  Colonel, 

and  Harry's  ruddy  face  grew  pale. 

"  Montague  is  now  out  of  danger." 
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"  Thank  God,"  said  Harry. 

"  Ay,"  said  the  Colonel,  "  thank  God.  But  you'll 

have  to  go.  We're  a  quiet-going,  hard-up  set  of 

fellows,  not  your  sort  at  all." 
Harry  bit  his  lip  and  made  no  reply. 

"  You  have  the  making  of  a  good  soldier  in  you, 

my  boy.  It  isn't  that,"  went  on  the  old  martinet 
in  a  kinder  tone.  "In  some  regiments  you  would 

get  on  splendidly,  I  have  no  doubt." 

"But  not  in  yours,"  said  Harry,  with  a  bitter 
laugh. 

"  But  not  in  mine.  I  would  suggest  India  if  I 

may  make  so  bold,"  said  the  Colonel.  u  It  would  be 
well  if  they  forgot  your  name  at  the  Horse  Guards 

for  a  few  years.  Many  a  young  fellow  has  begun 

badly  and  has  got  over  it  all  right  afterwards." 
"  I  am  the  d   dest  unlucky  fellow  that  ever 

lived,"  muttered  Harry ;  and  moreover  he  meant 
it.  For  he  was  fully  convinced  that  his  misfortunes 

were  wholly  the  outcome  of  an  evil  fate  that  seemed 

to  dog  his  footsteps. 

Side  by  side  they  walked  backwards  and  forwards 

between  the  grey  tower  and  the  busy  river,  and  the 
Colonel,  who  held  fine  old-fashioned  theories  that 

the  Colonel  of  a  regiment  is  its  father,  gave  a  vast 

quantity  of  good  advice,  which  was  in  no  wise 

heeded.  For  Harry  was  desirous  of  returning  to 
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his  quarters  to  send,  in  answer  to  an  imploring 

little  note  from  Miriam,  the  good  news  that  Mon- 

tague had  been  pronounced  out  of  danger. 

In  addition  to  this  Harry  wrote  a  long  letter  to 

his  guardian,  setting  forth  the  reasons  why  he  had 

been  compelled  to  fight  the  duel,  and  still  withhold- 
ing the  cause  of  the  quarrel,  which  was  indeed  trivial 

enough.  The  writer  further  expressed  contrition  for 

his  misdoings ;  for  he  was  ever  soft-hearted,  full  of 

self-reproach  one  moment  and  laughing  again  the 
next.  His  was  a  nature  demanding  and,  alas ! 

usually  receiving  great  indulgence  from  those  who 

loved  him.  Such  having  to  go  out  into  the  world 
at  last  find  that  the  world  will  not  love  them,  and 

has  only  indulgence  for  its  own  faults. 

"  I  have,"  wrote  Harry,  "  been  sufficiently  punished 
for  my  hastiness,  for  my  Colonel  tells  me  that  he 

can  no  longer  keep  me  in  the  regiment,  and  is  at 

this  moment  negotiating  for  me  an  exchange  into 

an  Indian  regiment,  where  I  hope  by  dint  of  hard 

work  to  retrieve  the  time  I  have  lost  and  the  good 

name  I  have  endangered.  Tlie  Colonel  says  that 

India  is  the  place  for  a  young  fellow  to  get  on,  and 

I  am  going  to  have  a  devilish  good  try.  I  am  afraid 

that  I  have  not  been  living  quite  within  the  allow- 
ance you  and  Mr.  Candler  made  me  out  of  my 

money,  but  suppose  that  now  that  I  am  of  age  it 
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will  be  all  right.  The  tailors  are  a  damned  dishonest 

set.  I  may  have  had  all  the  clothes  they  charge 

me  for,  but  I  do  not  know  where  they  are  now.  I 

owe  Montague  four  hundred  and  twenty  pounds; 

part  of  it  I  lost  to  him  at  the  Derby,  backing  a  horse 

I  Avas  told  of  by  a  mutual  friend.  Montague  him- 
self said  the  horse  ought  to  have  won.  The  rest  I 

lost  to  him  at  cards.  He  taught  me  ecarte.  He  is 

not  a  bad  fellow  at  all,  and  I  am  very  glad  he  is 

getting  better  of  his  wound.  It  is  a  great  nuisance 

about  having  to  exchange,  and  I  am  afraid  you  will 

be  annoyed  about  it.  It  will  be  a  great  wrench  to 

part  from  you  both,  especially  Miriam.  For  I  love 

Miriam,  and  will  never  love  anybody  else.  Please 

say  by  the  messenger  who  takes  this  whether  I  may 

marry  Miriam  when  I  come  back  from  India  in  a 

few  years,  with  my  majority,  perhaps,  and  a  good 

name.  I  love  Miriam  very  much,  and  will  never 

marry  anybody  else.  I  cannot  get  on  without 

her." 
So  wrote  Harry  Wylam  to  his  guardian — contri- 

tion, and  love,  and  a  wondrous  hopefulness  all  mixed 

up  together  as  they  are  in  youth,  as  indeed  they 
must  be  to  make  life  worth  the  living  at  all. 

In  reply  he  received  a  note  from  Miriam,  telling 
him  that  her  father  was  ill  and  had  been  ordered  by 

the  doctor  to  keep  free  from  all  worry,  and  not  even 
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to  read  his  letters.  She  had  recognised  Harry's 
writing  on  the  envelope,  and  the  letter  had  been 

placed  with  others,  awaiting  her  father's  attention 
when  he  should  be  sufficiently  recovered. 

The  letter  was  somewhat  stiff  and  formal — such 

as  young  ladies  were  taught  in  those  days  to  write 

to  young  gentlemen — which,  moreover,  we  should 

laugh  at  to-day  when  young  ladies  are  young  women, 
and  behave  as  such. 

Harry  read  the  missive  twice,  and  in  the  folly  of 

his  youth  kissed  the  signature.  Then  he  swore  that 

he  would  see  her  if  he  had  to  break  in  the  respect- 

able front  door  of  No.  91  St.  Helen's  Place.  He 

clapped  his  hat  upon  his  head,  took  up  his  smart 

cane,  and  stalked  off,  full  of  love  and  those  great 

schemes  that  belong  to  life's  best  adjunct. 

The  butler  "  didn't  know  as  if  he  rightly  ought  to 

admit "  him  when  Harry  rang  the  bell ;  which,  being 
translated,  meant  that  he  had  received  distinct 

instructions  not  to  do  so.  But  Harry  laughed,  and 

taking  the  old  man  by  the  shoulders  threw  him 

playfully  against  the  wall ;  which  display  of  physical 

force  no  doubt  solved  the  easy-going  conscience  that 

flourishes  in  most  pantries. 

"  Master's  asleep,  Mr.  Harry ! "  whispered  the 
butler,  as  the  young  soldier  having  stormed  the 

fort  would  have  banged  the  door  behind  him.  And 
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then  he  stood  with  a  twinkle  in  his  foolish  senti- 

mental eye  watching  Harry  run  lightly  up  the 

stairs  to  the  drawing-room,  where  they  both  knew 
Miriam  to  be. 

Harry  burst  into  the  room,  and  before  Miriam 

quite  realised  what  was  happening  she  was  freeing 

herself  from  her  lover's  impetuous  arms. 

"You  know  you  oughtn't  to  be  here,"  she  said, 
repelling  him  firmly.  And  he  became  vaguely 
aware  that  where  he  had  left  a  child  there  now 

stood  a  woman.  "  My  father  has  forbidden  you  the 
house.  Oh,  Harry !  why  are  you  so  thoughtless  ? 

He  has  been  in  great  trouble.  He  is  very  ill,  and  it 

is  all  your  fault." 

Harry's  bright  face  clouded  suddenly. 

"  I'm  deuced  sorry — Mini — beg  pardon,  I  mean, 

I'm  very  sorry.  But  it  could  not  be  helped.  And 
I  say  it  is  a  bit  hard  when  every  one  is  turning 

,  against  a  fellow  that  his  own  people  should  shut 

their  door  in  his  face.  But  I  don't  mind  what  they 
all  do  so  long  as  you  care  a  little  bit,  Miriam.  I 

have  had  a  bad  time — my  life  has  been  in  danger, 

I'm  hard  up,  I've  been  kicked  out  of  the  regiment 
— every  deuced  thing  has  gone  against  me,  and  if 

you  are  going  to  turn,  why  I'll  just  go  and  put  a 
bullet  through  my  worthless  head.  Say,  Mim — do 

you  care — just  a  little  bit  ? " 
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"  How  can  any  one  care  for  a  person  who  gets 

into  tap-room  quarrels — who  disgraces  himself  and 

his  regiment — who  is  a  scapegrace  and  a  ne'er-do- 

well  ? "  cried  Miriam,  arguing  against  herself,  which, 
mesdames,  is  a  way  you  have  when  you  will  not 

acknowledge  facts.  You  place  them  before  your- 
selves, and  then  walk  over  them. 

"Oh — yes,"  said  Harry,  with  a  hopeless  laugh 

and  no  grammar,  "  that's  me !  And  I  suppose  I'll 
have  to  go  away  and  be  miserable  for  the  rest  of 

my  life." 
"  Go  away  ! "  cried  Miriam,  with  a  sudden  break 

in  her  voice.  "  Go  away — where  ? " 

"  To  India,"  answered  Harry,  looking  hard  at  her. 
She  turned  and  looked  at  him  with  eyes  from 

which  all  youth  and  hope  and  reserve  had  suddenly 

vanished.  Some  men,  to  their  detriment  and  the 

misery  of  others,  have  a  certain  facility  for  love- 
making. 

"  Miriam,"  cried  Harry  exultingly,  "  I  believe 

you  care." 
But  the  girl  recovered  herself  at  once. 

"  Then  you  are  conceited  as  well  as  thoughtless 

and  inconsiderate,"  she  replied  with  spirit.  "  What 
will  father  say  to  your  going  to  India  ?  It  will  be  a 

great  grief  to  him." 
"  Then   he   shouldn't  shut  his  door  on  me.     Be- 
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sides,  there  is  no  choice.  This  country  is  too  hot 

for  me  now." 

Miriam  turned  away — possibly  to  conceal  her  face, 
and  something  that  he  might  have  read  there.  She 

stood  looking  out  of  the  window,  having  apparently 

forgotten  that  her  companion  deserved  to  be  turned 
out  of  the  room  and  forbidden  the  house. 

"  How  long  will  it  be  ? "  she  asked. 

"Oh,  only  a  few  years,"  he  replied,  with  that 
hopefulness  which  contributed  largely  to  his 

troubles.  "  I  mean  to  work  confoundedly  hard  and 
make  a  great  name.  It  is  easily  done  in  India, 

Mim." 
"  I  fear  it  will  not  be  easy  for  you  to  do  that  any- 

where," she  said. 

"  Then  you  don't  care ! "  cried  Harry,  with  the 
stupendous  ignorance  of  his  years.  He  did  not 

suspect  that  the  most  wonderful  and  incomprehen- 

sible part  of  a  woman's  love  is  its  keen  perception 
of  the  faults  of  its  object.  "  I  say,  Miriam,  if  I  go 
away  and  do  well  in  India,  if  I  work  hard  and  get 

promotion,  will  you  try  and  care  for  me  a  little  bit  ? 

I'm  not  such  a  hopeless  chap  as  you  think.'' 

"I  never  said  you  were,"  Said  Miriam  in  little 
more  than  a  whisper,  with  a  queer  little  tender  smile 
which  he  could  not  see. 

"No—but  you  think  it.     And  you  are  right  in 
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part.  I  am  an  idle  good-for-nothing  fool.  I  know 

it.  It  is  no  use  your  shaking  your  head.  But  I'll 

try  and  do  better  in  future— by  God,  I  will.  I'll 
do  anything  you  tell  me,  Miriam,  if  only  you  will 

try  and  care  a  bit.  Mim,  you're  crying.  Why  are 

you  crying,  dear  ? " 
He  came  close  to  her,  but  somehow  his  impetuous 

love  was  held  in  check  by  this  new  womanhood  of 

Miriam's. 

"  Is  it  because  I  have  to  go  to  India  ? "  he  asked. 
She  nodded  within  her  pretty  old-world  curls. 

"  Then  you  do  care — a  little  bit  ? "  he  said,  follow- 
ing up  the  advantage. 

"  A  little,"  she  answered,  with  a  queer  laugh  which 
he  never  forgot,  and  of  which  he  did  not  know  the 

meaning  until  his  hair  was  almost  white. 

"  Then,"  he  cried,  "  you've  given  me  something  to 
work  for.  And  you  will  see  how  steady  I  shall  be. 

As  soon  as  I  have  made  a  name  I'll  come  home 

and  well  get  married,  and  I'll  never  go  to  India 

again  —  and,  Mim,  we'll  be  rich,  because  I  shall 

save  up  all  the  time  I'm  in  India.  I'll  save  up 

for  your  sake." 

"I  do  not  want  yftu  to  save  up,"  she  answered, 
with  that  faint  tone  of  maternal  care  which  is  never 

wanting  in  a  woman's  love.  "But  you  must  take 

care  of  yourself." 
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"  I'll  do  that  sharp  enough — no  more  duels,  I  have 

had  enough  of  them." 

"  No,"  she  said,  with  a  sudden  gravity,  "  no  more 
duels.  And  now,  Harry,  you  must  go.  If  father 
wakes  up  and  hears  you  are  in  the  house,  he  will  be 

terribly  angry,  and  that  will  make  him  ill  again.  I 

must  not  tell  him  that  you  have  been  here,  though 

I  hate  concealment.  But  the  doctor  said  your  name 

was  not  to  be  mentioned.  Go — please,  Harry — and 

very  quietly." 
And  Harry  was  in  that  blissful  state  that  he 

was  ready  to  do  anything  to  please  her,  even  that 

which  was  hardest  at  the  moment,  to  go  away  from 
her. 

"  Harry,"  she  said  in  a  grave  voice  again,  and  he 
paused  on  the  threshold. 

"  People  say  that  duels  are  always  about  cards  or 

— or  a  woman.  Which  was  yours  ?  " 

"A  woman,"  answered  Harry,  with  his  quick 
smile. 

But  Miriam  was  looking  away  from  him  gravely 

and  sadly. 

"  Whom  did  you  fight  for,  Harry  ?  " 
"  For  you." 
He  stood  with  his  hand  almost  on  the  handle  of 

the  door,  looking  at  her. 

"  He    mentioned    your    name    disrespectfully   at 
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table,"  he  explained,  "so  I  taught  him  better 

manners." 
Miriam  drew  a  long  breath,  but  she  did  not  move. 

"  And  you  care,"  said  Harry,  summing  up,  "  and 

you  will  wait  ? " 

"  I  will  wait  all  my  life,  if  need  be,"  she  answered. 



CHAPTER  VIII 

1854 

ME.  GRESHAM,  possessing  that  first  commercial 

requisite — a  rapid  mind — signified  his  recovery  by 
sending  Miriam  to  Cheltenham,  where  his  only  sister 

lived  a  peaceful  evening  of  life,  before  Harry  could 
see  her  again. 

When  Harry  heard  the  news  he  swore  very  lustily, 

with  an  eloquence  acquired  in  the  army,  and  gave 

up  all  idea  of  effecting  a  reconciliation  with  his 

guardian  before  sailing  for  India.  It  is  possible  that 

had  the  culprit  followed  up  his  letter  by  a  visit  to 

the  office  in  Eastcheap  he  might  have  made  his  peace 
with  the  man  who  had  been  as  a  father  to  him. 

But  he  made  no  such  effort.  Indeed,  he  harboured 

considerable  resentment  against  Mr.  Gresham,  to 

whom  he  unreasonably  assigned  some  share  of  the 

blame  attaching  to  fate  for  the  mismanagement  of 

a  promising  career. 

Such  monetary  transactions  as  were  necessary  he 

effected  through  the  army  agents  instrumental  in 

bringing  about  the  exchange  into  an  Indian  regiment. 
85 
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And  with  a  high  head  Harry  Wylam  left  England 
for  the  land  of  his  birth  in  the  late  autumn  of  1853. 

For  the  second  time  in  his  life  he  rounded  the  Cape 

of  Good  Hope,  and  before  his  vessel  took  on  board 

her  Hooghly  pilot  at  the  Sandheads,  far  away  at 

home  in  England  Mr.  Gresham  was  standing  on  the 

steps  of  the  Royal  Exchange  listening  to  the  voice  of 

the  Sergeant-at-Arms,  who  read  aloud  to  all  whom 
it  might  concern  the  declaration  of  war  against 
Russia. 

The  pilot  brought  letters  on  board,  and  among 

them  one  for  Harry — full  of  affection  and  fatherly 

warmth — signed  Phillip  Lamond.  This  missive  set 
forth  the  fact  that  the  room  he  had  occupied  in  the 

bungalow  overlooking  the  Hooghly  was  prepared  for 

Harry's  reception,  that  a  warm  welcome  awaited  him 
at  the  hands  of  his  father's  oldest  friend,  and  that 
Maria,  who  had  always  considered  him  her  brother, 
from  the  fact  that  she  had  succeeded  to  the  cradle 

he  had  left  behind  him,  was  most  anxious  to  make 

his  acquaintance. 

The  vessel  anchored  that  night  in  Diamond  Har- 
bour, and  at  midday  following  moved  into  her  berth 

amid  the  shipping  at  Calcutta.  Almost  immediately 

she  was  boarded  by  the  friends  and  relations  of  the 

passengers,  and  among  them  Harry  remarked  a  grey- 

haired  man,  with  easy-going  side-whiskers  and  a 
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pleasant  smile,  who  came  forward  holding  out  a  slim 
brown  hand. 

"Harry,  my  boy,  should  have  known  you  any- 

where. I'm  Phillip  Lamond,"  he  said,  with  his  head 
slightly  on  one  side. 

Since  last  we  met  Mr.  Lamond  the  years  had  been 

busy  with  his  hair  and  whiskers,  but  they  had  left 

his  form  slim  and  youthful  still.  He  was  dressed 

in  the  thinnest  of  tweeds,  for  the  cold  season  was 

upon  Calcutta,  and  some  there  were  carrying  over- 

coats. In  Calcutta  they  still  keep  up  the  solemn 

farce  of  feeling  cold  in  the  cool  season,  when  an 

ordinary  Englishman  must  needs  perspire. 

"  You've  grown  into  a  fine  big  chap,"  said  Lamond 
in  his  easy  way,  looking  up  with  keen  eyes  and  a 

guileless  smile.  "  Poor  old  Wylam  would  have  been 
proud  of  you  if  he  could  have  lived  to  see  you. 

Got  your  traps  ready  ?  IVe  a  boat  waiting  along- 

side. Let  us  get  away  from  all  these  d   d  swells." 
And  indeed  the  well-dressed  company  seemed  to 

take  no  notice  of  Phillip  Lamond,  who  crept  in  and 

out  between  their  elbows  with  an  air  which  in  any 

other  might  have  signified  abashment. 

"First  of  all,"  said  Lamond,  when  they  were 

seated  in  the  boat,  "  have  you  heard  the  news  ?  " 

"No,"  answered  Harry,  with  his  nose  in  the  air 
inhaling  that  subtle  scent  that  hangs  over  all  India. 
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"Why,  we've  declared  war  against  Russia,  and 

old  Palmerston's  in  power  again.  We're  going  to 
join  with  France  (for  the  Germans  have  backed  out) 

and  stand  by  Turkey.  And,  by  Heaven,  we'll  give 

the  Russians  a  d   d  good  licking.  But  it's  a 
ticklish  time  out  here.  The  coloured  gentleman  is 

not  content  with  English  rule,  and  it's  as  likely  as 

not  that  he'll  take  the  opportunity  of  letting  us 

know  it.  Oh,  you  needn't  mind  the  boatmen;,  they 

don't  understand  a  word  of  English." 

"  Seems  to  me,"  said  Harry,  "  that  people  are 
much  too  careless  about  talking  before  the  natives. 

How  do  you  know  they  don't  understand  English  ? " 

"  My  good  boy,  I  don't  know.  Have  a  cigar — do. 

We  live  on  a  volcano.  You'll  soon  get  accustomed 

to  it !  But  why  are  you  looking  so  grave  ?  " 

"  I  was  thinking,"  answered  Harry,  strangely  at 
ease  with  this  new-found  friend.  For  there  is  no 

man  so  companionable  as  he  who  has  something 

to  gain  from  your  companionship. 

"  What  about  ? "  inquired  Lamond  as  he  lighted 
a  cheroot. 

"I  was  thinking,"  answered  Harry,  "that  my  old 
regiment  was  one  of  the  first  on  the  list  for  active 

service,  and  I  have  missed  another  chance." 
Thus  they  chatted  as  the  boat  glided  down  the 

swift  river,  steered  rather  than  propelled  by  the 
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quaint  round-ended  oars.  And  Harry  felt  wonder- 
fully at  home  with  this  man,  which  feeling  he  set 

down  naturally  enough  to  the  fact  that  they  had 
once  been  as  father  and  son. 

Phillip  Lamond's  foes — and  which  of  us  is  with- 
out them  ? — said  that  behind  his  gentle  demeanour 

there  lurked  a  subtle  danger.  They  averred  that, 

with  that  pleasant  smile,  he  would  rob  the  widow 

and  steal  from  the  orphan — but  they  had  no  proof 
of  it.  No  man  could  say  for  certain  that  this  was  a 

scoundrel,  though  many  thought  it.  Some  had  even 

given  voice  to  their  surmise  in  his  presence  and  to 

his  face — only  to  be  met  by  the  weary,  tolerant,  easy- 
going smile.  No  one  had  ever  seen  Phillip  Lamond 

roused.  In  difficulty,  in  need,  in  danger — baffled, 
beaten,  and  in  the  presence  of  that  most  intangible 

obstacle,  the  social  cold  shoulder,  he  was  always  at 

his  ease — always  indifferent  and  smiling.  To  him, 
success  and  failure  seemed  alike  of  small  importance. 

And  it  is  to  be  presumed  that  of  the  latter  he  had 

come  by  a  full  share.  For  after  twenty  years  he 

still  lived  in  the  little  bungalow  in  Goojera  Reach, 

which  he  had  bought  from  the  Hooghly  pilot  before 

Harry  was  born.  He  still  dressed  with  a  certain 

negligent  ease  and  style,  which  betokened  either  a 

carelessness  to  the  result  produced  or  an  inability 

to  pay  for  better  tailoring. 
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He  was  still  a  man  commanding  a  certain  popu- 
larity when  present,  and  leaving  no  blank  when  he 

went  elsewhere.  It  was  only  after  Lamond  had 

left  the  room  that  people  remembered  their  dislike 
of  him. 

During  those  twenty  years  the  social  world  of 
Calcutta  had  varied  with  the  seasons.  For  these 

were  days  of  quick  fortunes,  rapid  promotions,  and 

sudden  deaths.  Life  in  India  had  not  yet  been 

reduced  to  a  science.  Ice  and  punkah  were  not  yet 

fully  comprehended  of  the  people,  and  the  Euro- 
pean population  passed  through  quicker  changes 

than  it  does  to-day. 

Many  of  Lamond's  contemporaries  had  made 
fortunes  and  had  gone  home — others,  having  de- 

veloped liver  complaints,  had  departed  upon  a 

longer  journey.  But  Lamond  stayed  on  for  ever. 
Neither  a  fortune  nor  a  disease  seemed  to  be  his 

fate.  He  did  not  rise,  he  did  not  sink — he  merely 
floated,  waterlogged,  a  little  below  the  surface  of 
Calcutta  life 

"  You  know,"  he  said  pleasantly,  as  the  boat  swung 
round  to  the  landing-stage,  "  I  am  a  bit  of  a  fatalist. 
I  have  learnt  it,  I  suppose,  in  this  country.  I  always 

knew  you  would  come  back  to  us,  Harry." 
And  Harry  looked  curiously  at  the  little  bungalow 

where  he  had  lived  as  an  infant. 
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At  this  moment  the  ripple  of  music  floated 

through  the  afternoon  air  towards  them,  and  pre- 

sently the  sound  of  a  voice — full,  rich,  pure,  and 

innocent — raised  in  a  song,  broke  the  stillness 
that  ever  reigns  upon  a  river. 

The  two  men  stopped — Harry,  with  a  muttered 
exclamation  of  surprise  and  delight,  for,  like  all 

impetuous  people,  he  was  very  liable  to  the  influence 

of  music  ;  Lamond,  with  a  queer  smile.  They  waited 

till  the  song  was  finished,  one  of  those  frankly 

sentimental  songs  which  our  mothers  sang  before 
the  mawkish  nonsensical  ruled  our  ballads. 

"That  is  my  little  girl,"  said  Lamond,  with  his 
head  a  little  inclined  to  the  left;  "she  sings  best 
when  she  thinks  she  is  alone." 

They  went  nearer  to  the  bungalow,  of  which  the 

green  shutters  were  half  closed  upon  the  open 

windows  to  keep  out  the  glare  and  heat  of  the 
afternoon. 

"  Maria,"  cried  Lamond.     "  My  dear   
The  curtain  was  drawn  aside,  and  in  the  open 

doorway,  a  picture  of  youth,  of  innocent  surprise 

and  perhaps  a  little  shame,  as  would  befit  a  maiden 

caught  singing  to  herself,  stood  Maria  Lamond. 

Her  surprise  was  all  the  more  remarkable  in  face 
of  the  small  fact  that  the  boatmen  had  been  singing 

as  they  approached,  so  that  Maria  must  have  been 
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very  deeply  absorbed  in  her  maiden  meditations  to 

be  astonished  at  the  presence  of  the  two  gentlemen. 
She  came  forward  with  her  left  hand  raised  to  her 

hair,  for  the  afternoon  breeze  was  fresh,  and  she  had 

a  pretty  waist.  Either  reason  or  both,  according  to 

the  reader's  fancy. 

"This  is  Harry,  my  dear,"  said  Phillip  Lamond, 
with  that  ease  of  manner  which  was  a  good  imita- 

tion of  good  breeding.  "  When  you  were  a  baby 
at  home  in  England,  Harry  was  a  baby  out 

here." 
Maria  blushed  very  prettily,  and  held  out  her 

hand,  which  Harry  took  eagerly  enough.  He  was 

surprised  to  find  Maria  so  old,  for  she  was  almost 

his  age.  He  had  vaguely  presumed  that  his  father's 
friend  had  never  married,  and  indeed  the  bungalow 

had  always  been  a  bachelor  establishment  until  Maria 

came  from  England  with  her  bright  dark  eyes,  her 

white  skin,  her  assurance  of  manner,  to  take  charge 

of  her  father's  house. 

"  I  seem  to  have  known  you,  Harry,"  she  said, 

with  a  piquant  pause  before  the  name,  "all  my 

life." 
Harry  laughed,  and  thought  her  very  pretty, 

which  no  doubt  was  visible  in  the  glance  of  his 

eyes.  He  could  not  claim  the  same  familiarity,  for 

he  had  until  a  few  hours  earlier  been  ignorant  of 
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her  existence.  But  he  found,  nevertheless,  this 

welcome  very  pleasant. 

"  And  now,  my  dear,"  said  Larnond,  casting  himself 
down  on  a  long  chair,  "  I  think  you  had  better  give 
us  some  tea — unless  Harry  here  would  like  some- 

thing stronger." 
The  tea  was  set  out  on  a  little  table,  and  already 

the  quiet-footed  native  servant  war>  coming  forward 

with  the  spirit-lamp  and  kettle. 

"  Would  Harry  like  something  stronger  ? "  asked 
Maria,  with  a  glance  which  would  have  made  teeto- 

tallers of  most  of  us. 

"  Not  I,"  answered  Harry,  ready  to  vow  that  any 
cup  from  such  a  Hebe  would  be  nectar. 

Lainond  had  given  some  orders  to  the  servants, 

who  lowered  the  sun-blinds  and  sprinkled  water  on 
the  floor  of  the  verandah,  throwing  some  also  on  the 

chunam  pillars,  where  it  trickled  to  the  ground  and, 

slowly  drying,  cooled  the  air. 

Harry  listened  to  the  orders  which  were  given  in 
Hindustanee,  and  understood  no  word  of  it. 

"  And  yet  you  learnt  to  speak  it  before  you  babbled 

English,"  said  the  Anglo-Indian,  when  Harry  had 
confessed  his  forgetfulness. 

"  And  how  did  you  leave  Mr.  Gresham  ? "  he  went 
on  in  his  pleasant  way. 

"  Oh — he    was   not    very   well,"    answered   Harry 
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with  hesitation ;  and  from  behind  the  bright  tea- 

things  a  pair  of  eyes  as  bright  flashed  a  glance  of 
curiosity. 

"  Ah ! "  observed  Phillip  Lamond,  with  a  resigned 
sigh,  "  he  is  not  so  young  as  he  was,  you  see.  We 

are  all  getting  on  that  way." 
"Please  do  not  talk  like  that,"  broke  in  Maria 

with  a  vivacious  shudder.  "You  are  not  going  to 

be  allowed  to  grow  old  for  years  and  years." 
At  which  Mr.  Lamond  laughed  affectionately— 

indeed,  the  love  between  father  and  daughter  was 

very  pretty  and  innocent — and  what  more  natural  ? 

"  How  old  is  he  ? "  asked  Lamond  presently,  with 
that  air  of  indifference  which  characterised  him  at 

times. 

"  He  is  getting  on  for  sixty,  I  believe." 

"  Please  do  not  let  us  talk  about  age,"  broke  in 

the  artless  representative  of  youth  again ;  "  I  am  sure 
Harry  will  want  cheering  up  instead  of  depressing, 

after  leaving  home  and  all  his  friends." 
She  handed  him  a  cup  of  tea  with  a  little  smile, 

almost,  one  could  have  said,  of  sisterly  affection. 

"What!"  exclaimed  Mr.  Lamond,  "a  soldier  de- 
pressed at  going  out  to  seek  his  fortune,  with  all 

the  world  before  him  !  Besides  " — turning  to  Harry 
— "  this  country  is,  after  all,  his  home.  What  has 

he  left  in  England  ! " 
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"  Perhaps  he  has  left  his  heart  there,"  suggested 
Miss  Lamond  with  a  roguish  smile,  which  afforded 

Harry  a  gleam  of  pearly  white  teeth.  And  Harry 
blushed. 

"  And  if  he  has,"  said  Lamond  in  a  conclusive  way 
— as  if  he  had  some  instinct  of  good  feeling  of  which 

his  daughter  was  deprived—"  and  if  he  has,  I  have 

no  doubt  it  is  in  good  keeping.  Come,  Harry." 
He  rose  and  passed  his  slim  hand  across  his  fore- 

head with  a  characteristic  little  gesture  of  weariness. 

"  Come  in,  and  I  will  show  you  your  quarters.  I 
dare  say  you  are  tired  and  want  to  settle  down.  We 

must  find  you  a  servant." 
Harry  rose  and  prepared  to  follow  him. 

"  And  remember,"  said  Lamond,  as  they  passed  in 

by  the  open  window,  "  that  these  rooms  will  always 

be  at  your  service  so  long  as  you  are  in  Calcutta." 
They  went  in.  The  lace  curtain  dropped  behind 

them,  leaving  Maria  alone  on  the  verandah,  with  the 

faintest  suspicion  of  a  frown  on  her  brow. 
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THE    GOOD    ANGEL 

"  MY  dear  Toin,  Fred  Marqueray  will  tell  us  when 

he  comes."  The  lady  who  propounded  this  anticipa- 
tion was  a  person  of  some  importance.  She  was  a 

grey-haired  lady  of  comfortable  presence — a  pleasant, 
sweet,  wholesome  woman  of  the  world,  who  knew 

what  life  was,  and  had  come  through  it  with  a  pure 

heart.  A  great  lady  this,  of  long  lineage,  with  a  title 

of  her  own  of  which  she  was  less  proud  than  of  that 

which  her  husband  had  given  her. 

Sir  Thomas  Leaguer,  K.C.B.  and  other  things, 

crossed  his  dapper  legs  one  over  the  other,  and  smiled 

grimly  beneath  his  shaggy  eyebrows.  Sir  Thomas 

was  not  a  large  man,  but  upright  and  square,  with 

the  keenest  glance  in  the  world.  A  small  brown  face, 

fierce  eyebrows,  and  a  pair  of  glittering  blue  eyes — 

a  soldier — the  son  of  many  soldiers;  such  was  the 

physical  presence  of  Colonel  Sir  Thomas  Leaguer. 

And  his  moral  presence  was  uprightness,  an  unflinch- 

ing courage,  a  deep  insight,  and  a  most  perfect  com- 

prehension of  discipline. 
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This  was  Harry  Wylam's  new  Colonel — a  man  of 
the  quality  that  has  brought  a  certain  small  island 
of  the  north  to  the  front  rank  of  the  nations. 

"  Yes,"  he  said,  with  a  movement  of  the  moustache, 

which  the  lady  knew  to  indicate  a  smile.  "  Marqueray 

will  know." 
He  glanced  at  the  clock.  It  was  five  minutes 

to  six. 

"  At  three  minutes  to  —  he  will  arrive,"  said 
Lady  Leaguer,  who  had  seen  the  glance.  The 

Colonel  gave  a  little  grunt,  and  turned  to  the  open 

window  of  the  drawing-room  in  which  they  sat. 
They  were  dressed  for  dinner,  which  meal  was  to  be 

served  at  six  o'clock. 
At  four  minutes  to  six  the  sound  of  wheels  made 

the  lady  look  up  with  a  little  smile,  at  which  the 

Colonel  nodded  in  his  thoughtful  way. 

A  smart  buggy  flashed  past  the  window ;  a  minute 

later  the  door  opened,  and  at  three  minutes  to 

six  Fred  Marqueray  came  into  the  room  without 
haste. 

Marqueray,  junior  captain  in  the  regiment,  was  a 

man  of  twenty-eight,  who  looked  older.  His  eyes  were 

without  expression.  To  be  more  correct,  they  were 

eyes  with  one  permanent  expression.  The  face  was 

brown,  and  sphinxlike  in  its  implacable  repose — a 
hard   nut   for  physiognomists   to   crack.     The   per- D  2 
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manent  expression  of  the  eyes  was  that  of  quiet  ob- 
servation ;  of  observations  made  from  the  summit  of 

an  impregnable  height,  for  the  face  beneath  betrayed 
nothing. 

He  shook  hands  in  silence.  When  he  held  the 

great  lady's  fingers,  he  gave  a  little  bow.  It  was 
obvious  that  these  were  old  friends. 

"Before  you  came,"  said  the  lady,  "I  was  telling 
the  Colonel  that  you  would  be  sure  to  know  some- 

thing of  the  Hew  subaltern." 
She  spoke  as  she  passed  into  the  dining-room  on 

his  arm,  the  Colonel  following  alone.  She  glanced 

at  her  companion's  face,  and  had  hardly  to  raise  her 
eyes  to  do  so,  for  she  was  tall,  and  of  a  queenly 
carriage. 

"  What  little  I  know,"  replied  Marqueray,  "  is  now, 

as  ever,  at  your  service." 
And  the  Colonel  laughed  suddenly. 

"A  very  deep  well,"  commented  her  ladyship  as 
she  arranged  the  folds  of  her  skirt,  "with  truth  at 
the  bottom,  of  a  certainty,  but  it  never  comes  to  the 

top  unless  it  be  hauled  up  by  curiosity." 
The  remark  called  for  no  reply. 

"If  there  is  a  man  in  the  Indian  Army  who  can 
keep  his  own  counsel  that  man  is  Frederic  Mar- 

queray," the  Colonel,  himself  occupying  an  unique 
position  in  that  force,  had  once  said.  European  and 
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native  soldiers  had  fallen  into  the  habit  of  speaking 

of  this  man  as  of  one  destined  to  greatness — they 
knew  not  why.  In  the  strange  lull  that  had  fallen 
over  India  at  this  time  men  were  fearful  of  their 

neighbours — looking  askance  at  such  as  held  their 
tongues,  distrusting  those  who  chattered. 

"  Have  you  seen  him  ? "  asked  the  Colonel,  without 
looking  up. 

"  Yes,  I  saw  him  on  board  his  ship  in  the  river. 
I  went  to  meet  him  as  you  suggested.  There  were  a 

number  of  people,  and  before  I  had  an  opportunity 

of  introducing  myself  he  hurried  off  with  Mr.  Phillip 

Lamond." 

"  The  man  with  the  daughter,"  said  Lady 
Leaguer. 

"  Yes,"  answered  Marqueray,  looking  at  her  with 

expressionless  eyes.  "  The  man  with  the  daughter." 
"  Ah !  I  have  no  doubt  you  admire  her  as  much 

as  the  rest  of  them." 

"  I  am  her  slave,"  returned  Marqueray  gravely. 
"  I  am  sorry  Mr.  Phillip  Lainond  has  got  hold  of 

Wylam,"  said  the  Colonel,  grimly  sipping  his  iced 
champagne. 

"  And  yet  you  know  nothing  against  him,"  put  in 
Lady  Leaguer. 

The  Colonel  shrugged  his  shoulders.  His  wife 

looked  at  him  with  her  smiling  eyes.  Then  she 
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turned  to  Marqueray,  who  shrugged  his  shoulders  in 
imitation  of  the  chief. 

"There  seems  to  be  some  magic  in  the  name  of 

Lamond,"  said  her  ladyship,  lightly  setting  the  sub- 
ject aside.  "  I  have  noticed  that  it  usually  reduces 

the  men  in  the  room  to  silence.  But  tell  me  some- 

thing of  Mr.  Wylam's  appearance.  I  shall  be  obliged 

if  you  will  cast  his  horoscope." 
Marqueray  looked  up  with  his  slow  grave  smile. 

"  He  is  tall,"  he  answered,  "  and  fair,  blue  eyes 
and  wavy  hair;  the  young  man  in  the  book  who 

captivates  the  hearts  of  the  fair  and  goes  generally 

to  the  dogs." 
"In  books,"  put  in  her  ladyship,  who  knew  that 

world  which  is  not  of  books  but  of  daily  life. 

"  He  has  the  grand  air,"  went  on  Marqueray,  who 
himself  possessed  the  grander  air,  which,  borrow- 

ing nothing  from  swagger,  hovers  round  the  man 

of  brains  who  has  a  purpose  in  life.  "  He  carries 
his  head  so  high  that  he  will  never  know  what  is 
beneath  his  feet.  We  shall  all  like  him,  and  we 

shall  probably  have  trouble  with  him." 
The  lady  classified  each  item  with  a  little  nod  of 

her  head.  "  Did  he  see  you  ? "  she  asked. 

"No,"  answered  Marqueray,  with  a  smile.  He 
was  as  different  from  Harry  as  one  man  could  be 

from  another.  Wherever  Harry  Wylam  went  he 
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was '  seen  and  heard ;  his  presence  was  never  over- 
looked. Fred  Marqueray,  on  the  contrary,  seemed 

to  move  through  the  world  on  smooth  running 

wheels.  He  never  pushed  his  way  in  as  did  Harry, 

with  a  laugh  and  a  word  for  everybody,  seen  of 

everybody,  known  of  everybody.  He  never  called 

the  public  attention  to  himself  by  a  display  of 

that  superabundant  vitality  which  marked  Harry's 
presence. 

"  Did  Mr.  Phillip  Lamond  see  you  ? "  asked  the 
Colonel,  in  the  curt  way  which  had  earned  for  him 

the  reputation  of  the  sternest  commander  in  the 

Bengal  Army. 

"  I  imagine  so,  because  he  never  looked  at  me." 
There  was  a  little  pause,  only  broken  by  the  sigh 

of  the  swinging  punkah. 

"  I  am  afraid,"  said  the  Colonel,  "  that  Wylam  is 

not  the  sort  of  man  we  want  in  India  " — he  paused, 
glancing  up  and  noting  that  the  servants  had 

momentarily  left  the  room — "just  now." 
Across  the  table  the  eyes  of  the  two  men  met  for 

an  instant,  and  it  would  be  hard  to  say  whether  the 

lady  intercepted  the  glance  or  not. 

"He  will,  I  imagine,"  said  Marqueray,  gravely 
fingering  some  crumbs,  "be  a — social  acquisition. 
He  seems  prepared  to  like  everybody,  and  we  all 

like  being  liked." 
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"Question  is,"  said  the  Colonel  grimly,  "whether 

he  will  get  on  in  this  country." 

"  I  think  not/'  said  Marqueray,  after  a  pause,  in 
his  gentle  way.  "  He  has  money,  and  I  should 
imagine  that  he  is  possessed  of  a  very  keen  taste 

for  enjoyment ;  bad  things  in  India." 

"  Well,"  said  Lady  Leaguer  cheerfully,  "  we  must 
all  combine  to  make  a  stand  against  the  temptations 

that  will  beset  the  young  man's  footsteps.  We  shall 
count  on  you,  Fred — you  know  there  is  nothing  the 
Colonel  dislikes  so  much  as  that  one  of  his  subalterns 

should  journey  towards — 

"  The  dogs,"  supplemented  her  husband. 
And  her  ladyship  nodded. 

Presently  she  looked  across  the  table  towards  her 

guest. 

"It  seems  to  me,"  she  said,  "that  you  know  a 
good  deal  of  Mr.  Wylam;  too  much  to  have  been 

acquired  in  a  passing  glimpse  as  he  climbed  down 

a  ship's  side." 

"  Yes,"  admitted  Marqueray,  "  I  have  heard  about 
him  from  home." 

"Nothing  to  his  good,  I'll  warrant,"  said  the 
Colonel. 

Marqueray  nodded. 

"That  is  why  I  have  forgotten  it,"  he  said 
quietly. 
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Then  they  fell  to  talking  of  home  affairs,  as  exiles 

love  to  do,  and  for  a  time  Harry  Wylam  and  his 

prospects  were  laid  aside.  The  Colonel  had  con- 

sented to  the  exchange,  which  brought  young  Wylam 
into  his  regiment,  chiefly  because  the  name  was  one 

of  pleasant  associations.  Harry  Wylam's  father  and 
this  grizzled  warrior  had  been  young  men  together 

in  the  early  days  of  annexation,  when  the  Company 

was  growing  so  rapidly  that  the  whole  world  seemed 

to  stand  watching  in  surprise. 

He  had,  of  course,  heard  of  Harry's  quarrel  and 
the  subsequent  duel  with  Captain  Montague,  and 

had  set  down  the  whole  affair  to  a  fiery  nature  which 

could  easily  have  been  inherited.  In  the  days  when 

Colonel  Leaguer  had  known  Harry's  father  duelling 
was  not  rare  in  England,  and  was  common  enough 

in  India.  During  the  Colonel's  career  the  practice 
of  thus  summarily  settling  the  quarrels  which  must 

arise  where  youth  and  ambition  meet  had  gradually 

died  out,  and  with  it  the  decadence  of  the  English 
officer  in  India  had  set  in.  It  is  not,  of  course,  to  be 

concluded  that  the  one  was  the  natural  consequence 

of  the  other,  although  any  practice  tending  to  lower 

the  manhood  of  Europeans  in  India  cannot  be  too 

strictly  avoided. 

Sir  Thomas  Leaguer  belonged  to  the  old  school  of 

Anglo-Indian,  in  so  much  as  he  held  to  the  doctrine 
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that  the  line  of  racial  demarcation  can  hardly  be 

drawn  too  firmly.  But  he  belonged  to  the  newer  and 

better  school  now  ruling  our  Eastern  Empire,  in  that 

he  deemed  that  line  to  be  a  simple  practical  fact, 

capable  of  demonstration  every  time  the  Asiatic  and 

the  European  might  come  into  competition.  It 
seemed  certain  that  climate  and  the  hundred  subtle 

influences  of  daily  example  had  tended  to  degenerate 

men  of  our  race  living  in  India  at  the  time  of 

Harry  Wylain's  return  to  that  country,  and  it  is 
equally  sure  that  leaders  of  such  material  as 

Colonel  Sir  Thomas  Leaguer  were  alive  to  this 

degeneration. 

The  Colonel  thought  no  worse  of  Harry  because 

he  had  revived  a  dying  custom,  and  that  so  effectu- 
ally. In  fact,  the  scrape  evinced  the  presence  in  the 

young  soldier  of  that  manliness  and  energy  which 

appeared  to  be  dormant  in  the  Anglo-Indian  officers 
at  this  period.  That  the  manliness  and  energy  were 

to  wake  up  later  and  leave  such  a  mark  on  the 

Asiatic  race  as  will  never  be  wiped  out  through  all 

time  we  know  now,  but  Colonel  Leaguer  never  sus- 
pected it  at  this  time. 

The  trio  around  the  Colonel's  table  had  plenty  of 
news  from  home  to  discuss  without  further  dwelling 

upon  the  smaller  events  of  Calcutta  life. 

Each  mail   was   heavy  with   news  from  Europe, 
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where,  indeed,  the  war-cloud  was  black  enough. 

Lady  Leaguer — herself  a  soldier's  daughter — had 
long  learnt  to  take  the  change  and  chance  of  mili- 

tary life  with  that  unquestioning  obedience  to  disci- 

pline which  is  as  good  a  stimulant  as  fatalism,  and 

infinitely  better  suited  to  the  mind  of  educated 
men. 

England  had  been  at  peace  for  forty  years.  She 

had,  of  course,  been  engaged  in  those  small  colonial 

wars  against  savage  or  semi-barbarous  neighbours — 

the  small  frontier  campaigns — which  form  such  an 
excellent  military  school,  and  keep  alive  that  taste 

for  battle  by  which  we  have  won  our  position  in  the 

world.  But  a  great  war  against  European  troops 

had  seemed  at  this  time  almost  a  thing  of  the  past. 
Some,  indeed,  deemed  such  warfare  at  an  end  for 
ever. 

And  suddenly  there  arose  a  cloud  in  the  East,  on 

the  border  of  that  northern  empire  with  which  the 

world  has  yet  to  reckon.  Russia  had  grown  within 

the  passage  of  a  few  generations  from  a  small  inland 

state  to  a  vast  empire,  with  such  outlets  to  the  sea 

as  will  when  her  railways  are  developed  raise  her  to 

commercial  supremacy  in  the  world. 

The  work  of  one  of  the  greatest  women  this  planet 
has  ever  known — Catherine  the  Second — had  borne 
fuller  harvest  than  her  wildest  dream  could  have 
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foreseen.  Russia  was  beginning  to  awake  and  stretch 
herself.  She  reached  out  one  hand  towards  Con- 

stantinople, and  lo !  the  British  Lion,  asleep  these 

forty  years,  must  needs  get  up  and  roar. 

There  are  times  when  the  world  seems  strangely 

disturbed-  -when  nations  are  the  playthings  of  Fate, 
and  man  is  but  grass  that  is  cut  down  in  the  morn- 

ing. Such  a  time  as  this  had  dawned  with  the  year 

1854,  when  Harry  Wylam,  who  had  breathed  a 

prayer  over  his  virgin  sword  that  England  might 

have  many  wars,  set  sail  for  India. 

Strange  passions — national  passions,  which  com- 
pare with  the  rage  of  a  man  as  a  thunderstorm 

compares  to  a  sneeze — were  bestirring  themselves 
in  the  hearts  of  people  hitherto  peaceful.  Nations 

were  about  to  arise,  impelled  by  some  command 

that  came  they  knew  not  whence,  to  go  down  to 

the  fighting  places  of  the  universe,  and  there  to 

challenge  Fortune. 

In  England  the  war  was  popular.  We  are  shop- 

keepers— my  masters.  Let  us  admit  that.  But  at 
times  we  have  a  way  of  laying  aside  our  apron  and 

our  bill-books,  our  yard-measure  and  our  scales. 

We  put  up  the  shutters  and  lock  the  door — and 
then  there  is  usually  the  devil  to  pay. 

In  eighteen  hundred  and  fifty-four  such  a  time  as 
this  came  to  our  country,  and  far  away  in  Calcutta 
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— within  a  stone's-throw  of  that  river  which  has 

witnessed  the  greatest  disaster  our  race  has  known 
— two  men  sniffed  the  battle  wind  and  talked 

together  of  those  things  which  they  saw  upon  the 
horizon. 



CHAPTER    X 

ON    THE   SLOPE 

"  HOLLOA  !     Here's  old  Marks ! " 
And  Master  Harry  Wylam  steadied  himself  with 

an  effort  in  front  of  the  long-chair  in  the  verandah 
of  the  old  Calcutta  Field  Club. 

The  rest  of  the  party,  engaged  as  they  had  been 

at  cards,  came  to  the  open  window  and  looked  at 

Marqueray — some  of  them  held  long  glasses  in  their 
hands,  and  the  clink  of  ice  against  the  rim  of  these 

told  a  tale  tit  every  moment.  It  was  nearly  mid- 
night. Other  revellers  still  held  their  cards  between 

unsteady  fingers.  They  had  come  out  for  a  breath 

of  air,  and  in  the  verandah  Harry — excited,  a  little 
flustered  by  heavy  play,  a  little  heated  by  many 

potations — found  his  friend  Marqueray. 
Marqueray,  it  would  appear,  had  been  sitting 

there  some  time  alone — with  his  thoughts  and  a 
cigar.  Coming  out  by  another  window,  he  had 

apparently  sat  down  to  watch  the  fireflies  flit  in  and 

out  among  the  heavy  branches  of  the  Dalmatian 

cotton  trees.  The  great  compound  of  the  Field 
108 
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Club  was  deserted  and  still.  Below  the  verandah — 

at  the  corner  of  the  kennels — that  grave  mendicant, 
the  adjutant  bird,  stood  grimly  sleeping  off  the  effects 

of  his  last  heavy  ineal.  For  he  was  a  pet  at  the 
club,  and  stood  expectant  below  the  windows  all 

day  long.  The  furtive  shuffle  of  a  prowling  jackal, 

paying  his  nocturnal  visit  to  the  kitchen  refuse-heap, 
had  been  the  only  sound  from  without,  while  through 

the  open  windows  the  alternate  hush  and  clamour 

of  voices,  which  is  the  unmistakable  token  of  high 

play,  came  muffled  from  the  card-room. 

"  Old  Marks,  sitting  out  here  with  the  punkah- 

wallah,"  said  Harry,  with  a  laugh.  "You're  the 
d   dest,  rummest  old  fish  that  ever  I've  come 

across !  Why  don't  you  come  in  and  have  a  go  at 

the  cards.  Believe  you've  been  asleep — know  the 

punkah-wallah  has,  d   n  him." 
He  turned  to  the  silent  native  servant  in  his 

white  clothes  and  red-leather  belt  —  a  shadowy 

form  crouching  against  the  wall,  pulling  mechani- 

cally at  the  punkah-rope  with  one  hand — the  rest 
of  him  was,  indeed,  asleep.  The  right  arm  was  a 
machine. 

"  Do  you  hear,  you  black  scum  of  the  earth  ? 

You've  been  asleep.  Wake  up  ! " 
He  poured  half  a  tumbler  of  iced  brandy  and 

soda  over  him,  and  Marqueray  at  the  same  moment 
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reached  out  his  left  foot  and  sent  the  glass  spinning 
to  the  far  end  of  the  verandah. 

"  Don't  make  an  ass  of  yourself,  Wylam,"  he  said 
quietly — and  in  the  same  breath  said  something  in 
Hindustanee  to  the  servant,  who  had  leapt  with 

flashing  eyes  to  his  feet. 

There  was  something  in  the  man's  attitude  that 
made  Harry  turn  half  threateningly,  and  glance  at 
him  over  his  shoulder. 

"  Eh  ? "  he  said  inquiringly.  "  What  is  the  man 

saying  ? " 
"  Nothing,"  answered  Marqueray,  speaking  quickty 

to  the  servant  in  Hindustanee,  which  Harry  knew 

very  imperfectly,  although  two  years  had  elapsed 

since  his  arrival  in  India.  "  The  poor  devil  was  half 

asleep." 
Harry  w^s  still  laughing  at  his  own  excellent 

practical  joke,  and  his  companions  grouped  in  the 

window  were  ready  enough  to  join  in  his  merriment. 

They  had  been  winning  his  money. 

"  He's    only   a  nigger — d   n   it,"    said   Harry, 
swaggering  towards  the  card-room,  while  the  servant 

with  a  little  shiver  resumed  his  place  at  the  punkah- 
cord. 

"  That's  all ! "  admitted  Marqueray,  glancing  side- 
ways at  the  man  under  cover  of  a  cloud  of  smoke. 

The  ruoon  was  nearly  full — a  glorious  yellow,  Indian 
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moon.     It  was  almost  as  light  as  an  English  winter 

day  when  the  clouds  are  low. 

Harry  went  back  into  the  room. 

"The  best  of  old  Marqueray  is,"  he  said,  as  he 
resumed  his  seat,  "that  he  never  preaches.  He 
was  in  a  devilish  rage  with  me  then — quite  suddenly 

—I  don't  know  why.  Did  the  punkah-wallah  a  lot 
of  good  I  should  think — freshened  him  up — ha  I  ha  I 

Poor  devil,  it  must  have  startled  him  though." 
Harry  paused — a  heap  of  rupees  lay  on  the  table 

in  front  of  him.  He  took  up  one  at  random — 
pushed  back  his  chair,  rose  and  went  to  the  window. 

"  Here,  gye  hye,  catch  ! "  he  shouted,  and  threw  the 
coin  to  the  man  who  sat  crouching  against  the 
wall. 

Marqueray  seemed  to  have  gone  to  sleep  again. 

The  servant  looked  towards  him  with  gleaming 
eyes.  The  coin  had  rattled  on  the  stone  floor.  It 

lay  close  to  the  mat  on  which  the  punkah-wallah 
sat.  The  man  stretched  out  his  slim,  nervous  hand. 

Marqueray  was  apparently  asleep,  and  the  coin 

whizzed  away  into  the  long  grass  followed  by  a 
curse. 

Harry  Wylam  had  been  two  years  in  India,  and 

in  that  time  had  naturally  drifted  into  a  "set,"  of 
which  social  division  our  Eastern  Empire  is  the 

natural  home.  Harry's  set  was  at  this  moment  in 
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the  card-room  of  the  old  Field  Club,  and  Fred 

Marqueray,  a  member  of  the  club,  did  not  belong 
to  it. 

Harry  began  his  sojourn  in  Calcutta  by  daily 

reviling  what  he  was  pleased  to  call  his  luck,  to 

which  vague  influence  he  attributed  the  loss  of 

such  opportunities  of  promotion  as  were  provided 

by  the  Crimean  War.  At  the  beginning  also  he 

wrote  long  letters  home  to  his  guardian  and  longer 

effusions  to  Miriam,  who  treasured  them  up  as 

women  do.  In  his  letters  to  Miriam  he  boldly  made 

confession  of  his  love  in  such  halting  phrase  as  he 
had  at  his  command,  and  Mr.  Gresham,  with  a  fine 

old-fashioned  sense  of  honour  and  fair-play,  never 
asked  his  daughter  to  show  him  these  epistles. 

In  reply  Mr.  Gresham  wrote  sturdy  commercial 

communications,  consisting  largely  of  an  enumera- 
tion of  dates  of  despatch  and  receipt  of  former 

correspondence,  a  little  news,  a  little  advice ;  and 

a  great  affection  peeping  out  between  the  lines. 

Miriam  penned  stiff  little  letters,  giving  in  a  run- 

ning calligraphy  all  the  small  news  of  St.  Helen's 
Place,  an  account  of  the  Christmas  decoration  of 

St.  Helen's  Church,  a  nervous  synopsis  of  the  war- 
like news  from  Russia,  and  never  a  word  of  love. 

That  which  she  had  to  say  on  the  subject  she 
doubtless  deemed  too  sacred  to  commit  to  a  letter 
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which  might  fall  into  the  wrong  hands  in  the 

hazards  of  a  long  voyage.  Or  perhaps  she  had  no 
words  to  tell  him  of  that  which  was  within  her 

faithful  heart.  It  is  not  always  the  best  love  that 

expresses  itself  in  the  choicest  language. 

After  a  few  months,  however,  Harry  found  him- 
self more  absorbed  in  his  immediate  environments, 

and  less  interested  in  such  far-off  matters  as  were 

treated  of  in  his  letters  from  home.  Never  a  good 

correspondent,  he  began  to  find  it  difficult  to  make 

time  to  write.  He  played  polo,  attended  race  meet- 
ings, was  a  great  favourite  in  social  circles,  and 

finally  his  Colonel  forced  him  to  attend  to  his 

military  duties. 

"Don't  know  how  the  devil  it  is,"  he  was  wont 

to  say,  "but  all  the  hard  work  seems  to  come  my 

way." 
And  Marqueray  at  such  time  would  smile  his 

grave  smile,  and  reply  that  it  was  very  good  for 
Harry. 

For  both  the  Colonel  and  Harry's  captain  had 
tamed  a  young  horse  in  their  time,  and  knew  the 

beneficial  effect  of  hard  work  upon  a  fiery  spirit. 

The  military  duties,  however,  came  last,  and  it 

was  not  to  these  that  Harry  could  attribute  his 

lack  of  time  for  letter-writing. 
Now,  at  the  end  of  two  years,  each  mail  continued 
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to  bring  him  a  letter  from  one  or  the  other  of  his 

faithful  correspondents  in  St.  Helen's  Place,  while 
three  out  of  four  homeward  despatches  left  for 

London  without  a  scratch  from  Harry's  pen.  He 
was  quite  absorbed  in  the  self-indulgent,  excite- 

ment-seeking life  of  a  subaltern  whose  duties  to- 
wards the  regiment  were  performed  by  his  native 

double  —  the  Jemmadar.  Each  captain  had  his 
native  remplagant  the  Soubahdar — even  the  Euro- 

pean Colonel  possessed  a  double  in  the  shape  of  the 

Soubahdar  Major.  The  native  regiments,  officered 

by  Europeans,  were  complete  without  their  white 

chiefs — ready  for  action,  officered,  disciplined. 
It  was  assuredly  no  wonder  that  such  men  as 

Frederic  Marqueray  and  Colonel  Leaguer  should  go 

about  their  business  at  this  time  with  grave  faces. 

"  If  he  is  going  to  the  devil,"  Marqueray  had  said 

of  Harry  to  the  Colonel,  "  he  must  go.  We  haven't 

time  to  stop  him." 
And,  indeed,  they  had  other  matters  to  attend 

to.  Marqueray  was  not  always  at  home.  He  had 

of  late  developed  a  taste  for  sport,  and  was  for  ever 

vanishing  from  the  busy  social  life  of  the  city  to 

some  forest  fastness  in  search  of  big  game.  After 

he  came  back  he  seemed  always  to  have  much  to 
tell  the  Colonel,  for  these  two  remained  closeted 

together  for  hours. 
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From  such  an  expedition  as  this  Marqueray  had 

returned  this  evening,  graver  than  ever.  His  silent 

ways,  his  long,  quiet  face  contributed  so  little  to  the 
merriment  of  others  that  he  was  never  missed  from 

club  or  mess-room  when  the  misanthropic  humour 
happened  to  be  upon  him.  He  had  come  straight 

from  the  Colonel's  house  to  the  Field  Club,  and  took, 
as  we  have  seen,  his  post,  unobserved  and  unobtrusive, 

on  the  verandah  without  the  room  where  Harry  was 

playing  away  the  remnant  of  a  handsome  fortune. 

The  punkah-wallah  tugged  mechanically  at  his 

rope,  his  deep  inscrutable  eyes  half-closed  in  a 
reverie  such  as  only  Orientals  know.  It  seemed  a 

part  of  the  glowing,  motionless  Indian  night. 

A  few  yards  away  Marqueray,  in  a  reverie  almost 

as  deep,  pondered  on  the  stillness  that  was  over 

India.  Once  he  turned  and  looked  steadily  through 

the  darkness  at  the  white  figure  crouching  against 

the  wall.  But  he  did  not  speak.  He  knew,  better 

perhaps  than  any  man  in  Calcutta,  the  depth,  the 

utter  impenetrability  of  Oriental  silence.  Few 

Europeans  knew  so  much  of  Brahmin  and  Moham- 
medan as  Fred  Marqueray ;  few  had  studied  the 

thousand  intricacies  of  caste  and  religion ;  few  had 

attained  to  such  a  knowledge  of  the  native  character. 

He  spoke  their  tongues  as  one  of  themselves — he  had 
passed  among  them  a  thousand  times  as  one  of  them. 
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He  was  recalled  to  himself  by  a  light  footstep,  and 
looked  up. 

Phillip  Lamond  stood  before  him.  He  had  at  last, 

through  Harry's  influence,  been  elected  to  the  club. 

"  Harry  Wylam  here  ?  "  he  asked  shortly. 

"Yes,"  answered  Marqueray,  with  a  jerk  of  the 

head  towards  the  open  window.  "  In  there." 

"  Playing  ? " 
«  Yes." 

Phillip  Lamond  made  a  step  towards  the  window 
from  where  the  clink  of  silver  came  to  their  ears  and 

stopped. 

"He's  ruining  himself,"  he  said  to  Marqueray. 
"  Do  you  know  that  ? " 

"  Yes." 
Marqueray  looked  up.  Lamond  looked  down. 

The  shifty  eyes,  with  their  indifferent  smile,  met 

the  persistent  gaze  of  quiet  observation. 

"  I'll  tell  you  what  it  is,  Captain  Marqueray,"  said 
Lamond,  with  unusual  emphasis,  "we  must  put  a 
stop  to  it  somehow.  That  fellow  is  on  the  high  road 

to  ruin — going  to  the  devil  at  a  pace  only  attained 
in  this  country.  I  know  it,  because  I  have  had  the 

management  of  his  affairs  since  he  was  a  baby." 

"  Indeed,"  said  Marqueray  indifferently. 

"  Yes,"  Lamond  paused  with  a  vague  smile,  "  and  a 
very  fair  fortune  he  possessed  when  he  landed  in  this 
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city  two  years  ago.  Got  a  bit  of  property  up  Delhi 

way.  I  remitted  the  proceeds  home  to  his  guardian 

— shrewd  old  business  man — not  quite  a  gentleman, 

you  know,  but  honest." 
"Same  thing,"  said  Marqueray. 

"  Yes — ha,  ha !  of  course.  Well,  sir,  Harry 

Wylam's  squandered  all  his  savings,  and  now  it 

is  a  question  of  selling  some  of  the  property.  It's 
slipping  through  his  fingers.  Listen,  you  can 

hear  it." 
And,  indeed,  in  the  silence  of  the  night  they 

could  hear  the  silver  pieces  changing  hands. 

"  Well,"  said  Lamond,  "  I'm  off  home — early  man 
myself.  I  wish  you  would  help  though,  Marqueray. 

He's  a  bit  of  a  handful,  Master  Harry,  for  an  old 

chap.  Well,  will  you  ?" 

"  Yes,"  answered  Marqueray,  "  I  will." 
"  Thanks.  Just  look  after  him  a  bit,  you 

know." 

"  Yes.    Good-night." 
Lamond  went  down  the  narrow  steps,  across  the 

moonlit  grass,  and  disappeared  in  the  shadow  of 
the  trees. 

"  What's  your  game,  I  wonder  ? "  said  Marqueray, 
rising  and  stretching  himself.  He  stood  for  a 

moment,  a  lean,  strong  figure  in  a  white  mess  uni- 
form, and  then  sauntered  into  the  card- room. 
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"  Wylam,"  he  said,  "  I  want  to  walk  home  with 

you.  Nearly  finished  ? " 

"Yes,"  cried  Harry,  with  an  oath  as  he  threw 

down  his  cards.  "I've  had  enough  of  this.  Luck 

is  dead  against  me." 
He  rose,  paid  his  losses,  and  followed  Marqueray 

out  of  the  room. 

"  Are  you  going  to  marry  Lamond's  daughter  ? " 
asked  Marqueray,  when  they  were  walking  down  the 
avenue  of  cotton-trees. 

"No,"  answered  Harry,  with  a  gay  laugh.  "Are 

you?" 
"  No,  thank  you,"  said  Marqueray  quietly.  "  But 

if  you  do  not  mean  to  marry  her,  I  should  be  rather 

careful.  She  is  devilish  pretty." 
Harry  laughed — the  somewhat  fatuous  laugh  of  a 

youthful  man  of  the  world. 

"  Oh,  I'm  all  right.  You  need  not  be  anxious  about 
me,  you  strait-laced  old  badger.  There  is  nobody 

out  here  likely  to  interfere  with  my  peace  of  mind." 
"  Oh  ! "  muttered  Marqueray. 
"No,"  went  on  Harry,  who  was  excited  and 

loquacious ;  "  I  left  all  that  behind  me  in  England. 

Engaged,  you  know." 
"Ah!" 

"  Oh,  yes ;  have  been  all  along.  But  I  kept  it 
dark — devilish  dark." 
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"  Devilish  ! "  admitted  Marqueray  dryly.  "  And 
the  card-playing,  and  the  betting,  and  the  playing 
ducks  and  drakes  with  your  money — is  all  that 

approved  of  at  home  ? " 
Harry  walked  along  in  silence  for  some  time. 

Then  suddenly  he  stopped. 

"  You're  right,  old  chap  ! "  he  exclaimed  penitently. 
"  By  Jove,  I'm  a  blackguard !  I'll  never  touch  a 

card  again,  by  Jove  I  won't !  I  mean   " 

"I  shouldn't,  if  I  were  you,"  interrupted  Mar- 
queray, walking  on. 

"Well,  I've  done  with  play — that's  settled/'  said 

Harry.  "  And  as  for  Maria — she's  all  right.  She 
knows,  you  know.  I  dine  there  to-morrow  evening. 

Come  in  after  dinner,  and  see  for  yourself/' 
"I  will.  Here  we  are  at  your  quarters.  Good- 

night!" 



CHAPTER    XI 

AMONG   FRIENDS 

COMBINED  with  that  sense  of  refinement  ever  im- 

parted to  a  house  by  a  woman's  daily  presence, 

there  existed  in  the  atmosphere  of  Phillip  Lamond's 
bungalow  by  the  Hooghly  a  certain  pleasant  sense 

of  Bohemianism.  It  would  be  hard  to  say  whether 

this  lingered  in  the  curtains  and  the  furniture 

in  the  form  of  a  slight  odour  of  tobacco- smoke, 
or  found  its  source  in  a  subtle  laxity  of  thought 

and  personal  habit  enjoyed  by  the  master  of  the 
house. 

"  This  is  Liberty  Hall,  you  know,"  Lamond  was 
wont  to  say,  with  his  tolerant  smile  and  a  shrug 
of  the  shoulders,  as  if  to  ask  who  he  was  that  he 

should  rail  at  the  weaknesses  of  his  fellow-mortals. 

"Liberty  Hall.  You  smoke  when  and  where  you 
like.  You  drink  whatever  you  can  get,  and  you 

have  merely  to  ask  for  anything  there  is  in  the 

house." 
"This  is  Liberty  Hall,  you  know,"  he  said  to 

Harry  at  dessert  the  following  evening.  "  Light  up 
120 
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whenever  you  feel  inclined — Maria  doesn't  mind 

among  friends.  Do  you,  my  dear  ? " 
And  Maria  murmured,  "  Of  course  not,"  and  cast 

down  her  eyes,  after  raising  them  once  to  Harry's 
face  in  a  manner  which,  in  one  less  naive  and 

modest,  one  might  almost  have  suspected  of  con- 
veying a  hint  that  to  the  bold  and  enterprising  the 

privileges  of  Liberty  Hall  did  not  stop  at  a  cigar. 

"Not  l!"  cried  Harry,  in  his  jolliest  humour; 

"  it's  only  when  the  ladies  are  not  there  that  I  need 

to  smoke." 
The  repast  had  been  brisk  and  merry  enough ;  for 

where  Harry  was  there  never  lacked  laughter  and 

gaiety,  and,  indeed,  Maria  had  a  pretty  wit  of  her 
own.  The  viands  had  been  choice,  the  wine  red, 

and  Harry,  we  may  be  sure,  not  afraid  to  look 

upon  it. 

"  Fill  up,  my  boy ! "  Lamond  had  said  half-a-dozen 
times  since  the  servants  had  retired.  "It  will  do 

you  no  harm." 
The  table  was  tastefully  decorated  with  flowers, 

discreetly  lighted  by  shaded  candles.  The  punkah 

worked  smoothly,  and  there  was  a  gentle  breeze 

from  the  river  which,  Maria  complained,  fluttered 

one's  hair.  This  was  strictly  true,  as  she  proved 
a  hundred  times  with  pretty  arms  upraised  and 

snowy  fingers  skirmishing  over  raven  curls. 
E 
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"  Then,"  she  said,  in  reply  to  Harry's  protest,  "  I 
shall  be  forced  to  go,  because  I  know  papa  wants  a 

cigar." It  was  somehow  conveyed  to  Harry  that  she  did 

not  want  to  go,  and  at  last  he  yielded — as  who 

would  not  have  done  ? — to  so  gentle  and  kind  a 
desire  to  make  himself  at  home. 

"  We  must  try  and  persuade  him  to  content  him- 

self with  a  little  music  and  a  quiet  evening,"  said 
Lamond  to  his  daughter  meaningly.  "Dull  work, 

I'm  afraid,  after  the  high  play  we  have  heard  of." 
Maria  gave  a  hopeless  little  sigh,  as  if  to  indicate 

the  fear  that  no  charm  or  effort  of  hers  could  be 

expected  to  compete  with  the  fascinations  of  the 

gaining  table. 

"  Ah,"  said  Harry,  with  a  passing  gravity,  "  I've 
given  up  cards.  Gave  them  up  last  night.  Old 

Marqueray  took  me  in  hand.  Decent  old  fellow, 

Marqueray — you  know  him,  Maria." 
"  Yes,"  answered  Maria  demurely,  c<  I  have  met 

him." 
"  Well,  we  walked  home  together  last  night,  and 

he  persuaded  me  to  turn  over  a  new  leaf." 

"  Ah,  but  it  will  nutter  back  again,"  put  in  Maria 
archly,  and  yet  with  a  grave  face  and  reproving  lips. 

"  Not  it ! "  cried  Harry.  "  No — I  have  turned  ifc 
over  in  earnest  this  time." 
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"And  very  glad  I  am  to  hear  it,"  said  Lamond. 

"  Another  week  or  so  of  such  work,  and  you  would 
have  been  a  ruined  man,  I  verily  believe.  No  pro- 

perty could  stand  such  a  drain  upon  it   n 

"  I  know — I  know,"  interrupted  Harry.  "  Come, 
Lamond,  don't  pull  such  a  long  face.  I'll  go  into 
the  accounts  with  you  some  day.  In  the  meantime 

you've  sold,  haven't  you  ? " 

"  Yes — in  a  bad  market.  There's  a  funny  feeling 
abroad  in  the  country.  No  one  wants  to  buy  land." 

"  Ah,"  answered  Harry,  in  his  grand,  heedless  way, 
"  more  fools  they.  It  is  good  land." 

But  Phillip  Lamond  was  not  listening.  He  had 

turned  his  head  to  the  open  window,  where  the 

lights  of  Garden  Reach  flickered  across  the  river. 

"  Thought  I  heard  wheels,"  he  exclaimed. 
At  the  same  moment  the  door  was  opened,  and 

the  butler  announced,  "  Marqueray  sahib." 

"You,"  said  Lamond,  rising  and  holding  out  his 
hand  with  an  indifferent  smile. 

"Yes;  come  to  look  after  Wylam,"  answered 
Marqueray,  with  a  pleasant  laugh,  which  was  not 

communicated  to  his  grave  observant  eyes. 
He  shook  hands  with  Maria  and  accorded  to  her, 

as  to  all  women,  his  stiff  little  bow.  He  exchanged 

a  nod  with  Harry,  and  straightway  accepted  the 

chair  brought  forward  by  the  butler.  There  was 
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something  soldier-like  and  straightforward  in  his 
manner  of  occupying  this  position  without  so  much 
as  the  usual  social  untruth. 

"  We  shall  have  a  north-easter  to  night,"  he  said 

calmly.  "  There  is  a  cold  edge  on  the  wind.  Do 

you  feel  them  much  down  here  ? " 
He  addressed  himself  to  Lamond,  and  Maria,  as 

if  to  verify  his  statement,  rose  and  went  to  the  open 

window,  where  Harry  presently  joined  her,  engaged 

also  upon  meteorological  questions.  From  the 

window  it  was  literally  but  one  step  to  the  veran- 
dah; from  the  verandah  to  the  quiet  compound, 

bordered  by  the  river,  was  only  another.  Marqueray 
and  Lamond  were  soon  left  alone. 

"  Our  friend,"  said  Lamond,  in  his  leisurely  way-- 
half interested  in  his  cigar — "  has  turned  over  a  new 

leaf  very  quickly.  He  has  just  told  us  that  he  has 

given  up  play." 
Marqueray  nodded. 

"  Yes  " — he  pulled  out  his  watch  and  looked  at  it 

— "  twenty  hours  ago,"  he  added,  without  comment. 
Phillip  Lamond  knew  very  little  of  Marqueray,  and 

of  that  modicum  he  was  afraid.  They  had  met  in 
the  arena  of  life  where  men  encounter  each  other 

and  nod ;  where  they  pause  and  exchange  the  time 

of  day,  but  never  know  each  other's  women-folk. 
This  was  the  first  time  that  Marqueray  had  called 
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at  the  bungalow,  although  he  had  met  both  father 

and  daughter  elsewhere. 

"  I  am  very  glad,"  went  on  Lamond  lazily,  ignor- 
ing the  irony,  "  that  you  have  succeeded  so  promptly. 

I  feel  more  or  less  responsible  for  the  lad,  although 

I  have  no  authority  over  him.  What  are  you  drink- 
ing ?  Port ;  turn  that  up  and  well  have  a  fresh 

bottle.  You  see,  the  chap's  been  going  the  pace 
to  such  an  extent  during  these  last  two  years  that 

he  has  little  or  nothing  left." 

"  He  is  easily  led,"  said  Marqueray,  looking  out  of 
the  window. 

•  Lamond  followed  the  direction  of  his  glance. 
Among  the  shadowy  banana  trees,  between  the 

stems  of  the  palms,  a  white  dress  fluttered. 

"Yes,"  said  Lamond,  with  his  usual  engaging 
frankness,  "and  to  tell  you  the  truth  my  hands 
have  been  rather  tied.  An  old  chap  like  me,  with 

a  motherless  girl,  cannot  be  too  careful.  I  don't 
want  Maria  talked  about.  What  I  say  is  that  a 

girl's  name  must  be  kept  out  of  the  gossips'  mouths 
at  any  cost.  Suppose  I  had  showed  an  interest 

in  Harry  when  he  first  came  over — when  he  was 

known  to  be  wealthy  —  when  he  seemed  to  have 
every  chance  of  a  brilliant  future  !  What  would 

people  have  said  ?  Why,  that  I  wanted  him  for 

Maria." 
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Mr.  Lamond  paused,  with  his  slim  brown  hand 

outstretched,  his  pleasant  smile,  his  engaging  inno- 
cence of  manner.  He  seemed  to  lightly  draw  aside 

the  curtain  of  his  heart,  and  to  say  in  action  if  not 

in  words :  "  There,  my  dear  Marqueray,  you  can  see 

right  through  me ! " 

"  You  see,"  he  went  on,  "  they  do  not  know  what 

we  know.'* 

"  And  what  do  we  know  ? "  inquired  Captain  Mar- 
queray calmly. 

"  Why — about  that  little  girl  at  home — Miss 

Gresham." 

"  Ah !  yes,"  replied  Marqueray,  again  looking  out 
of  the  window  towards  the  mango-grove. 

"  But  now,"  went  on  Maria's  father  confidentially, 
"that  the  boy  is  anything  but  a  catch,  penniless, 
and  eh — er — not  thought  very  much  of  in  the  ser- 

vice, I  suppose,  I  think  gossips  cannot  have  much 

to  say." 
"  And  you  are  enabled  to  exercise  your  parental 

authority  and  foresight,"  concluded  Marqueray, 
looking  at  the  end  of  the  cigar  which  he  had  just 

lighted. 

"Yes,"  admitted  Lamond,  rather  doubtfully,  for 
it  seemed  to  him  that  his  hearer  was  slow  of  com- 

prehension. "And  at  the  same  time  I  am  glad  to 
have  an  opportunity  of  thanking  you,  and  Colonel 
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Leaguer  too,  as  far  as  that  goes,  for  your  kind 

efforts  to  keep  Harry  straight.  Believe  me,  I  have 

been  fully  aware  of  your  good  influence  over  the 

boy.  At  one  time  I  quite  hoped  that  he  would 

develop  into  a  first-class  officer,  like  the  Colonel  and 

yourself,  but  now  he  seems  to  have  got  into  the 

other  set — the  set  that  is  letting  the  native  service 

go  to  the  devil." 

Lamond's  light  grey  eyes  were  watching  Mar- 

queray's  face. 
"  India  is  a  very  easy  country  to  go  to  the  devil 

in,"  said  the  soldier  pleasantly.  "  Wylarn  is  young 
yet.  I  dare  say  he  will  get  over  this  present  phase 

of  Anglo-Indian  life.  He  has  the  making  of  a 

good  soldier,  but  he  is  lazy,  and  won't  learn  the 

languages." 
The  light  grey  eyes  shifted  elsewhere. 

Marqueray  turned  again,  and  looked  out  of  the 

window  in  time  to  see  Harry  and  Maria  pass  slowly 
across  the  face  of  the  river,  where  the  reflections 

of  the  stars  ran  into  silver  rills.  The  young  people 

were  walking  slowly.  Harry  was  bending  his  head 

to  say  something,  and  across  the  stillness  of  the 

grass  there  came  his  jolly  laugh. 

"You  have  a  very  charming  daughter,"  said 
Marqueray. 

"  And  you  think  it  rather  dangerous,"  completed 
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Lainond,  "allowing  her  to  wander  about  with  our 

wild,  impecunious  young  friend  yonder." 

"  If  you  don't  want  more  to  come  of  it,  certainly." 
"  I  hope  iny  girl  will  do  better  for  herself  than 

a  harum-scarurn  young  subaltern  of  a  native  regi- 

ment," said  Lamond ;  and,  as  if  acting  on  the  friendly 
hint,  he  went  to  the  window  and  called  the  young 

people  in. 

"  We  want  you  to  sing  to  us,  my  dear,"  explained 

Lamond  in  'his  pleasant  voice. 
And  as  Maria  stepped  in  between  the  curtains  she 

cast  a  glance  of  dislike  in  the  direction  of  the  quiet, 

grey-haired  man  who  had  spoilt  this  friendly  family 
party  by  so  untimely  a  visit. 

She  led  the  way  to  the  drawing-room,  and  there, 
with  a  queer  spirit  of  perversity,  set  herself  the  task 

of  fascinating  Frederic  Marqueray. 

She  sang  to  him  and  at  him.  She  consulted  him 

as  to  the  reading  of  the  song,  as  to  the  rendering  of 

certain  passages,  and  regarding  the  merits  of  the 

composers  of  the  day. 

And  when  Maria  Lamond  wished  to  please  none 

could  do  so  more  effectually.  Her  pretty  white 

fingers  lingered  on  the  tender  passages  of  the  accom- 
paniment. She  swayed  a  little  as  she  sang.  The 

music,  it  was  obvious,  moved  her  to  the  depths  of 

her  heart.  One  so  inexperienced  had  not  yet  learnt 
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that  such  tender  ware  as  a  maiden's  feelings  must 
be  guarded  from  the  eye  of  the  world. 

At  the  beginning  it  was  Harry  who  turned  the 

pages  of  her  music,  but  later — no  one  knew  exactly 

how — the  pleasant  task  fell  to  Marqueray. 

"  Are  you  fond  of  music  ? "  she  asked  her  new 

attendant  slave  between  two  songs.  "  Does  Lady 

Leaguer  sing  ? " 

"  No,  not  now,"  answered  Marqueray,  who  per- 
haps knew  that  when  a  woman  asks  two  questions  at 

once  it  is  the  latter  that  must  be  answered. 

"  You  see  a  great  deal  of  them,  do  you  not  ? " 

"  Yes  ;  they  are  very  kind  to  me." 

He  was  placing  a  new  song  on  the  music-stand, 

and,  turning,  looked  down  on  her  with  a  quiet  smile, 

which  somehow  had  the  effect  of  stopping  a  flow  of 

questions  on  the  sayings  and  doings  of  that  world  of 
which  Maria  was  not. 

"  They  have  been  very  kind  to  Harry  also,"  she 

said.  "  I  suppose  Lady  Leaguer  is  a  sort  of  mother 

to  you  all  ? " 

"  Precisely." 

"  He  is  always  raving  about  her.  She  seems  .  .  . 

clever." 
"  She  is  .  .  .  clever." 

Maria  looked  up  quickly.  Marqueray  was  study- 

ing the  score  after  the  manner  of  one  who,  knowing 
E  2 
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no  music,  wishes  to  make  sure  of  turning  over  the 

page  at  the  right  moment. 

"  Does  the  scent  of  these  flowers  trouble  you  ? " 
asked  Maria,  suddenly  changing  the  subject.  She 

was  referring  to  a  spray  of  heliotrope,  which  she 

proceeded  to  remove  from  the  front  of  her  white 

dress.  The  attitude  was  a  pretty  one,  and  the 

operation  by  no  means  hurried.  When  at  last  the 

flowers  were  released  she  looked  up  with  a  quick 

side-long  glance. 

There  was  nowhere  to  lay  the  half-withered  blos- 
som. She  handed  it  to  him  after  a  little  movement 

of  hesitation,  which  made  the  gift  the  more  precious. 

She  began  the  prelude.  She  had,  indeed,  a  musical 
touch,  and  her  voice  was  full  and  rich. 

While  she  sang  Marqueray  attached  the  flower  to 

the  button-hole  of  his  coat.  Harry  was  talking  to 
Lamond  by  the  open  window,  and  seemed  rather 
restless.  At  times  he  turned  and  looked  towards 

the  piano. 

"  You  seemed  to  get  on  deucedly  well  with 

Maria,"  he  said  rather  sullenly,  as  he  drove  home 

in  Marqueray' s  buggy  afterwards. 

"  Deucedly,"  answered  Marqueray.  "  She  is  not 

difficult  to  get  on  with." 
Nothing  was  said  of  the  avowed  object  of  Mar- 

queray's visit:  namely,  to  confirm  Harry's  state- 
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ment  that  Maria  knew  all  about  Miriam  Grosham 

at  home  in  England.  Indeed,  Harry  had  not  very 

much  to  say,  and  when  they  reached  the  sepoy 

lines  went  to  his  own  quarters  with  a  curt  good- 

night. 



CHAPTER  XII 

A   CLOUD 

IT  is  the  custom  of  historians  to  dwell  somewhat 

dramatically  upon  the  gaieties,  the  balls,  the  givings 

in  marriage,  and  the  so-called  heedlessness  of  a  city 
or  a  country,  to  be  plunged  in  the  next  chapter  into 

the  misery  of  war  or  pestilence  or  famine — or  merely 

panic. 
We  do  not  blame  the  historian,  nor  do  we  grudge 

him  his  little  stage  trick  of  dramatic  contrast.  But 

what  does  he  expect  ?  Is  the  city  to  stand  still  ? 

Would  it  do  for  a  wine-country  to  neglect  its  vine- 
yards, because  there  may  be  war  in  the  land  before 

the  grapes  are  picked  ?  Do  we  reproach  the  fail- 
white  clouds  for  sailing  across  the  summer  sky  when 

the  barometer  is  falling  ? 

If,  therefore,  it  is  mentioned  that  the  close  of  the 

cool  season  of  1857  in  Calcutta  was  exceedingly  like 

the  close  of  the  same  period  of  1856  or  1855,  we 

point  no  moral,  neither  perhaps  do  we  adorn  a  tale. 

We  merely  state  a  fact.  The  race-meetings  at 

Chowringhee  were  over,  the  date  of  the  last  Bache- 
132 
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lors'  Ball,  with  which  the  season  always  closed,  had 
arrived.  And  it  happens  to  be  with  this  ball  that 
we  have  to  do. 

Colonel  and  Lady  Leaguer  were  there.  Frederic 

Marqueray's  solemn  presence  was  not  wanting. 
Harry  Wylam — the  best  dancer  in  Calcutta,  the 
gayest  of  the  gay,  the  favourite  of  men  and  women 
alike— was  of  course  a  steward.  The  Lamonds  were 

there  for  the  first  time.  Harry  had  given  Maria 

the  tickets,  and  the  worldly-wise  no  doubt  suspected 
her  priceless  bouquet  of  coming  from  the  same 

source.  Maria's  dark  eyes  flashed  a  bright  welcome 
or  a  scornful  semi-indifference,  according  to  the  sex 
of  her  friend,  as  she  recognised  here  and  there  an 

acquaintance.  Indeed,  the  change  from  the  one 

expression  to  the  other  was  bewilderingly  rapid.  If 

some  fellow-votary  at  the  shrine  of  Venus  possessed 
a  pretty  figure,  Maria  looked  that  shapely  form  up 

and  down  with  an  imperfectly  concealed  commisera- 
tion. If  it  happened  that  the  hair  of  her  rival  was 

fair  and  soft,  she  noted  the  dressing  of  the  same 

with  a  pitiful  little  smile.  Whether  it  happened  to 

be  face  or  figure,  arm  or  hair,  or  merely  dress,  Maria 

seemed  to  discover  at  one  glance  the  particular 

point  upon  which  the  possessor  prided  herself,  and 

her  glance  disparaged  it. 

With  regard  to  the  other  sex  she  was  marvellously 
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charitable,  overlooking  such  natural  blemishes  of 

face,  figure,  or  intelligence  as  Nature  had  bestowed 

upon  them.  The  youngest  subaltern  fresh  from 

home,  blushing  in  boyish  self-consciousness  and  an 

embarrassing  inability  to  keep  his  hands  still,  re- 
ceived a  firm  but  kind  refusal  of  a  dance  with  a 

smile  so  sweet  that  he  went  about  for  the  rest  of 

the  evening  puffed  up  with  the  conviction  that  he 

was  secretly  loved  by  a  grown-up  woman.  The 

stoutest  and  most  middle-aged  civil  servant,  pro- 

vided that  he  was  single,  was  accorded  a  "  square," 
with  a  respectful  flutter  so  young  and  innocent,  that 

he  realised  once  more  the  fact  that  a  young  spark 

has  no  chance  against  a  man  of  the  world  whenever 

the  latter  takes  the  trouble  to  compete. 

The  veriest  booby  of  the  Governor's  staff  found 

out  again  that  a  red-coat  "  by  gad "  and  a  pair  of 
spurs  carry  all  before  them  with  a  woman. 

And  all  the  while  she  kept  half  her  programme 

for  Harry,  and  only  encroached  on  that  youth's 
reservation  when  Frederic  Marqueray  asked  her  for 
a  dance. 

"  I  have  heard,"  she  said  to  him,  "  that  you  dance 

even  better  than  Harry." 
"Then,  Miss  Lamond,  Sapphira  must  have  told 

you  so,"  he  answered,  with  a  smile  that  she  did  not 
always  understand. 
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He  bowed,  returned  her  engagement-card,  and 
went  towards  Lady  Leaguer,  who  was  talking  to 
Harry. 

"  I  suppose,"  that  lady  was  saying  to  the  wildest 
subaltern  in  the  regiment,  "  that  you  have  plenty  of 
friends  here.  You  are  sure  to   " 

"  Oh — yes,  Lady  Leaguer — got  a  lot  of  friends." 

"Be  sure,"  said  that  lady,  slowly  fanning  herself 
and  looking  across  the  room  to  where  Maria  held 

her  little  court,  "  be  sure  that  they  are  all  you  think 

them." 
Harry  laughed  re-assuringly,  as  who  would  allay 

all  anxiety  on  that  score,  and  having  paid  his 

respects  to  the  Colonel's  lady  he  bowed  and  with- 
drew, making  room  for  Frederic  Marqueray,  who 

came  up  at  this  moment  with  his  usual  impassive 
leisureliness. 

"  Old  Marks/'  said  Harry  in  his  impulsive  way  to 
his  next  partner,  "  goes  about  the  room  like  a  native. 
Have  you  noticed  it  ?  He  has  caught  their  tricks. 

I  believe  if  you  dressed  him  up  in  a  turban  and  a 

blanket  no  one  could  tell  him  from  a  nigger." 
Frederic  Marqueray  requested  the  honour  of 

taking  her  ladyship  down  to  supper  later  in  the 

evening,  which  favour  was  accorded  by  the  lady  at 
once. 

"  Any  news  ? "  she  asked  almost  immediately,  with 
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a  little  anxious  look  about  the  lips,  which  she  was 

in  the  habit  of  showing  to  very  few. 

They  were  standing  together  at  the  end  of  the 

long  room  on  a  da'ls  raised  a  few  inches  above  the 
dancing  floor.  Marqueray  looked  out  over  the 

moving  heads  of  the  throng,  and  did  not  reply  at 
once. 

"  Not  yet,"  he  said  at  length. 

"  Where  is  the  Colonel  ? "  asked  Lady  Leaguer, 
with  a  sharp  sigh.  She  did  not  look  at  her  com- 

panion, but  turned  her  face  with  a  pleasant  smile 
towards  the  dancers. 

"  He  will  be  here  presently.  Don't  be  anxious. 

If  there  is  a  regiment  that  will  stand  it  is  ours." 

"  They  all  say  that,"  put  in  the  lady  forebod- 
ingly. 

"  Yes,  and  they  trust  to  kindness.  We  don't,  we 

trust  to  fear,"  said  Marqueray  grimly. 
The  lady  raised  her  fan  and  turned  slowly  to- 

wards him.  She  looked  at  him  with  a  sort  of 

affection:  for  women  who  love  are  very  tender 

towards  those  who  reflect  some  of  the  loved  one's 
attributes. 

"  You  and  Tom,"  she  said,  "  are  the  hardest  men 

in  India." 

He  turned  and  met  the  lady's  affectionate  glance. 
They  might  have  been  mother  and  son. 
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"  There  are  the  others,"  he  said ;  "  but  we  had 
better  change  the  subject.  It  would  not  do  to  be 

overheard." 
Lady  Leaguer  gave  a  capable  little  nod. 

"  Then  tell  me,"  she  said,  "  what  object  Mr.  Lamond 
can  have  in  marrying  his  daughter  to  a  penniless 

subaltern  like  Harry  Wylam.  Do  you  know  ? " 

"  Not  yet,"  answered  Marqueray,  as  some  one  came 
up  and  interrupted  their  conversation. 

Harry  and  Maria  had  in  truth  disappeared.  The 

room  was  terribly  hot,  despite  the  huge  swinging 

punkahs  and  the  blocks  of  ice. 

"One  cannot  breathe  here,"  Maria  had  said  at 
the  end  of  a  waltz.  She  raised  her  pretty  white 

shoulders  in  an  exaggerated  effort  to  inhale  a  breath 

of  air,  and  looked  up  at  Harry  with  a  face  sur- 
prisingly cool  and  composed. 

"Deuced  hot  —  let's  go  out,"  ejaculated  Harry, 
fanning  her  so  furiously  that  her  laces  fluttered,  and 
she  had  to  set  her  hair  in  order. 

On  the  threshold  of  the  long  window  she  paused. 

"Ought  we?"  she  asked,  in  little  more  than  a 
whisper,  pausing  with  a  most  engaging  hesitation 
on  the  brink  of  an  escapade  so  new  and  thrilling. 

"  Yes,  come  along,"  answered  her  partner,  urging 
her  to  follow  by  a  movement  of  his  arm,  where 

after  all  her  fingers  rested  of  their  own  free  will.  In 
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the  youthful  flutter  of  her  perturbation  she  forgot 

no  doubt  that  if  she  still  had  misgivings  she  had 
merely  to  release  his  sleeve. 

The  waning  moon  was  lowering  over  some  palm 

trees  that  bordered  the  large  compound  of  the  club- 
house, where  the  bachelors  gave  their  last  ball  of  a 

memorable  season.  There  is  something  especially 

moving  to  the  human  heart — provocative  of  the 

imagination — in  the  outline  of  a  palm  tree  against 
a  moonlit  sky.  A  soft  breath,  blowing  up  from  the 
sea  —  the  shadow  of  a  far-off  sea-breeze  —  rustled 

among  the  small  bamboos  and  stirred  the  leaves  of 

the  flowering  shrubs.  The  air  was  scented  as  only 

Indian  night-time  is,  with  a  thousand  competing 

odours — each  one  disturbing  in  itself.  The  sound 
of  the  music  came  softly  to  those  walking  on  the 

parched  turf. 

Maria  cast  a  quick  glance  round.  She  perceived 

every  point  of  vantage — like  a  good  general  who  has 
selected  his  own  battle-field. 

She  drew  up  her  glove.  With  a  little  smile  she 

arranged  the  flowers  at  her  breast. 

"  I  hope  no  one  saw  us  come  out,"  she  said. 

«  Why  ?     Are  you  engaged  for  this  dance  ? " 
"Yes." 

"  Is  that  why  you  hope  that  no  one  saw  us  come 

out  ? "  asked  Harry,  who  could  play  this  game  to 
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perfection.  And,  indeed,  Maria  was  marvellously 

pretty  in  her  white  dress — with  a  little  flush  on 

her  cheeks — her  eyes  alight  with  excitement  and 
resolution. 

She  would  not,  however,  answer  him,  knowing 

that  a  small  thing  withheld  magnifies  its  value  with 

astonishing  rapidity.  She  was  looking  about,  and 

at  last  found  a  pleasant,  secluded  seat  in  the  shade 

of  a  clump  of  jungle  grass.  Seated  here  she  returned 

to  the  arrangement  of  the  flowers  at  her  breast. 

One  blossom  fell,  and  Harry  immediately  possessed 

himself  of  it — unreproved.  Indeed,  Maria  did  not 

appear  to  have  perceived  his  impertinence. 

"  Is  that  the  reason,"  he  repeated,  in  such  a  low 

voice  that  he  had  perforce  to  go  nearer,  "  that  you 

hope  we  were  not  seen  ? " 
Maria  turned  away  and  looked  up  at  the  palms — 

leaving,  however,  her  hand  not  so  very  far  from  his. 

Her  shell-like  little  ear,  moreover,  was  still  at  his 

disposal. 

"  Do  you  not  want  your  next  partner  to  find  you  ? 

Is  that  it  ? "  asked  Harry. 

"  That  may  be  it,"  she  admitted  at  last,  and  the 
white  shoulder,  peeping  above  her  frock,  swayed — 

perhaps  one  inch — towards  him. 
Six  thousand  miles  away  Miriam,  asleep  in  her 

little  bed  in  St.  Helen's  Place,  and  dreaming  no 
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doubt  of  Harry,  perhaps  turned  restlessly  at  this 
moment. 

In  the  meantime  the  Bachelors'  Ball  was  at  its 
height;  for  those  who  dance  on  volcanoes  may 

nevertheless  foot  it  merrily  enough  while  the  music 
lasts. 

Colonel  Sir  Thomas  Leaguer  had  arrived,  and  the 

little  anxious  lines  about  the  kind  lips  of  Lady 

Leaguer  took  flight  immediately.  The  Colonel 

made  his  way  through  the  thronged  rooms,  a  smart 

little  man  in  his  brilliant  uniform — keen-eyed,  with 
a  firm  mouth.  He  knew  every  one  in  the  rooms,  and 

in  his  curt  way  greeted  them  kindly  enough. 

"No,  my  dear,"  he  said  to  one  pert  miss  who 
asked  him  playfully  to  accept  her  as  a  partner.  "  I 
am  not  going  to  dance  with  you.  I  am  an  old 

buffer,  and  you  wouldn't  like  it  if  I  did." 
A  courteous  gentleman  this — with  that  tact  and 

knowledge  of  men  and  women  which  goes  to  make 

a  great  commander.  Lady  Leaguer — on  the  dais 

— watched  her  husband's  face,  and  knew  that  he 
had  news,  but  not  for  the  ears  of  the  revellers. 

Frederic  Marqueray  was  unobtrusively  making  his 

way  from  another  point  of  the  room  towards  the 

dais.  They  were  rallying  as  it  were  beside  her 

ladyship. 

The   Colonel  nodded   affectionately  to    his  wife. 
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He  took  his  stand  beside  her,  and  together  they 

looked  round  upon  the  gay  scene  with  smiles  of 

approval  and  enjoyment. 

"  It  has  come,"  said  the  Colonel,  under  his  breath. 

"  Where  ? "  whispered  his  wife,  and  all  the  while 
she  smiled. 

"  Meerut — where  is  Marqueray  ? " 

"  He  is  coming  towards  you — on  your  left." 
The  Colonel  exchanged  a  nod  and  a  wave  of  the 

hand  with  a  white-haired  general  officer,  who  passed 

towards  the  supper-room  with  a  lady  on  his  arm. 
On  his  left  he  heard  the  clank  of  a  sword.  But 

he  did  not  look  round  towards  Marqueray,  who  was 

standing  there  studying  his  engagement-card  with  a 
puzzled  expression. 

"  Don't  be  anxious,"  said  Sir  Thomas  to  his  wife, 

"I  must  go  again  at  once.  You  get  home  quietly 

about  one  o'clock.  It  is  now  nearly  twelve.  I  shall 
be  there  soon  after.  They  say  it  is  a  small  local 

disturbance,  but   " 
He  paused  and  shrugged  his  shoulders. 

"No,  my  lord,"  he  said  to  a  tall  white -faced 
veteran,  who  stopped  for  a  moment  in  passing, 

"I'm  not  dancing  to-night.  Must  retire  in  favour 

of  the  young  blood." 
Then  he  turned  to  Marqueray. 

"  As  you  thought,"  he  said  shortly,  "  Meerut,  and 
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spreading  rapidly.  Get  the  other  chaps — Wylam, 
and  the  rest  of  them.  Billiard-room,  Field  Club, 

ten  minutes  from  now." 

Marqueray  stepped  down  from  the  dais  and  dis- 

appeared in  the  throng,  engagement-card  in  hand. 
He  had  apparently  succeeded  in  deciphering  the 

name  of  his  partner  for  the  next  dance. 

In  the  compound,  under  the  shadow  of  the  mystic 

jungle  grass,  in  the  witching  light  of  a  waning  moon, 

with  the  sound  of  the  music  reaching  them  through 

the  wizard  whisper  of  the  breeze,  Harry  and  Maria 

still  sat  side  by  side. 

The  hand  and  arm  so  negligently  left  within  his 

reach  were  still  free,  but  Harry's  lips  were  nearer  to 
the  averted  cheek.  He  was  talking  rapidly  and 

with  emphasis,  as  young  men  will.  And  she  had 

admitted,  after  much  persuasion  and  the  sweetest 
reluctance  in  the  world,  that  she  would  be  as  well 

pleased  should  her  future  partners  fail  to  find  her. 

Perhaps  she  had  admitted  other  things  as  well, 

when  Marqueray's  firm  tread  on  the  gravel  startled 
them  both. 

"  Wylain,"  he  said,  as  he  approached. 

"Yes,"  answered  Harry  angrily,  with  a  muttered 
oath,  which  must  have  shocked  Maria  sorely. 

"  One  minute,  please.     Excuse  me,  Miss  Lamond." 
He   drew   Harry   aside,   and   spoke   rapidly  in  a 
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whisper.  Harry's  eyes  blazed  and  he  began  answer- 

ing excitedly,  when  Marqueray's  gloved  fingers  closed 
his  mouth. 

"  I  will  take  you  to  your  father,"  he  said  to  Maria 

the  next  minute.  "  I'm  afraid  I  must  go." 

And  as  Maria  took  her  partner's  arm.  she  turned 
with  eyes  full  of  hatred  and  looked  at  Marqueray, 

who  returned  her  gaze  steadily. 



CHAPTER  XIII 

TO   ARMS 

IT  is  perhaps  some  small  consolation  to  the  survivors 

to  know  that  those  dear  to  them,  and  lost  perhaps 

by  a  death  too  painful  to  recall,  died  not  in  vain. 

There  are  some  who  would  fain  wipe  the  year  1857 

out  of  the  British  calendar.  A  year  truly  of  woe 

and  distress  and  unspeakable  horror ;  a  year  standing 

out  prominently  in  great  red  letters,  so  long  as  the 
world  shall  remember  the  English  race.  But  we o 

who  now  look  back,  standing  as  it  were  farther  down 

the  avenue  of  time,  to  those  days  receding  fast  into 

the  perspective  of  history,  can  scarcely  fail  to  recog- 

nise that  the  Indian  Mutiny  is  a  corner-stone  of  our 
race. 

Years  such  as  eighteen  hundred  and  fifty-seven 
must  ever  be  remembered;  such  years  are  the 

leaven  of  the  ages.  A  race  of  human  beings  is  a 

chain  hung  down  into  the  centuries.  The  weather 

beats  upon  it,  the  changes  of  the  seasons  try  it  and 

chafe  and  rust  it.  Prosperity  and  misfortune  alike 

sap  at  its  strength.  It  is  not  only  the  rain  but  the 144 
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sunshine  also  that  deteriorates.  Our  English  chain 

has  hung  through  fair  and  foul,  and  at  times  a  great 

strain  has  been  put  upon  it,  testing  it,  proving  that 

its  links  are  not  worn  yet. 

Forty  years  ago  such  a  strain  tugged  at  us,  and  we 

held  good.  Surely  it  was  well  to  have  been  a  link 

of  the  chain  at  that  time.  Surely  those  men  and 

women,  aye,  and  the  children,  died  to  some  purpose ! 

What  of  Neill  and  Hodson,  of  Ewart,  of  Cooper, 
who  leapt  alone  through  a  breach  into  a  stronghold 

where  we  killed  two  thousand ;  of  Adrian  Hope, 

the  giant  with  the  gentle  smile  and  the  terrible 

sword ;  of  Nicholson,  of  Peel,  of  Inglis,  of  the  clerk 

Kavanagh,  who  between  sunset  and  dawn  handed 

his  name  down  to  history ;  of  Taylor,  of  Gubbins,  the 
dauntless  civilians ;  of  Neville  Chamberlain ;  of  the 

thousand  and  one  soldiers  and  civilians  who  sprang 

up,  like  mushrooms  in  a  meadow,  wheresoever  the 

need  came  ?  What  of  these  ?  They  were  English- 
men, and  1857  told  us  that  we  had  them.  Assuredly 

we  may  reflect  with  pride  that  1857  was  added  to 

our  history,  that  these  men  were  the  contemporaries 

of  our  fathers,  that  the  women  who  suffered  and 

were  strong,  that  the  men  who  fought,  were  the 
fathers  and  mothers  of  some  of  us. 

The  news  awaiting  Harry  and  Marqueray  in  the 
billiard-room  of  the  Field  Club  was  that  of  the  out- 
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break  at  Meerut — the  cloud,  large  only  as  a  man's 
hand,  which  had  risen  in  the  north,  and  was  to 

spread  over  all  India. 

To  Harry  and  to  such  as  he — and  they  were  many 

in  the  Anglo-Indian  army  in  those  days — the  news 
had  but  little  meaning.  For  the  ignorance  of  the 

majority  of  subalterns  was  as  great  as  subsequently 

their  courage  proved  to  be. 

Harry  stood  upright  by  the  billiard-table  with 
flashing  eyes,  with  his  strong  fingers  handling  the 

hilt  of  his  virgin  sword,  and  he  was  not  the  only 
man  in  that  room  who  welcomed  this  news  as  the 

promise  of  a  campaign  and  promotion. 

The  gravity  of  their  seniors  was  scarcely  heeded 

by  these  young  fellows,  who  were  perhaps  a  little 

tired  of  the  regular  and  uneventful  life  of  barrack- 

yard  and  mess-room. 

"If  there  is  to  be  any  fighting,"  said  Harry  to 
Marqueray,  with  his  bold  spirit  blazing  in  his  eyes, 

"  by  gad,  I'll  have  a  fling  at  it." 

"  Yes,"  answered  Marqueray,  with  his  gentle  smile, 

"  I've  no  doubt  you  will." 
"And  you  are  just  the  sort  of  Englishman  we 

want  just  now,"  he  reflected,  though  he  did  not  say 
it.  And  his  eyes  rested  with  something  like  affec- 

tion on  the  dare-devil,  reckless  face.  Frederic  Mar- 

queray knew  somewhat  of  Asiatic  warfare,  and  that 
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in  such  a  fight  as  he  perhaps  foresaw  even  then,  the 

only  course  for  Englishmen  was  to  dare — and  dare — 
and  dare  again. 

Looking  back  now  to  the  great  Mutiny  in  the 

cool  repose  of  historical  reflection,  we  arrive  at  the 
same  conclusion.  It  was  those  who  dared  who  saved 

India. 

Through  the  thirty  days  that  followed,  days 

marked  by  the  semi-ridiculous  Calcutta  panic,  by  the 

windy  storm  of  many  counsels,  by  fear  and  pusilla- 
nimity on  one  hand,  and  a  steadfast  courage  on  the 

other,  days  drawn  out  by  suspense  and  foreboding, 

darkened  by  news  that  filtered  in  from  the  North, 

harassed  by  the  silence  that  dwelt  in  the  North- 

West — through  all  these  the  Colonel  kept  his  men 
in  hand. 

"  They  are  faithful,  but  they  are  not  to  be  trusted," 
he  said  grimly,  in  answer  to  all  questions ;  "  no  man 
with  a  dark  face  is  to  be  trusted  in  these  times." 

"  And  not  all  who  have  white  faces,"  added  Mar- 
queray  the  cynic. 

Then  at  last  Colonel  Sir  Thomas  Leaguer  received 

permission  to  dare  that  bold  stroke  which  he  had 

long  meditated.  He  paraded  his  regiment,  and  bade 

the  men  pile  their  arms.  He  sat  grimly  on  his  horse 

in  front  of  them  all  and  gave  the  order.  Marqueray, 

at  the  head  of  his  company,  repeated  it.  There  was 
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a  silence,  a  momentary  hesitation,  and  the  life  of 

every  European  officer  hung  on  a  thread.  The 

pouches  were  full  of  ball-cartridge,  the  rifles  were 
ready. 

Frederic  Marqueray's  company  was  the  first  to 
obey  the  order,  in  a  dazed  silence  beneath  the  un- 

flinching eye  of  their  captain.  The  others  followed 

suit,  and  the  men  were  dismissed  to  their  quarters, 

while  the  baggage-waggons,  under  the  charge  of  a  com- 
pany of  European  fusiliers,  carried  away  the  rifles. 

Across  the  parade  ground  the  Colonel  and  Mar- 
queray  exchanged  a  glance. 

"  You've  ruined  the  regiment,"  said  one  of  the 
Majors,  with  a  queer  break  in  his  voice.  He  was 

one  of  those  who  believed  in  the  integrity  of  the 

sepoy,  and  it  was  only  by  the  decree  of  fortune  that 

he  was  saved  from  paying  with  his  life  for  his  belief. 

"No,"  answered  the  Colonel  quietly,  "I've  saved 

it.  They  would  not  have  held  out  another  day." 
The  officers,  grave-faced  and  silent,  walked  slowly 

towards  their  quarters.  Some  of  them,  the  younger 

subalterns,  had  queer  white  patches  on  their  cheeks. 

Some  of  the  elders  wiped  their  faces  with  their 

handkerchiefs,  as  if  they  had  just  run  a  race. 

"  And  what  the  devil  are  we  to  do  now  ? "  Harry 
asked  Marqueray  in  a  low  voice,  as  they  strode  along 

side  by  side. 
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"Volunteer  for  active  service,"  replied  the  older 

soldier  promptly.  "  If  it's  fighting  you  want  you 
will  get  your  fill  before  we  have  done  with  this 

business.  The  mutineers  have  Delhi :  they  will 

have  fifty  thousand  men  in  there  before  we  know 
where  we  are.  We  built  the  fortifications,  we  trained 

the  men,  we  have  over  a  hundred  big  guns  there, 

and  the  largest  stock  of  ammunition  in  Upper 

India.  They  knew  what  they  were  after,  when 

they  went  to  Delhi.  We  shall  have  to  take  Delhi, 

Harry." 
He  paused  with  a  queer  grim  smile,  which  no 

doubt  was  lost  upon  the  eager  young  soldier,  who 

never  dreamt  of  else  than  immediate  glory  for 
British  arms. 

"  Yes,  and  we'll  give  them  a  d   d  good  hiding 

into  the  bargain,"  cried  Harry,  with  his  easy  laugh. 
".What  is  this  about  the  King  of  Oudh  and  two 
thousand  men  concealed  in  Garden  Reach  ? " 

"  Oh,  that  is  nothing,"  replied  Marqueray  ;  "  Cal- 
cutta knows  what  we  are  made  of.  There  will  be 

no  trouble  down  here,  because  the  natives  know 

that  we  have  more  at  our  backs.  Up  country  it  is 

different.  They  think  there  that  we  have  no  troops 

left  at  home,  that  we  show  them  all  we  have." 
Harry  laughed  again. 

"How  are  we  to  set  about  getting  some  work  to 
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do  ? "  he  asked,  as  he  strode  along  with  a  fine 
martial  swing. 

"  I  advise  you  to  go  to  the  Colonel  and  tell 

him." 
"  Ah !  But  he  hates  me,"  exclaimed  Harry,  "  and 

so  does  she.  They  think  I'm  wild  and  a  hopeless 
sort  of  devil  altogether,  only  fit  to  play  cards  and  do 

steward  at  a  dance." 

"  I  think  you're  wrong  there,"  answered  Marqueray. 
"They  like  you  well  enough.  Besides,  the  Colonel 
is  not  the  man  to  withhold  a  chance  from  any  young 

chap  who  wants  to  fight.  Take  my  advice,  and  go 

now.  Tell  him  you're  ready  to  go  off  at  once  and 

anywhere." 
"  And  what  about  you,  you  queer  old  devil  ?  I 

thought  we  should  do  this  campaign  together." 

"  I've  got  my  own  work,  Harry,"  replied  Marqueray 

quietly.  "  Perhaps  we'll  meet  later." 
Harry  shrugged  his  shoulders,  and  his  face 

dropped.  For  he  was  full  of  goodwill  towards  his 

fellow-men,  and  liked  their  company.  This  grave- 
faced  soldier  had  been  his  steadfast  friend  ever  since 

he  had  set  foot  in  India,  though  indeed  he  had 

plenty  of  others — gay  fellows,  jolly  fellows,  who  sang 
a  good  song,  played  a  good  game,  and  borrowed 
money  with  a  fine  good  fellowship.  None  of  these 

things  Marqueray  did,  but  he  tendered  instead  a 
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half  cynical,  careless  advice — he  warned  him  against 
the  jolly  fellows  with  a  fearlessness  of  consequence 

and  a  contempt  of  personal  responsibility  which 

left  some  impression  behind.  In  Calcutta,  in  the 

gay  days  of  gymkhana  and  garrison  dance,  the 

other  fellows  were  perhaps  the  best  company,  but 

as  soon  as  there  was  a  question  of  war,  of  the 

trade  which  after  all  was  theirs,  Harry  turned  quite 

naturally  to  Marqueray,  only  to  meet  the  disappoint- 
ment of  a  grave  statement  that  the  elder  soldier  had 

other  work  to  do. 

"  I'll  see  the  Colonel  this  evening,"  said  Harry 
thoughtfully,  after  a  pause. 

"  No,  see  him  now." 

"  But  I  have  several  things  I  want  to  do." 
"Such  as   ?" 

"  Well,"  answered  Harry,  with  a  slight  flush,  which 
we  may  be  sure  was  not  lost  upon  his  companion. 

"  Well,  I  want  to  go  down  the  river  and  say  good- 

bye to  the  Lamonds,  you  know  ! " 
"  Yes,  I  know.  I'll  do  it  for  you  while  you  write 

home.  I  suppose  you  will  be  writing   ' 
Then  Harry  turned  on  him  with  a  flash  of  anger. 

"  And — d   n  it !  what  about  your  oivn  letters 

home?" 

"Oh,"  replied  Marqueray  imperturbably,  "that  is 

all  right,  thanks.  I  have  no  one  to  write  to." 
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The  officers  in  those  days  had  no  quarters  in 

barracks,  nor  indeed  was  there  an  organised  mess- 

dinner.  The  two  friends  had  now  reached  Marqueray's 
bungalow,  a  quiet  little  house  abutting  the  native  lines. 

"  I  will  go  down  and  explain  to  the  Larnonds,"  he 
said.  "  If  you  take  my  advice  you  will  go  to  the 
Colonel  at  once.  It  is  the  man  who  speaks  first 

who  gets  the  pick  in  these  times." 
Maria  was  lying  in  a  long  chair  in  the  verandah 

facing  the  river,  somnolently  recovering  from  the 

fatigues  of  the  afternoon  heat.  Moreover,  she  was 

effecting  her  ladylike  purpose  with  all  grace  and  a 

pretty  languor  eminently  befitting  her  well-developed 
beauty  of  form  and  limb.  Her  dark  hair  was  just 

loosely  enough  bound  to  betray  its  length  and 
luxuriance — her  soft  white  dress  was  none  the  less 

cunning  because  its  folds  were  easy.  She  gave  a 

little  yawn  over  the  book  she  held  in  her  hand, 

but  checked  it  only  half  enjoyed,  for  the  sound  of 

wheels  set  her  suddenly  alert.  She  half  sat  up,  and 
listened  with  a  little  smile.  Then  she  threw  herself 

back  again,  and  stretching  one  arm  above  her  head 

closed  her  eyes. 

Frederic  Marqueray  was  shown  out  into  the  ver- 
andah by  a  native  servant,  who  retired  with  racial 

discretion  when  he  had  held  aside  the  scented  curtain 

of  woven  grass  that  hung  across  the  window. 
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For  some  moments  Maria  lay  quite  still,  and  Mar- 
queray  with  a  dark  smile  waited  for  her  to  open  her 

eyes.  This  she  presently  did  with  a  little  cry  of 

surprise  and  confusion — with  white  fingers  raised  to 

the  loosened  tresses — with  a  slipper  dropping  from 
an  agitated  toe. 

It  was  all  very  pretty  and  maidenly  and  natural, 

but  Marqueray,  grimly  attentive,  saw  the  shade  of 

disappointment  in  her  eyes  when  they  lighted  on  his 

worn  face  instead  of  the  boyish  countenance  upon 

which  she  expected  to  read  the  effect  of  her  sweet 
confusion. 

"  Ah  ! "  she  said,  "  I  have  been  asleep." 

"  And  most  becomingly  you  compassed  it,"  he  an- 
swered. "  Pardon  me,  Miss  Lamond,  for  surprising 

you.  It  was,  however,  a  little  the  fault  of  your  ser- 
vant. I  should  not  have  presumed  to  come  straight 

through  if  I  had  known.  Your  slipper  is  beneath 

the  chair  ;  may  I — there  ? " 
He  handed  her  the  slipper  with  a  grave  bow,  and 

drew  forward  a  chair. 

"  I  am  the  bearer  of  a  message  from  Harry," 
he  explained,  laying  aside  his  gloves.  "But  first — 

where  is  your  father  ? " 

"  Oh,  father  went  away  last  night— suddenly." 

"  Ah,"  said  Marqueray,  looking  vaguely  across  the 

river.  "  Where  did  he  go  to  ? " 
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"I  don't  know,"  replied  Maria,  half  indifferently. 
She  was  beginning  to  feel  sleepy  again. 

"  Ah,"  said  Marqueray  again,  with  a  queer  look  in 
his  eyes,  which  Harry  had  described  a  hundred  times 

as  a  native  look.  "  Then  you  do  not  know  that  it  is 
rather  unsafe  for  you  to  be  living  alone  here  with 

native  servants.  There  is  a  rising  among  the  men 

of  all  the  high  caste  regiments.  The  mutiny  is  be- 
coming serious.  If  I  may  suggest  it,  it  would  be 

wiser  for  you  to  come  into  Calcutta  and  stay  with 

friends  until  your  father  returns." 
Maria  was  all  attention  now,  but  betrayed  no  sign 

of  fear.  She  was,  indeed,  admirably  calm,  and  not 

forgetful  of  her  hair.  Marqueray  told  her  as  much 

as  he  knew  or  as  much  as  he  pretended  to  know,  and 

she  learnt  his  news  with  due  intelligence  and  some 

exclamations  of  anxiety. 

"  And  so,"  he  finished,  "  I  have  an  excuse  for  my 
apparent  rudeness  in  not  calling  since  the  ball — we 
have,  as  you  know,  been  kept  in  barracks.  Harry 
has,  as  a  matter  of  fact,  commissioned  me  to  tender 

his  apologies — and  perhaps  make  his  adieux." 

"  And,"  said  Maria,  glancing  at  him  quietly, "  where 

is  he  going  ? " 
"  He  has  volunteered  for  active  service.  And  it 

may  be  that  he  will  leave  Calcutta  to-night.  He  is 

now  writing  to  his  people  at  home." 
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Marqueray  had  risen — had  taken  her  hand  to  say 

farewell,  and  as  he  said  the  last  words  with  his  grave 

old-fashioned  bow  he  looked  straight  into  her  eyes. 

"  Indeed,"  she  answered,  with  a  sudden  soft  glance 
from  those  fine  orbs,  which  it  was  hard  to  meet  with 

equanimity. 

He  turned  away  and  reached  the  window  before 
her  voice  arrested  him. 

"  Captain  Marqueray  ! " 
"Yes — Miss  Lamond." 

He  came  slowly  back,  and  stood  looking  down 
at  her. 

For  a  moment  she  looked  into  his  eyes. 

"  Will  you  tell  me,"  she  said,  with  a  mystic  smile, 

"  whether  it  is  all  women  you  hate — or  only  me  ? " 

"I  will  tell  you  when  we  have  taken  Delhi,"  he 
answered. 



CHAPTER  XIV 

IN   SERVICE 

HARRY  was  hurried  away  to  Delhi,  where  he  took 

service  under  General  Barnard,  and  we  may  be  sure 

raised  his  voice,  together  with  those  of  such  young 

fire-eaters  as  Hodson  and  Wilberforce  Greathed,  who 

were  all  for  daring  and  a  noble  recklessness.  The 

former  was  already  known  for  his  great  ride  from 

Kurnaul  to  Umballah,  a  daring  paladin  born  centuries 

too  late,  as  brave  a  man  as  ever  drew  a  sword — 

Hodson,  of  Hodson's  Horse,  one  of  the  great  stained 
names  of  our  warlike  race — Wilberforce  Greathed, 

a  man  of  different  metal,  an  engineer,  all  brain  to 

conceive,  all  heart  to  dare,  who  drew  up  a  plan  of 

attack  wherein  science  was  handmaiden  to  daring. 

Among  such  men  as  these  Harry  Wylam  found 

kindred  spirits,  for  there  was  the  making  of  a  great 

soldier  in  this  happy-hearted  subaltern. 
All  the  sternness  of  war  was  here  suddenly  brought 

before  his  eyes,  and  no  doubt  hardened  his  heart. 

He  had  the  good  fortune  to  see  Daly  ride  into  the 

British  camp  at  the  head  of  his  Corps  of  Guides — ICG 
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brown-faced  warriors,  clad  in  dusky  woollen  shirts, 

with  fierce  eyes  half-shaded  by  huge  dusty  turbans 

—  European  and  Asiatic  faces  alike  tanned  by 
the  sun  of  an  early  summer.  These  men  had 

set  out  at  half-a-day's  notice,  had  marched  twenty- 
seven  miles  a  day  for  twenty-one  days,  cavalry  and 
infantry  alike :  an  achievement  which  holds  its 

place  in  the  history  of  the  great  Mutiny  as  almost 

unique. 

Harry,  too,  had  his  company  in  the  columns  that 

moved  out  from  the  Ridge  in  the  pearly  dawn  of 

the  morning  of  June  12  towards  the  white  wall  of 
Delhi,  in  accordance  with  the  wild  scheme  of  assault 

forced  upon  the  vacillating  General  by  Greathed 

and  his  colleagues.  Wild  indeed  was  this  plan  to 

blow  up  two  of  the  great  gates  of  the  city,  and 
boldly  assault  the  besieged  with  two  meagre  columns 

of  fighting  men,  but  not  too  wild  to  have  succeeded 

perhaps  had  it  been  attempted.  But  the  General 

changed  his  mind,  and  the  men  were  called  back — 
some  of  them,  Harry  afterwards  said,  with  tears  of 
vexation  in  their  eyes. 

Thus  a  great  opportunity  was  lost — and  this  with 

the  history  of  Sebastopol  yet  fresh  in  men's  minds 
— to  seize  the  city  by  a  quick  and  daring  attack. 
Instead  the  troops  were  withcalled,  and  began  once 

more  the  weary  work  of  besieging  a  fortified  city 
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with  too  few  men  to  invest  it,  and  too  few  heavy 

guns  to  batter  in  its  walls. 
In  the  meantime  events  at  Calcutta  had  been 

busy  with  the  names  of  great  men.  Some  in  high 

places  had  proved  themselves  unfit  to  meet  the  re- 
sponsibilities attaching  to  their  office,  while  obscure 

individuals  were  beginning  to  emerge  from  the  rank 

and  file  of  office-holders  to  set  their  mark  upon  the 
history  of  India. 

The  whole  city  was  in  a  ferment  by  now.  for  it 

was  already  apparent  that  the  English  statesman  at 

the  head  of  Indian  affairs  lacked  some  of  the  quali- 

ties necessary  in  a  Governor-General  in  this  great 
strait.  That  Lord  Canning  did  well  in  the  storm 

that  raged  around  him  we  all  know,  that  a  better 

man  might  have  done  better  it  were  folly  to  ignore. 
In  a  multitude  of  counsellors  he  failed  to  assert  that 

authority  which  is  of  the  mind  and  not  of  titles, 

that  divine  and  heaven-sent  spirit  of  command  that 
made  plain  John  Nicholson  of  the  Punjaub,  quiet 

Vincent  Eyre  of  the  Royal  Artillery,  rise  like  stars 

in  a  firmament  of  mediocrity.  That  Lord  Canning 

had  the  courage  of  his  own  opinions  all  Englishmen 

are  ready  to  admit.  Ho  was  a  brave  man — just, 
conscientious,  and  merciful.  But  he  lacked  the  fire 

of  genius.  He  was  without  that  spark  of  self-con- 
fidence which  raises  men  above  the  slough  of  many 
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counsels,  and  strengthens  one  hand  to  hold  the 

helm  of  a  stricken  country  with  daring  and  a  set 

purpose  till  the  storm  be  overpast.  In  the  history 

of  the  world  it  has  always  been  written  that  in 

moving  times  a  country  naturally  turns  to  a  fighting 

leader.  At  this  time  all  India,  all  Anglo-Indians, 
felt  that  military  law  was  imperative,  that  the  helm 

should  be  held  by  the  gauntleted  hand.  But  red- 
tape  reigned  supreme,  and  the  anomaly  of  a  civilian 

organising  a  great  war  resulted  in  Cawnpore  and  a 

hundred  catastrophes  that  would  have  been  averted 
had  martial  law  been  declared,  and  had  the  aid  of 

civilians  tendered  with  soldier-like  promptitude  been 
accepted  at  once. 

The  persons  with  whom  we  have  to  deal  were 

thus  suddenly  dispersed  from  the  capital  to  work 

out  their  destinies  with  that  sequence  which  to 

the  observant  cannot  but  indicate  a  pre-ordained 
scheme. 

The  Colonel  was  at  Allahabad,  where  he  had 

found  work  to  do,  for  in  such  times  no  sword  needed 

to  be  idle  nor  any  scabbard  rust,  while  many  mere 
clerks,  both  white  and  coloured,  laid  aside  their 

pens  and  handled  the  heavier  steel. 

Maria  Lamond  was  staying  with  friends  in  Calcutta, 

where  in  fact  she  had  taken  refuge  the  day  after 

Marqueray's  warning.  A  letter  from  her  father, 
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bearing  no  address,  doubtless  brought  about  her 

decision  to  act  upon  the  advice  of  a  man  who, 

though  he  obviously  disliked  her,  was  moved  by  a 

sincere  enough  sense  of  chivalry  to  urge  him  to  seek 

the  good  of  unprotected  youth  and  beauty.  Her 

father  was  still  absent,  as  Maria  was  ready  enough 

to  inform  inquirers.  He  had  so  many  irons  in  the 

fire  that  he  never  remained  long  at  home,  and  it 

seemed  natural  enough  that  in  these  troubled  days 
the  fire  was  too  hot  here  and  too  cold  there  to  suit 

the  astute  Mr.  Lamond's  calculations.  The  man  of 
many  irons  usually  bears  the  marks  of  many  burns. 

Sooner  or  later  he  takes  hold  of  something  at  the 

wrong  end. 

"  No,"  Maria  would  reply,  "  I  do  not  know  where 
he  is,  and  I  am  of  course  very  anxious  about  him, 

although  I  think  that  he  is  quite  capable  of  taking 

care  of  himself." 
In  which  filial  sentiment  this  fond  daughter  was 

no  doubt  correct.  She  only  spoke  the  truth  when 

she  professed  a  complete  ignorance  of  her  father's 
whereabouts.  There  were  others  who  felt  anxiety 
on  his  account,  and  wondered  where  the  restless 

and  ubiquitous  Phillip  Lamond  might  be  in  these 

stirring  times. 

Good-hearted  Lady  Leaguer  had  sought  out  the 

girl  soon  after  the  panic  with  a  fine  charity,  over- 
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looking  any  little  characteristics  of  which  she  hap- 
pened to  disapprove.  In  time  of  war  it  is  only 

right  that  the  women  who  cannot  take  part  in  its 

action  (though  it  is  to  be  supposed  that  the  coming 

generation  will  appear  upon  the  battle-field  in 

knickerbockers) — it  is  only  right  that  they  should 
bury  small  social  differences,  and  seek  to  comfort 

or  encourage  each  other.  This  Lady  Leaguer  did, 

sowing  broadcast  in  the  hearts  of  her  more  timid 

sisters  a  cheerful  courage  worthy  of  a  great  soldier's 
wife. 

Frederic  Marqueray  had  been  seen  in  Calcutta. 

He  had  been  spoken  with  in  Allahabad.  Benares 

had  known  him,  and  men  in  the  neighbourhood  of 

Dinapore  had  exchanged  a  nod  with  him.  What- 

ever Marqueray's  business  happened  to  be  at  this 
time  he  went  about  it  with  that  quiet  self-concen- 

tration which  paralyses  curiosity,  and  sets  a  seal  upon 

inquisitiveness.  He  was  never  in  a  hurry,  and  yet 

seemed  as  ubiquitous  as  the  restless  spirit,  Lamond 
himself. 

He  was  to  be  found  indeed  at  this  time  in  Calcutta 

again,  leisurely  and  innocent  as  to  demeanour,  lying 

at  full  length  on  a  chair  in  the  smoking-room  of  his 
club.  He  was  alone  in  the  room,  and  hardly  seemed 
to  notice  the  entrance  of  a  second  member,  a  native 

gentleman  in  riding-breeches  and  a  small  turban. 
F2 
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This  man  was  somewhat  remarkable  in  the  d&y  of 

which  we  write,  because  he  had  received  an  English 
education,  and  had  learnt  to  combine  East  and  West 
in  one  keen  clear  brain  in  a  manner  then  little  known. 

He  had  evidently  just  returned  from  playing  polo,  of 

which  game  he  was  one  of  the  finest  exponents  of  his 

day.  His  small  thin  features  relaxed  into  a  sudden 

smile  when  his  eyes  rested  on  Marqueray's  smooth 
black  hair,  just  visible  over  the  back  of  his  lounge. 

"  I  have  heard  strange  things  about  you,  Marque- 

ray,"  he  said,  coming  forward  and  laying  his  riding- 
whip  on  the  table. 

"Ah,  Saranj,  then  don't  believe  them." 
Marqueray  slowly  uncurled  his  long  slim  legs,  and 

rose.  His  movements  had  that  Oriental  leisureliness 

and  dignity  which  it  is  said  comes  from  the  wearing 

of  flowing  robes.  He  shook  hands. 

"No,  mon  prince,"  he  said,  with  his  gentle  smile. 
"  Do  not  believe  them." 

It  happened  that  his  interlocutor  was  a  prince  in 

his  own  country.  At  least,  the  title  which  his  fore- 
fathers had  borne  had  no  other  equivalent  in  English. 

The  pride,  however,  of  a  race  that  ran  back  to  the 

days  of  the  New  Testament  prevented  this  scion 

from  taking  the  trouble  to  explain  his  grade  to  every 

young  subaltern  fresh  from  England  and  a  baronial 

hall  bought  by  his  grandfather;  and  only  a  few 
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Europeans,  who  happened  to  know  the  language  and 

the  history  of  Saranj's  country,  ever  gave  him  his 
rightful  title. 

"  I  have  heard  of  a  wonderful  report  drawn  up  by 

a  clever  officer  of  a  disbanded  native  regiment." 
"Ah!" 

"Yes,"  continued  the  native  gentleman,  with  a 
smile  almost  of  affection.  "  A  report  which  could 
only  have  been  made  by  one  of  seven  Englishmen 

in  all  the  country,  of  six  or  seven  who  know  this 

country,  and  our  people,  and  our  habits,  and  our 

language,  and  our  thoughts  so  well  that  they  might 

just  as  well  be  one  of  ourselves." 
Marqueray  bowed  in  his  abrupt  way. 

"  I  have  not  properly  described  this  paper,"  con- 
tinued the  native  gentleman,  with  his  well-bred 

quiet.  "  It  is  not  a  report,  for  it  says  nothing.  It 
is  merely  two  columns  of  names,  the  names  of  men 

like  myself  who  own  large  estates,  who  are  mere 

sahibs,  and  who  might  nevertheless  influence  a 

cause  by  money  or  men.  The  names,  I  under- 
stand, are  divided  into  two  columns,  those  under 

one  heading  are  to  be  implicitly  trusted  at  this 

crisis,  the  others — well,  the  others  are  not." 
Marqueray  was  leaning  against  the  table  watching 

the  secretive  face,  searching  the  steady  bead-like 
eyes.  He  neither  admitted  nor  denied. 
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"  I  am  told  that  I  head  the  list  on  the  right  side," 
went  on  the  man  called  Saranj.  He  had  so  many 
names  that  the  shortest  was  usually  chosen. 

Marqueray  still  admitted  and  denied  nothing. 

"  I  have  learnt,"  went  on  the  other,  "  to  keep  my 
eye  on  the  quiet  men,  the  men  who  never  talk  of 
themselves  or  their  own  achievements,  who  walk 

gently  through  life  in  the  shadow  of  the  wall  of 

silence.  No  one  knows  who  has  drawn  up  this 

report." 
"  And  no  one  ever  will  know,"  declared  Marqueray. 

"  Precisely,"  said  the  other.  "  But  whoever  he  is  " 
— he  paused,  looking  steadily  at  the  Englishman— 

"  he  has  one  good  friend.  There  is  nothing  so 
pleasing  to  a  loyal  man  as  the  evidence  that  he  is 

trusted." 
Marqueray  turned  round  slowly  and  sat  down 

again.  In  those  days  one  could  not  even  think  of 

one's  manners. 

"  You  are  not  above  a  friendly  hint,"  said  Saranj, 
examining  the  handle  of  his  riding- whip,  which  he 
had  taken  up  with  the  apparent  intention  of  going. 

«  No." 

"  Then  let  there  be  a  second  report,  consisting  of 

European  names." 
And  he  walked  quietly  out  of  the  room. 

For  some  time  Marqueray  remained  at  length  in 
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the  long  cane  chair,  as  if  buried  in  thought.  And 
when  he  at  last  arose  his  face  was  set  and  hard,  as 

if  his  reflections  had  been  the  reverse  of  pleasant 

or  satisfactory. 

His  horse  was  awaiting  him  in  the  shadow  of 

the  trees.  He  mounted  and  rode  to  the  bungalow 

occupied  by  Lady  Leaguer. 

That  lady  was  at  home,  and  came  into  the  room 
where  he  awaited  her,  with  the  smile  which  this 

young  soldier  never  failed  to  receive. 

"  I  am  glad  to  see  you,"  she  said,  looking  at  him 
keenly.  There  is  a  certain  maternal  scrutiny  in  the 

eyes  of  some  women  which  is  not  to  be  deceived  by 

any  paltry  assumption  of  cheerfulness  or  freedom 
from  care. 

"  Thank  you/'  he  answered.  "  My  sword  has  never 
left  its  scabbard." 

She  gave  a  little  laugh. 

"  I  had  a  letter  from  the  Colonel  yesterday,"  she 
said,  "and  in  it  he  wrote   let  me  see — where 

is  it?" 
For  she  carried  the  letter  in  her  pocket,  and 

presently  she  read  aloud  from  the  flimsy,  close- 
written  sheet : 

"  If  Fred  Marqueray  is  not  at  the  front  it  is 
because  he  is  reserved  for  work  infinitely  more 

dangerous  and  requiring  greater  courage,  steadier 
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nerve,  and  a  vaster  knowledge  than  are  possessed 

by  nine  out  of  ten  of  our  younger  officers." 
She  looked  at  him,  smiled,  and  shook,  her  head. 

"  When  did  you  arrive  in  Calcutta  ? "  she  asked. 

"  Yesterday." 

"  And  when  do  you  leave  ? " 
"  In  half-an-hour." 

"  For  where  ? " 

"For  Allahabad  first.  That  is  why  I  came,  and 
also  to  say  good-bye.  If  you  care  to  write  a  letter 

I  will  wait  for  it." 

Lady  Leaguer  was  already  at  her  writing-table, 
and  for  some  minutes  the  scratching  sound  of  her 

quill  pen  alone  broke  the  silence. 

"The  mutineers  in  Delhi  and  elsewhere,"  said 

Marqneray  at  length,  "  are  receiving  information  of 
our  movements.  I  am  going  to  try  and  find  out 

from  what  source  they  get  it." 
"  Which  means  that  you  already  know,"  said 

Lady  Leaguer,  sealing  the  letter,  which  she  handed 

to  him.  "  You  are  a  clever  man.  Fred.  Good-bye; 

and  don't  get  killed." 



CHAPTER  XV 

TEEASON 

THE  fighting  on  the  Ridge  was  not  of  the  description 

to  satisfy  Harry,  who  would  fain  have  taken  part 

in  some  more  glorious  campaign,  such  as  was  ac- 
credited to  Vincent  Eyre  on  his  march  to  Delhi. 

For  Harry  was  no  patient  soldier  to  lie  in  camp 

before  a  walled  city  and  work  out  its  downfall  by 

stubborn  siege. 

There  was  indeed  plenty  of  excitement  provided 

for  the  little  army  under  General  Barnard  by  an 
active  foe,  but  it  was  all  of  the  defensive  order. 

And  we  may  be  sure  that  Harry  grumbled  sorely  at 

the  lack  of  enterprise  displayed  by  his  chief.  The 

truth  was,  that  our  men  were  absurdly  outnumbered, 

and  that  during  the  month  of  June  it  was  as  much 

as  they  could  compass  to  hold  their  own.  Re- 
peatedly the  enemy  came  out  and  boldly  attacked 

the  British  camp,  only  to  be  beaten  back  and  pur- 
sued to  the  very  gates  of  the  city.  This  was  pretty 

fighting  in  its  way,  but  it  led  to  nothing,  and  the 
army  before  Delhi  was  conscious  of  the  fact  that 

167 
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the  world  was  waiting  for  it  to  accomplish  impossi- 
bilities. Such  small  triumphs  as  the  capture  of 

the  Metcalfe  house — the  holding  of  Hindoo  Rao's 
house  against  repeated  assault,  and  finally  the  taking 

of  the  Sammy  House,  were  not  sufficient  for  Harry's 
hot  impetuosity. 

It  was  on  the  evening  of  June  23,  when  Harry, 

having  played  his  part  in  the  saving  of  Hindoo  Rao's 
house,  was  sitting  wiping  the  dust  and  sweat  from 

his  face,  that  he  was  surprised  by  an  apparition. 

He  had  hitherto  been  fortunate  enough  to  escape 

wounds,  although  his  impetuosity  in  action  had 
called  forth  comment  more  than  once  from  older 

soldiers  who  had  learnt  to  guard  their  own  skins. 

To-day,  however,  a  bayonet-scratch  in  the  wrist  had 
given  him  considerable  pain,  and  seemed  likely  to 

contract  the  tendons  of  his  left  hand.  Knowing 

that  medical  aid  for  such  a  slight  wound  was  out 

of  the  question,  he  was  endeavouring  to  wipe  the 

grime  and  dust  from  the  torn  flesh,  when  a  quiet 

and  pleasant  laugh  made  him  look  up. 

It  was  Phillip  Lamond  coming  towards  him  with 
the  air  of  debonnaire  leisureliness  which  did  not 

leave  him  even  in  the  midst  of  such  a  scene  as  this. 

He  was  dressed  in  clean  white  clothes,  and  wore  a 

civilian's  sun-helmet.  His  face  was  somewhat  drawn 
and  thin,  but  the  pleasant  smile  was  upon  it. 
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"  Well,  Harry,"  he  said,  "  I  hope  you  are  not 

hurt." 
There  were  many  civilians  in  the  camp,  and  no 

one  noticed  Lamond  much.  He  had  a  pleasant 

way  with  him  of  appearing  perfectly  at  home, 

wherever  he  happened  to  be. 

Harry  leapt  to  his  feet,  and  shook  the  slim  hand 

held  out  to  him  with  many  assurances  of  delight. 

"  Well,  I'm  d   d,"  he  cried,  becoming  at  length 
coherent  and  quite  forgetting  his  wound,  (l  who 
would  have  expected  to  see  you  here.  How  is 

Maria?" 

"  Oh,  Maria  is  all  right,  thank  you.  At  least  she 
was  when  I  left  her,  except  for  her  anxiety  about 

you." And  Phillip  Larnond  gave  a  little  laugh. 

"  Was  she  anxious  about  me  ? "  asked  Harry 
eagerly,  and  his  grimy  hand  went  to  his  moustache. 

"  Well,"  answered  Lamond,  with  his  friendly  laugh. 
"  Naturally." 

"  And  how  the  devil  did  you  get  here  ? "  asked 
Harry,  slapping  his  friend  on  the  shoulder.  "  And 
why  the  devil  are  you  here  ?  And— well,  tell  me 

all  about  yourself." 

Lamond  slipped  his  hand  within  Harry's  arm  with 
a  fatherly  familiarity,  and  they  walked  away  from 

the  scene  of  the  conflict  together. 
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"  There  is  not  much  to  tell,"  answered  Lamond 

with  gay  frankness.  "An  old  chap  spends  most 
of  his  time  looking  after  his  liver.  But  it  was  not 

that  that  brought  me  here.  It  was  your  affairs,  my 

boy.  I  came  up  to  see  if  I  could  make  anything 

out  of  your  Oudh  estate— of  what  is  left  of  it,  at 

any  rate." 
"That  is  not  much,  111  be  bound,"  exclaimed 

Harry,  with  a  reckless  laugh.  "  Where  are  we  ? 

It's  confoundedly  dark  all  of  a  sudden." 
The  short  twilight  had  indeed  suddenly  given 

place  to  night.  They  were  stumbling  along  the 

Ridge — all  broken  by  the  passage  of  heavy  guns  and 
the  recently  begun  earthworks  of  the  engineers. 

"  This  way,"  answered  Lamond,  guiding  his  com- 
panion skilfully. 

"  You  seem  to  know  your  way  about  here  pretty 

well,"  said  Harry.  "  So  you  came  up  to  look  after 

my  affairs.  Well,  it's  devilish  good  of  you.  But 

I'm  afraid  it's  no  go,  old  fellow.  My  affairs  have 
gone  to  the  deuce." 

"  There  is  a  bit  of  the  estate  left,"  said  Mr. 

Lamond  reflectively,  "  which  we  can  re-arrange 
when  all  this  trouble  is  over.  It  is  not  much,  but 

it  is  all  you  have  to  marry  Miss  Grresham  on." 
He  gave  one  of  his  easy  laughs,  but  did  not  look 

at  his  companion,  who  was  silent.  The  arm  upon 
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which  Lamond's  thin  fingers  rested  affectionately 
stiffened  a  little. 

"  When  will  this  trouble  be  over  ? "  asked  Harry 

after  a  pause.  "  Not  yet  a  bit,  I  hope." 
«  So  do  I." 

"  Why  do  you  hope  that,  you  who  are  no  soldier  ? " 
asked  Harry,  looking  over  the  intervening  valley 

towards  the  glimmering  lights  of  Delhi. 

"Well,  I  should  like  you  to  get  a  chance  be- 
fore the  mutineers  are  beaten  ;  and  I  should  like  a 

chance  myself." 
"  What  sort  of  a  chance  ?  Queer  beggar  you  are, 

Lamond." 
"The  chance  every  poor  devil  wants — of  making 

a  little  money." 

"Ah — yes,"  cried  Harry,  with  his  light  laugh. 
"  But  how  ?  " 
Lamond  shrugged  his  facile  shoulders. 

"  Goodness  knows ;  something  may  turn  up,"  he 
replied.  "  At  all  events  the  niggers  will  have  to 

pay  some  one  for  all  this." 
With  which  sentiment  Harry  agreed  readily 

enough.  For  at  this  time  it  was  the  fashion  among 
the  men,  and  even  with  certain  of  the  officers,  to 

nourish  a  cruel  and  unjust  hatred  against  any  man 
with  a  black  face.  The  native  servants  and  the 

camp-followers,  without  whom,  indeed,  the  campaign 
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could  never  have  been  prosecuted,  went  in  daily 
fear  of  maltreatment  at  the  hands  of  the  masters 

whom  they  served  faithfully  enough. 

"  When  Delhi  falls,"  said  Lamond  presently,  "  there 
may  be  a  chance  of  picking  something  up.  Beggars 

cannot  be  choosers  of  their  methods.  I  shall  stay 

here,  and  don't  you  seek  to  get  transferred  elsewhere, 
my  boy.  You  stick  to  Delhi — stick  to  Delhi,  Harry, 

to  the  end." 

"  The  end  seems  a  deuced  long  way  off,"  grumbled 
the  young  soldier. 

"  Not  so  far  as  we  think,  perhaps,"  replied  Lamond 
airily.  "  I  came  up  here  with  a  pretty  strong  detach- 

ment of  reinforcements.  The  siege-train  is  coming 
along  steadily.  Neville  Chamberlain  will  be  hero 

to-morrow  or  the  next  day.  When  they  get  the  big 
guns  on  to  those  gates  they  will  soon  batter  them  in. 
Brind  will  see  to  that — he  knows  his  business.  And 

when  the  city  is  taken  by  assault  there  will  be  some 

confusion — and  there  is  plenty  of  treasure  and  money 

inside  those  walls." 
He  turned  and  waved  his  slim  hand  towards  the 

city,  standing  grey  and  ghostlike  on  a  hill-top. 
"  And  where  the  carcase  is,  there  also  shall  the 

vultures  be  gathered  together,"  laughed  Harry,  who 
remembered  the  solemn  daily  prayer  and  Scripture- 

reading  in  St.  Helen's  Place. 
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But  Phillip  Lamond  failed  to  perceive  the  perti- 
nency of  the  reference.  He  was  gazing  uneasily 

across  the  hollow  towards  the  walls  and  minarets 

of  Delhi,  now  faintly  lighted  by  a  waning  moon. 

Beneath  them  on  the  broken  ground  lay  many 

corpses.  These  were  all  the  slain  of  the  enemy,  for 

the  English  had  brought  in  their  dead,  and  in  the 

silence  between  the  booming  of  the  heavy  guns  the 

picks  of  the  burying  party  could  be  heard.  The 

killed  lay  strewn  upon  the  brown  earth,  some  of  them 

little  clad,  and  others  swathed  in  their  dusky  whites. 

"  Looks  like  washing-day,"  said  Harry,  as  he  noted 

the  direction  of  his  companion's  gaze.  But  Lamond 
was  absorbed  in  his  own  thoughts. 

"  Do  you  want  to  get  your  V.C.  ? "  he  asked 
suddenly. 

"  Of  course  I  do." 

"  Then  I'll  put  you  in  the  way  of  it !  Sooner  or 
later  Delhi  will  be  taken.  When  the  siege  guns  come 

up  the  assault  will  be  decided  upon.  I  am  going  to 

stay  here.  I  want  to  go  into  the  city  with  the  troops. 
When  the  time  comes  you  must  manage  that  I  be 

by  your  side.  I  know  Delhi  as  I  know  my  own 

pocket.  I  know  some  back-ways  and  by-ways.  I'll 
lead  you,  my  boy,  into  something  good — not  only  a 

V.C.,  but  a  fortune." 

Harry's  eyes  glistened.     He  did  not   love  money 
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for  itself,  bub  he  loved  to  spend  it.  He  was  open- 

handed  and  generous  enough.  The  pinch  of  poverty 

was  so  new  to  him  that  it  had  not  yet  lost  its  savour 

of  insult.  There  was  something  degrading  in  the 

thought  that  he — Harry  Wylam,  an  officer  and  a 

gentleman — should  have  to  think  before  he  put  his 
hand  into  his  pocket. 

Some  of  his  friends  also  had  earned  their  Victoria 

Cross — it  seemed  by  a  chance  that  never  came  his 
Avay.  Some  little  act  of  spontaneous  daring,  some 

quick  seizure  of  a  passing  opportunity  had  gained 

for  others  the  coveted  decoration  ;  and  Harry's  breast 
was  yet  innocent  of  a  medal,  though  all  men  knew 

that  the  heart  beating  there  was  brave  enough. 

What  wonder  then  that  the  young  soldier  never 

paused  to  inquire  of  his  father's  friend  whether 
the  means  of  gaining  such  glory  and  wealth  were 

guaranteed  to  be  legitimate. 

"  I'm  your  man,"  he  cried,  with  the  fervour  of 
battle  still  running  through  his  blood.  "  We  ought 
to  have  been  in  there  a  month  ago  ;  and  when  we  do 

get  in,  by  gad  !  we'll  make  'em  pay  for  it." 

"  Yes,"  echoed  Lamond,  "  we'll  make  them  pay  for 
it.  You  had  better  go  into  hospital  and  get  that 

wound  washed.  You  cannot  afford  to  neglect  so 

much  as  a  scratch  in  this  climate.  I'm  going  back 
to  Rao's  house." 
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He  nodded  in  his  careless  way,  and  stood  on  the 

brink  of  the  incline,  watching  Harry's  tall  form  dis- 
appear in  the  gloom  towards  the  cantonments,  where 

lights  flickered  dimly  and  grey  shadows  moved 
hither  and  thither  in  all  the  stir  of  camp  life  after 
a  battle. 

When  Harry  had  left  him  Phillip  Lamond  did  not 

go  back  towards  Hindoo  Rao's  house,  the  scene  of 

the  day's  conflict.  Instead,  he  sat  down  where  he 
was — a  shadowy  form  in  the  dark — on  the  deep  red 
soil.  He  sat  for  some  minutes  as  motionless  as  the 

stones  around  him.  Then  he  moved  a  few  yards 

farther  down  the  slope.  Below  him,  huddled  up  in 

a  hundred  fantastic  distortions,  lay  the  dead — each 

white-clad  corpse  looking,  as  Harry  had  said,  like 

a  heap  of  clothes  thrown  carelessly  on  a  drying- 

ground. 
A  little  farther,  and  Phillip  Lamond  was  within 

touch  of  a  dead  sepoy.  The  reek  of  blood  was  in 

the  still  air — the  nameless  scent  of  death. 

Lamond  crept  forward,  and  with  his  foot  touched 

the  nearest  body.  The  man  was  quite  dead,  and 

as  he  rolled  over  displayed  a  grim,  grey-bearded 
face.  The  Englishman  crept  forward  and  dragged 
off  the  turban.  With  infinite  caution  he  waited, 

looking  quickly  round.  He  was  alone  with  the  dead, 

who  lay  on  every  side  of  him.  He  could  hear  the 
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shouts  and  cries,  the  beating  of  drums  and  the  boom 

of  gongs,  within  the  city  walls,  where  a  complete 

disorder  reigned.  Behind  him  the  steady  sound  of 

heavy  hammering  betrayed  the  whereabouts  of  an 

advanced  battery,  where  the  gunners  were  repairing 
a  broken  carriage. 

Phillip  Lamond  was  snake-like  and  noiseless  in  his 

movements.  He  was  a  different  man  to  that  Phillip 
Lamond  known  in  club  and  on  course  at  Calcutta. 

The  leisureliness  had  vanished,  and  was  indeed  re- 

placed by  a  remarkable  keenness  of  glance,  a  rapid 
movement  of  limb. 

In  a  few  moments  the  Brahmin  soldier  was 

divested  of  all  save  his  loin-cloth,  and  Lamond 

rapidly  threw  aside  some  portions  of  his  own  cloth- 
ing. With  feverish  haste  he  rubbed  arms,  legs, 

face,  neck,  and  hands  with  a  dull  red  powder  which 

he  carried  in  his  pocket  in  a  small  wooden  box, 

which  he  subsequently  concealed  within  the  folds 
of  his  turban. 

He  donned  the  flowing  robes  of  the  dead  sepoy, 

and  Phillip  Lamond  of  Calcutta  was  no  more.  In 

place  of  him  a  sepoy,  in  the  robes  of  his  caste, 

cautiously  raised  his  head  and  looked  around. 

The  waning  moon  had  set,  and  the  darkness  was 

further  accentuated  by  a  thin  mist  creeping  up  from 

the  valley  of  the  Jumna.  There  was  nothing  to 
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fear  from  the  rifles  of  the  British  sentinels  posted  on 

the  summit  of  the  Ridge.  The  sepoy  raised  himself 

on  his  knees,  and  presently,  with  great  caution,  to 
his  feet. 

One  of  the  bodies  behind  him  moved  a  little. 

Some  of  these  men  were  not  dead  yet,  but  slowly 

dying,  and  occasionally  one  of  them  groaned.  Had 

Lamond  taken  the  precaution  of  counting  the 

number  of  the  slain  in  his  immediate  vicinity  when 
he  first  arrived  he  would  have  discovered  at  this 

time  that  they  had  been  increased  by  one. 

He  stood  upright  for  a  moment,  listening  to  the 

uproar  within  the  city,  to  the  cries  of  the  artillery- 

men on  the  walls — men  of  our  own  teaching,  who 

stood  by  their  guns  day  and  night,  and  died  by 

them  with  invincible  courage. 

The  disguise  was  perfect.  Here  was  a  sepoy  of 

Delhi,  speaking  three  or  four  native  tongues  with 

perfect  ease. 

He  moved  slowly  away  down  the  slope  towards 

the  besieged  city,  and  as  he  did  so  one  of  the  white- 

clad  forms  left  for  dead  upon  the  battle-field  rose  up 
and  followed  him. 



CHAPTER  XVI 

ON    THE   RIDGE 

WHILE  Harry  and  his  companions  were  bewailing 

the  inactivity  of  their  lot,  the  grim  Messenger  came 

for  their  General,  and  called  him  away  from  his  half- 

finished  labours.  It  was  decreed  that  after  many 

battles  fought  the  veteran  Barnard  should  die  in 

his  bed,  although  the  voice  of  the  cannon  sped  his 

gentle  soul  upon  its  way.  Every  man  in  the  British 

camp  felt  that  he  had  lost  a  friend  and  a  considerate 

kindly  leader,  when  the  news  circulated  among  the 

tents.  During  his  lifetime  the  younger  soldiers  had 

abused  him  freely  enough  for  his  inactivity,  and  lack 
of  that  wild  recklessness  which  characterised  the 

action  of  so  many  Englishmen  at  this  time.  But 

when  he  was  dead  they  only  remembered  his  kindli- 

ness, his  gentle  heart,  his  self-forgetfulness.  And 

let  us  remember  who  look  back  through  the  per- 

spective of  history  upon  one  who  perhaps  accom- 
plished little  when  others  were  doing  much,  that 

he  was  asked  to  perform  impossibilities,  and  in  no 
wise  forget  that  this  brave  old  soldier  refused  to 

178 
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abandon  the  siege  of  Delhi  when  that  course  was 

suggested  to  him. 

From  time  to  time  Harry  had  word  or  sight  of 

Phillip  Lamond's  presence  in  the  camp,  where  in- 
deed other  civilians  had  business  or  duty.  But 

the  young  soldier's  duties  were  naturally  somewhat 
absorbing,  and  after  a  long  day  under  a  glaring 
sun  he  was  too  tired  to  set  out  and  seek  his  friend 

among  the  tents.  Also  it  may  be  confessed  at  once 

that  Harry  Wylam  was  apt  to  content  himself  very 

well  with  the  company  in  which  he  happened  to 

be — to  forget,  in  fact,  absent  faces  and  influences 
no  longer  nigh.  This  may  be  mentioned  thus  a 

second  time,  as  serving  to  show  upon  what  char- 
acteristics that  solid  citizen  Mr.  Gresham  based 

his  judgment  of  his  ward.  For  Mr.  Gresham — 
and  others  who  have  less  experience  may  well  learn 

of  him — was  of  the  opinion  that  the  man  who  is 
under  the  influence  of  the  last  speaker  lacks  that 

stability  of  character  without  which  it  is  hard  to 

steer  a  straight  course  through  life. 

At  General  Barnard's  funeral  Harry  caught  sight 
of  Lamond  following  the  military  procession  with 

a  melancholy  mien.  It  is  possible  that  the  enter- 
prising civilian  had  good  reason  to  mourn  the  loss 

of  so  easy-going  and  easily-persuaded  a  commander- 

in-chief.  The  authorities  had  in  fact  of  late  experi- 
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enced  some  difficulty  in  restraining  the  enterprise  of 
those  civilians  and  unattached  officers  who  were  in 

the  Engliah  cantonment  under  a  somewhat  vague 

appointment.  As  the  Intelligence  Department  had 

more  than  once  profited  by  the  results  of  individual 

daring  in  the  shape  of  accurate  information  and  an 

extended  knowledge  of  the  enemy's  movements, 
discipline  was  perhaps  slightly  relaxed  in  favour  of 

the  primary  law  that  every  man  has  a  right  to  risk 

his  own  life  in  a  good  cause. 

Ever  seeking  that  fame  and  glory  to  be  won  at 

the  cannon's  mouth,  a  hundred  young  fellows  vied 
with  each  other  in  daring,  some  of  them  penetra- 

ting so  far  as  the  ditch  surrounding  the  city  on 

the  northern  side.  Others  crept  up  at  night  within 

musket-shot  of  the  walls  in  the  hope  of  discovering 
some  weak  spot  to  be  indicated  subsequently  to  the 

artillerymen  for  bombardment.  Thus  private  am- 

bition and  the  public  weal  worked  together  so  har- 
moniously that  it  was,  as  it  always  has  been,  hard 

to  separate  one  from  the  other  in  judging  of  the 
results  obtained. 

It  is  to  be  feared  that  motives  less  commendable 

also  stirred  men's  hearts  to  action  at  this  time ;  for 
grim  war  is  apt  to  strip  human  nature  of  the  fine 

apparel  of  self-restraint  in  which  we  deck  ourselves 
for  social  purposes.  Greed  of  gain  and  a  bitter  thirst 
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for  revenge  took  hold  of  hearts  at  other  times 

charitable  and  forgiving  enough.  And  many  like 

Harry  and  Lamond  confessed  their  feelings  aloud, 
and  were  unashamed. 

It  was  immediately  after  General  Barnard's  death, 
during  the  first  days  of  the  brief  command  of  his 

successor — a  man  in  broken  health — that  Harry 

obtained  permission  to  venture  on  a  small  enter- 
prise which  he  had  been  meditating  for  some  time. 

The  idea  had  originally  been  Phillip  Lamond's,  and 
that  civilian  had  drawn  out  the  necessary  plans. 

To  the  south  of  the  city,  within  rifle  range  of  the 

Delhi  Gate,  and  situated  on  the  smaller  road  lead- 

ing through  Old  Delhi  towards  Kootubminar,  a 

group  of  houses  and  a  mosque  afforded  shelter  to 

the  enemy's  sharpshooters,  who  were  in  the  habit  of 
assembling  there  before  making  their  repeated  and 

harassing  attacks  on  the  British  right  and  rear. 

These  suburban  positions  were  so  strongly  protected 

by  the  enemy's  heavy  guns  that  they  could  neither 
have  been  taken  nor  held  by  the  British  troops, 

while  to  batter  them  slowly  to  the  ground  was  a 

task  beyond  the  power  of  the  besieging  artillery, 

hampered  as  the  gunners  were  by  scarcity  of  ammu- 
nition and  the  heavy  fire  from  the  walls. 

Harry's  scheme  was  to  blow  up  these  buildings. 

Phillip  Lamond's  object  was  to  get  into  the  mosque. 
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The  advantage  to  be  gained  was  great,  while  the 

risk  of  life  was  comparatively  small.  Harry  hap- 
pened to  propose  his  plan  at  the  right  moment,  and 

received  permission  to  make  the  attempt. 

It  was  just  before  dawn  one  dark  morning  in 

the  first  weeks  of  July  that  Harry  crept  out  of  the 

cantonments  with  his  few  picked  men  at  his  heels. 

Despite  the  extreme  caution  that  was  necessary 

he  laughed  aloud  at  the  accidents  attending  their 

scramble  down  the  slope  of  the  Ridge.  He  was 

more  like  a  boy  leading  some  school  escapade  than 

a  man  moving  towards  danger  with  his  life  in  his 

hand.  Indeed,  Harry  Wylam  had  since  the  begin- 
ning of  the  great  siege  displayed  so  undaunted  a 

bearing,  so  reckless  and  cheerful  a  courage,  that 

he  was  already  a  marked  man  among  those  whose 

business  it  was  to  select  fitting  officers  for  a  danger- 
ous mission. 

The  night  had  been  a  dark  one,  cloudy  and 
sullen.  For  the  rains  were  at  hand,  and  all  nature 

seemed  to  be  waiting  in  breathless  suspense  for  the 

relief  of  cool  showers  and  cloudy  skies. 

The  enemy's  guns  were  silent  for  a  few  hours. 
The  great  white  city  was  asleep.  At  the  foot  of  the 

slope  a  vague  form  rose  from  the  ground  and  gave 

a  cautious  whistle.  It  was  Phillip  Lamond,  who 

had  been  afoot  all  night  prowling  like  some  restless 
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jackal  among  the  buildings,  where  lurked  a  hundred 

renegades  and  outcasts  ready  to  sell  their  nearest 

friends  for  a  small  consideration.  Indeed,  they 

would  have  put  a  low  enough  price  on  their  own 

souls  had  there  been  bidders  for  such  damaged 
wares. 

In  a  whisper  Harry  halted  his  men,  bidding  them 

set  carefully  on  the  ground  the  bags  of  powder  they 
carried.  Then  he  moved  forward  alone  to  consult 

with  Lamond,  who  awaited  him,  motionless. 

"  There  are  about  twenty  of  them  sleeping  in  the 
ground-floor  rooms  of  the  large  house,  there  may  be 

more  upstairs,  I  cannot  find  out,"  whispered  Lamond, 
quickly.  He  was  quite  calm  and  collected,  in  strik- 

ing contrast  to  the  eager  and  impatient  Harry,  who 

was  all  alight  as  it  were  with  the  fire  of  battle  before 
the  first  shot  was  fired. 

"  Twenty,"  whispered  he,  joyously  feeling  the  hilt 
of  his  sword.  "  And  there  are  seven  of  us.  Yes,  we 
can  manage  twenty ;  but  what  are  the  twenty  doing 

there  ? " 

"  They  are  guarding  the  mosque.  I  am  certain 
that  my  information  is  correct.  For  some  reason 

the  money  has  been  secreted  in  the  mosque  in  pre- 
ference to  taking  it  into  Delhi.  They  are  sepoys  from 

Cawnpore  under  a  subahdar,  whom  I  have  seen  be- 
fore somewhere.  If  it  was  merely  an  outpost  they 
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would  not  have  a  subahdar  in  command.  You  must 

lead  your  men  into  the  house.  The  pandies  will 

make  no  stand.  They  hate  a  bayonet  in  the  dark. 

I  will  break  open  the  side  door  of  the  mosque,  where 

you  must  join  me,  alone,  while  your  men  are  laying 

the  powder  and  the  train." 

"  Yes,"  answered  Harry,  somewhat  doubtfully. 

"  But  we  must  not  forget  that  the  chief  object  is  to 

blow  up  the  buildings  !  " 
"  I  am  not  forgetting  it.  But  we  are  not  such  fools 

as  to  blow  up  a  lot  of  bullion  that  is  only  waiting 

there  to  be  taken,"  answered  Mr.  Lamond,  in  that  fine 
spirit  of  commercial  enterprise  and  common  sense 

upon  which  Englishmen  may  pride  themselves. 

"  No,"  said  Harry,  who  was  thinking  more  of  the 
fight  than  of  the  gold,  "  of  course  not.  But  whose 

money  is  it  ? " 

"  It  will  be  ours  in  half-an-hour,"  replied  Lamond, 
with  a  little  laugh  at  his  own  readiness  of  repartee. 

Harry,  as  we  know,  was  in  sore  need  of  cash,  and 

more  thoughtful  men  than  he — better  men  perhaps 

— deemed  it  at  this  time  no  great  disgrace  to  punish 
any  with  a  coloured  face  by  taking  his  money  first 
and  his  life  afterwards. 

"  All  is  fair,"  said  Lamond,  with  a  double-sounding 

laugh,  "  in  love  and  war." 
As   he   spoke  he  buttoned  his  jacket  across  his 
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narrow  chest,  and  tightened  up  the  belt  which  he 

wore  over  it  to  carry  the  sword  which  he,  like  many 

other  civilians,  had  assumed.  For  every  one  at  this 

time  was  a  fighting-man,  and  no  one  knew  at  what 
moment  he  might  be  called  upon  to  draw  and  defend 

his  own  life.  But  even  these  warlike  preparations 

were  made  by  Phillip  Lamond  with  that  gentle 

deprecation  of  manner  which  had  earned  for  him 

a  very  useful  reputation  for  harmlessness  and  in- 
significance. Harry,  on  the  contrary,  was  full  of  a 

hearty  British  bluster  as  he  struck  his  sword  into 

the  ground  and  left  it  quivering  there,  while  he 

tightened  his  belt  and  pulled  his  khaki  tunic  down 
into  closer  folds  across  his  muscular  chest. 

He  loosened  his  tunic  at  the  throat,  and  crammed 

his  forage  cap  down  over  his  eyes. 

«  We're  going  to  have  a  devil  of  a  lark,"  he  whis- 

pered eagerly,  "  and  a  devil  of  a  fight  too." 
He  prepared  himself  for  this  amusement  with  that 

glee  of  anticipation  which  makes  English  soldiers 

what  they  are.  Moreover,  it  was  not  mere  swagger 

or  the  bluster  of  youth  and  ignorance.  For  Harry 

Wylam  had  fought  in  fifteen  battles  since  he  had 

joined  the  army  of  Delhi,  while  the  skirmishes  in 

which  he  had  taken  part  neither  he  nor  any  other 
had  cared  to  count.  It  had  only  been  noted  vaguely 

to  his  credit  that,  where  the  fighting  was,  Harry 
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Wylam  would  be  found,  and  there  comporting  him- 

self with  the  courage  of  an  English  gentleman  and 

the  daring  of  a  Highlander. 

Lamond  peered  through  the  darkness  at  him  with 

a  queer  tolerant  smile.  There  was  something  in 

Harry's  spirit  that  Lamond  accounted  to  him  for 
foolishness. 

"  Mind,"  he  said  warningly,  "  that  you  do  not  run 
any  unnecessary  risks.  Show  the  men  the  way  in, 

and  then  let  them  go.  There  is  nothing  so  danger- 
ous as  fighting  hand  to  hand  in  a  dark  room.  Let 

the  men  go  in  first." 

"  No,"  answered  Harry.  "  I'm  not  that  sort  of  man. 
The  devils  volunteered  to  follow  me,  and  follow  me 

they  shall." 
He  turned  as  he  spoke,  and  called  up  his  men  by 

a  cautious  whistle.  Two  of  them  were  Goorkhas — 

one  a  guide  in  his  dusky  shirt  and  turban — the  rest 

were  Englishmen  in  trousers  and  shirt-sleeves,  as 
they  had  learnt  and  been  allowed  to  turn  out  to 

parade  or  action. 

"  Remember,"  he  said  to  them,  "  no  firing  allowed. 

They  mustn't  know  inside  the  walls  that  anything 
is  going  on,  until  the  whole  place  is  blown  to  hell. 

Use  the  bayonet  and  your  kookri.  There  are  twenty 

men  inside  the  guard-house ;  but  we  are  not  afraid 
of  them,  eh  ?  Bayonet  them,  and  then  lay  six  bags 
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inside  the  house.  Keep  four  bags  for  the  mosque. 

Stick  close  to  me,  and  do  not  light  your  fuse  until 

you  have  my  word.  No — better  still — no  one  is  to 

light  the  fuse  but  myself,  and  if  I'm  killed,  Parsons 

here  will  do  it.  He's  a  sapper,  and  knows  the  work. 
Now,  are  you  ready  ?  Follow  me  and  stick  by  me — 

I'm  not  asking  you  to  go  anywhere  I  will  not  go 

myself." 
"We  know  that,  sir,  d   n  yer  eyes,"  said  a 

gruff  voice,  and  some  one  laughed,  which  sound  of 

merriment  was  apparently  quashed  by  a  dig  in  the 

ribs.  The  schoolboy  element  was  not  confined  to 

the  leader  of  this  expedition. 

They  made  their  way  slowly  along  the  valley, 

avoiding  all  buildings,  of  which  there  were  fewer 

without  the  walls  than  there  are  to-day.  It  was 

yet  somewhat  early  to  attempt  the  enterprise,  for  the 

eastern  sky  was  still  black.  As  they  crept  onward, 

Lamond  watched  continuously  for  some  sign  of  the 

dawn  over  the  trees  on  the  ridge.  He  glanced  at 

his  watch  impatiently,  and  seemed  to  know  the  exact 

moment  when  the  sun  should  rise.  Truly,  this  rest- 

less spirit  seemed  of  late  to  have  been  moving  as 

much  by  night  as  by  day. 

"  A  chap  followed  me  for  some  way,"  he  whispered 
to  Harry,  looking  over  his  shoulder  as  he  spoke; 

"  some  badmash  on  the  prowl,  I  expect.  There  are 
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plenty  of  them  about  down  here  waiting  to  strip 

the  dead." 

"  Close  up,  you  fellows,"  said  Harry  to  his  men, 
and  the  little  party  crept  forward. 
They  could  now  distinguish  the  outline  of  the 

buildings  in  front  of  them — a  low  square  house  and 
the  rounded  dome  of  the  mosque  behind  it.  The 

eastern  sky  seemed  to  be  a  little  lighter.  The  air 

had  that  cool  feeling  which  precedes  the  dawn  of  a 

new  day — something  clean  and  pure,  which  sweeps 
across  the  face.  It  was  the  hour  when  those  who 

have  watched  all  night  at  last  give  way  to  sleep — the 
moment  when  the  night  and  its  perils  seem  to  rise 
up  and  go  away. 

"  Halt ! "  whispered  Harry,  with  uplifted  sword. 
Lamond  had  laid  his  hand  nervously  on  his  arm. 

"There  he  is,"  whispered  the  elder  man.  "Do 
you  see  him,  stealing  away  like  a  shadow  ?  I  have 

seen  him  before  with  his  great  turban  and  his  green 

scarf — he  dogs  me." 
And,  in  truth,  something  moved  away  into  the 

darkness  in  front  of  them — something  shadowy  and 
vague. 



CHAPTER  XVII 

DANGER 

THE  little  party  moved  forward  and  stood  in  the 

compound  of  the  square  house.  It  proved  to  be 

deserted,  as  Lamond  had  reported.  For  the  army 

of  Delhi  was  but  ill-disciplined,  and  few  watches 
were  kept.  Although  technically  besieged  the  muti- 

neers were  in  fact  the  besiegers,  for  they  usually 
attacked,  and  the  British  troops  were  sometimes 

hard  pressed  to  repel  the  onslaught. 

"  They  are  all  asleep  within  the  house,"  whispered 
Lamond.  "  Let  your  men  creep  in  and  kill  them 

as  they  lie." 

"Not  I,"  returned  Harry,  with  eyes  ablaze.  For 
the  news  of  Cawnpore  had  just  reached  the  army 
outside  Delhi,  and  that  word,  written  in  blood  in 

our  history  for  all  time,  was  already  becoming  a 

war  cry,  denoting  no  quarter  and  little  justice  for 

any  coloured  man.  "  Not  I,"  said  Harry  ;  "  they  will 

have  to  stand  up  and  be  killed.  And  we'll  tell  'em 

who  is  doing  it." 
They  approached  the  house  where  silence  reigned. 
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"  Come  on,  you  fellows,"  cried  Harry  suddenly. 
"  Remember  Cawnpore,  Cawnpore  it  is ! " 

Alone  he  leapt  through  the  window  into  a  room 

where  twenty  bayonets  awaited  him,  his  great  voice 

awaking  the  sleepers  there  to  the  sudden  knowledge 
that  their  call  had  come.  On  his  heels  the  men 

crowded  in.  There  was  a  sound  of  scuffling  in  the 

dark,  the  hoarse  cursing  of  the  Englishmen,  the 

wailing  of  the  panic-stricken  sepoys.  Some  one 
struck  a  light,  and  ignited  torches  brought  for  the 

purpose.  Then  followed  a  broken  cry  for  mercy,  a 

shriek  of  agony,  a  few  men  scuttling  like  rabbits 

round  the  walls,  slipping  on  the  swimming  floor, 

and  all  was  still  again.  A  headless  body  lay  near 

the  window,  while  the  severed  skull  grinned  from 

a  corner,  the  result  of  the  first  whistling  swing  of 

Harry's  sword  as  he  leapt  in. 
"  Lay  the  bags  against  the  walls  and  connect  the 

fuse,"  cried  Harry,  going  towards  the  window  again. 
"  But  wait  for  me  to  light  it." 

Then  he  stepped  out  through  the  open  window 

into  the  first  grey  of  dawn  to  join  Lamond,  as  had 

been  arranged,  at  the  side  door  of  the  mosque.  He 

ran  round  the  white  and  sacred  building,  passing  the 
chief  entrance,  which  was  barricaded.  At  the  side 
door  he  found  himself  face  to  face  with  a  tall  native 

in  the  dress  of  a  fakir,  of  whom  many  hundreds 
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were  abroad  at  this  time  preaching  the  Holy  War, 

and  promising  eternal  bliss  to  those  who  fell  fighting 
the  hated  Christian  rule. 

"Out  of  the  way,  you  d   d  nigger,"  shouted 
Harry,  rushing  at  him  with  the  point. 

But  the  man  had  a  long  sword  half  hidden  in  the 

folds  of  his  robe.  With  a  quick  twist  of  the  arm 

he  turned  aside  Harry's  point,  which  for  a  moment 
stuck  in  the  wooden  jamb  of  the  door.  During 

that  brief  moment  Harry  had  time  for  the  uncom- 

fortable reflection  that  had  this  been  a  fighting 

man  instead  of  a  priest,  that  mistake  might  have 
served  to  close  a  wild  career.  But  the  native 

neglected  the  opportunity,  and  Harry,  wrenching 

his  sword  from  the  woodwork,  stepped  back  to  cut 

his  adversary  down  with  one  whistling  stroke.  But 

here  again  a  slow  skill  put  forth  without  eagerness 

turned  the  crushing  blow  aside,  and  Harry  staggered 

against  the  defender  of  the  door.  He  recovered 

himself  with  a  curse,  and  tried  a  feint  and  a  thrust 

which  Marqueray  had  taught  him  in  an  idle  moment 

at  Calcutta.  But  this  again  failed,  and  Harry  Wy lam, 
who  deemed  himself  one  of  the  best  fencers  in  India, 

stood  back  breathless  and  dripping  with  perspiration. 

It  seemed  impossible  to  break  through  the  guard 

of  this  silent  priest,  who  contented  himself  with 

merely  defending  the  entrance  to  his  temple.  Harry 
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had  pistols  in  his  belt,  but  gave  no  thought  to  them. 

Indeed  his  spirit  was  aroused,  and  the  reflection 

that  none  would  come  to  interrupt  them  had  a 

certain  fierce  joy  in  it.  He  guessed  that  Lamond 

had  effected  an  entrance  to  the  mosque  probably 

before  the  priest  had  been  aroused  by  the  sound  of 
the  massacre ;  but  he  did  not  call  to  him. 

Instead,  he  ran  in  again,  making  use  of  all  his 

skill — putting  forth  the  whole  of  his  great  strength 
and  agility.  The  growing  light  gleamed  on  the  two 

swords — the  one  whirling  and  whistling  through  the 
air,  the  other  steady  and  quick  in  its  short,  sharp 

turns.  Harry  could  see  that  his  adversary  was  a 

tall  man,  of  slight  build.  The  bare  brown  arm  and 
wrist  were  emaciated,  but  the  muscles  stood  out 

on  the  forearm  like  lopes.  There  was  no  hope 

of  fatiguing  this  spare  warrior- priest,  who  was 

cool  enough  and  seemed  likely  to  remain  impreg- 
nable. 

"  Lamond  ! "  shouted  Harry.  "  Where  the  devil 

are  you  ? " 
It  was  getting  light.  A  sortie  from  Delhi  was 

almost  inevitable,  for  the  shrieks  of  the  dying  men 
must  have  reached  the  ears  of  the  sentinels  on  the 

walls.  So  Harry,  who  would  not  shoot  down  his 

foe,  called  to  Lamond,  and  almost  immediately  he 

e  glint  of  a  whirling  sword  over  the  turbaned 
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head  of  the  fakir,  who  dropped  senseless  across  the 
doorway. 

"  This  way ! "  cried  Lamond  from  within,  where 
darkness  reigned  supreme,  and  his  thin  white  hand 

came  out  from  the  shadowy  background  seeking 

Harry's.  In  a  few  moments  they  emerged  again 
into  the  glimmering  twilight,  each  carrying  a  burden 

thrown  hastily  into  a  "  praying  -  carpet "  of  thin 
roughspun  cotton  of  which  the  four  corners  had 

been  gathered  together. 

They  stepped  over  the  body  of  the  fakir,  whose 

eyes  were  half-opened  in  a  dazed  return  to  con- 
sciousness. Lamond  jumped  aside  hastily  when 

he  saw  him. 

"  That  is  the  man  who  has  dogged  me  ever  since 

I  have  been  here,"  he  said. 
And  he  would  have  run  his  sword  through  the 

half -senseless  man  had  not  Harry  dragged  him 
away. 

"  No  !  no  ! "  he  cried,  "  not  that ;  that's  murder. 

Come  on  ! " 
The  fakir  moved  a  little,  and  his  eyes  opened 

wider.  He  saw  the  two  men  go  away  with  their 
burdens  thrown  over  their  shoulders.  In  a  few 

minutes  Harry  returned  with  two  of  his  company, 

who  carried  bags  of  powder.  He  carelessly  noted 
that  the  fakir  had  vanished. 
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"Poor  devil's  crawled  away,"  he  said  to  himself. 
"  Gad — what  a  swordsman  that  was ! " 

He  laid  the  powder  against  the  walls  and  con- 
nected the  bags  by  a  fuse. 

"Now,"  he  said,  "run  for  your  lives;  follow  the 
others.  Run  like  the  devil ! " 

The  two  laughed,  and  obeyed  his  orders.  Then 
he  struck  a  match,  set  it  to  the  fuse,  and  ran  back 

towards  the  house  with  a  piece  of  smoking  fuse  in 
his  hand. 

He  looked  up,  and  across  the  valley  the  beating  of 

drums  told  him  that  the  city  was  astir.  He  lighted 
the  second  fuse,  and  then  ran  after  his  men.  As  he 

began  to  climb  the  slope  the  enemy's  guns  opened 
fire  upon  him,  for  their  ammunition  was  practically 

inexhaustible.  At  the  same  time  the  native  troops 

flocked  out  of  the  Lahore  Gate.  But  suddenly  the 

earth  shook  and  the  sky  was  rent  by  a  glaring 

tongue  of  flame  that  leapt  up  from  the  valley.  A 

deafening  roar  silenced  the  guns — silenced  all  nature, 

which  seemed  to  stand  breathless.  The  enemy's 
troops  turned  and  fled  back  through  the  gate.  For 

a  time  the  guns  ceased  firing.  No  one  knew 

whether  this  was  a  mine  or  an  accidental  explosion 

of  ammunition.  The  smoke  hung  motionless  in 

the  morning  air,  hiding  the  devastation  brought 

about.  And  in  the  meantime  the  little  party  of 
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Englishmen  made  their  way  back  to  the  summit  of 
the  Ridge. 

The  daylight  had  developed  ere  they  reached  the 

British  cantonment,  and  Harry,  it  is  to  be  confessed, 

swaggered  somewhat  as  he  made  his  way  between 
the  neat  lines  of  tents,  of  which  the  inmates  were 

astir  and  anxious  to  learn  the  latest  news.  The 

hero  of  the  moment  had  made  his  carpet  full  of 

valuables  over  to  a  trusty  private,  who  had  gone 

off  quietly  with  Lamond  to  another  quarter  of  the 
camp.  Moreover,  the  treasure  had  for  the  moment 

slipped  his  memory.  He  was  soaked  in  blood,  for 
the  man  whose  head  he  had  severed  at  the  window 

of  the  bungalow  had  fallen  against  him.  Harry  was 

wondering  whether  he  would  get  the  coveted  Vic- 
toria Cross  for  this.  He  nodded  to  a  friend  here 

and  there,  and  carried  his  head  high  enough  to  have 

graced  the  feathers  of  a  field-marshal. 

"  Blown  up  the  buildings  south  of  the '  Lahore 
Gate,"  he  answered  right  and  left,  as  the  questions 
poured  in  upon  him. 

And  more  than  one  subaltern  looked  enviously 

at  the  handsome  young  fellow  who  made  his  way, 

laughing,  to  his  tent. 

He  was  fortunate  enough  too  to  have  performed 

a  deed  which  bore  tangible  fruit  during  the  days 

that  followed,  while  others,  having  perhaps  displayed 
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greater  bravery  and  a  deeper  skill,  had  nothing  to 

show  for  their  prowess.  Fortune  thus  ever  appears 

to  smile  on  those  who  woo  her  carelessly,  while 

others,  seeking  her  favours  more  earnestly,  must 

needs  go  without  them. 

But  Harry  did  not  get  his  Victoria  Cross  for  this 

or  any  other  deed  that  he  did  during  the  Mutiny. 

At  first  he  grumbled  loudly  at  the  favouritism,  as 

he  was  pleased  to  call  the  selection  for  honours 

that  lighted  upon  other  men  and  left  him  undeco- 
rated.  But  he  soon  forgot  his  grievance,  and  sunned 

himself  very  happily  in  the  glow  of  a  present  popu- 

larity. His  was  a  nature  given  more  to  the  enjoy- 
ment of  the  present  than  to  thought  of  the  future, 

and  there  was  no  happier  man  on  the  Ridge  outside 

Delhi  that  morning  in  July  than  Harry  Wylam. 

"  I  wish,"  he  said  complacently  to  Lamond — who 
breakfasted  with  him  in  the  tent  he  shared  with  two 

other  officers  on  volunteered  service  with  the  besieg- 

ing army — "  I  wish  old  Marks  had  been  here." 

"  Marqueray,  you  mean,"  was  the  unenthusiastic 

answer.  "  Why  should  you  wish  him  to  be  here  ? " 
Harry  did  not  answer  at  once.  It  happens  to 

most  of  us  to  meet  some  other  man  in  our  course 

through  life  before  whom  we  have  a  strange  de- 
sire to  excel.  Marqueray  occupied  this  position  in 

Harry's  existence.  When  the  wild  young  subaltern 
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was  in  disgrace  his  first  instinctive  desire  was  to 

conceal  the  mischance  from  his  captain.  When  he 

happened  to  distinguish  himself — which,  as  we  have 

seen,  he  sometimes  did  in  a  reckless,  lucky  way — 

it  was  somewhat  of  a  grief  to  him  that  Marqueray 
should  never  hear  of  it. 

"  Oh  ! "  he  answered  Phillip  Lamond  hesitatingly ; 
"  because  he  never  thinks  any  good  of  me." 
He  gave  no  further  explanation.  The  name  of 

Marqueray,  indeed,  was  not  conducive  to  a  flow  of 
confidential  talk  between  these  two  men. 

"  I  know  somebody,"  said  Lamond,  after  a  little 

pause,  "who  will  be  proud  of  this  morning's 

work." 
"Who  is  that?" 

"  Maria." 

And  Harry's  eyes  fell  before  the  glance  of  Maria's 
father. 

During  the  meal  there  was  little  mention  of  the 

treasure  found  in  the  mosque.  Such  matters  are 

better  left  undiscussed  when  walls  are  only  canvas. 

Harry,  moreover,  showed  little  curiosity  on  the 
matter.  His  inclination  was  rather  to  set  the  sub- 

ject on  one  side — on  a  shelf  in  his  mind,  as  it  were, 
where  other  incidents  of  his  mind  were  stored,  and 

where  the  dust  of  forge tfulness  would,  perhaps,  mer- 
cifully cover  them  up  in  time  to  come.  He  never 
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took  these  mental  relics  down  from  their  perch  and 
turned  them  over.  Most  of  us,  it  is  to  be  feared, 

have  such  a  shelf  of  our  own,  and  are  no  more 

courageous  than  Harry  Wylam  in  the  presence  of 
our  mementos. 

"  I  have  got  it  in  a  safe  place,"  Lamond  had  said 
carelessly  when  he  returned — washed  and  restored 

to  his  usual  placid  self — at  breakfast  time.  "  When 
the  country  is  settled  again  we  will  look  into  it.  I 

suppose  you  will  trust  me  to  hand  over  to  you  your 

rightful  share." 
"  Oh,  yes,"  Harry  answered  hurriedly,  "  that  will 

be  all  right  ? "  And  he  turned  to  the  breakfast 
table  with  a  deep  interest  in  the  simple  military 

fare  there  displayed. 

After  breakfast  he  obeyed  an  order  from  head- 

quarters to  present  himself  before  one  of  the  chiefs 

of  the  staff  and  report  upon  his  exploit,  which  was 

duly  noted  to  his  credit,  and  earned  him  a  company 

before  long.  Indeed,  his  promotion  was  promised 
him  then  and  there.  He  came  out  of  the  chiefs 

tent  with  a  beating  heart  and  a  hundred  good 

resolutions  buzzing  through  his  brain.  It  was  a 

grand  life,  this  soldiering.  And  he  wondered  how  it 

was  that  he  had  been,  content  to  waste  nearly  four 

years  in  Calcutta  when  active  service  could  have 
been  had  for  the  asking. 
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He  sought  out  Phillip  Lamond,  and  imparted  the 

good  news  to  him. 

"  I'm  to  get  my  company,"  he  said.  "  Some  of  the 
people  who  think  badly  of  me  will  have  to  acknow- 

ledge that  there  is  some  good  in  me  yet." 
And  Lamond  wondered  who  these  people  might 

be.  He  was  not,  however,  allowed  to  meditate  long, 

for  Harry's  hearty  hand  came  down  on  his  shoulder 
with  an  affectionate  emphasis. 

"  And  I  owe  it  all  to  you,  old  chap ! "  cried  the 
young  soldier.  "  It  was  your  idea — and  your  know- 

ledge enabled  us  to  carry  it  through.  I  can't  think 
why  you  will  not  let  me  tell  them  that  you  were 

there — that  you  really  did  the  whole  thing  ! " 

"  Because,"  replied  Lamond,  with  his  weary  smile, 
"  I  want  you  to  have  the  whole  credit  of  it.  It  is 
nothing  to  me.  I  am  not  a  soldier,  I  am  an  old 

chap;  while  to  you  it  may  make  a  difference. 

But  you  didn't  mention  that  we  went  inside  the 

mosque  ? " 

"  No — you  told  me  not  to." 

"  That's  right.  Never  mention  that,"  said  Lamond, 
with  his  pleasant  laugh. 
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WITHIN   THE  GATES 

THE  mutineers  in  Delhi  had  a  great  fear  of  mines 

— and  the  explosion  which  levelled  the  obnoxious 
buildings  caused  a  sort  of  panic  in  the  city. 

"  It  is,"  they  said,  "  one  of  the  mines  that  they  are 

building  under  the  city  walls." 
And  the  quick  voice  of  rumour  did  the  rest. 

During  the  first  part  of  the  day  no  sortie  was  made. 

No  daring  native  sapper  could  be  found  to  go  down 

and  investigate  the  scene  of  the  explosion  in  the 

valley.  But  as  the  hours  passed  by  without  further 

alarm,  a  sortie  was  at  length  made,  and  the  true 

cause  of  the  wreck  of  the  mosque  and  its  surround- 
ing buildings  identified. 

The  charred  and  shattered  remains  of  the  negli- 
gent guard  were  discovered  amidst  the  debris  of  the 

square  house,  and  two  wounded  men  were  brought 

in.  The  first  of  these — a  poor  water-carrier  by  trade 

—had  been  struck  down  by  a  falling  stone  as  he 
hurried  towards  the  city  to  raise  the  alarm.  The 

second  was  the  holy  man,  who  had  so  courageously 
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defended  the  door  of  the  mosque  against  Harry 

Wylam.  The  fakir  was  known  to  some  of  his 

rescuers,  and  as  they  helped  him  along  he  told 
them  how  the  attack  had  been  made.  He  himself, 

he  stated,  had  heard  the  shouts  of  the  sepoys  de- 
fending themselves  as  best  they  could  in  the  dark 

against  the  bayonets  of  the  English,  and  being 

alarmed,  had  run  round  to  the  mosque,  where  he 

hoped  to  conceal  himself.  But  one  of  the  English 

officers  had  followed  him  and  cut  him  down  by  a 

sabre-stroke  over  the  head,  which  would  most  as- 

suredly have  slain  him,  but  for  the  thickness  of 
his  turban.  The  skin  was  not  cut,  he  further  told 

his  commiserating  countrymen,  but  the  blow  had 

been  a  severe  one,  rendering  him  insensible  during 

many  hours.  A  stone  from  the  ruined  buildings 

must,  he  thought,  have  fallen  on  his  ankle,  for  he 
could  not  walk  without  assistance.  So  he  hobbled 

towards  the  city,  painfully  and  with  labour,  leaning 

his  spare  weight  on  the  arms  of  two  kind-hearted 
gunners. 

As  they  passed  through  the  Lahore  Gate  he  gave 

a  sudden  sigh,  as  of  one  who  had  accomplished  at 

last  a  task  long  essayed,  and  there  was  a  queer  light 

in  his  eyes  as  he  looked  around  upon  the  wild  faces 

and  the  disorderly  streets. 

"  Had  he  been  in  Delhi  before  ? "  they  asked  him. 
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"  Oh,  yes — but  not  since  the  siege  ! "  he  replied. 
"Friends  have  I  in  Benares,  where  I  am  known. 
But  not  in  Delhi.  I  feared  that  some  might  mis- 

take me  for  a  spy.** 

"Ah!"  laughed  the  soldiers  of  Delhi.  "The 
English  have  no  spies.  They  have  no  one  whom 

they  can  trust.  It  is  we  who  have  spies — in  their 

camps,  waiting  at  their  mess-tables,  writing  out  their 

official  despatches.  No — we  have  no  fear  of  spies, 
for  we  have  caught  and  killed  the  few  they  had. 

No  doubt  they  would  like  to  get  a  man  into  Delhi, 

but  that  they  cannot  do.  Surely  you  are  walking 

better  now." 

"  Yes,"  answered  the  fakir  slowly,  "  the  pain  has 
left  me  a  little." 

"  It  is,  perhaps,  that  you  are  glad  to  get  inside 

Delhi — where  you  are  safe  ? "  suggested  the  other. 

"  Yes,"  replied  the  holy  man,  with  a  little  sigh,  "  I 
am  glad  to  get  inside  Delhi.  But  am  I  safe  ?  Will 

the  English  go  away  ?  " 
"  Yes — of  course.  They  have  no  more  men. 

There  are  only  women  and  old  men  left  in  England." 
The  party  were  now  passing  along  the  chief 

street  of  the  city,  the  Chandnee  Chouk,  the  most 
beautiful  street  in  all  India.  It  cuts  the  town  in 

two  almost  from  wall  to  wall,  in  one  unbroken  line. 

For  it  stretches  from  the  Lahore  Gate  to  the  King's 
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Palace,  which  stands  above  the  river  Jumna.  On 

their  right,  far  above  them,  gleamed  and  glittered 

in  the  morning  sun  the  domes  and  minarets  of  the 

Jumma  Musjid.  Before  them  stretched  the  long 

unbroken  line  of  palace  and  mosque  and  noble 

houses,  all  surrounded  by  gardens  and  trees.  It 

was  a  prospect  that  pleased,  but  man  was  vile,  for 

the  roadway  was  a  stream  of  lowest  humanity. 

Soldiery,  drunk  with  spirits  and  a  great  licence,  were 

moving  about  in  parties,  while  differences  of  opinion 

or  creed  were  openly  settled  with  blows  and  steel, 

The  citizens  and  shopkeepers  kept  within  doors, 

where  they  crouched  in  fear  and  trembling.  But 

many  of  them  fell  victims  to  the  rapacity  and  the 

violence  of  the  disheartened  sepoys.  These  openly 

defied  their  officers,  and  the  commander-in-chief, 

Mirza  Moghul,  did  not  dare  to  enforce  a  stricter 

discipline. 

This,  and  more,  the  soldiers  told  the  wounded 

priest  as  they  led  him  towards  the  quarters  of  their 

chief.  The  information  of  which  he  was  possessed 

was  naturally  of  considerable  value  to  the  mutineers, 
and  the  orders  were  that  all  wounded  men  from  the 

valley  should  at  once  be  taken  to  an  officer  holding 

a  post  similar  to  an  English  chief  of  the  Intelligence 

Department. 

In  due  course  the  fakir  was  haled  to  the  presence 
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of  the  chiefs,  and  abased  himself  even  to  the  ground 

before  these  adventurers,  who  had  risen  to  their  proud 

position  from  the  humble  places  of  rascaldom,  and 

held  their  authority  in  inward  fear  by  outward 

bluster.  These  gentry  would  fain  have  enjoyed  a 

greater  state,  and  sat  at  a  table  covered  with  papers, 

bearing  arms  embossed  with  gold,  wearing  turbans 

where  jewels  sparkled.  But  the  soldiery  came  and 

went  with  a  careless  gait,  having,  apparently,  no 

reverence  for  the  great.  It  was  no  better,  they  said, 

at  the  palace  of  the  poor  old  king  of  Delhi — a  mere 
regal  peg  upon  which  adventurers  hitched  their 
ambitions. 

"  So,"  one  of  them  said,  speaking  harshly  in  a  voice 
thick  with  a  long  course  of  Oriental  debauchery,  "  so 
you  were  present  at  the  explosion  outside  the  gates 

this  morning  ? " 
The  fakir  acquiesced,  with  a  further  abasement  of 

his  spare  person. 

They  heard  all  that  he  had  to  tell  them  of  the  ex- 
plosion, and  of  the  probable  numbers  of  the  attacking 

party,  which  he  took  care  to  exaggerate.  Then  they 

showed  a  desire  for  more,  and  the  man's  eagerness 
to  impart  what  he  knew  had  an  Oriental  shiftiness  in 

it,  which  was  perfectly  understood  by  his  hearers. 

They  contradicted  him,  subjected  him  to  a  close 

cross-examination,  and,  indeed,  chased  him  up  and 
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down,  in  and  out  the  paths  of  truth  with  consider- 
able zest.  For  if  there  is  one  pastime  dearer  to  the 

Oriental  than  lying,  it  is  the  discovery  of  his  neigh- 

bour's untruth.  On  one  or  two  points  the  fakir 
admitted  with  a  certain  coy  reluctance  that  his  ques- 

tioners had  caught  him  tripping,  and  appeared  to  be 
no  whit  the  less  esteemed  on  that  account.  With 

regard  to  other  items  of  news,  however,  he  held  his 

point,  and  at  last  one  of  his  interlocutors  began  to 

lose  his  temper. 

"  Do  you  mean  to  say  that  the  Feringhees  are  not 
constructing  batteries  every  night,  in  preparation  for 

the  big  guns  that  are  coming  up  from  the  south  ? " 
"  I  know  of  no  such  batteries,  sahib." 

"  But  they  exist — they  are  now  being  constructed." 
"  No,  sahib." 

"  Then  you  lie — you  lie  in  your  teeth." 
"  No,  sahib,"  protested  the  fakir  ;  "  I  tell  truth— by 

my  mother's   " 
"  Shabash  !  We  do  not  want  to  hear  of  your  mother 

— I  have  proofs  that  you  are  lying !  " 
The  fakir  shrugged  his  shoulders  with  true  Oriental 

calm.  He  was  in  no  wise  afraid  of  the  upstart  leader 

— one  of  many  who  sprang  up  in  Delhi  at  this  time, 

and  in  the  morning  were  cut  down.  He  muttered 

something  in  his  beard. 

"  What  say  you  ?  "  cried  the  soldier. 
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"  I  think  you  have  no  such  proof." 
The  soldier  leapt  to  his  feet  and  leaned  across  the 

table  from  whence  he  had  hurriedly  snatched  up  a 

bundle  of  papers. 

"  But  what  are  these  ? "  he  cried.  "  What  are  these 

— lying  son  of  a  false  mother  ? " 
•  The  fakir  took  the  papers  and  spread  them  out  on 
the  floor,  where  he  squatted  down  after  the  manner 

of  his  country.  He  opened  the  folded  papers  one  by 

one — examining  them  carefully. 

"These  are  plans,"  he  admitted  at  last,  "of  the 
British  lines,  showing  the  new  batteries  to  be  con- 

structed." 

"Yes,"  cried  the  soldier  triumphantly,  "and  they 
are  drawn  up  by  an  Englishman.  We  do  not  employ 

only  badmashes  as  spies,  as  do  the  Feringhees.  We 

have  better  men  than  that ! " 
The  priest  was  examining  the  papers  with  a  glitter 

beneath  his  shaggy  eyebrows.  The  plan  was  in  each 

case  explained  by  the  text  appended  in  a  fine  hand- 

writing. They  were  on  native-made  paper,  but 
the  work  and  the  handwriting  were  unmistakably 

European.  The  fakir  breathed  hard,  as  if  with  diffi- 
culty. He  folded  the  papers  and  handed  them  back 

with  a  cringing  bow.  They  were  plans,  sure  enough, 

of  British  lines  and  batteries  as  usually  constructed 

by  our  engineers. 
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The  chief  of  the  Delhi  staff  took  back  the  docu- 

ments with  a  proud  smile  of  triumphant  cunning. 

He  threw  them  down  on  the  table  without  taking 

the  precaution  of  counting  them,  which  was  a  mis- 
take, for  the  fakir  had  one  of  the  papers  concealed 

under  his  bare  foot. 

The  priest  presently  went  limping  out  into  the 

busy  streets  a  free  man,  but  in  disgrace  for  an  un- 

satisfactory spy.  The  roadway  was  almost  impass- 

able by  reason  of  the  ill-manners  of  the  sepoys, 
who  rendered  miserable  the  lives  of  the  unarmed 

citizens  of  Delhi.  It  was  only  when  he  had  passed 

the  bank  and  found  his  way  to  the  magazine  that 
the  fakir  secured  that  solitude  for  which  his  soul  . 

seemed  to  long.  He  found  a  quiet  spot  at  last 

beneath  some  trees  overlooking  the  Jumna,  and 

here  squatted  down  against  the  wall  of  a  wrecked 

house,  the  recent  dwelling  of  a  high  English  official. 

He  sat  for  some  time  in  that  Oriental  depth  of 

reflection  which  must  assuredly  be  nearly  allied 

to  sleep.  Then  he  began  to  fumble  slowly  in  the 

folds  of  his  voluminous  and  not  too  clean  apparel. 

Before  long  he  produced  the  plan  of  a  battery  which 

he  had  succeeded  in  purloining  from  the  authorities, 
and  unfolded  it  with  that  air  of  treasuring  a  trifle 

which  belongs  to  beggars  of  all  nations-.-  After 
a  pause  he  searched  a  second  time  amidst  the 
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intricacies  of  his  clothing,  and  produced  a  second 

treasure.     It  was  a  note  written  on  the  paper  of  a 
well-known  Calcutta  club.     If  the  fakir  was  able 

decipher  English  he  might  have  read  as  follows : — 

a , 
"DEAR  HARRY, — Heard  of  a  horse  that  will  suit 

you  down  to  the  ground.  Shall  I  send  him  round 

to  your  quarters  this  afternoon  ? — Yours  ever, 

"  PHILLIP  LAMOND." 

The  priest  laid  the  two  side  by  side  upon  the 

ground  and  compared  them.  The  letter  and  the 

plan  supplied  to  the  mutineers  in  Delhi  were 

written  by  the  same  hand. 

With  a  queer  smile  the  fakir  folded  them  together, 
and  concealed  them  in  his  robes.  Then  he  laid  him 

down  in  the  shadow  of  the  broken  wall,  and  fell  into 

that  profound  slumber  which  sheer  weariness  lays 

upon  the  human  brain,  even  in  the  midst  of  a 

thousand  perils. 

Without  the  city — over  the  valley  upon  the  Ridge 
— a  new  commander  had  by  now  gathered  the  reins 

within  his  hands.  Barnard's  successor,  Reed,  had 
retired  in  favour  of  Wilson — a  fine  officer,  who  had 

already  made  the  mutineers  fear  him.  But  the 

times  were  bad,  and  our  troops  in  a  worse  strait 

than  ever  they  had  been.  For  the  rainy  season  had 
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set  in,  with  that  sudden  violence  so  characteristic  of 

tropical  changes.  The  weeks  wore  on,  and  nothing 

was  done.  These  days  were  not  in  truth  passed  idly, 

for  the  attacks  were,  if  anything,  more  numerous. 

The  mutineers  received  daily  reinforcements  from 

the  provinces,  from  Central  India,  from  every  part 

where  garrisons  had  been  quartered  and  stationed. 

And  our  troops  could  only  stand  and  watch  the 

enemy  swarm  like  ants  into  the  city. 

From  every  part  of  India,  and  more  especially 

from  the  Punjab,  came  news  almost  daily,  which 

kept  the  minds  of  the  besiegers  actively  employed. 
It  seemed,  indeed,  that  there  were  giants  arising 

in  the  north ;  for  the  names  of  Edwardes,  of  John 

Nicholson,  of  Frederick  Cooper  —  a  deputy  com- 
missioner who  ordered  two  hundred  and  sixty  men 

to  be  shot,  and  personally  superintended  the  execu- 
tion— were  on  all  lips.  Such  tales  as  this  went 

round  the  camp,  and  Harry  Wylam  hoped  that  the 

gods  would  give  him  such  a  chance  of  showing  that 

ihe  would  shirk  neither  danger  nor  responsibility. 

It  was  soon  rumoured  that  Nicholson  was  coming 

from  the  Punjab  to  help  them,  and  with  that  in- 
stinct which  flashes  through  the  brain  of  an  army, 

as  through  the  mind  of  one  man,  the  troops  on  the 

Ridge  discerned  that  a  great  leader  was  about  to 

take  command  of  them.  Through  the  rank  and  file 
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there  seemed  to  pass  a  thrill  of  hope  and  energy. 

This  man — the  destined  conqueror  of  Delhi — seemed 
to  send  before  him  a  mental  wave  of  strength  and 

purpose,  generated  in  the  stern  depths  of  his  own 

heart,  sweeping  out  over  all  who  followed  him,  who 

came  nigh  unto  him,  the  genius  of  command. 

At  this  time  also,  when  hope  seemed  to  have 

sprung  up  from  nothing  on  every  side,  strange 

rumours  were  current  in  the  camp.  It  was  known 

that  more  reliable  news  was  filtering  out  of  the 

stronghold  of  the  mutineers — news  of  confusion  and 

strife  within  the  walls — of  failing  spirit  and  internal 
differences  among  the  leaders  of  the  Mutiny.  These 

voices  were  vague  and  indefinite,  but  with  one 

accord  they  seemed  to  whisper  that  the  interior  of 

Delhi  and  all  that  was  passing  there  were  no  longer 

closed  pages  to  the  British  leaders. 

And  suddenly  men  began  to  whisper  to  each 

other,  as  they  looked  across  the  valley  towards  the 

domes  and  minarets  of  the  impregnable  stronghold 

with  a  new  interest — with  a  queer  longing  look  of 
wonder  in  their  weary  eyes. 

.  And  that  which  they  whispered  to  each  other  was  : 

"  There  is  an  Englishman  in  Delhi !  There  is  an 

English  officer  in  disguise  in  Delhi ! " 



CHAPTER  XIX 

WAK 

HARKY  had  the  honour  of  sitting  at  table  with 

Nicholson  the  night  after  his  arrival  from  the  north, 

and  talked  of  the  brilliant  gathering  to  the  end  of 

his  life.  The  great  commander — not  so  long  ago  a 

poor  captain  of  the  line — was  himself  the  gravest 
soldier  present,  and  by  his  chilly  manner  awed  even 

Harry,  as  he  himself  confessed,  into  silence.  There 

was  something  lion-like  and  still,  the  subaltern  said 
about  the  greatest  chief  he  had  ever  served  under, 

something  large  and  strong  which  seemed  to  raise 
him  above  his  fellows.  The  merriest  wit,  the  most 

reckless  young  fire-eaters — and  we  may  be  sure  that 

Harry  was  among  these — were  gradually  silenced, 
and  that  which  had  begun  a  gay  feast  ended 

solemnly. 

Almost  immediately,  as  if  this  man  had  the  power 

of  moving  events,  a  greater  activity  was  noticeable  in 

Delhi.  The  siege  train  was  daily  expected.  At  last 

this  weary  delay  was  to  be  settled  one  way  or  the 
other.     An  assault  would  be  somewhat  of  a  forlorn 211 
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hope,  and  yet  Nicholson  seemed  just  the  man  to 

lead  such  attempts.  Delhi  was  almost  impregnable. 

But  Nicholson  was — or  seemed  to  be — unconquer- 
able. The  air  was  big  with  coming  events. 

Within  the  city  it  was  certain  that  some  great 

movement  was  afoot,  and  the  besiegers  listened  to 

the  sounds  of  the  drums  and  gongs,  to  the  ringing 

of  the  bells,  to  the  rumble  of  big  guns  through  the 

streets,  with  an  increasing  uneasiness.  Then  came 
the  news,  clear  and  concise,  from  that  unknown 

source  within  the  walls,  that  a  great  army  was  to 

move  out  with  the  object  of  intercepting  the  siege- 
train.  The  big  guns,  it  was  known,  were  coming 

north  with  a  very  insufficient  guard.  The  mutineers 

soon  heard  of  it,  and  with  one  of  the  strokes  of  good 

generalship  which  at  intervals  distinguished  their 

campaign,  determined  to  take  advantage  of  the 

weakness  of  the  British  convoy. 

It  is  a  matter  of  history  that  Nicholson,  sure  of 

the  reliability  of  his  imformation,  took  two  thousand 

men  and  went  out  to  meet  the  foe,  fighting  the 

battle  of  Najufgarh,  in  which  signal  victory  Harry 

was  fortunate  enough  to  bear  a  sword  and  escape 

uninjured. 

Early  in  September  the  siege-train  arrived,  and 
its  advent  was  celebrated  by  high  and  low  with  wild 
excitement.  It  seemed  now  certain  that  General 
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Wilson  would  deliver  the  assault;  and  first  to  urge 

this  daring  attempt  was  Baird-Smith,  the  great 
chief  of  the  Engineers.  The  work  of  constructing 
new  batteries  was  carried  on  in  face  of  immense 

difficulty  by  night,  and  under  a  galling  fire  by  day ; 
and  at  last,  towards  the  middle  of  the  month,  the 

work,  all  incomplete  and  insufficient  indeed,  was 

pronounced  satisfactory  enough  for  the  purpose. 

All  knew  that  an  end  was  drawing  nigh,  and  in 

the  city  there  seemed  to  dwell  a  hush  as  if  of  mis- 
giving. The  guns  were  worked  steadily  enough,  but 

the  manner  of  the  mutineers'  warfare  was  now  more 
distinctly  on  the  defensive  than  it  ever  had  been. 

It  was  as  if  they  had  begun  at  last  to  fear  their  foes. 

Harry  worked  in  Brind's  Battery — number  one — as 
it  was  called,  and  was  among  those  surprised  there 

by  the  enemy  on  the  morning  of  September  8,  when 
the  dawn  found  the  work  incomplete  and  but  one 

gun  mounted.  He  continued  to  work  under  fire,  and 

was  again  mentioned  for  his  daring  and  cheerful 

example  to  the  men. 

Finally,  on  the  morning  of  the  fourteenth,  he  was 

given  a  company  of  Pathans — wild  warriors,  as  fair  in 
face  as  he  himself — with  which  to  play  his  little  part 
in  the  assault.  He  moved  out  to  his  place  in  the 

third  column,  trembling  with  that  wild  excitement 

which  surely  has  no  equal  in  human  emotions — the 
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thirst  for  battle.  Under  Colonel  Campbell,  Harry 

was  ordered  to  enter  the  city  by  the  Cashmere  Gate, 

which  was  to  be  blown  open.  This  act  of  daring 

was  accomplished  unseen  by  Harry,  who  himself 

had  volunteered  to  carry  a  bag  of  powder  across  the 

plankless  bridge.  The  explosion  was  the  signal  for 

the  advance,  which  was  greeted  with  a  wild  shout, 

and  Harry  found  himself  at  last  within  the  -walls  of 
Delhi.  Here  in  the  narrow  streets  ensued  a  fight 

upon  which  the  historian  will  scarcely  care  to  dwell ; 

for  the  long  pent-up  fury  of  the  men  broke  all  bounds 

of  humanity,  and  their  officers  scarce  sought  to  re- 
strain them.  Women,  indeed,  were  spared,  but  boys 

and  old  men,  bearing  no  sort  of  arm,  were  cut  down 

ruthlessly.  Peaceful  citizens,  coming  trembling  to 
their  doors  to  welcome  their  deliverers  from  the 

horrors  of  anarchy  and  licentiousness,  were  bayoneted 
on  their  own  thresholds,  because  their  faces  were 

black.  It  was  indeed  impossible  to  distinguish  between 

friend  and  foe,  and  the  deadly  fire  from  the  windows 
of  the  houses  was  some  excuse  for  the  bitter  retalia- 

tion wreaked  upon  old  and  young.  A  thousand 

deeds  of  heroism,  as  well  as  many  acts  of  fury  and 

revenge,  were  done  by  individual  fighters:  for  this 

was  a  soldier's  battle  in  the  narrow  streets  of  Delhi. 
Foremost  among  the  stormers  in  the  third  column 

was  Harry   Wylam — wild  with   excitement — hoarse 
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and  almost  voiceless — his  clothes  torn,  his  helmet 

thrown  aside.  He  had  been  among  the  first  to  pass 
beneath  the  ruined  gateway,  and  since  then  his  men 

had  scarce  been  able  to  keep  pace  with  him.  He 
could  no  longer  shout  to  them  to  come  on,  for  his 

voice  had  broken.  He  swept  on — bloodstained,  silent 

—killing — killing  all  he  met,  an  avenging  fury. 

The  fire  of  the  big  guns  had  ceased,  for  Nicholson's 
column  was  in  the  Cashmere  breach  fighting  its  way 

into  the  city.  The  artillery  on  the  Ridge  must  needs 

hold  their  fire,  watching  the  walls  of  the  city,  where 

the  smoke  hung  motionless  like  a  cloud,  where  the 

rattle  of  musketry  fire  never  ceased. 

Campbell's  men  pressed  forward,  following  their 
officers  towards  the  Chandnee  Chouk — the  broadest 

thoroughfare  in  the  city — where  discipline  would  be 
able  to  assert  its  superiority  over  untrained  numbers. 

Harry  had  left  his  men  some  yards  behind.  He 

was  almost  alone  at  the  turning  of  a  long  narrow 

street.  He  paused,  uncertain  which  might  be  his 

way,  for  he  had  never  been  in  Delhi  before,  and  as 

he  stood  irresolute  he  saw  one  of  the  enemy  running 

towards  him  sword  in  hand.  In  a  flash  of  thought 

Harry  recognised  the  fakir  with  whom  he  had  fought 

at  the  door  of  the  mosque  some  weeks  earlier. 

Harry's  blood  was  up.  He  was  ready  for  any  foe, 
and  this  one  was  worthy  of  steel  that  had  done  such 
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execution  during  the  last  half-hour.  Without  wait- 
ing for  his  men  he  ran  forward  to  meet  his  ancient 

foe,  who  was  waving  his  sword  with  a  gesture 

startlingly  familiar.  It  was  the  infantry  signal  to 
halt. 

Half  blinded  by  fury  Harry  ran  forward — any 
black  face  had  the  power  to  make  him  mad.  He 

raised  his  sword,  and  rushed  upon  the  fakir,  who 

turned  aside  the  crashing  blow  and  stepped  back. 

"  Harry — you  d   d  fool ! "  he  said. 

"  Marqueray — by  Heaven  !  " 
"Yes — of  course  !"  answered  the  other.  "Where 

are  your  men !  This  way — there  are  forty  pandies 

in  a  house  down  this  alley — men  from  Cawnpore, 

Harry — come  on !  They  are  Cawnpore  men  ! — 

Cawnpore  ! " 
Harry  followed — forgetting  his  surprise  in  the  mad 

infection  of  battle.  Marqueray 's  voice,  usually  so 
quiet,  had  something  in  it  that  moved  Harry  to 

fierce  joy.  Here  was  one  who  loved  fighting  as  he 

loved  it — whose  quiet  blood  was  stirred  to  a  fury 
as  wild  as  his  own. 

Followed  only  by  three  men  they  dashed  down 

the  alley  and  into  the  house  indicated  by  Marque- 

ray. The  three  were  Englishmen — not  of  Harry's 
company. 

When  the  sepoys,  huddled  together  in  one  room, 
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saw  Marqueray,  followed  closely  by  Harry,  they 
gave  a  sort  of  wail— a  cry  of  abject  terror.  In  that 
dwelling  in  a  quiet  alley  between  the  Cashmere  Gate 
and  the  Chandnee  Chouk,  those  five  Englishmen 
scored  out  their  Cawnpore.  When  they  emerged 
from  the  house  and  followed  the  men  of  the  third 
attacking  column  all  was  still  within. 

The  third  column  penetrated  as  far  as  the  great 

tree-bordered  thoroughfare,  where  they  found  them- 
selves alone  —  almost  within  musket-shot  of  the 

magazine  and  the  bank  and  the  king's  palace,  which 
places  were  held  by  the  enemy  for  many  days  longer. 
The  other  assaulting  columns  had  not  succeeded  so 

well — their  difficulties  had  indeed  been  infinitely 
greater.  For  a  few  minutes  Campbell  waited,  and 

fully  aware  of  the  immense  peril  of  his  position 
retreated  at  length  to  the  church. 

Marqueray  had  in  the  meantime  disappeared.  He 

had  undertaken  the  perilous  task  of  penetrating 

through  the  city  to  Nicholson,  the  leader  of  the 

assault,  to  communicate  to  him  the  position  of  the 

third  column.  Harry  grumbled  loudly  enough  at 

the  retreat,  which  prudent  step  was  by  no  means 

agreeable  to  many  another  in  the  successful  detach- 
ment. There  was,  however,  no  help  for  it,  and  as 

he  reluctantly  turned  his  back  upon  the  enemy,  who 

kept  up  a  nasty  fire  from  a  hundred  hidden  points 
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of  vantage — he  suddenly  dropped,  hit  by  a  bullet  in 
the  groin. 

Marqueray  made  his  way  through  the  terror- 
stricken  city,  with  what  intrepidity  may  be  imagined, 

for  at  every  turn  a  new  danger  awaited  him.  The 

sepoys  were  half  mad  with  fear,  and  those  who  kept 

their  courage,  deeming  all  law  and  order  at  an  end, 

gave  themselves  up  freely  to  riot  and  disorder. 

When  the  Englishman  reached  the  Lahore  bastion, 

whither  the  sound  of  continuous  firing  led  him, 

he  found  that  stronghold  still  in  the  hands  of  the 

enemy,  as  it  remained  for  some  days.  Moreover, 

he  had  the  mortification  of  looking  upon  the  backs 

of  his  countrymen  as  these  retreated,  abandoning 

the  attempt  to  storm  the  bastion. 

By  a  circuitous  route  he  gained  that  portion  of 

the  wall  held  by  the  British,  and  hurriedly  made 

himself  known.  The  first  words  of  his  own  language 

to  cross  his  ears  were  depressing  enough — the  hope- 
less password  of  the  moment. 

"  Nicholson  is  dead  !     Nicholson  is  killed ! " 

The  first  sight  he  ever  had  of  the  great  leader — 
and  the  last — was  a  glimpse  obtained  of  the  stern 
face  and  stricken  form,  as  they  bore  John  Nicholson 
back  to  the  British  lines  to  die.  It  would  seem  that 

even  the  greatest  of  men  are  destined  to  accomplish 

no  more  than  half  of  the  tasks  they  attempt — for 
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Nicholson,  shot  through  the  chest  when  in  the  act 

of  leading  a  wild  dash  for  the  Lahore  bastion,  fell 

knowing  full  well  that  Delhi  was  not  yet  taken.  He 

had,  indeed,  effected  an  entry.  The  assault  had  been 
successful  in  so  far  as  the  Cashmere  Gate  had  been 

destroyed  and  the  breach  carried.  But  the  city  was 

not  half  taken,  for  the  strongest  positions  in  it  were 

still  held  by  the  enemy. 

Nicholson  —  fiery  and  reckless,  a  consummate 

leader — all-seeing  and  resourceful,  a  perfect  general 

— groaned  as  they  bore  him  away.  He  looked  with 
a  sort  of  wonder  in  his  stricken  eyes  at  the  tall  fakir, 

bloodstained,  black  with  powder  and  dust,  and  never 

knew  him  for  the  fellow  officer  who  had  played  a 

great  unknown  part  in  the  day's  work. 
Night  came  upon  the  city,  and  in  the  dark  each 

party  worked  to  strengthen  its  position.  Barricades 

were  thrown  up  by  the  English — communication 

was  kept  open  between  the  various  columns.  A  foot- 
ing had  been  established,  a  victory,  indeed,  gained, 

but  at  what  a  cost !  Twelve  hundred  officers  and 

men  had  fallen.  Nicholson  was  mortally  wounded. 

His  name  is  written  indelibly  in  the  history  of  our 

Eastern  Empire,  but  because  his  wonderful  career 

was  short  —  because  he  played  his  part  upon  a 
crowded  stage — the  record  of  his  achievements  has 
neyer  been  a  household  story  in  England. 
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In  the  land  of  his  adoption — the  vast  state  for 
which  he  lived,  dared,  and  died  —  his  name  will 

never  be  forgotten.  There  he  is  worshipped  to-day, 
literally  as  a  god.  The  wild  tribesmen  of  the  frontier 

tell  that  the  hoof-beat  of  his  horse  may  be  heard 
nightly  in  the  Peshawar  valley,  and  the  sound 

will  never  cease  until  the  rule  of  the  English  is  at 
an  end. 

It  was  only  on  the  third  day  that  Phillip  Lamond 

succeeded  in  entering  the  city.  He  was  in  company 

with  other  civilians  and  volunteers,  having  business, 
legitimate  or  otherwise,  in  Delhi. 

His  knowledge  of  the  intricate  streets  was  made 

known  to  those  in  command,  and  duly  turned  to 
account.  In  the  attack  on  the  bank  on  the  third 

day  he  was  deputed  to  guide  an  attacking  party  by 

a  circuitous  route,  in  order  to  effect  a  junction  with 

the  main  force  at  work  near  the  king's  palace. 
He  arrived  too  late  for  the  first  attack,  and  had 

the  mortification  of  seeing  the  position  taken  with- 
out the  aid  of  the  reinforcements  under  his  guidance. 

The  leaders  of  the  assault  came  back  to  report  their 

success  to  the  General,  who  stood  surrounded  by  his 

staff.  Among  the  victors  Lamond  perceived  the 

fakir  who  had  dogged  him  more  than  once. 

"Here,"  cried  a  staff  officer  behind  Lamond, 

"  Marqueray,  the  General  wants  you  !  " 
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It  was  the  fakir  who  obeyed  the  call. 

"  Marqueray ! "  exclaimed  Lamond  involuntarily, 
a  thousand  recollections  whizzing  through  his  brain. 

"  Yes,  Marqueray ! "  replied  the  fakir,  pausing  for 
a  moment  and  looking  straight  into  his  eyes. 

The  others  fell  back  and  unconsciously  formed  in 

line — a  double  line  of  brilliant  soldiers,  every  one 
of  them  bearing  a  name  known  to  history.  They 

stood  forming  a  lane  of  bright  uniforms,  though 

some  indeed  were  tarnished,  and  through  this  lane 

the  fakir,  Frederic  Marqueray,  tattered  ajid  dust- 
stained,  footsore  and  bespattered  with  blood,  passed 

in  his  flowing  robes  to  salute  his  General. 



CHAPTER  XX 

INVALIDED 

HARRY'S  wound  took  him  back  to  Calcutta,  and 
would,  moreover,  have  justified  an  immediate  return 

to  England  had  he  been  minded  to  revisit  that 
shore.  But  in  truth  he  was  not  over  sure  of  the 

reception  that  awaited  him  there. 

The  doctor  spoke  vaguely,  after  the  manner  of 

his  kind,  of  the  benefits  of  a  sea  voyage  to  one 

whose  blood,  being  naturally  of  a  high  temperature, 

had  become  further  heated  by  an  indiscreet  mode 

of  life,  followed  closely  by  the  fatigue  and  hardship 

of  a  long  campaign. 

"  Oh,  hang  it ! "  cried  Harry  to  his  adviser  with  a 
feeble  reflex  of  his  old  masterful  manner.  "  Shall  I 

get  well  in  this  country  ?  Tell  me  that." 
The  man  of  medicine  looked  at  him. 

"  Yes,"  he  answered,  "  if  you  obey  my  orders." 
Harry  made  a  wry  face,  for  he  knew  that  this 

meant  the  satisfying  of  a  thirst  very  natural  in  so 

hot  a  climate  with  plain  soda-water  or  such  stuff  as 
lemonade. 

222 
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"  There's  nobody  at  home,"  he  began — and  paused, 

remembering  Miriam's  last  letter,  full  of  prim  concern 
as  to  his  safety,  with  a  very  womanly  panic  peeping 

out  between  the  close  written  lines ;  for  the  Brighton 

Academy  had  not  succeeded  in  quite  finishing  this 
faithful  heart. 

"I  am  not  in  good  odour  at  the  Horse  Guards," 
said  Harry,  correcting  himself.  "Got  into  a  devil 
of  a  scrape,  which  they  will  hardly  have  forgotten 

yet." Lamond,  who  had  at  last  returned  to  Calcutta  from 

the  north,  where  order  was  almost  re-established, 

counselled  Harry  very  strongly  to  remain  in  India, 

and  had  a  thousand  urgent  reasons  against  his  re- 
turning to  England. 

So  Harry  remained  in  Calcutta,  and  as  his  hurt 

began  to  mend  his  wild  spirit  returned  to  him.  The 

Mutiny  was  quelled,  and  its  passage  had  left  a  new 

India — the  days  of  the  Company  were  over,  and  the 

Governor-General  had  become  the  Queen's  Viceroy. 
High  and  low  alike  had  been  stepping  upward. 

Promotion  seemed  to  be  within  reach  of  all.  Mar- 

queray,  Harry  heard,  was  now  a  Colonel,  doing  great 

deeds  under  Sir  Colin  Campbell  in  the  North- West. 
Many  younger  men  than  Harry  were  Majors,  whilst 

he  remained  Captain  Wylam. 

It  was  not  in   his  nature   to   grudge  others  the 
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honours  they  had  won  by  bravery  or  owed  to  fortune ; 

but  he  aired  his  own  grievances  frankly  enough. 

"  Like  my  luck,"  he  said.  "  Barnard  was  devilish 
fond  of  me.  He  would  have  got  me  something  good, 

but  he  died.  The  other  fellows  didn't  take  to  me. 

A  prim  lot  they  were." 
In  the  rush  of  promotion  and  the  general  distribu- 

tion of  honours  some  thought  it  rather  marked  that 

Harry  Wylam  should  be  overlooked,  but  the  victim 

himself  swore  heartily  enough  when  he  thought  of 

his  grievances,  and  at  other  times  forgot  them. 

So  soon  as  his  health  was  in  part  restored  to  him 

he  began  again  his  wild  ways,  and  those  frequenting 

the  sporting  clubs  found  him  as  jolly  a  companion 

as  could  be  desired.  For  he  had  money  to  fling 

away,  and  flung  royally  on  green  cloth  or  sward, 

where  there  were  plenty  waiting  to  gather  it  up. 

Nor  did  these  gentlemen  pause  to  inquire  the 

source  from  whence  Harry's  riches  came.  They  did 
not  even  know  Phillip  Lamond.  They  were  a  jolly 

open-handed  set  of  fellows,  such  as  in  France  are 

called  hardy  companions,  and  scorned  all  tittle- 
tattle  that  savoured  of  gossip.  When  they  had 

money,  which  was  not  often,  they  spent  it  freely 

enough — when  the  other  fellow  had  the  gold  they 
took  it  as  happily,  and  did  not  care  to  inquire  how 

long  it  would  last. 
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The  day  came  when  Harry's  portion  was  again  at 
an  end.  Lamond  had  divided  with  a  scrupulous 

care  the  proceeds  of  their  joint  expedition,  and 

that  which  fell  to  Harry's  share  would  have  been  a 
moderate  fortune  to  most  men.  But  Harry  Wylam 

was  not  of  those  that  keep  with  too  close  a  care 

either  the  law,  money,  or  their  counsel.  And  the 
wealth  which  the  fakir  had  almost  sold  his  life  to 

defend  soon  vanished  at  the  gambling  table. 

"Rum  old  chap,  Marks,"  Harry  was  wont  to 
exclaim  at  this  time,  whenever  there  was  mention 

of  that  distinguished  officer.  And  the  more  he 

thought  over  the  incident  at  the  mosque  the  less 
he  understood  it. 

Lamond  also  seemed  shy  of  referring  to  that 

exploit,  and  was  at  pains  to  curb  Harry's  loqua- 
ciousness whenever  Delhi  came  under  discussion. 

The  elder  man  still  attempted  to  exercise  some 

control  over  the  wild  young  officer,  and  when  he 

failed,  which  he  invariably  did,  took  his  reverse 

with  his  usual  lazy  indifference,  as  if  it  did  not 
much  matter. 

To  such  a  life  as  Harry  was  leading  there  is  only 

one  end,  and  this  came  soon  enough — it  was  the 
end  of  his  money.  And  the  watchful  Lamond  was 

in  the  room  when  Harry  threw  his  last  stake  upon 
the  table  and  lost  it. 

H2 
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"  There,"  cried  Harry,  rising  from  his  chair  and 
looking  down  at  the  eager  faces  of  his  fellow- 

gamblers  with  bloodshot  eyes.  "  There,  I'm  cleared 
out ;  that's  the  last  of  two  fortunes." 

He  gave  a  short  reckless  laugh  and  turned  away  ; 

for  he  had  too  much  spirit  to  grumble  at  his  luck 

now.  He  had  played  a  bold  game.  Perhaps  he 
had  foreseen  the  end.  At  all  events  he  faced  it 

with  the  spirit  of  an  Englishman. 
There  was  a  little  silence.  And  one  thick- voiced 

player  said,  "  Better  luck  next  time,  Harry ! " 
Harry  was  gone  to  the  window,  where  he  stood 

looking  out  into  the  night.  The  dawn  was  not  far 

off.  He  turned,  and  the  play  had  already  begun 

again.  There  was  silence  in  the  room;  and  the 

cards,  as  they  lightly  fell  on  the  polished  table, 

seemed  to  be  whispering  to  each  other.  Harry 

shrugged  his  shoulders  and  walked  out  of  the  room 

without  noticing  Lamond,  who  stood  apparently 

watching  the  play  at  another  table.  It  is  to  be 

feared  that  the  young  soldier's  gait  was  not  too 
steady. 

After  a  minute  Lamond  followed  him,  and  ten 

minutes  later  it  was  Lamond  who  wrenched  a  pistol 

from  Harry's  hand,  and  threw  it  into  the  corner  of 
the  comfortless  bedroom,  whither  the  young  fellow 

had  gone  to  hide  himself  like  a  stricken  dog. 
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<£  None  of  that,"  said  Lamond,  aroused  -  for  a 

moment  only  from  his  impassiveness.  "  None  of 

that,  my  boy." 
« Why  not  ? "  muttered  Harry,  sitting  heavily 

down  on  his  bed,  heedless  of  the  mosquito  curtain 

which  he  tore  from  its  frail  fastening,  so  that  it  fell 

over  him  like  a  cloak.  "  Confound  this  curtain ! 

Why  not  ?  It  is  nobody's  business  but  my  own." 
He  held  his  weary  head  and  looked  round  the 

room,  which  was  feebly  lighted  by  a  candle  flicker- 
ing in  the  breeze  that  was  stirring  before  the  dawn. 

His  eyes  had  no  light  of  comprehension.  He  was 

of  those  who  look,  but  do  not  perceive.  He  never 
saw  the  faded  miniature  of  Miriam,  who  smiled, 

with  her  head  posed  conventionally,  from  a  frame 

suspended  on  the  wall. 
Lamond,  however,  saw  it.  It  was  the  first  time 

he  had  penetrated  to  Harry's  bedroom. 

"It  is  nobody's  business  but  my  own,"  went  on 
Harry,  with  the  dull  aggressiveness  of  one  whose 

brain  is  no  longer  to  be  excited  by  alcohol. 

"We'll  talk  about  that  to-rnorrow,"  answered 
Lamond,  who  was  mixing  something  in  a  tumbler 

at  the  washing-stand. 

"  Drink  this,  and  don't  make  an  ass  of  yourself." 

Harry's  dull  eyes  flashed  for  a  moment.  He 
looked  up  into  the  steady  quiet  face  of  Phillip 
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Lamond — the  man  who  was  never  roused — and  he 

took  the  draught.  It  was  an  opiate,  and  presently 

Harry  was  sleeping  quietly. 

Lamond  moved  about  the  room,  noiselessly  arrang- 
ing the  mosquito  curtain  over  Harry,  who  lay  all 

dressed  upon  his  bed.  He  took  the  candle  and 

carried  it  to  the  miniature  upon  the  wall,  which  he 

studied  with  grave  face.  Then  he  laid  his  spare 

form  down  to  rest  on  a  long  chair,  and  closed  his 

eyes. 
The  morning  light  found  them  thus,  and  Phillip 

Lamond's  life  looked  the  better  of  the  two.  For 
Harry  was  pale  with  patches  of  lurid  colour  in  his 

cheeks.  It  is  dangerous  to  play  with  even  the 

strongest  constitution  in  India. 

Lamond  was  awake  first,  and  went  to  the  bath- 

room adjoining  Harry's  bedchamber,  from  which 
retirement  he  presently  emerged  fresh  and  alert. 

He  did  not  wake  Harry,  but  passed  the  time  in 

writing  a  letter  on  that  young  gentleman's  note- 
paper  with  a  pen, which  scratched  aloud,  and  dis- 

played every  sign  of  displeasure  at  being  thus  rudely 
set  to  work  after  an  idle  existence. 

The  missive  was  addressed  to  Miss  Lamond,  and 

before  Harry  groaned  and  yawned  himself  into  the 
consciousness  of  life,  it  was  speeding  down  the 
river  to  the  hand  of  Maria. 
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Harry  opened  his  eyes  at  length — weary  and 
bloodshot.  They  rested  on  the  calm  face  of  Phillip 
Lamond,  without  light  and  void  for  a  few  moments. 

"  Ah  ! "  he  said  ;  "  I  remember." 
And  he  looked  guiltily  in  the  corner  where  the 

pistol  still  lay.  He  sat  up  slowly  in  bed,  and  his 
hand  went  to  his  brow. 

"  You  stopped  me,"  he  said,  looking  with  a  certain 
fascination  in  the  direction  of  the  firearm. 

"Yes,  I  stopped  you,"  answered  Lamond,  who 
now  picked  up  the  pistol  and,  removing  the  per- 

cussion cap,  slipped  it  into  his  pocket. 

"  Then  I  think  it  was  confoundedly  interfering  of 

you,"  said  Harry,  with  a  mirthless  laugh.  For  his 
sense  of  humour  never  deserted  him,  even  at  the 

gravest  moments  of  his  life.  Indeed,  he  had  during 

his  thirty  years  or  so  of  life  faced  death  with  an  un: 

flinching  mien  so  often  that  he  could  contemplate  his 

escape  from  an  ignominious  end  with  recklessness. 

It  was  the  other  man  who  wore  a  grave  face, 

whose  eyes  bore  a  certain  scared  look  as  of  one 

who  had  built  a  high  castle  and  suddenly  perceived 
a  flaw  in  its  foundation. 

"  That  may  be,"  said  Lamond  seriously ;  "  but  I 
am  not  going  to  stand  by  idle  any  longer  and  see 

your  father's  son  go  to  the  devil." 

"Then  you'll  have  to  shut  your  eyes,"  broke  in 
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Harry,  who  was  still  in  a  wild  mood,  "  for  that's  the 

way  I'm  going,  sure  enough.  Luck  is  dead  against 
me — nobody  cares  what  happens  to  me,  and  I'm 
d   d  if  I  do." 

"  That  is  not  the  truth,"  said  Lamond  steadily. 

"You've  plenty  of  friends  who  would  be  ready 

enough  to  help  you.  If  it's  money  you  want,  I 
have  a  little  of  that  which  is  at  your  disposal. 

If  it  is  position,  you  have  only  to  keep  steady  to 

secure  that." 

"  Thanks,  old  fellow,"  said  Harry,  suddenly  grave. 

"You  are  a  trump.  I  always  thought  so,  though 

others  didn't."  At  which  Mr.  Lamond  shrugged 

his  shoulders  indifferently  enough.  "But  I'm  not 
going  to  take  your  money.  I  have  not  fallen  so  low 

as  that  yet.  I  can  sell  my  commission,  I  suppose 

— or  at  the  worst  I  can  blow  out  my  worthless 

brains." 
"And  break  a  woman's  heart,"  said  Lamond 

quietly. 
There  was  a  Httle  pause.  Harry  was  sitting  on 

his  bed — a  dishevelled,  unshaven  object — handsome 
still,  despite  his  careless  dress.  For  he  had  slept 

in  his  clothes,  and  the  man  who  has  slept  in  his 

clothes  starts  the  day  sorely  handicapped.  He 

looked  slowly  up  into  Lamond's  face.  That  gentle- 
man was  standing  before  him  —  his  narrow  and 
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effeminate  face  a  little  pallid  in  the  strong  light  of 

the  tropic  sun. 

"  A  woman's  heart — what  the  devil  do  you  mean  ?" 

There  was  a  little  twitch  of  the  elder  man's  lips 
which  might  have  betokened  a  spasm  of  honest 
feeling. 

"  Ever  since  you  came  to  this  country  you  have 
been  making  love  to  Maria;  not  quite  the  straight 

thing,  unless  you  meant  honestly  by  an  inexperi- 

enced young  girl." 
For  a  moment  Harry  sat  in  amazement,  as  well 

he  might.  Many  of  us  sit  amazed  when  we  see  our 

own  actions  through  the  eyes  of  another.  Phillip 

Lamond  had  said  nothing  but  the  truth,  and  yet  it 

startled  Harry  strangely. 

"I  have  no  reason  to  think,"  he  said  doggedly, 
"that  Maria  cares  for  me  any  more  than  a  dozen 
other  fellows.  What  is  there  to  care  for  in  an 

unlucky  beggar  like  me  ? " 
"Ah,  Harry,"  answered  Lamond,  with  a  short 

laugh,  "women  see  things  in  us  that  are  not  there. 

And  I  suppose  we  mostly  return  the  compliment." 
He  turned  away  and  leant  against  Harry's  some* 

what  rickety  chest  of  drawers  with  a  graceful  non- 
chalance. 

"Of  course,"  he  said,  "I  may  be  mistaken.  I 
almost  hope  I  am.  A  little  over  anxiety  is  perhaps 
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allowable  to  the  father  of  a  motherless  girl — she  is 

all  I  have  now." 
And  across  the  river  of  Death  an  airy  sigh  was 

wafted  to  the  shade  of  Maria's  mother,  who  had 
been  a  barmaid  in  Calcutta  before  she  married 

Phillip  Lamond,  and  settled  steadily  down — to  drink. 

"  Maria  has  said  nothing  to  me,  of  course  ;  no  girl 

would," '  he  went  on.  He  broke  off  with  an  easy- 
going shrug.  "But  I  suppose  young  people  must 

settle  these  things  for  themselves.  Anyway,  come 

down  and  stay  with  us  a  few  xiays.  You  are  in 
bad  health.  You  are  better  out  of  town  now  that 

the  hot  weather  is  coming  on.  A  little  peace  and 

quiet  will  set  you  up.  I  have  business  in  the  town. 

Pack  up  some  traps,  and  I'll  call  for  you  after  tiffin." 
With  a  nod  he  was  gone,  leaving  Harry  some- 

what puzzled,  and  in  the  grip  of  a  new  feeling  of 
shame  and  discomfort. 

The  heat  of  the  day  was  over  before  Lamond 

returned  in  a  palanquin.  They  embarked  in  his 

boat,  which  was  waiting  in  the  harbour.  On  the 

voyage  down  the  swift  stream  Harry  was  silent,  and 

his  companion  seemed  disinclined  for  conversation. 

They  were  both,  perhaps,  thinking  of  the  first  voyage 

they  made  together  years  earlier  when  Harry  re- 
turned to  India  with  all  the  world  before  him. 

The  little  bungalow  looked  coo]  and  peaceful  in 
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the  quiet  of  the  afternoon.  In  the  verandah  the 

new-comers  espied  a  white  clad  form,  gracefully 
reposing  on  a  long  cane  chair.  It  was  Maria,  who 

presently  rose  and  came  across  the  patched  lawn 

to  meet  them,  looking  very  pretty,  youthful,  and 

happy  in  the  shade  of  the  parasol  she  carried. 

Lamond  paused  to  give  some  order  to  his  boat- 
men. Harry  and  Maria  walked  slowly  back  to  the 

verandah  together.  With  a  pretty  little  movement 

of  familiarity  which  was  quite  sisterly  she  slipped 
her  hand  within  his  arm. 

"  I  am  so  glad  you  have  come  to  see  us  again," 
she  said. 



CHAPTER  XXI 

PEACE 

IN  the  bungalow  on  the  banks  of  the  Hooghly,  Phillip 
Lamond  had  a  room,  which  was  known  to  the 

household  as  his  study.  It  was  not  even  an  office, 

and  had  no  appearance  of  ledgers  and  files ;  but 

looked  innocent  and  studious  enough  with  a  few 

books  and  magazines,  not  always  of  a  recent  date, 

lying  on  the  table. 

"Here,"  Phillip  Lamond  was  wont  to  say,  "I 
transact  my  small  affairs,  and  here  I  smoke  more 

than  is  good  for  me,  as  Maria  always  tells  me." 
And  indeed  the  apartment  was  saturated  with 

a  pleasant  Bohemian  odour  of  bye-gone  Manilla 

cheroots — a  suggestion,  as  it  were,  of  a  harmless 

easy-going  vice  indulged  in  with  a  very  human 
weakness  of  mind.  There  is  nothing  so  innocent  as 

a  harmless  vice — and  most  of  us  cherish  one. 

"  Come  into  my  room,"  said  Lamond,  rising  from 
the  breakfast  table  the  next  morning,  "  and  we  will 
have  a  smoke." 

He  stood  with  his  hands  thrust  into  the  pockets 
234 
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of  his  thin  and  flowing  jacket  looking  down  at  the 

young  people,  who  were  perhaps  inclined  to  linger 

over  the  pleasant  meal. 

Harry  was  in  clean  white — he  felt  indeed  cleanly 

without  and  within — a  pleasant  feeling  of  a  new 
start  in  life  which  comes  to  some  in  the  morning 

hours  when  the  cool  of  a  long  night  has  soothed  the 

feverish  vapours  of  a  forgotten  day. 

Maria  was  dressed  in  spotless  cambric,  with  a 

pale-blue  ribbon  at  her  throat.  The  season  was 
well  advanced,  and  a  daily  increasing  heat  of  the 

atmosphere  no  doubt  accounted  for  loose  and  flow- 
ing sleeves,  from  which  emerged  the  whitest  round 

arms  in  the  world.  The  duties  of  the  breakfast 

table  called  forth  a  considerable  display  of  curved 

wrist  and  clever  curling  fingers.  Maria  was,  withal, 

of  a  demure  humour  this  morning,  with  downcast 

eyes  and  a  very  fascinating  shyness  which  was  quite 

new.  She  had  only  monosyllables  at  her  disposal, 

and  never  glanced  at  Harry  at  all,  who,  on  the  con- 
trary, never  looked  at  anything  else  than  herself. 

In  response  to  Lamond's  invitation  Harry  slowly 
rose,  with  an  urgent  glance  at  Maria,  who  was  pre- 

paring some  crumbs  for  an  imaginary  assembly  of 
birds  on  the  verandah,  and  therefore  did  not  notice 

the  direction  of  his  gaze. 

"When   Maria  considers   that  we   have  smoked 
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enough  she  will  come  and  drag  us  from  our  den — 

eh — my  dear?"  said  Lamond  affectionately.  And 
Harry  muttered  something  to  the  effect  that  her 

task  would  be  an  easy  one.  Indeed,  the  young 

fellow's  condition  was  such  that  a  single  hair  would 
do  the  business. 

Lamond  led  the  way  to  his  study  without  appear- 
ing to  notice  that  Harry  paused  on  the  threshold 

of  the  dining-room  to  look  back  at  Maria,  whose 

pretty  head  was  bent  over  the  table  in  a  vain  en- 
deavour to  hide  a  charming  blush. 

"Well,"  said  the  elder  man  easily  when  they 
were  seated,  "  have  you  young  people  arrived  at  an 

understanding  yet?" 
He  was  cutting  the  end  of  a  cigar,  and  did  not 

look  up.  It  was  quite  evident  that  in  this,  as  in 

all  the  affairs  of  his  life,  he  was  rather  floating  with 

the  -stream  than  endeavouring  to  guide  the  course 
of  events. 

"  Yes,"  said  Harry  stoutly ;  "  and  I  never  thought 

to  be  so  happy." 
"  Ah ! "  answered  Lamond,  with  an  affectionate 

and  tolerant  laugh.  "  It  is  well  to  gather  the  roses 
while  you  may.  I  suppose  I  must  be  content  so 

long  as  my  little  girl  is  happy.  I  tell  you  frankly, 

Harry,  that  that  is  what  I  chiefly  want   
Phillip  Lamond  paused,  cigar  in  hand,  and  looked 
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out  of  the  window  with  a  queer  suggestion  of  sur- 
prise in  his  eyes.  It  seemed  almost  as  if  he  was 

astonished  at  hearing  the  plain  unvarnished  truth 
spoken  in  his  own  voice. 

"  I  have  not  much  else  to  live  for,"  he  went  on, 

"  than  Maria.  I  frankly  tell  you  I  hoped  she  would 
do  better  for  herself.  There  are  plenty  of  fellows 

with  money  and  a  good  position  who  have  asked 

me  to  help  them  in  the  matter.  But  I  have  always 

referred  them  to  Maria  herself.  So  long  as  you 

care  for  each  other,  I  suppose  I  must  be  content. 

I  can  give  my  girl  a  little  settlement,  which  should 

be  enough  for  young  people  to  begin  upon   " 
He  paused  again. 

"Deuced  generous,"  muttered  Harry,  with  a 
shamed  face. 

"...  And  I  hope  you  will  get  something  soon. 
There  are  plenty  of  appointments  going  begging. 

Yes,  Harry,  my  boy,  we'll  pull  through  somehow. 
I  must  make  the  best  of  it." 

He  gave  a  little  sigh  and  lighted  a  cigar. 

"  Perhaps  the  luck  will  turn,"  exclaimed  the  hope- 
ful young  gambler ;  and  in  truth  the  fresh  morning 

air,  the  brightness  of  the  river,  the  odorous  luxu- 
riance of  the  Indian  garden,  and  the  memory  of 

Maria's  last  smile,  would  have  instilled  a  like  hope- 
fulness in  older  hearts  than  his.  "It's  been  dead 
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against  me  up  to  now,  but  it  must  surely  have 

turned  when  Maria  began  to  care." 
With  which  excellent,  loverlike  reflection  he 

lapsed  into  a  happy  silence. 

"  There  will,"  said  Lamond  carelessly,  after  a 
pause,  "  be  a  little  left  of  the  Delhi  estate  when  we 

can  get  things  settled  up." 
"Then  I'll  settle  it  on  her!"  cried  Harry,  whose 

spirits  were  rising,  and  with  them  the  spontaneous 

open-handedness  which  he  had  not  lost  with  the 

boyhood  and  good  health  that  were  no  longer 

his.  "  I'll  settle  every  halfpenny  of  it  on  her,"  he 

said.  "You're  half  a  lawyer — come,  let  us  do  it 

now." 
Lamond  laughed  in  his  easy-going  way. 

"  No  hurry,"  he  said,  puffing  at  his  cigar. 

"Yes — but  there  is — every  hurry.  We're  going 

to  get  married  at  once." 

"  Oh,  are  you  ? "  laughed  Lamond,  in  his  tolerant 

way.  "  Have  you  asked  Maria  ? " 

"  No,"  answered  Harry.     "  But   " 
"You  know  girls  generally  want  a  long  time  to 

make  up  their  minds,"  broke  in  the  fond  father. 
"There  are  a  lot  of  things  to  be  got — clothes,  and 

such  things." 
"  Yes,"  admitted  Harry.     "  But— 
And   he   explained   no   farther,   leaving  it   to  be 
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understood  that  the  impatience  of  so  ardent  a  lover 

might  overcome  the  coyness  of  even  Maria,. 

The  maiden's  father  had  turned  to  the  table, 
where  he  was  tentatively  fingering  a  quill. 

"  It  is  always  better,"  he  said  half  to  himself,  with 

a  pondering,  uncertain  air,  "  to  keep  the  lawyers  out 
of  these  affairs.  So  much  easier  to  manage  such 

things  amicably  between  friends." 
Harry  consigned  all  lawyers  to  perdition  in  his 

frank  soldierly  way,  and  urged  Phillip  Lainond  to 

make  out  what  he  called  a  "chit,"  to  the  effect 
that  he  endowed  his  future  wife  Maria  with  all  his 

worldly  goods. 

"  I'll  have  to  do  it  in  the  church,"  he  said,  "  why 
not  do  it  now  ? " 
Lamond  laughed,  laid  aside  his  cigar,  and  with 

much  hesitation  made  out  a  brief  marriage  settle- 

ment, which,  if  it  lacked  legal  verbosity,  was  never- 

theless a  very  binding  and  masterly  organ  in  its  way. 

"What  I've  said  is  this,"  he  observed,  when  he 

had  finished — and  he  dotted  an  "i"  here  and  there 
with  the  air  of  one  little  accustomed  to  such  work. 

"  I've  said  that  you  settle  upon  her  the  estate 
known  as  your  Delhi  estate,  with  all  rents  or  profits 
whatsoever,  due,  overdue,  or  in  accumulation  from 

whatsoever  source,  the  same  to  be  held  in  trust  for 

Maria  by  two  persons  —  say  myself  and  another. 
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That  you  hereby  relinquish  all  claim  to  such  estate 

and  such  rents  as  may  have  accrued  in  favour  of 

the  trustees." 

"Hand  it  over,"  cried  Harry,  seizing  a  pen  and 
dipping  it  in  the  ink. 

Lamond  obeyed  and  then  drew  back. 

"  Wait  a  minute,"  he  said,  with  his  fingers  in  his 

thin  hair.  "  Ought  it  not  to  be  witnessed  ? " 
He  did  not  give  an  opinion.  He  merely  asked 

Harry's  advice  upon  a  point  of  which  he  was  him- 
self ignorant. 

"  Perhaps  it  ought,"  said  Harry  impatiently.  His 
was  the  dangerous  form  of  indolence,  that  has 

sudden  accesses  of  energy. 

But  this  difficulty  was  soon  overcome  by  Lamond, 

who  rang  the  bell,  and  sent  for  Maria's  English 
maid.  Another  European  witness  was  found  in  the 

manager  of  a  neighbouring  rice  mill,  who  came  in 

all  floury,  signed  his  name  and  departed,  leaving  a 

faint  haze  in  the  atmosphere. 

"  It  isn't  much,"  said  Harry,  when  all  was  signed 
and  sealed.  "  What  a  fool  I  have  been ;  what  a 

confounded  fool — Lamond." 

The  elder  man  laughed  in  his  good-natured 
way. 

"  No.  It  is  practically  nothing.  But  as  for  fools, 

we  have  all  been  that  in  our  time,"  he  opined  with 
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tolerance,  as  one  who  did  not  by  any  means  pretend 

to  perfection  himself.  There  is  no  sinner  so  hope- 
less as  he  who  confesses  his  sins  easily. 

It  was  Maria's  voice  that  diverted  Harry's  atten- 
tion from  what  he  had  done,  and  carried  his  soul 

at  one  flight  above  such  mundane  matters  as  a 

marriage-settlement — Maria's  fresh  voice  carolling  a 
song  as  she  glided  in  and  out  of  the  deep  shade  of 

the  great  banyan  tree. 

"Well,"  exclaimed  the  happy  lover,  as  he  rose 
and  threw  his  cigar  away.  "That  is  done!  I  only 
wish  it  was  more." 

"  Things  may  turn  out  better  than  they  seem  to 

promise,"  said  Lamond  indifferently.  "  Let  us  hope 
they  will — when  the  country  is  settled  again.  And 
in  the  meantime  I  can  perhaps  manage  a  little  ready 

money   " 
He  looked  up  with  his  kindly  smile,  not  seeking 

to  retain  Harry.  The  young  fellow  came  forward 

eagerly,  and  grasped  the  slim  hand  in  his  strong 

lingers. 

"You're  a  brick  —  by  Heaven,  you're  a  brick, 

Lamond,"  he  said  earnestly. 
And  Mr.  Phillip  Lamond  was  left  alone  in  his 

study  with  a  cigar,  *and  the  serene  consciousness  of 
that  reward  which  is  the  estate  of  him  who  seeks  to 

do  good  to  his  neighbour. 
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Maria,  we  may  be  sure,  was  sufficiently  shocked 
and  alarmed  at  the  mere  mention  of  the  word 

"marriage."  Indeed,  she  behaved  with  all  the 
coy  trepidation  belonging  to  her  new  and  flutter- 

ing state,  as  understood  by  maidens  at  the 

beginning  of  the  present  reign.  We  can  afford 

to  laugh  at  such  to-day,  when  the  fairer  sex  is 

advancing  and  advances,  even  to  the  altar-rail, 

with  a  calm  self-satisfaction  and  an  unfaltering 
step. 

So  Maria  gave  a  little  gasp  of  horror  when  Harry 

mentioned  marriage,  and  listened  nevertheless  with 

a  comprehending  ear  when  the  word  settlement  was 
attached  to  the  alarming  syllables. 

"  But  I  could  never  be  married,"  she  cried.  "  No, 
never.  It  would  be  so  terrible." 

And  Harry's  re-assurances  were  necessarily  long 
and  comprehensive. 

"But  we  shall  have  nothing  to  live  upon,"  she 
still  protested.  "  We  shall  be  poor,  and  I  know  you 

will  get  tired  of  me." 
Whereupon  she  was  interrupted  by  a  torrent  of 

protestations  and  vows,  such  as  many  have  made 

and  few  have  kept  since  the  days  of  Adam. 

"  Do  you  think,"  said  the  blushing  Maria  when 

this  was  over,  "  that  your  guardian  will  do  anything 

for  us  ?  He  is  very  rich,  is  he  not  ? " 
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Harry's  face  clouded,  and  a  flicker  of  Maria's  eye- 
lids showed  that  she  had  noted  the  change. 

"But  I  do  not  mind,"  she. added  quickly.  "I  do 
not  mind  being  poor,  so  long  as  you  go  on  think- 

ing .  .  .  what  you  think  now." 

"  That  I  am  the  happiest  man  in  the  world,"  cried 

Harry,  the  cloud  dispersed  by  a  glance  of  Maria's 
dark  eyes. 

"  I  do  not  understand  why  you  are,"  she  began, 
with  a  pretty  misgiving. 

And  the  talk  thus  glided  easily  into  the  happy 
channel  where  some  of  us  have  trifled  in  our  time, 

before  wading  into  the  deeper  waters  of  life. 

At  times  they  stepped  out  for  a  moment  and 

stood  upon  the  hard  strand  of  practical  daily  exist- 
ence. And,  singularly  enough,  it  was  always  Maria 

who  led  the  way.  Mingled  with  a  high  romantic 

comprehension  of  the  situation,  she  seemed  to  be 
endowed  with  a  most  estimable  recollection  of  the 

fact  that  the  ways  and  means  of  existence  are 

necessarily  also  the  ways  and  means  to  happiness. 

"  I  wonder,"  she  said,  "  if  you  will  get  some  good 
appointment  ?  They  ought  to  have  given  you  your 

majority." 
"  Why,  Marqueray's  a  colonel." 

"Yes,  but  he  is  a  horrid  man,"  opined  Maria  by 
way  of  consolation.  "  Of  course  I  know  nothing  of 
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money  matters ;  but  is  it  not  by  influence  that  good 

appointments  are  secured  ?  Can  one  not  buy  such 

things  ? " 

"If  one  has  the  money  one  can  buy  anything," 
replied  Harry,  with  a  laugh.  "  But  why  are  you  so 

anxious  for  me  to  get  an  appointment  ? " 

"  Oh,"  she  answered,  with  a  pretty  though tfulness, 
"  it  gives  one  a  position,  which  is  so  important  in 

India." 
She  was  perhaps  thinking  of  a  hundred  slights — 

small  feminine  slights  which  men  neither  see  nor 

comprehend — put  upon  the  daughter  of  Phillip 
Lamond,  who  had  no  position.  She  glanced  at 

Harry  beneath  her  lashes.  There  was  something 

momentarily  suggestive  of  a  sleek  cat  feeling  its 

way  towards  some  desired  object  in  that  quick 

glance. 

"  And  of  course,"  she  went  on,  "  a  great  deal 
is  done  by  home  influence.  You  surely  have 

that.  Could  you  not  write  home  ?  If  you  have 

quarrelled  with  your  guardian,  why  not  write  to — 
Miss  Gresham  ?  And — tell  her  at  the  same  time 

that  you  are  engaged." 

Harry's  face  had  hardened  again  quite  suddenly. 
But  Maria  was  only  feminine.  She  could  not  keep 

her  fingers  from  forbidden  things. 

"  No,"  he  answered  shortly. 
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"  Do  you  know,  Harry,"  said  the  girl  coquettishly, 
"  I  am  a  little  jealous  of  Miss  Gresham.  Were  you 

fond  of  her?" 

"  No — no  ;  drop  that,"  said  Harry  almost  roughly  ; 
and  he  rose  from  his  seat  at  Maria's  side. 



CHAPTER  XXII 

THE   SUPPRESSED   LETTER 

FREDERIC  MARQUERAY  was  advised  of  Harry's  in- 
tended marriage  by  a  friendly  letter  from  the  happy 

man  himself.  This  missive  was  delivered  to  the 

rising  young  commander  in  his  quarters  at  Cawnpore, 

and  received  an  immediate  answer.  Indeed,  Marque- 
ray  wrote  a  pressing  and  urgent  letter  to  his  former 

subaltern  before  attending  to  the  remainder  of  his 

correspondence.  In  those  days  the  railway  did  not 

connect  Calcutta  and  Cawnpore,  although  the  land 

had  been  surveyed  and  plans  drawn  out.  The  train 

came  no  nearer  than  half  way,  from  whence  the  mail 

service  was  effected  by  road.  The  arrival  of  letters 
at  their  destination  was  still  an  uncertain  affair, 

owing  to  the  immense  drain  upon  the  resources  of 

the  authorities,  as  regards  horseflesh  and  cartage, 

which  had  been  made  by  the  military  commanders 

in  the  forwarding  of  troops  and  ammunition. 

At  this  juncture,  as  in  others,  Frederic  Marqueray 

acted  with  promptitude  and  decision.  He  wrote  a 
letter  to  Harry  Wylani,  which  that  youth  could 

246 
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scarcely  have  shown  to  his  intended  wife,  and  still 

less  to  that  fair  one's  father.  For  Marqueray  knew 
as  much  of  Phillip  Lamond  and  his  daughter  as  was 
required  to  sever  the  foolish  connection  into  which 

Harry  in  his  carelessness  had  drifted.  No  date  had 

been  fixed  for  the  marriage,  and  the  truest  friend 

that  Harry  possessed  in  India  hoped  that  the  fatal 
alliance  might  yet  be  avoided. 

It  was  only  in  the  evening  of  the  same  day — after 

the  despatch  of  his  letter — that  Marqueray  learnt 
from  a  mutual  friend,  in  receipt  of  later  news  from 

Calcutta,  that  Harry  Wylam's  wedding  had  been 
fixed  for  an  early  date. 

A  hurried  calculation  showed  that  Marqueray 's 
letter  might,  in  the  course  of  the  mail,  as  at  that  time 

running,  reach  its  destination  one  day  before  that 

reluctantly  and  coyly  set  aside  by  the  bashful  bride 

for  the  fulfilment  of  her  lover's  happiness. 
By  riding  night  and  day  Marqueray  knew  that  he 

could  overtake  the  mail  and  pass  it.  He  set  out  as 

the  bugles  sounded  the  hour  of  nine. 

Harry  had  been  all  for  a  quiet  wedding  in  the 

early  morning  at  the  Garrison  Church,  but  the  bride, 

who  naturally  held  the  casting  vote  at  this  time, 
willed  it  otherwise. 

"  I  suppose,"  said  Lamond,  with  his  air  of  gentle 

resignation,  "  that  we  had  better  make  a  splash." 
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And  to  accomplish  this  excellent  object  he  con- 
tracted with  the  manager  of  a  large  hotel  to  furnish 

a  wedding  breakfast  for  a  number  of  guests  to  be 

thereafter  named.  The  ceremony  was  to  take  place 
in  the  Cathedral.  Invitations  were  issued  to  all  the 

persons  of  position  whom  the  Lamonds  knew,  and  to 

many  they  did  not. 

•'Wylam's  made  an  ass  of  himself  again,"  his 
friends  said  of  him  at  the  club,  and  the  servants 

found  several  invitation  cards  in  the  waste- paper 
basket. 

Maria  made  a  bold  attempt  to  unearth  a  bishop 

of  some  sort  to  perform  the  ceremony,  feeling  no 

doubt  that  a  higher  functionary  would  naturally  tie 

a  closer  knot.  But  the  bishop  'pleaded  that  indis- 
position which  seems  to  lurk,  in  company  perhaps 

with  a  smile,  in  lawn  sleeves.  Harry,  however, 

ordered  a  new  tunic,  though  the  lace  on  his  captain's 
uniform  was  still  fresh  enough ;  and  there  was  a 

certain  consolation  in  the  brilliancy  of  its  scarlet. 

He  called  in  person  on  Lady  Leaguer,  who  promised 

to  be  present. 

"  I  cannot  answer  for  my  husband,"  she  said. 

"  He  may  be  away  from  home." 
Harry  paused,  and  drew  in  his  feet  rather  awk- 

wardly. It  was  a  singular  thing  that  Major-General  Sir 
Thomas  Leaguer  should  never  have  inquired  after 
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his  subaltern.  This  leader,  who  had  come  through 

the  Mutiny  with  a  whole  skin  and  a  brighter  honour, 

must  have  had  a  hundred  posts  of  trust  and  danger 

to  assign  to  the  younger  men  with  whose  capabilities 

he  had  become  acquainted  in  times  of  peace.  No 

such  post,  no  such  honour  had  come  Harry's  way. 
The  luck,  as  he  often  protested,  was  not  in  his 

favour.  His  old  leader  seemed  to  have  forgotten 

him,  and  yet  forgetfulness  had  never  been  a  charac- 

teristic of  the  keen-eyed,  intrepid  soldier. 

"  Have  you  heard  from  Frederic  Marqueray  lately?" 
inquired  my  lady,  changing  the  subject  with  a 
haste  which  almost  seemed  to  anticipate  awkward 

questions. 

"No.  I  wrote  to  him,  of  course,  to  tell  him  of 

my  marriage." 
"  And  you  have  had  no  answer  ? "  asked  the  lady 

casually. 

"  No.     I  only  wrote  a  fortnight  ago." 
Lady  Leaguer  glanced  at  a  silver  date  stand — a 

pretty  new  toy  she  had  lately  received  from  home. 

A  quick  calculation  told  her  that  Marqueray's  reply 
would  arrive  too  late. 

She  again  assured  Harry  of  her  intention  to  be 

present  at  his  wedding,  and  the  happy  bridegroom 
withdrew. 

Phillip  Lamond  wrote  in  confidence  a  long  letter i 
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to  that  upright  citizen,  John  Gresham,  in  the  city  of 

London,  wherein  he  set  forth  his  own  objections  to 

the  union  about  to  be  contracted.  He  apologised 

for  doing  so  in  the  most  gentlemanly  manner  in  the 

world,  pleading  as  excuse  the  very  natural  anxiety 

of  a  widower  whose  only  child  was  about  to  take  so 

momentous  a  step  in  life. 

"  Harry,"  he  imparted  in  confidence  to  one  whom, 
having  never  seen,  he  nevertheless  ventured  to  look 

upon  as  an  old  friend — "  Harry  was,"  he  feared,  "  a 
wild  fellow.  He  had,  it  was  true,  conducted  him- 

self with  marked  valour  during  the  terrible  trial 

through  which  India  had  just  passed.  He  had  even 

distinguished  himself  on  more  than  one  occasion 

under  arms."  This,  Phillip  Lamond  was  in  the 
happy  position  of  being  able  to  confirm  from  the 

evidence  of  his  own  eyes,  as  he,  like  many  another 

gentleman  of  middle  age,  had  deemed  it  his  duty  to 

carry  a  sword  in  the  service  of  his  country  in  her 

sore  strait.  But  war  was  happily  not  a  normal  state 

of  existence,  and  it  was  chiefly  in  times  of  peace  that 

the  writer  feared  for  Harry,  whose  superabundant 

spirits  and  energy  led  him  into  mischief  at  that 

time  when  our  common  enemy  is  especially  zealous 

in  finding  work  for  idle  hands  to  do.  While  allow- 
ing anxiety  to  disturb  his  nightly  repose,  Mr.  Lamond 

still  hoped  for  the  best,  and  trusted  that,  under 
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Providence,  his  darling  child  might  be  enabled  to 

exercise  a  good  influence  over  her  husband,  and 

bring  to  a  higher  condition  of  development  those 

good  qualities  which  were  known  to  exist  in  Harry's 
heart  by  all  who  loved  him.  It  was,  in  truth,  a 

beautiful  letter,  and  Phillip  Lamond  sealed  and 

despatched  it  with  considerable  self-satisfaction. 
One  of  its  chief  merits  rested  upon  the  fact  that 

long  before  a  reply  could  reach  Calcutta  Harry  and 
Maria  would  be  man  and  wife. 

So  at  last  the  happy  morning  dawned,  and  Harry 

was  as  deeply  in  love  as  ever.  Maria,  with  all  her 

innocence  and  the  inexperience  of  which  her  father 

could  never  say  enough,  had  known  how  to  inflame 

and  never  allow  to  diminish  the  ardour  of  her  lover's 
passion.  The  joyful  day  found  Harry  in  the  highest 

spirits,  Maria  collected  and  calm,  but  determined. 

At  last  the  object  of  her  ambition  was  within  sight 

— a  position.  In  a  few  hours  she  would  be  the 

wife  of  a  captain  in  Her  Most  Gracious  Majesty's 
Indian  Army.  Should  she  go  home  to  England — 

and  who  shall  say  where  a  maiden's  dreams  may 
reach  ? — she  would  be  entitled  to  a  presentation  at 
Court.  She  would  go  home  not  as  the  daughter  of 

Phillip  Lamond,  whose  position  in  Calcutta  society 

was  singularly  vague  and  ambiguous,  but  as  the 

wife  of  a  British  officer  who  had  played  a  gallant 
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part  in  the  glorious  capture  of  Delhi,  whose  name 

had  been  mentioned  in  despatches,  and  would  be 

handed  down  to  posterity  in  the  military  annals  of 

his  country. 

So  Maria's  heart  beat  high,  and  the  Cathedral  bells 
rang  out  a  glad  chime.  Harry  buckled  on  his  sword 

and  cast  one  last  glance  around  his  bedroom.  He 
noted  the  forlorn  furniture  taken  at  a  valuation  from 

his  predecessor ;  he  smiled  at  the  bruise  hi  the  wall 

made  by  a  flying  dumb-bell  which  had  escaped  his 
grip  hi  the  early  days  when  he  cultivated  athletics 

and  attended  to  the  expansion  of  his  chest.  He 
remembered  that  the  fourth  castor  of  his  armchair 

still  reposed  in  the  table-drawer  instead  of  adding  to 

the  symmetry  of  the  piece  of  furniture  which  he 

had  intended  to  repair  any  time  this  last  three 

years.  But  he  never  glanced  at  the  miniature  on 
the  wall. 

The  carriages  rolled  up  to  the  Cathedral  doors, 

and  the  syces,  perched  on  nothing  behind  their 

masters,  cried  frantically  to  the  throng  to  make 

room.  The  imperturbable  crowd  of  turbaned  natives 

stood  watching  in  silence.  There  were  no  small 

boys  to  cry  huzzay — and  the  small  boy  who  cries 
huzzay  is  a  very  useful  adjunct. 

The  organ  pealed  out  its  contribution  towards  the 

general  stir,  and  Harry  stood  with  his  gloved  fingers 
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at  his  moustache  looking  anxiously  towards  the 
door. 

At  last  Maria  came,  and  a  hundred  necks  were 

craned.  There  was  no  doubt  of  her  beauty  at  that 

moment.  Through  the  modest  veil,  dark  eyes  flashed 
and  a  blush  mantled  on  rounded  cheeks.  This  was 

her  moment  of  triumph;  for  she  knew  as  well  as 

any  that  the  multitude  had  not  assembled  in  their 
numbers  out  of  love  to  herself.  Half  of  the  women 

who  noted  in  one  comprehensive  stare  the  cut,  the 

material,  the  general  success  of  her  wedding  dress, 
were  of  that  world  into  which  Maria  was  about  to 

step.  She  was  rising  from  the  ranks,  and  these 
kind-hearted  ladies  had  assembled  to  make  her 

ascent  as  hard  as  possible — to  rob  each  step  of  its 
little  triumph  by  the  discovery  of  a  small  mistake. 

But  Maria  Lamond  was  a  clever  woman ;  and  her 

father,  still  intent  on  his  "  splash,"  was  easy,  indiffer- 
ent, and  quite  master  of  the  situation,  as  he  led  his 

daughter,  and  surreptitiously  aided  her  to  drag  her 

weighty  train  the  length  of  the  aisle. 
In  a  loud  and  ready  voice  Harry  undertook  to 

love,  comfort,  honour,  and  keep  Maria  in  sickness 

and  in  health,  while  in  a  lower  tone,  as  if  discount- 

ing the  necessary  promises  as  much  as  possible,  she 

expressed  her  intention  of  honouring  and  obeying 
him. 
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The  clergyman,  who  was  an  old-fashioned  person, 
delivered  a  sermon  of  considerable  length,  during 

which  Harry  shuffled  his  feet  and  sighed  impa- 
tiently. In  the  middle  of  the  learned  discourse 

Frederic  Marqueray,  travel-stained  and  tired,  quietly 
entered  the  Cathedral — too  late. 

By  some  strange  instinct  Phillip  Lamond  turned 

in  his  seat  at  the  precise  moment  when  Marqueray 

slipped  quietly  into  a  pew  at  the  back  of  the  church, 

and  thus  the  presence  of  Harry's  former  captain  and 
faithful  friend  became  known. 

Harry  would  have  it  that  Marqueray  should  sign 

the  register,  and  against  a  slight  protest  on  the  part 

of  his  bride  sent  a  messenger  summoning  his  friend 
to  the  vestry. 

The  newcomer  was  greeted  by  Harry  with  effusion 

and  a  merry  volume  of  words  delivered  in  a  frank 

and  boisterous  tone,  which  made  the  grave  parson 

raise  his  eyebrows  in  mild  protest.  Maria  had  lifted 

her  veil  aside,  her  eyes  were  bright  with  excitement, 

her  cheeks  flushed.  She  greeted  Marqueray  in  a 

friendly  enough  manner,  and  left  him  keenly  alive 

to  the  futility  of  the  letter  he  had  written.  What 

could  reason  and  experience  hope  to  effect  against 

such  bright  eyes  and  all-conquering  dimples  ! 

"  Have  you  just  arrived  in  Calcutta  ? "  she  asked. 

"  Yes.     I  have  come  straight  from  the  station." 
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"  How  good  of  you  ! "  And  Maria  looked  straight 
into  his  eyes  with  spirit  and  defiance. 

"  You  two,"  broke  in  Harry,  with  a  hand  on  Mar- 

queray's  shoulder,  "  will  have  to  be  great  chums." 
And  he  looked  from  one  to  the  other  with  his 

jolly  laugh.  A  move  was  made,  for  the  formalities 

were  over  and  the  parson's  fee  duly  paid. 

"  Of  course/'  said  Lamond,  linking  his  arnf  within 

Marqueray  *s,  "  you  will  come  round  to  the  hotel  with 

us ;  we've  got  a  little  bit  of  breakfast  going  there." 
Maria  seconded  the  invitation  very  prettily,  and 

Marqueray  accepted. 

"  If  you  will  excuse  my  travel-stained  appearance," 
he  added. 

"  My  dear  fellow,"  protested  Lamond,  "  we'll  ex- 

cuse anything  in  so  old  a  friend." 
Marqueray  almost  began  to  think  that  he  was 

indeed  an  old  friend,  so  pleasant  an  air  of  camara- 

derie Harry's  father-in-law  assumed  in  enunciating 
this.  Maria  too  was  kind  enough  to  flash  a  smile 

upon  him  beneath  her  veil. 

At  the  hotel  a  merry  party  crowded  into  the  room 
where  the  breakfast  was  set  out.  On  a  side-table 

the  presents  were  laid  out  in  generous  display — as 
generous  a  display,  that  is,  as  possible,  for  there 

were  not  very  many  of  them.  But  Harry's  gifts  to 
Maria  were  profuse  and  lavish  enough  to  make  up 
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for  any  deficiencies  displayed  by  the  friends  who  had 

won  the  bridegroom's  money  in  his  palmier  days. 
These  in  truth  were  the  men  who  opined  that 

Harry  had  made  an  ass  of  himself,  and  held  aloof. 

Some  of  her  lover's  presents  were  new  to  Maria, 
who  duly  admired  them  with  little  cries  of  delight 

and  surprise.  A  number  of  letters  and  some  tele- 

grams were  upon  the  table,  beside  the  presents 

awaiting  Harry's  inspection.  Many  of  his  friends 
with  the  armies  in  the  north  and  at  Delhi  had  heard 

of  his  marriage,  and  their  letters  of  congratulation 

had  arrived  with  the  mail  by  which  Frederic  Mar- 
queray  travelled  down  to  Calcutta. 

"  Ah  ! "  cried  Harry,  "  a  lot  of  letters ;  and  here  is 
one  from  you,  Marks ! " 

"  Yes,"  said  Marqueray,  coming  forward ;  and  taking 

the  letter  from  Harry's  hand  he  tore  it  in  shreds. 

"  Don't  do  that ! "  shouted  Harry  eagerly.  "  What 
was  in  it  ? " 

"  Nothing." 
And  as  the  tiny  pieces  fluttered  to  the  ground  the 

bride  turned  round  and  looked  at  Marqueray. 



CHAPTER  XXIII 

A   WINDFALL 

NOT  long  after  the  wedding  Lamond  wrote  from 

Delhi  to  inform  his  dear  boy  that  a  windfall  had 

dropped  his  way.  In  confirmation  of  this  happy 
news  he  enclosed  a  draft  on  a  Calcutta  bank  for  a 

handsome  sum.  Harry  swore  that  the  luck  had 

changed  at  last,  as  the  thin  pink  paper  fluttered  to 

the  ground. 

"  Four  thousand  rupees ! "  he  cried,  and  Maria's 
bright  eyes  took  to  themselves  an  additional  glitter. 

''  The  luck  has  changed,  old  girl — the  luck  has 

changed."  He  kissed  his  wife  boisterously,  and  she 
set  her  hair  in  order  with  a  little  frown.  She  did 

not  seem  so  tolerant  of  her  husband's  somewhat 
demonstrative  affection  as  she  had  been  when  he 

was  a  lover  only. 

"  What  will  you  have  ?  Tis  six  months  to-day 

that  we  were  married,"  continued  Harry,  waving 

the  paper  across  Maria's  red  lips.  "  Say,  Maria,  what 
shall  it  be  ?  " 

"  Well,"    she    answered    somewhat    curtly ;     "  of 257 
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course  we  want  a  brougham  of  our  own,  instead  of 

that  horrid  hired  thing  that  shakes  me  to  bits." 

"  Right ! "  cried  Harry,  whose  fingers  seemed  ever 
to  be  burnt  by  money,  so  quickly  did  he  part  with 

it.  "  We'll  drive  in  now  and  buy  one." 
Harry  had  not  yet  found  work  to  do.  He  had  in 

truth  applied  often  enough,  but  no  appointment  was 

ever  vacant  when  he  sent  up  his  name.  Perhaps  he 

applied  to  the  wrong  person.  Perhaps  that  unfortu- 
nate cloud  under  which  he  had  left  England  had 

been  wafted  across  to  India.  Who  shall  say  what 

zephyrs  blow  our  luck  hither  and  thither  ?  Not, 

assuredly,  Harry  Wylam.  He  only  cursed  his  ill- 

fortune  and  dropped  into  the  Bohemian,  hand-to- 
mouth  mode  of  life  which  had  obtained  in  the 

bungalow  across  the  river. 

For  they  were  now  in  a  furnished  house  in  Garden 

Reach,  with  hired  horses  and  carriages;  and  Maria 

sat  in  the  drawing-room  in  her  new  dresses,  every 
afternoon,  awaiting  the  visits  of  ladies  who  never 

came.  Harry  did  not  go  to  his  club  for  nearly  three 

months,  but  now,  at  the  end  of  six,  dropped  in 

occasionally  to  see  his  friends.  If  the  women  did 
not  call  at  the  furnished  house  in  Garden  Reach, 

the  men  did.  Harry  felt  that  there  was  something 

wrong  here,  but  he  did  not  know  what.  The  callers 

were  not  among  the  most  desirable  of  his  friends, 
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but  Maria  did  not  seem  to  notice  anything  amiss 

with  their  manners,  and,  when  Harry  suggested 

this,  laughed  at  him,  and  called  him  a  jealous  old 

stupid. 
Then  came  a  time  when  Maria  could  see  no  visitors, 

and  was  impatient  and  petulant  with  her  husband. 

Harry's  endeavours  at  this  time  to  please  his  wife 
were  somewhat  pathetic  in  their  clumsy  honesty. 

He  did  not  understand  women  at  all.  His  compre- 
hension of  the  situation  was  limited,  and  at  last  he 

lost  patience  and  went  off  to  the  club,  leaving  Maria 
hard-faced  and  sullen  in  the  somewhat  dismal  house 

in  the  quiet  suburb. 

His  idleness  seemed  to  annoy  her.  His  tastes — all 

for  sport  and  an  active  open-air  life — were  not  her 
tastes,  a  lamentable  fact  which  it  is  to  be  feared  most 

young  couples  come  to  recognise  within  a  year  or  so 

of  marriage.  Maria  taunted  her  husband  with  his 

indolence  and  his  inability  to  find  work  for  the 

sword  that  was  rusting  in  its  scabbard-— which  was 
a  mistake.  Harry  began  to  employ  himself  at  the 
club. 

Only  two  months  had  elapsed  since  the  purchase 

of  the  new  brougham,  and  Harry  began  to  think  that 

the  luck  had  never  really  turned  at  all.  It  had  been 

false  to  him.  Money,  indeed,  was  not  at  this  time 

wanting.  Lamond  had  remitted  further  amounts 
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from  Delhi,  where  things  he  said  were  "  looking  up." 
Harry  did  not  rightly  know — and  in  truth  scarce 

cared  to  inquire — whether  these  sums  were  in  the 
form  of  a  loan,  or  came  to  him  from  the  sale  of  his 
estates. 

Day  by  day  the  furnished  house  in  Garden  Reach 
saw  less  of  him,  and  his  friends  at  the  club  had  an 

increased  enjoyment  of  his  society.  His  spirits  were 

at  times  as  high  as  ever,  but  those  who  knew  him 

well  were  of  opinion  that  he  made  an  effort  to  appear 

jolly,  and  was  not  naturally  so.  He  began  to  play 

a  little,  just  to  while  away  the  long  evenings.  He 
knew  that  if  he  went  home  he  would  find  Maria 

lying  down  or  already  in  bed. 
In  due  time  Maria  had  cause  to  send  for  him 

during  the  day,  and  he  was  ushered  into  her  shaded 
bedroom. 

"  A  little  girl,  my  good  sir,"  said  the  doctor, 
pressing  his  hand. 

"A  little  girl,  egad,"  repeated  Harry,  stepping 
softly,  and  he  looked  down  at  a  small  bundle  in  the 

smiling  ayah's  arms. 

"  Little  beggar's  a  bit  highly  coloured,  eh  ? "  he 
said  anxiously,  his  own  face  a  sudden  deep  red  with 

honest  pride. 

As  he  stooped  to  kiss  Maria  a  tear  trickled  from 

his  sunburnt  cheek,  and  fell  upon  her  hand.  He 
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turned  again,  and  looked  with  a  queer  pride  at  the 

child,  whose  small  face  seemed  strangely  peaceful. 

"  Her  eyes  are  blue,"  whispered  the  ayah,  for  the 
infant  was  sleeping. 

The  first  money  expended  upon  her  had  been 

won  at  the  card-table ;  for  Harry  had  a  run  of  luck 
at  this  time,  and  he  spent  his  winnings  freely  enough 
in  gifts  for  Maria  and  the  little  one.  So  matters 

progressed  while  the  mother  slowly  recovered,  and 

the  infant  grew  with  an  astonishing  rapidity  which 

was  an  ever  new  delight  to  Harry. 

The  first  caller  was  kind  Lady  Leaguer,  drawn 

towards  the  young  mother  in  her  loneliness  and 

friendlessness.  Lady  Leaguer  was  herself  a  mother, 

as  the  Army  List,  testifies  to-day,  and  gave  Maria  the 
benefit  of  her  own  happy  experiences.  Others  soon 

followed  her  ladyship,  as  was  to  be  expected,  for 

most  women  are  like  sheep  in  their  visits,  especially 
if  the  bell-wether  carries  a  title.  Thus  the  *tide 

flowed  for  a  while  in  Garden  Reach,  and  Harry — 

when  the  cards  favoured  him — was  ready  to  swear 
that  he  was  the  luckiest  man  in  India.  His  debts 

were  daily  growing  in  bulk  all  the  while,  for  when 

he  had  money  he  spent  it  on  his  wife  and  child,  and 

only  when  he  could  find  nothing  more  to  buy  he 
took  it  to  the  card-table.  The  rent  of  the  furnished 

house  was  overdue.  He  owed  money  right  and  left, 
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and  no  attempt  had  been  made  to  pay  off  the  debts 

incurred  by  Maria's  long  illness. 
Presently  the  tradespeople  began  to  dun  him  for 

a  settlement  of  their  bills,  and  Harry  laughingly  put 

them  off.  Then  he  borrowed  money  with  which  to 

play — one  evening  when  the  luck  seemed  about  to 
turn.  And  he  was  thus  fairly  embarked  upon  the 

easy  descent.  Maria  was  stronger  now,  and  began 

to  gather  into  her  own  capable  hands  the  strings  of 

their  joint  fortunes.  She  found  them  tangled,  as 

well  she  might,  and  turned  upon  her  husband  in  a 
fury. 

"  You  are  a  pauper  ! "  she  cried.  "  You  are  practi- 
cally turned  out  of  the  Army,  for  no  commander 

will  have  you.  You  do  not  attempt  to  find  work, 

and  you  are  living  like  a  grand  gentleman,  with 

your  buggy  and  your  club.  You  are  living  on 

us.  It  is  father's  money  that  you  are  throwing 

away." 
It  was  the  first  time  he  had  seen  Maria  like  this, 

the  first  time  he  had  heard  in  her  voice  a  certain 

stridency  which  is  not  in  the  tones  of  ladies  born 

and  bred.  He  had  nothing  to  answer,  and  he  went 

out  thinking  of  that  tone  in  her  voice. 

If  he  could  only  persevere  with  the  cards,  the  luck 

must  turn  in  time.  He  drove  in  the  buggy  men- 
tioned to  the  club  referred  to  by  Maria  in  her  wrath, 
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and  there  failed  to  find  a  lender.  They  were  mostly 

borrowers  there.  Then  he  took  another  step  down 

the  hill.  He  went  to  a  native  money-lender,  whose 
obscure  shop  was  in  the  China  Bazaar. 

After  considerable  trouble  he  found  the  house 

indicated  to  him  by  a  friend  who  had  had  need  of 

financial  accommodation — as  it  is  gracefully  called  by 
the  accommodator — on  more  than  one  occasion.  He 

was  ushered  into  an  inner  room  by  a  bearer,  who 

seemed  to  serve  by  merely  sitting  on  the  doorstep 

and  waiting. 

The  money-lender  was  a  Parsee  of  eminently  re- 

spectable appearance,  whose  strange  headdress  im- 
parted an  additional  blandness  to  a  countenance  full 

of  accommodation.  This  gentleman  rose  and  bowed 
over  a  low  table.  He  was  not  alone.  Near  him, 

in  the  attitude  and  chair  of  a  visitor,  a  native,  richly 

dressed  and  turbaned,  sat  gravely  noting  the  pro- 
ceedings. Both  these  men  were  evidently  of  a 

position  and  dignity  which  enabled  them  to  receive 

the  visit  of  a  European  with  equanimity. 

"  I  want  some  money,"  said  Harry,  standing 
squarely  in  the  little  room  and  feeling  intensely 

ashamed  of  himself.  "My  name  is  Henry  Wylam 

— Captain." 
The  Parsee  money-lender  bowed  with  a  little 

smile,  which,  far  from  indicating  surprise,  seemed 
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to  say  that  Captain  Henry  Wylam  had  been  ex- 

pected— sooner  or  later.  The  native  gentleman, 
however,  whose  heavy  face  had  merely  expressed  a 

polite  patience,  turned  sharply — as  sharply,  that  is, 
as  his  bulk  allowed — in  his  chair  and  half  rose.  The 

rings  on  his  fingers  flashed  in  the  subdued  light  of 
the  room. 

"  Captain  Henry  Wylam  ? "  he  said  in  perfect 
English,  and  a  voice  that  had  a  pleasant  sound 
in  it. 

"  Yes,"  answered  Harry  rather  stiffly. 
"Of  Delhi?" 

"  Of  that  as  much  as  any  place." 
The  stout  man  had  risen.  He  was  as  tall  as 

Harry,  and  very  broad,  making  a  fine  dignified 

figure  in  his  loose  robes  and  great  turban. 

"And  you  want— money  ?"  with  a  little  laugh. 
"  Yes." 
The  man  shrugged  his  shoulders.  He  bowed 

very  low  with  a  perfect  dignity. 

"  I  am  Hajii  Alaraka  Sajin,"  he  said,  "  of  Delhi." 

"  Ah !  Glad  to  make  your  acquaintance,"  said 
Harry  courteously,  for  he  had  learnt  the  lesson  of 

the  Mutiny,  and  was  naturally  of  a  pleasant  address. 
But  it  was  evident  from  his  honest  face  that  he  had 

never  heard  the  name  before. 

"  Mr.   Sajin   is   one  of  the  great  bankers  of  the 
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Punjab — indeed,  of  all  India,"  said  the  money- 
lender in  unctuous  explanation.  "  No  native  gentle- 

man has  helped  so  much  to  quell  the  Mutiny." 
"  It  is  strange  that  we  should  meet  thus,  Captain 

Wylam,"  said  the  banker  quietly.  "I  have  only 
arrived  in  Calcutta  this  morning — the  first  time  for 
twenty  years.  Your  father  honoured  me  with  his 

confidence,  and  more — with  his  friendship." 
Harry  held  out  his  hand  with  the  frank,  almost 

boyish,  spontaneity  to  which  he  owed  many  a 

friendship. 

"  Then,  by  gad,  sir,  I  am  glad  to  meet  you  ! "  he 
cried,  and  the  grip  he  gave  Hajii  Alaraka  Sajin 

made  that  old  gentleman  wince.  The  money-lender 

— a  man  of  tact — seeing  how  the  land  lay,  had  risen 
from  his  chair. 

"  Excuse  me,  sir,"  he  said  punctiliously  to  Harry ; 
"  perhaps  our  business  can  wait.  I  am  wanted  else- 

where. I  will  return  soon." 
He  glanced  at  the  native  banker,  who  nodded 

approvingly,  and  left  the  room.  For  a  moment 

neither  of  the  remaining  occupants  of  the  little  office 

spoke.  Hajii  Alaraka  Sajin  moved  somewhat  pon- 
derously in  his  chair,  with  the  help  of  his  arms,  as 

stout  men  do. 

"So,"  he  said  thickly,  "you  came  here  for 

money  ? " 
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"  Yes,"  admitted  Harry,  with  a  laugh  which  was 
not  quite  free  from  embarrassment. 

"  Hard  up,  eh  ? " 

"  Damnably  hard  up,  sir  !  " 
Harry  had  seated  himself  on  the  corner  of  the 

Parsee's  writing-table,  and  was  swinging  one  leg 
carelessly. 

The  native  banker  looked  at  him  with  a  sort  of 

amusement  lurking  in  the  wrinkles  beneath  his 

yellow,  expressionless  eyes.  It  was  a  fat,  heavy 

face,  with  folds  of  superfluous  flesh  below  the  eyes, 
into  which  Harry  frankly  smiled. 

"  And,"  said  Sajin,  leaning  forward  and  emphasis- 
ing his  points  with  the  tip  of  his  forefinger  on  the 

arm  of  the  chair,  "  you  are  the  heaviest  depositor  in 
my  bank — one  of  the  largest  native  banks  in  India. 
Nearly  two  million  rupees  to  your  credit  at  this 

moment,  and  increasing  daily,  for  I  carry  the  interest 

to  your  credit  at  the  end  of  each  month." 

"  Gammon  ! "  said  Harry. 
"  No,  but  I  have  it  in  the  books — it  is  in  black  and 

white,"  protested  the  stout  man,  with  that  love  of 
the  written  fact  which  is  natural  to  his  race. 

Harry  laughed  sceptically. 

"  When  you  were  two  years  old — nearly  thirty 
years  ago  now — I  received  instructions  from  your 
guardians  through  Mr.  Lamond,  of  this  city,  to  remit 
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to  England  one-half  of  the  proceeds  of  your  estate, 
the  other  moiety  to  remain  on  deposit  in  my  bank, 

up  to  a  certain  sum  :  namely,  two  millions  of  rupees. 
No  more  than  that  amount  was  to  accumulate,  and 

when  I  thought  fit,  in  consultation  with  my  partners, 

I  had  authority  to  invest  the  money  in  safe  under- 

takings—  in  India.  For  twenty  years  the  firm 
of  Hajii  Alaraka  Sajin  and  Co.,  of  Delhi,  have 

administered  the  proceeds  of  one-half  of  your 

estate." 

"  Does  Lamond  know  this  ? "  asked  Harry,  with  a 
white  face. 

"  My  dear  sir — since  he  instructed  us  to  do  it." 
"  Ah — of  course." 
The  native  gentleman  was  leaning  forward,  looking 

curiously  into  Harry's  face. 
"  I  understood,"  he  said,  "  that  Mr.  Lamond  was  in 

almost  daily  communication  with  you,  and  that  he 

was  reporting  to  you  from  time  to  time  our  adminis- 
tration of  the  money,  which  has  thus  been  allowed 

to  accumulate  awaiting  your  need  of  it." 

"  Yes,"  answered  Harry  vaguely.     "  Yes." 

The  word  "  accumulate  "  struck  him  disagreeably. 
It  figured  in  the  agreement,  or  the  assignment, 
which  he  had  made  before  his  marriage  in  the  little 

room  that  Lamond  called  his  study. 

"  Mr.  Lamond,"  went  on  the  native,  "  was  always 
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averse  to  my  communicating  with  you  direct.  You 
did  not  wish,  as  I  understood,  to  be  troubled  with 

the  minor  details  of  business.  You  were,  if  I  may 

mention  it,  only  spending  half  your  income ;  the 

remainder  was  accumulating.  I  had  every  reason 

to  suppose  that  things  were  going  on  satisfactorily." 
"  Yes,"  said  Harry,  upon  whom  an  unnatural  quiet 

seemed  to  have  fallen. 

"The  money  was  and  is  quite  safe,"  said  Sajin. 
"  It  can  only  be  released  by  your  written  order,  bear- 

ing your  signature.  I  have  the  instructions  signed 

by  yourself  some  years  ago  when  you  first  returned 

to  this  country." 

"Yes,"  answered  Harry.  "I  have  signed  many 

papers." He  rose  and  held  out  his  hand. 

1  Thank  you,  Mr.  Sajin ;  you  have  done  well. 
Where  may  I  find  you  should  I  require  your  further 

advice  ? " 

"  I  am  staying  in  Calcutta  for  a  few  days — stay, 
I  will  write  down  the  address.  Then  I  return  to 

Delhi.  I  have  a  large  business,  and  cannot  allow 

myself  a  long  holiday." 
He  had  written  the  address  as  he  spoke,  and  he 

handed  it  to  Harry. 

"There  is  nothing  I  can  do  for  you,  Captain 

Wylam?" 
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"Nothing  just  now,  thank  you,"  replied  Harry, 
with  a  queer  calm. 

He  shook  hands  and  went  out.  The  twilight  was 

far  advanced,  and  in  the  narrow,  tortuous  streets  it 

was  almost  dark.  Here  and  there  in  the  mysterious 

shadows  men  passed  to  and  fro,  silent  and  furtive, 
as  if  ashamed  of  their  transactions. 



CHAPTER  XXIV 

COMPOUND    INTEREST 
3W 

As  Harry  walked  towards  the  club  (he  had  nc 

payment  of  a  palanquin  in  his  pocket)  his  thoughts 
went  back  to  the  one  friend  in  India  whom  he  could 

trust  in  any  need  and  at  all  times.  He  thought 

he  remembered  that  Frederic  Marqueray  was  in 
Calcutta. 

Harry  walked  slowly  with  a  limp,  his  souvenir  of 

the  Mutiny,  which  ever  grew  more  noticeable  when 
he  was  tired  or  in  bad  health.  His  constitution  had 

in  truth  partly  broken  down  under  the  strains  he 

continually  put  upon  it.  His  dress  was  disordered 

and  somewhat  shabby.  No  one  took  much  notice 

of  this  forlorn  figure,  this  seedy  person,  who  never- 
theless had  the  remains  of  air  and  bearing  which 

had  once  marked  the  gentleman  and  the  officer. 

In  the  entrance  hall  of  the  club  he  paused  and 

steadied  himself  with  a  glass  of  brandy.  Then  he 

went  slowly  up  to  the  smoking-room,  where  he 
knew  the  members  would  be  assembled  awaiting 

the  dinner-hour  and  discussing  the  day's  news. 
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The  room  was  full  when  he  entered,     Lamond  was 

present,  sitting  in  a  deep  chair,  reading  a  newspaper. 

He  looked  up,  and  nodded  to  Harry  with  his  plea- 
sant smile.  One  or  two  men  turned  and  glanced  at 

the  newcomer  over  their  shoulders,  with  that  in- 

terest which  is  ever  aroused  by  vice  in  all  its  forms. 

He  passed  close  by  some  who  sniffed  the  brandy 

and  exchanged  a  glance. 

Harry  went  to  Lamond  and  stood  before  his  chair. 

"  I  have  just  seen  Hajii  Alaraka  Sajin,  of  Delhi," 
he  said,  in  a  voice  that  made  many  turn  to  look  at 
him. 

"  Ah,"  replied  Lamond,  suddenly  grave.  There 

was  that  in  Harry's  face  that  made  his  father-in-law 
glance  hurriedly  round  the  room. 

"  Yes,  and  I  have  found  out  that  you  are  a  scoun- 

drel— a  d   d  scoundrel — and  a  thief ! " 

"  Hush,  man,"  whispered  Lamond.  "  You're  drunk. 
Don't,  for  Heaven's  sake,  make  a  disturbance  here." 

He  had  risen  and  laid  his  hand  on  Harry's  arm. 

At  the  moment  of  Harry's  speaking  a  loud  laugh 
in  another  quarter  of  the  room  had  fortunately 
drowned  his  voice,  which  was  low  and  hoarse.  No 

one  was  taking  much  notice  of  them,  except  indeed 

one  man  who  was  watching  them  quietly  from  the 

other  side  of  the  room — Frederic  Marqueray — who 

still  had  the  power  that  Harry  had  noticed  of  pass- 
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ing  unheeded  among  his  fellows,  though  his  name 
had  made  a  stir  in  India. 

"  Disturbance  ! "  answered  Harry.  "  I'll  make  a 
disturbance  in  all  Bengal  with  this.  You  tricked 

me  over  that  marriage-settlement.  You've  been 

laying  by  half  my  money  for  it  for  years.  I  can't 
think  why  I  have  been  such  a  d   d  fool  all  these 

years  not  to  see  what  you  are ! " 

"  That  will  do,"  said  Lamond,  in  a  steady  under- 

tone. "  Shut  up,  you  young  fool !  Don't  you  see 

the  men  beginning  to  listen  ? " 

"And  well  they  may.  I'll  give  them  something 
to  listen  to.  All  Calcutta  shall  know  that  you  are 

a  swindler ! "  cried  Harry,  wheeling  round  on  his 
heel  and  facing  the  rest  of  the  room. 

"  And  all  Calcutta  shall  know  that  you  looted  at 
Delhi,"  said  Lamond  in  his  ear. 

"  Listen,  you  chaps,"  cried  Harry. 
Lamond  looked  at  the  door.  Marqueray  was 

standing  against  it. 

"  Listen  to  the  story  of  a  low  swindle,"  pealed  out 

Harry's  voice,  clear  and  ringing  in  the  silence  of  the 
vast  room.  "  This  man,  Phillip  Lamond,  was  en- 

trusted by  my  father  on .  his  death-bed  with  the 
administration  of  my  affairs.  My  father  treated  him 

as  a  friend.  God  help  him !  he  thought  he  was  an 

honourable  man.  The  estate  was  tied  up  for  me 
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during  my  childhood.  The  trustees  were  English- 
men in  business  in  London,  who  had  never  been  in 

India  and  knew  nothing  of  Indian  affairs.  The 
administration  of  matters  in  India  was  entrusted 

to  Hajii  Alaraka  Sajin  and  Co.,  of  Delhi,  under  the 

superintendence  of  Philip  Lamond." 
He  turned  and  pointed  a  shaking  finger  into 

Lamond's  face,  who  stood  white-lipped  but  imper- 
turbable still.  The  man's  nerves  were  of  steel  beneath 

his  gentle  demeanour.  There  was  not  one  friendly 

glance  in  the  faces  confronting  him.  Frederic 

Marqueray  stood  guard  over  the  only  exit.  There 

was  another  reckoning,  perchance,  awaiting  him 

there.  Lamond  did  not  open  his  lips.  His  quiet 

smile  was  in  itself  a  triumph  of  intrepidity  and 
self-assurance. 

"  These  people  in  Delhi  were  honest,"  went  on 
Harry,  with  flashing  eyes ;  the  old  Harry  Wylam — 

upright,  honest,  fiery,  and  noble — seemed  to  stand 

before  his  friends  again.  "He  was  too  cunning  to 
attempt  to  buy  them.  Every  anna  that  passed  out 
of  their  hands  into  his  had  to  be  accounted  for,  so 

he  thought  of  a  deep  scheme.  I  can't  think  why 
I  have  been  such  a  d   d  fool." 

He  gave  a  reckless  little  laugh,  looking  round  as 

if  to  seek  from  others  the  explanation  of  his  folly. 

But  none  gave  it. 
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"He  told  them,"  he  went  on  clearly  enough,  for 

his  eyes  were  open  now — "  he  told  the  native  bankers 
to  send  home  only  one-half  of  the  income  arising 
from  the  estates  left  by  my  father.  The  remainder 
was  to  be  allowed  to  accumulate  in  India.  He 

wanted  to  keep  it  within  reach.  How  he  obtained 

the  signature  of  my  guardians  to  this  document 

God  only  knows !  In  good  faith  Hajii  Alaraka 

Sajin  and  Co.  acted  according  to  their  instructions, 
and  fortune  favoured  Mr.  Lamond.  I  came  out  to 

India.  I  was  a  young  fool.  He  flattered  my  vanity. 

While  seeming  to  be  against  it,  he  conceived  the 

idea  that  I  should  marry  his  daughter.  He  knew 

the  fortune  that  was  at  my  back,  but  no  one  else 

did.  I  was,  of  course,  ignorant  of  it.  I  went — 
wrong,  as  you  all  know.  That  was  my  own  fault. 

I  do  not  want  to  blame  anybody  else  for  that." 
He  stopped  and  looked  round,  and  many  of  the 

faces  wore  a  guilty  look,  though  he  blamed  no  one. 

"  I  was  allowed,"  he  continued,  "  to  consider  my- 
self ruined,  to  run  into  debt,  to  meet  a  thousand 

difficulties.  And  at  the  worst,  when  I  was  in  ill- 

health  and  idle — put  aside  as  a  drinker  and  a  gambler 

— this  noble  gentleman  consented  to  —  nay,  he 
pushed  me  into  a  marriage  with  his  daughter. 

'  Now/  he  said,  '  at  all  events,  no  one  can  say  that 

I  wanted  your  money  for  Maria.' " 
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He  paused  with  the  name  on  his  lips,  and  looked 

at  Frederic  Marqueray,  by  what  instinct  he  could 

not  have  told.  And  then  he  went  on  with  the  story, 

leaving  Maria  out  of  it.  What  part  she  had  played 

no  one  ever  knew  from  Harry,  and  others  also  held 

their  peace  with  a  chivalry  as  generous. 

"But  he  went  too  far.  He  went  away  to  Delhi, 
and  left  me  to  go  to  the  devil  in  my  own  way.  He 

came  back  and  just  saved  me  from  blowing  my 

brains  out.  He  nearly  missed  his  mark  after  all. 

Then  he  practically  forced  this  marriage  upon — no, 

I  won't  say  that.  I  was  willing  enough.  He  drew 
up  a  prenuptial  marriage-settlement,  in  which  I 
assigned  to  his  daughter,  unconditionally,  my  Delhi 

estates  and  all  accumulations  of  money  attaching 

thereto.  A  common  swindle,  gentlemen.  And  I 

signed  it.  The  thing  never  would  have  been  found 

out  until  after  I  had  drunk  myself  into  the  grave  or 

shot  myself,  but  I  went  this  afternoon  to  a  money- 

lender's and  in  that  office  I  ran  against  Hajii  Alaraka 

Sajin,  of  Delhi.  It  looks  like  Providence   ' 
He  turned  upon  Lamond. 

"D   d  like  Providence!"  he  repeated,  with  a 
laugh  most  unpleasant  to  the  ear. 

There  was  an  awkward  pause,  as  when  the  con- 

versation turns  upon  a  topic  to  which  those  assem- 
bled have  not  given  a  deep  consideration.  Still 
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Phillip  Lamond  maintained  silence,  reserving  his 

fire,  as  it  were,  and  waiting  until  the  enemy  in  the 
heat  of  his  attack  should  make  a  false  move.  Mar- 

queray,  from  the  door,  was  watching  him  anxiously. 

Perhaps  the  brilliant  leader  knew  somewhat  of  this 

man's  resources,  and  dreaded  that  fire  when  the 
guns  should  open. 

"I  am  not  complaining,  gentlemen,"  went  on 
Harry,  with  a  fine  dignity  which  sat  well  on  him. 

"  I  have  no  one  to  blame  but  myself.  I  have  made 
mistakes — and  worse.  I  am  content  to  abide  by 
the  result.  As  for  the  money,  I  shall  make  no 

attempt  to  recover  it.  But  I  tell  you  this — and 
must  apologise  for  giving  you  so  wearisome  an 

account  of  my  own  affairs — I  tell  you  this,  because 

that  man  has  no  place  in  this  room  or  in  any  assem- 
bly of  gentlemen.  He  is  a  scoundrel,  a  common 

swindler.  I  will  have  him  hounded  out  of  every 

club  in  India   " 

He  turned  and  looked  at  Lamond  with  flashing 

eyes — breathless,  after  his  long  and  passionate  de- 
clamation. Phillip  Lamond,  immovable  even  now, 

apparently  cold,  except  indeed  that  the  tendons  of 
his  neck  were  tense  beneath  the  skin,  while  the 

jawbone  worked  convulsively  in  his  hollow  cheek, 

returned  the  gaze  with  resolution. 

"  And   I,"  he  said,  speaking  so  that  only  Harry 
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and  one  or  two  could  hear  him,  "  will  have  you 
court-martialed." 

Across  the  room  Marqueray  seemed  to  catch  the 

words — it  may  have  been  from  the  movement  of 

the  thin,  bloodless  lips — for  he  left  the  door  and 
moved  nearer. 

Harry,  having  said  all  that  he  had  come  to  say, 

was  for  going  to  the  door,  white-faced,  and  full  of 
hot  rage,  when  Lamond  raised  his  voice. 

"  Now  it  is  my  turn/'  he  said,  and  in  the  silence 
his  words  carried  to  the  farthest  corner  of  the  room, 

although  he  spoke  in  a  quiet  voice.  "  Since  Captain 
Wylarn  has  elected  to  settle  his  domestic  affairs  in 

public,  it  is  only  right  that  the  other  side  of  the 

question  should  be  heard — if  I  am  not  asking  too 
much — 

He  paused  and  looked  complacently  upon  a  group 

of  unsympathetic  faces.  There  was  not,  indeed, 
one  that  seemed  to  desire  the  other  side  of  the 

question.  Not  one  pair  of  eyes  looked  back  into 

Phillip  Lamond's  pale,  calculating  gaze  with  any- 
thing but  the  coldest  disapprobation.  For  all  these 

were  officers  and  gentlemen  of  a  certain  rank  and 

position,  neither  of  which  he  could  rightly  claim. 

They  were  one  and  all  for  Harry,  and  against 

Phillip  Lamond.  He  had  faced  the  world  thus 

all  his  life,  conscious  that  the  world's  feeling  was 
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antagonistic.  He  must  have  taken  a  wrong  turning 

years  before,  and  he  had  never  found  the  way  out 

of  the  enemy's  country,  but  had  wandered  hither 
and  thither  in  it,  finding  no  rest. 

He  stood  taking,  as  it  were,  the  measure  of  his 

hearers — the  oldest  man  in  the  room.  Well-pre- 
served, slim  and  upright,  his  narrow  face,  brown 

and  scarce  wrinkled,  his  smooth  hair  quite  white. 

He  belonged  to  the  earlier  generation  of  Anglo- 
Indians.  His  contemporaries  were  gone  home  rich 

men,  or  dead.  Phillip  Lamond  was  left,  and  still 

fought  the  world. 

"The  accusations  brought  against  me  are  hardly 

worth  contradicting,"  he  said  calmly.  "They  are 
suggested  by  spite  and  disappointed  cupidity.  This 

man,  Hajii  Alaraka,  has  a  grudge  against  me  be- 

cause, in  the  interest  of  my  friend's  son,  I  have 

superintended  the  administration  of  the  boy's  estate 
with  too  keen  an  eye.  Captain  Wylam  married  my 

daughter,  with  my  consent,  it  is  true — but  a  grudging 
consent.  No  father  would  be  anxious  to  give  his 

daughter's  life  to  the  care  of  a  drunkard  and  a 
gambler.  I  have  supplied  them  with  money  since 

their  marriage — but  let  that  pass.  I  have  done 
more,  and  I  now  see  my  error.  I  have  screened 

this  man,  because  my  daughter  is  his  wife — and 
there  I  made  a  mistake.  He  is  unfit  to  bear  the 
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Queen's  Commission.  I  can  testify  that  he  looted 
at  Delhi,  before  the  city  was  taken  and  during  the 

assault.  At  the  blowing  up  of  the  mosque,  which 

was  my  idea  and  for  which  he  got  the  credit,  he  left 

his  men  in  a  position  of  imminent  peril,  and  went 

into  the  mosque,  where  he  discovered  treasure  and 

took  possession  of  it." 
There  was  an  ominous  stillness  in  the  room,  for 

Lamond  was  only  giving  voice  te  a  whisper  that 

had  spread  through  Northern  India.  The  members 

present  had  grouped  themselves  into  an  attentive 

half-circle  before  the  two  disputants. 

"  You  all  know,"  went  on  Lamond,  "  that  he  came 
back  from  Delhi  with  plenty  of  money — which  has 
since  disappeared,  of  course.  He  was  in  command 

of  the  expedition  that  blew  up  the  mosque.  I  was 

nothing  in  it  but  an  obscure  civilian,  I  had  no  say 

in  the  matter.  My  small  knowledge  of  the  district 

was  found  useful,  and  I  placed  it  at  the  disposal  of 

the  authorities.  I  was  acting  as  guide.  But  even  a 

civilian  could  see  that  there  was  something  wrong. 

Since  the  question  of  looting  has  been  investigated 
— since  the  recent  courts-martial  I  have  understood 

what  was  the  matter  that  night  before  Delhi.  It 

was  not  an  expedition  to  serve  the  British  army,  but 

to  enrich  Captain  Henry  Wylam." 
He  paused  with  an  indifferent  shrug  of  his  shoul- 
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ders,  as  of  one  who  has  passed  beyond  all  great 

interests  in  life,  and  seeks  only  to  do  the  right.  His 

pale  blue  eyes  scanned  the  faces  in  front  of  him,  and 

noted  a  change  in  the  expressions  there,  for  the  faces 

of  a  crowd,  listening  to  one  man,  usually  express 

one  emotion,  as  public  speakers  know.  The  ex- 
pression was  not  exactly  in  his  own  favour,  but  it 

was  less  friendly  to  Harry.  For  the  majority  of 

his  hearers  had  borne  a  sword  for  England  in  her 

great  peril,  and  having  survived,  had  passed  through 

the  pain  which  was  hers,  when  certain  facts  tran- 
spired to  tarnish  the  shield  of  her  glory. 

He  scanned  the  faces,  then  he  turned  and  glanced 
at  Harry. 

"He  cannot  deny  it,"  he  said,  less  in  exultation 
than  in  sorrow. 

And,  indeed,  Harry's  drawn  face  was  the  picture 
of  guilt  and  surprise  and  consternation. 



CHAPTER  XXV 

A    FRIEND    IN    NEED 

HAKKY  was  for  the  moment  taken  aback,  and  stood 

dumb  before  the  jury  he  had  himself  selected  to  hear 

his  case.  He  was  by  nature  hasty,  fiery,  and  honest. 

It  had  ever  been  with  him  the  habit  to  give  voice  to 

the  thought  so  soon  as  ever  this  came  to  his  brain. 

Concealment  was  as  repugnant  to  his  soul  as  it  was 

impossible  to  his  countenance.  A  hasty  judgment,  a 

quick  word,  a  sudden  repentance  and  a  broken  resolu- 
tion had,  alas  !  been  his  method  of  procedure  through 

life.  The  hidden  thought,  the  slow,  snake-like  motive 
were  not  his,  and  he  could  scarce  believe  them  in 

another.  A  fair  fight  of  any  sort  exhilarated  him, 

but  an  underhand  pass  with  a  legitimate  blade  made 
a  coward  of  him.  He  was  afraid  now,  and  he  showed 

it.  A  wave  of  doubt  swept  across  the  faces  before 
him  as  the  shadow  of  a  cloud  across  a  fair  field  on  a 

breezy  day.  Harry  Wylam  afraid  ?  They  had  never 

conceived  the  thought ;  and  the  fact  was  before 
them. 

"  He  cannot  deny  it,"  repeated  Phillip  Lamond. 281  K 
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"  No,  but  others  can  !  "  said  a  voice  behind,  and  all 
eyes  were  fixed  on  Frederic  Marqueray. 

"  You ! "  retorted  Lamond  as  quick  as  thought. 

"  You  are  the  principal  witness.  You  were  there 
disguised  as  a  fakir.  You  are  the  principal  witness, 

my  fine  young  gentleman." 

"  Who  saw  nothing,"  said  Marqueray  quietly,  "  for 
you  had  knocked  me  senseless  with  a  slash  over  the 

head — from  behind." 

Lamond  paused  for  a  moment.  This  was  a  foe  of 
different  metal. 

"  My  evidence  would  be  quite  enough  to  convict 

him,"  he  said  easily. 
"  Your  evidence  ? " 

"  Yes,  my  evidence." 
Marqueray  came  a  little  nearer.  His  long  narrow 

face— drawn  into  furrows  by  -the  enormous  fatigues 

of  a  terrible  campaign,  twitched  nervously — the 

only  sign  he  ever  gave  of  anger. 

"You  will  be  out  of  India  long  before  that,"  he 

said  evenly.  "  If  you  are  a  wise  man  you  will  be 

out  of  India  to-morrow  morning." 
Lamond  was  looking  at  him  with  a  sudden 

narrowing  of  his  gaze.  Some,  who  had  seen  a 

tiger  spring,  caught  their  breath.  Marqueray's  eyes 

never  left  his  adversary's  face,  while  he  took  a  paper 
from  his  pocket  and  unfolded  it.  It  was  a  piece  of 
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native-made  paper,  and  the  soft,  clothy  sound  of  it 
was  the  only  break  to  a  deathly  silence. 

Marqueray  held  it  up  in  front  of  Lamond' s  face. 
He  said  some  words  quickly  in  a  low  voice  in  the 

Tamil  tongue,  and  Phillip  Larnond  drew  in  a  sharp, 
choking  breath. 

"  Keep  your  hands  from  your  pockets,"  said  Fred- 
eric Marqueray,  who  knew  murder  in  the  eyes  when 

he  saw  it,  "  and  go." 
As  Phillip  Lamond  moved  towards  the  door, 

Marqueray  turned  on  his  heel,  facing  him  as  a 

crab  faces  danger,  and  watched  the  slim,  clenched 
hands. 

The  door  was  slowly  opened.  Lamond  paused  for 

a  moment  with  his  fingers  on  the  handle,  his  foot  on 
the  threshold,  his  back  turned  towards  the  room  full 

of  men.  He  paused  as  if  in  thought.  Then  he  went 

on,  closing  the  door  behind  him.  He  had  played 

his  last  card  in  a  long  game. 

"  Poor  devil ! "  said  a  voice  with  a  queer  break  in 
it.  It  was  the  voice  of  Harry  Wylam. 

The  end  of  the  scene  had  been  so  sudden,  so 

unexpected,  so  astonishingly  dramatic,  that  for  a  few 

moments  the  slow-minded  Englishmen  left  standing 
in  the  large  room  were  speechless  and,  it  seemed, 

deprived  of  the  power  of  thought. 

The  first  to  speak  was  a  general  officer — a  white- 
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haired  veteran — who,  like  Marqueray,  was  versed  in 
many  Indian  tongues. 

He  pushed  his  way  forward. 

"  Marqueray,"  he  said,  in  an  authoritative  voice, 
"  what  did  you  say  to  that  man  ?  I  think  I  have  a 

right  to  know." 
At  all  events  he  had  a  right  to  ask,  though  Mar- 

queray in  his  discretion  would  rather  have  answered 

the  question  elsewhere. 

Before  replying  he  moved  towards  the  door,  where 

he  stood  almost  in  the  position  which  he  had  held 

during  the  dispute. 

"I  told  him,"  he  said,  "that  he  was  a  spy.  I 
showed  him  a  plan  of  the  Ridge  batteries  supplied 

by  him  to  the  mutineers  inside  Delhi." 
There  was,  as  the  speaker  had  anticipated,  a  roar 

of  rage,  and  many  of  the  younger  men  made  a  rush 

towards  the  door.  But  he  stood  barring  it  with  his 

outstretched  arms.  He  was  their  superior  officer. 

None  but  the  general  could  dispute  his  word,  and 

that  officer  perhaps  knew  better. 

"No,"  cried  Marqueray,  "let  him  go.  We  can- 
not prove  it.  I  have  been  trying  to  do  so  for 

months. 

They  fell  back,  some  murmuring  discontentedly, 

others  aghast  with  surprise  and  a  sort  of  shame. 

"  Remember,"   said  Marqueray,  striking    the  note 
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with  a  sure  touch,  "  that  he  is  an  Englishman.  None 
know  it  except  ourselves,  and  we  had  better  for- 

get it." 
"  And  what  about  the  men  who  bought  him  ? " 

cried  one  passionately.  "What  about  the  muti- 
neers inside  Delhi  who  were  in  communication 

with  Lamond,  and  knew  him  to  be  an  English- 

man ? " 

"I  know  who  they  were.  They  showed  me  the 

papers  themselves,  and  1  stole  one  of  them,"  replied 

the  man  who  had  staked  his  life  for  his  country's 
cause.  The  paper  was  in  his  pocket,  and  many 
would  have  liked  to  see  it.  But  he  never  raised  a 

hand  to  satisfy  their  curiosity. 

"  But  the  men  have  only  to  produce  the  rest  of 
the  papers  and  to  say  whence  they  got  them,  and 

all  the  world  will  know,"  cried  the  first  speaker 

angrily.  It  was  not  one  man's  reputation  only 
that  was  at  stake,  but  the  good  name  of  a  whole 
race. 

"  They  will  never  do  that.  We  killed  them  all  in 
Delhi — Wylam  and  I  and  three  troopers.  Forty  of 

them." 
A  silence  followed  this  plain  statement.  And, 

perchance,  some  in  that  room  recognised  what  man- 

ner of  man  stood  before  them.  Some,  perhaps, 

caught  a  glimpse  in  that  drawn  and  stern  face  of  a 
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whole  suppressed  record  of  deeds  conceived  in  cold 

blood,  and  carried  out  with  an  intrepidity  such  as 

is  vouchsafed  to  few.  Some,  it  may  be,  guessed  in 

part  the  sacrifice  that  Frederic  Marqueray  had  made 

when  he  barred  the  door  behind  Phillip  Lamond. 

For  the  sake  of  Englishmen  he  had  connived  at  the 

escape  of  one  who  would  have  dragged  the  good 

name  in  the  lowest  depths  of  treachery  and  degra- 
dation. And,  in  suppressing  the  deeds  of  Phillip 

Lamond,  he  had  deliberately  struck  his  own  name 

out  of  history.  The  good  and  the  evil  of  the  great 

unstoried  intrigues  in  and  around  Delhi  were  so  com- 
mingled that,  if  Marqueray  had  given  to  the  world 

a  record  of  his  adventures — as  many  at  this  time 

were  engaged  in  doing — he  must  have  told  the 
shameful  story  of  Phillip  Lamond  also.  Instead,  he 

was  content  that  his  contemporaries  and  brother 

officers  should  know  him  as  a  good  soldier  only, 

and  that  history  should  never  tell  of  a  marvellous 

feat.  He  threw  the  good  that  he  had  wrought  into 

the  balance  over  against  Phillip  Lamond's  evil 
deeds,  and  was  content  to  go  his  own  way,  bearing 

in  his  silent  heart  the  knowledge  that  he  was  a 

greater  than  many  whose  names  then  were,  and 

are  to  this  day,  a  pleasant  household  word  for 

bravery,  and  the  admiration  of  every  English 

schoolboy. 
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"  I  do  not  see,"  said  one  of  the  younger  men, 
"how  you  can  fail  to  prove  that  he  did  it.  You 
have  the  paper.  I  suppose  you  can  prove  that  it  is 

his  handwriting." 
"  Yes — but  we  cannot  prove  that  he  drew  up  the 

plans  with  the  view  of  selling  them  to  the  mutineers," 
replied  Marqueray.  "  We  cannot  meet  his  defence 
that  the  papers  were  stolen  from  him  by  a  native 

servant.  He  was  an  accredited  guide  to  the  force 

before  Delhi.  He  had  a  perfect  right  to  have  the 

plans  in  his  possession." 
Marqueray  moved  away  from  the  door.  He  knew 

enough,  no  doubt,  of  Phillip  Lamond,  to  entrust 

that  gentleman's  safety  to  his  own  care  after  the 
lapse  of  fifteen  minutes,  which  grace  he  had  now 
accorded  him. 

In  replying  to  the  arguments  put  forth  by  the 

younger  and  hot-headed  members,  Marqueray  dis- 
played no  desire  to  close  the  question.  Rather, 

indeed,  was  his  manner  that  of  one  desirous  of 

giving  every  information.  Nothing  arouses  curio- 
sity so  quickly  as  the  obvious  desire  to  conceal. 

He  moved  towards  the  chair  which  he  had  lately 
vacated,  and  there  sat  down. 

"Then,"  said  the  officer,  whose  perception  was 

keener  than  his  discretion,  "  how  was  it  you  fright- 

ened him  so  confoundedly  ? " 
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"  Oh,  he  thought  I  could  prove  it:" 

"  Bluff  ?  "  inquired  the  sceptic,  with  a  smile  full  of 
mutual  understanding 

•"  Bluff/'  replied  the  man  who  had  been  inside 
Delhi  —  looking  steadily  and,  as  some  thought, 
coldly  at  his  interlocutor. 

He  took  up  a  pen  and  wrote  something  on  a  large 

sheet  of  the  club-paper.  No  one  had  left  the  room. 

Some  sat  down,  but  the  majority  formed  them- 
selves into  groups  and  stood  discussing  this  event 

in  whispers.  The  scratching  of  Marqueray's  pen 
continued.  A  member  looked  at  the  clock  and 

went  to  the  door,  turning  the  handle  and  rattling 

it  impatiently. 

"  This  door  is  locked,"  he  cried.  "  Where  is  the 

key?" 
"  In  my  pocket,"  said  Marqueray,  turning  in  his 

chair.  "  I  propose  that  we  all  sign  this  paper 
before  any  one  leaves  the  room.  General,  will  you 

lead  off?" 
The  general  took  the  sheet  of  foolscap,  and  read 

it  with  a  gleam  in  his  fierce  old  eyes. 

"  Certainly,"  he  said.  "  D   n  it,  sir  —  cer- 

tainly." 
He  took  a  quill  and  splashed  his  name  down  on 

the  paper,  and  a  great  name  it  was.  The  others 

followed  suit,  as  behoved  men  accustomed  to  die- 
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cipline,  and  thus  the  undertaking  was  signed  that 

none  should  divulge  Phillip  Lamond's  secret. 
Harry  put  his  name  to  the  paper  the  last  but  one ; 

immediately,  in  fact,  over  the  signature  of  his  good 

angel.  And  the  scrawl,  a  great  bold  flourish,  be- 
neath the  name  of  Harry  Wylam,  touched  the  top 

of  the  capital  letters  of  a  neat  and  compressed 

"  Frederic  Marqueray." 
The  two  friends  stood  side  by  side  for  a  moment 

while  Marqueray  laid  the  blotting-paper  upon  the 
writing  with  a  steady  hand.  Harry  gave  a  gulp. 

There  were  a  thousand  things  he  wished  to  say  to 
the  man  who  seemed  to  be  ever  by  his  side  when 
needed.  A  hundred  fair  resolutions  rose  in  his 

mind,  and  he  wanted  to  tell  Marqueray  that  his 

good  offices  had  not  been  thrown  away  upon  an 

unworthy  object,  but  on  one  who  intended  to  lead 

a  new  life.  But  Marqueray,  always  a  little  stern 

and  cold,  did  not  invite  such  protestations  by  his 
demeanour.  Indeed,  his  own  life  had  been  marked 

and  shaped  more  by  deeds  than  words,  and  it 

is  probable  that  he  failed  in  part  to  understand 

Harry's  impulsive  nature—  capable  enough  of  good, 
but  sorely  susceptible  to  the  influence  of  the  pass- 

ing moment,  which  is  rarely  for  good  and  usually 

takes  its  clue  from  the  faultiness  of  our  poor 
nature. 

K2 
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So  Harry  moved  away  with  the  rest,  and  Mar- 
queray  folding  the  paper  tucked  it  into  the  front  of 

his  tunic.  He  handed  the  key  to  the  young  fellow 

who  had  wished  to  have  it,  and  the  doors  being 

thrown  open  many  went  about  their  business,  a 

prey  to  that  passing  emotion  which  is  all  we  can 

give  to  our  neighbours'  affairs. 
Harry  sat  despondently  down  at  a  table  littered 

with  newspapers,  and  dragging  a  journal  towards 

him  set  his  elbows  upon  it  with  a  reckless  vehe- 
mence, as  if  determined  to  throw  his  whole  mind 

into  the  perusal  of  the  news. 

He  sat  there,  turning  his  back  upon  the  room, 

in  dogged  silence,  and  read  no  word  of  the  print 

before  him.  His  eyes  were  dull  with  a  heavy 

despair,  his  chin  thrust  forward  in  mute  defiance 

of  fate.  Indeed,  the  worst  seemed  to  have  hap- 
pened to  him.  Whichever  way  he  turned  disgrace 

awaited  him. 

One  by  one  the  members  got  up  and,  with  some 

explanatory  word,  delivered  in  a  tone  of  forced 

indifference  to  whoever  happened  to  be  near,  left 

the  room.  One  was  going  to  dinner ;  another  was 

engaged  to  dine  with  friends,  and  must  repair  to 

his  quarters  to  dress. 

Harry  knew  where  Marqueray  was  sitting.  He 

heard  that  chair  pushed  back,  and  its  late  occupant 
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walk  slowly  from  the  room.  He  raised  his  haggard 

face  from  his  hand  and  listened.  Marqueray  had 

gone*  without  a  word.  This  was  the  sorest  blow. 
His  last  friend — the  man  who  had  stood  by  him 

through  thick  and  thin  (and  in  truth  the  thick  had 

outweighed  the  thin  in  Harry's  life),  his  good  angel 
— had  gone  with  the  others. 

The  clock  over  the  door  struck  seven.  It  was 

long  after  the  hour  at  which  men  dined  in  those 

days.  Harry  could  not  have  eaten  a  morsel,  but 

the  temptation  to  drink  was  upon  him.  Perhaps  he 

could  gather  his  wits  with  the  help  of  a  stimulant, 
and  think  what  must  be  done.  He  did  not  know 

that  Marqueray  was  waiting  at  the  foot  of  the  stairs, 

having  foreseen  this  danger. 

Harry  turned  and  looked  over  his  shoulder.  He 

was  alone  in  the  room  with  one  man— the  general 

who  had  forced  Marqueray  to  speak.  This  was 

Harry's  general,  the  commandant  of  the  force  in 
Calcutta. 

The  old  gentleman  was  reading  a  newspaper  with 
marked  attention. 

Harry  rose  and  moved  unsteadily  towards  the 

door,  and  the  newspaper  was  laid  aside. 

"  Wylain." 

"  Yes,  sir." 

"  I  must  ask  you,"  said  the  general,  "  to  consider 
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yourself  under  arrest.     When  you  have  dined  please 

go  to  your  quarters." 
Harry  stood  for  a  moment.  The  words  did  not 

seem  to  reach  his  understanding  at  once.  He  looked 

at  the  general,  who  avoided  meeting  the  glance. 

Then  he  walked  slowly  from  the  room. 



CHAPTER  XXVI 

FLIGHT 

PHILLIP  LAMOND  walked  down  the  broad  stairs  of 

the  club  with  composure  and  a  face  that  was  almost 

serene.  Indeed,  the  servants — who  disliked  him  for 

a  meanness  which  is  commoner  than  we  suspect — 
noticed  nothing. 

A  wise  man  conscious  of  the  seed  of  sudden  death 

in  his  constitution  is  often  brave  enougji  to  make 

quiet  preparations  for  his  departure,  so  arranging 

his  affairs  that  he  may  undertake  at  a  moment's 
notice  and  without  indecent  haste  the  long  journey 

that  must  inevitably  come. 

It  is  probable  that  Phillip  Lamond,  conscious  of  the 

instability  of  his  foothold  upon  the  slippery  incline 

of  Calcutta  society,  had  foreseen  the  moment  when 

he  would  fall.  Nay,  further;  it  is  probable  that  in 

some  subtle  way  he  may  have  been  allowed  to 

distinguish,  by  one  of  those  flashes  of  foresight 

which  we  can  only  call  instinct,  the  man  who  was 

destined  at  last  to  trip  him  up.  In  his  dealings 

with  Marqueray  he  had  always  lacked  nerve.  In 293 
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the  valley  between  the  Ridge  and  the  walls  of  Delhi 

he  had  trembled  in  the  presence  of  the  fakir,  whom 

he  would  have  killed  had  Harry  Wylam  not  pre- 
vented him.  Among  our  heartstrings  there  is  one 

which  is  only  touched  by  one  or  two  friends  and  one 

or  two  foes.  Lamond  had  always  been  conscious 

of  a  thrill  of  misgiving  when  in  the  presence  of 

Frederic  Marqueray.  There  was  no  feeling  of  sur- 
prise in  his  mind  now.  It  all  seemed  natural  and 

preordained. 

But  he  was  shaken.  He  was  almost  sixty  years 

of  age ;  and  a  "great  anger  or  a  heavy  fall  is  danger- 
ous after  fifty.  His  hands  were  shaking,  and  he 

thrust  them  into  the  pockets  of  the  loose  jacket 

that  he  always  wore.  He  walked  rapidly  and  rather 

unsteadily  out  of  the  club  compound,  where  it  was 

dark,  into  the  dusty  street,  now  crowded  with  baboos 

and  their  clerks  hurrying  home  from  shop  and 

office.  The  light  of  the  street  lamps  or  the  glare  of 

a  shop-window  fell  on  a  face  that  was  aged  and  worn. 
He  hurried  on  into  the  smaller  streets,  and  presently 

entered  the  house  of  a  native  forwarding  agent. 

It  is  notable  that  in  his  strait  this  Englishman 
went  to  one  who  was  not  of  his  race, 

The  night  was  dark,  with  a  strong  breeze  that 

hummed  and  moaned  through  the  rigging  of  the 

ships  lying  in  the  river  as  Phillip  Lamond  stepped 
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into  his  boat  ten  minutes  later.  He  aroused  the 

boatmen  with  a  sharp  word,  and  took  his  seat  on 

the  luxurious  cushion  amidships.  The  four  rowers 

were  in  the  bows;  the  steersman,  lost  in  the  dark- 
ness, crouched  in  the  stern.  There  had  been  rain 

up-country,  and  the  river  was  full.  The  babble  of 
the  water  round  the  mooring  chains  of  the  vessels 

at  anchor  in  the  stream  told  that  this  was  unusually 

rapid.  Lainond,  who  knew  every  humour  of  the 

great  sacred  river,  who  had  passed  up  and  down  its 

treacherous  waters  almost  daily  for  forty  years,  un- 
laced his  boots.  It  is  said  that  he  who  falls  into 

the  Hooghly  never  rises  to  the  surface  again,  but 

Lamond  had  twice  swum  to  the  dreary  mud-steeped 

banks — leaving  his  boatmen,  by-the-bye,  to  drown. 
Once  out  into  the  stream  he  bade  the  oarsmen 

bend  to  their  work,  but  these  hesitated,  and  the 

steersman  humbly  remonstrated.  The  night  was 

dark  and  stormy.  It  would  be  impossible  to  discern 

other  craft  at  anchor  or  moving,  though  of  the  latter 

there  would  scarce  be  many  abroad  at  such  a  time. 

A  collision  must  inevitably  mean  death.  In  reply, 

Phillip  Lamond  took  the  steering  oar,  and  sent  the 

pilot  into  the  bows  to  keep  watch  there.  Thus  the 

little  boat  sped  down  stream  at  a  terrific  pace. 

Every  moment  was  a  distinct  gain ;  for  nothing 

could  follow  them  at  such  a  speed,  and  the  road  to 
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Garden  Reach  was  in  those  days  sandy,  uneven,  and 

unfit  for  rapid  travelling. 

Phillip  Lamond  seemed  to  knowt  hat  Marqueray 

had  given  him  until  the  morning  to  make  his  escape, 

and  of  Harry  he  had  no  fear.  For  Harry  had 

proved  himself  to  be  as  clay  in  the  potter's  hands 
during  these  last  years  of  gradual  degradation. 

The  steersman  brought  the  boat  to  a  standstill, 

swinging  skilfully  in  mid-stream,  not  at  the  bunga- 
low steps,  but  across  the  river  at  a  landing  not  far 

removed  from  the  furnished  house  where  Maria 

awaited  her  husband's  return  to  dinner. 
She  was  in  evening  dress,  her  beautiful  white 

arms  gleaming  through  the' delicate  muslin,  for  she 
thought  that  Harry  might  bring  some  friend  to 

dine.  They  had  begun  their  married  life  observing 
the  little  formalities  and  customs  of  their  station, 

both  scrupulously  donning  full  dress  for  their  tete-a- 

Ute  evening  meal.  But  of  late  this  excellent  prac- 
tice, serving  to  maintain  a  self  and  mutual  respect, 

as  well  as  to  guard  intact  the  barrier  of  position, 

had  been  neglected. 
Maria  rose  from  her  chair,  and  looked  at  her 

father  with  a  sort  of  hardness  about  her  lips,  which 

might  have  indicated  anxiety  in  a  softer  face. 

''Harry?"  she  exclaimed  in  a  low,  interrogative 
voice. 
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"  No,  there  is  nothing  wrong  with  Harry,"  replied 
Lainond,  closing  the  door  carefully. 

"  But,"  he  turned  and  showed  her  a  face  that  had 

grown  suddenly  old,  "  it  is  all  up  with  me." 
"What  do  you  mean?"  asked  Maria,  who  was 

calm  and  collected  enough  at  this  juncture.  Indeed, 
her  manner  was  rather  that  of  a  man  than  of  a 

helpless  woman. 

"  I  have  been  accused  of  selling  information  to 
the  mutineers." 

"  A  spy,"  said  Maria. 
And  her  father  was  silent. 

"  Of  course  you  are  innocent,"  she  said,  tossing 
her  head  so  that  the  diamonds  at  her  throat  (which 

had  never  been  paid  for)  glittered  in  the  lamp- 
light. 

"  Keep  your  scorn  for  your  husband ! "  said  the 
fond  father. 

And  Maria  knew  that  he  was  guilty. 

"  What  does  it  mean  ?  "  she  asked.  "  What  will 

happen  ? " 
She  had  risen,  white-faced   but  quite  collected: 

ready  for  an  emergency — her  father's  daughter. 
«   "  God  knows,"  he  answered.     "  I  mustn't  wait  to 
see.     If  it  had  not  been  for  Marqueray  they  would 

have  torn  me  to  pieces." 
He  laughed — a  scaffold  laugh. 
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"  Who  found  out  ? " 
Lamond  did  not  answer.  He  had  not  played  a 

dangerous  game  all  his  life  without  learning  a  greater 
wisdom  than  that. 

"  Who  accused  you  ? "  amended  Maria. 

"  Marqueray." 
He  repeated  the  name  with  something  like  wonder 

in  his  voice,  and  Maria  looked  at  him.  She  was 

a  woman,  and  had  not  yet  parted  with  the  convic- 
tion that  ishe  could  have  made  Frederic  Marqueray 

love  her. 

"That  is  not  all,"  said  her  father,  looking  worn 
and  broken. 

Maria  waited  in  a  suspense  which  she  held  in 
control  with  a  fine  nerve. 

"  Harry  has  found  out  about  the  money.  He  met 

Sajin  of  Delhi  by  accident  at  a  nloney-lender's,  and 
the — the  fat  was  in  the  fire." 
Lamond,  it  will  be  perceived,  did  not  pause  to 

choose  his  language.  There  may  be  honour  in 

certain  circles,  but  there  is  not  always  a  great  refine- 
ment of  speech. 

"  But  it  is  settled  on  me,"  cried  Maria  in  a  strident 
voice,  a  sudden  fear  in  her  eyes. 

"Yes,"  answered  her  father,  with  something  very 

like  a  sneer.  And  they  looked  into  each  other's 
faces.  This  was  triumph ;  this,  success.  Success  is 
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the  hammer  with  which  we  strike  the  world,  and 
find  it  hollow. 

For  years  these  two  had  striven  to  gain  that  which 

was  now  theirs.  Lamond  had  perhaps  little  to  lose, 
but  he  had  risked  that  little  for  the  attainment  of 

this  end.  He  had  brought  Maria  up  from  girlhood 

to  seek  the  same  goal.  Fresh  from  school  she  had 

come  out  to  him,  and  he  had  taught  her  that  money 
was  the  end  and  aim  of  human  endeavour.  She  had 

proved  an  apt  pupil,  and  the  slowly-laid  seed  had 
borne  fruit. 

Lamond  was  of  too  refined  a  nature  to  lay  his 
scheme  before  her  in  its  crude  form.  He  had 

hinted  here,  had  half  exposed  a  motive  there,  and 

Maria  understood.  The  vilest  conspirators  are  those 

who  dare  not  even  shape  their  plot  in  words. 
These  two  were  too  clever  to  fail,  and  in  the  hour 

of  their  triumph  they  stood  facing  each  other  with 

white  faces  and  drawn  eyes. 

"  What  is  to  be  done  ? "  said  Maria.  "  We  cannot 

stay  here." 
"  No ;  we  must  go  down  to-night  to  Diamond 

Harbour,  where  I  have  ascertained  that  there  are 

outward-bound  vessels  at  anchor.  Marqueray  gave 

me  till  to-morrow  morning." 
The  name  made  Maria  wince. 

She,    too,    had    risked    something   in    the   great 
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venture — that  which  women  risk,  nay,  throw  away, 
when  they  marry  for  any  other  motive  than  love. 

'  Where  shall  you  go  ? "  she  asked. 

"  I  do  not  know  yet,"  replied  the  father,  with  his 
old  leisureliness  of  manner,  which  his  astute  daughter 

probably  recognised  as  a  mere  trick.  "The  old 
world  will  be  too  hot  for  me  if  this  comes  out,  and 

Harry  is  dangerous.  I  shall  probably  try  the  Pacific 

slope.  You  had  better  go  to  Ceylon,  and  there  await 

developments." 
"  And  the  child  ? "  asked  Maria,  stooping  to  pick 

up  her  lace  pocket  handkerchief.  She  need  scarcely 

have  taken  the  precaution,  for  her  father  did  not 
look  at  her. 

"Oh,  stick  to  that.  It  will  strengthen  your 
position.  But  they  cannot  rob  you  of  the  money. 

That  is  square  enough.  I  have  seen  to  that,  Maria. 

And  I  know  my  way  about." 
He  gave  a  little  laugh,  rather  short  and  hard  for 

a  laugh  of  triumph. 

"  Galle,"  he  said,  "  Galle  is  the  place  for  you. 
Pretty  little  place.  Healthy  enough.  Nice  sea- 

breezes.  The— er — child  mustn't  die.  I  have  friends 

in  Galle  who  will  show  you  the  ropes." 
"  Yes,  but  a  friend  of  yours  might  show  me  the 

wrong  ones,"  said  the  lady,  who  had  made  herself  a 
position. 
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Lamond  took  the  filial  snub  easily  enough.  He 

had  a  special  smile  for  snubs,  well  known  in  Calcutta. 

He  reflected  for  a  moment,  standing  by  the  open 
window. 

"  Yes,"  he  admitted,  quite  without  rancour. 

"Perhaps  you  had  better  say  nothing  about  me. 
Husband  on  active  service.  Calcutta  not  good  for 

the — er — child.  Something  of  that  sort." 
With  a  wave  of  his  hand  he  indicated  what  seemed 

to  be  a  triumphal  ascent  for  Maria,  from  one  }  osition 

to  another  in  the  years  to  come. 

"  But  I  should  live  at  Galle,  at  any  rate  for  a  bit," 
he  added  gravely.  It  is  marvellous  how  the  shady 

people  of  the  world  know  where  to  find  the  shady 

spots. 

"  Will  you  be  ready  in  an  hour  ?  "  he  continued. 
"  Get  a  bit  of  dinner  and  pack  your  things.  Bring 
the  ayah.  Tell  her  there  is  cholera,  or  anything. 

I've  got  some  things  to  attend  to  across  at  the 

bungalow.  Will  be  back  in  an  hour  with  the  boat." 
Maria,  who  was  as  good  a  campaigner  as  her 

father  (having  no  doubt  inherited  the  capacity  from 

the  gentleman  who  had  been  on  active  service  in 

life's  battle  ever  since  his  boyhood),  lost  no  time  in 
repining,  but  whipped  the  fittest  of  her  trousseau 

into  one  box,  and  the  best  of  the  wedding  presents 

into  another.  She  knew  that  the  luggage-carrying 
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capacities  of  a  Hooghly  boat  were  limited,  and 

wisely  abandoned  the  plated  articles. 

"They'll  go  towards  the  rent,"  she  reflected,  re- 

membering Harry's  impecunious  condition  and  the 

last  quarter's  arrears. 

A  tiny  trunk  took  all  the  infant's  small  belong- 
ings, and  that  diminutive  traveller  was  dragged 

rather  hastily  from  her  bed  to  be  dressed  without 

resistance,  and  half  asleep  in  the  complete  abandon- 
ment of  childhood.  Verily  the  second  and  the  third 

generation  are  called  upon  to  pay.  This  infant's 
first  journey  was  a  flight. 

The  embarkation  was  safely  effected  about  ten 

o'clock,  at  which  hour  Harry  had  not  yet  returned 
home.  Lamond  arrived  with  the  boat  and  two 

men  to  carry  Maria's  luggage.  These  individuals 
he  introduced  by  the  drawing-room  window,  which 
stood  open,  and  the  whole  party  quietly  evacuated 

by  that  exit.  A  waning  moon  was  just  rising 

through  the  smoke  of  the  great  city  which  had 

known  Lainond's  footfall  these  thirty  years,  and 
was  never  to  know  it  more. 

The  river  was  running  as  rapidly  as  earlier  in 

the  evening,  but  its  face  was  now  lighter,  and  the 

dark  forms  of  vessels  moored  by  either  bank  were 

easily  distinguishable.  The  rowers  took  their  places, 

and  the  steersman  gave  the  word  of  departure. 
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There  was,  Lamond  had  commanded,  to  be  no  sing- 
ing. He  sat  down  by  Maria  in  the  stern  of  the 

boat,  while  the  ayah  carrying  her  charge  crouched 
at  their  feet. 

The  boat  shot  out  into  mid-stream,  where  the 

current  caught  it  and  whirled  it  swiftly  and  silently 

towards  the  sea.  Thus  Phillip  Lamond  departed 

from  the  scene  of  his  long  and  fruitful  labours. 

They  reached  Diamond  Harbour  without  acci- 
dent, and  crept  quietly  alongside  a  steamer  moored 

there.  The  boat  had  left  Calcutta  that  morning 

on  her  way  to  Bombay,  calling  at  Madras,  Pondi- 
cherry,  Galle,  and  Goa.  Lamond  knew  her  captain, 

who  was  aroused  from  his  slumbers  by  the  anchor- 
watch,  and  drove  a  shrewd  bargain  between  yawns. 

A  cabin  was  at  Maria's  disposal,  with  berths  for 
the  baby  and  the  ayah.  Lamond  saw  that  all  was 

arranged  for  his  daughter's  comfort. 
"  And  what  will  you  do  ? "  she  asked. 
They  were  standing  on  the  deck  by  the  rail  where 

the  rope-ladder  hung  over  the  side  to  Lamond's 
boat. 

He  turned  and  looked  at  the  riding-lights  in  the 
harbour. 

"Oh,  I  shall  find  a  coaster  to  take  me  to  the 
Dutch  settlements  or  to  Pondicherry,  and  after  that 

I  shall  get  away  somehow." 
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The  flickering  lamp  of  the  anchor-watch  showed 
whitely  on  his  snow-like  hair  and  moustache,  as  he 
clambered  over  the  rail  after  kissing  Maria,  who  said 
no  word. 

"  Don't  be  too  hard  on  me,  Maria,"  he  said,  with 
his  feet  on  the  ladder.  ''Whatever  I  did,  I  did 

for  you." 
And  his  face  disappeared  below  the  bulwarks. 



CHAPTER  XXVII 

NOT   PROVEN 

HARRY  was  fortunate  enough  to  obtain  an  early 

trial,  which  benefit  he  owed  as  much  to  the  in- 

fluence of  friends  as  to  the  promptitude  of  the 
martial  court.  Of  native  evidence  there  was  in  this 

case  fortunately  none,  and  the  proceedings  of  the 

court-martial  were  considerably  curtailed  by  this 
omission.  The  follower  of  Mohammed  in  the  wit- 

ness-box is  himself  a  difficult  man  to  follow. 

The  trial  was  a  short  one,  and  Harry  bore  it  with 

a  manly  straightforwardness  of  demeanour,  which 

went  far  to  win  for  him  the  sympathy  of  his  judges. 

He  pleaded  guilty,  and  spoke  the  honest  truth. 

The  court,  however,  seemed  to  be  under  the  influ- 

ence of  evidence  which  did  not  trans*pire  at  the  trial, 
and  must  therefore  have  come  to  their  ears  before 

that  event.  The  evidence  of  Frederic  Marqueray 

was  carefully  taken.  All  the  other  witnesses  had 

perished.  Harry  refused  to  plead  the  extenuating 

circumstance,  but  the  court  insisted,  and  Phillip 

Laiaond's  share  in  the  night's  work  before  Delhi 305 
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was  dragged  out  into  the  cold  contemplation  of 

Harry's  brother  officers. 
During  the  long  deliberation  the  prisoner  was 

confined  in  an  adjoining  room,  and  when  the  court 

was  at  length  agreed  he  came  back  to  find  his  sword 

lying  on  the  table  with  the  hilt  turned  towards  him. 

It  was  the  sword  that  Miriam  Gresham  had  drawn, 

with  a  little  shudder,  from  its  sheath,  for  the  first 

time  after  it  came  into  his  possession,  in  the  drawing- 

room  in  St.  Helen's  Place. 
The  sword  was  his  again,  but  the  reprimand  was 

so  severe  that  all  who  heard  it  knew  that  Harry 
could  never  bare  the  blade  in  the  service  of  his 

Queen  again. 

"  I'm  only  fit  for  a  soldier,"  he  said  to  his  friends 
who  crowded  round  him  and  shook  him  by  the 

hand,  "  and  they  won't  have  me." 
He  went  down  to  Garden  Reach,  where  he  ex- 

pected to  find  Maria,  to  whom  he  had  written  many 

times  without  reply.  But  instead  of  his  wife  he 

found  the  cook's  mother  in  the  drawing-room,  which 
ancient  Hindu  lady  was  looking  over  a  photograph 

album  in  company  with  a  select  circle  of  her  friends. 

It  is  to  be  feared  that  Harry  kicked  the  cook.  At 

all  events  he  attempted  to  do  so,  and  caused  that 

functionary's  mother  to  display  an  agility  beyond 
her  years. 
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The  servants  told  him  that  Maria  had  left  ten 

days  earlier. 

"  The  night  of  my  arrest,"  reflected  Harry. 

"  Did  the  memsahib  go  away  alone  ? "  he  asked, 
with  a  sudden  fierceness  about  his  lips  and  eyes. 

"No,  she  went  with  her  father."  And  Harry  gave 
a  sharp  sigh  of  relief.  There  is  no  more  suspicious 

man  on  earth  than  the  naturally  trusting  man  who 
has  been  deceived. 

"  Where  had  the  memsahib  gone  ? " 
The  servants  looked  at  each  other  with  raised 

shoulders  and  outspread  hands,  and  the  butler  was 

understood  to  murmur  that  the  wages  were  overdue. 

"  Go  to  the  devil,"  said  Harry,  and  turning  on 
his  heel  he  faced  Marqueray,  who  was  coining  into 
the  room. 

"  Where  are  the  child  and  Maria  ? "  he  cried,  as 

soon  as  he  recognised  the  newcomer.  "This  house 
is  deserted.  Half  the  ornaments  are  gone.  The 

child  has  disappeared,  and  Maria.  For  God's  sake 

tell  me  where  they  are,  Marks." 
And  he  strode  across  the  room  towards  his  friend. 

The  long  confinement  within  doors  had  blanched 

his  usually  ruddy  face.  He  was  thin  and  haggard, 

with  dull  eyes  looking  from  a  countenance  that  bore 
the  mark  of  disease  and  weakness. 

"  I  don't  know,"  answered  Marqueray  gently ;  "  but 
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I  have  a  clue.  Sit  down,  and  don't  agitate  your- 

self." 
The  quiet  man  pushed  the  servants  from  the 

room  and  closed  the  doors.  He  forced  Harry  into 
a  chair. 

"  You've  not  been  drinking  ? "  he  inquired  in  a 
hard  voice. 

"No,"  answered  Harry,  without  resentment. 

"  God !  what  a  hard  man  you  are ! "  he  added,  with 
a  short  laugh.  And  he  threw  himself  back  in  the 

chair,  letting  his  hands  fall  on  the  basket-work 
arms  with  a  gesture  of  despair. 

Marqueray  looked  at  him,  and  there  was  some- 
thing in  his  grave  eyes  that  made  the  impetuous 

Harry  leap  to  his  feet,  and  seize  the  steady  brown 
hand  in  both  of  his. 

"  No,  by  God  ! "  he  cried.  "  You're  the  best  friend 

I've  got.  I  believe  you're  the  best  friend  a  man 
ever  had." 
He  returned  to  his  seat  half  ashamed  of  his 

sudden  outburst  of  feeling,  which  in  truth  Marqueray 

had  received  but  awkwardly. 

"  I  wonder  why  you  do  it  ? "  he  went  on  ;  and  the 

new  suspicion  leapt  suddenly  into  his  eyes.  "  It  is 
not  because  you  have  fallen  in  love  with  Maria,  like 

the  rest  of  them  ? " 

"  No,  I  hate  her,"  replied  Marqueray. 
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Harry  drew  in  his  feet  and  leant  forward  with  his 

elbows  on  his  knees,  his  eyes  fixed  on  the  matting 
under  his  feet. 

"  So  do  I,"  he  said,  slowly  and  deliberately  ;  "  but 

not  the  child.  Funny,  isn't  it  ?  I  can't  under- 
stand it.  Maria  can  go  to  the  devil,  but  I  want 

the  child." 
He  looked  up  with  shining  eyes,  and  was  not 

ashamed  now. 

"  I  think,"  said  Marqueray,  "  that  you  will  be  able 
to  get  the  child.  I  have  had  but  little  time  this 

last  week  to  make  inquiries" — he  did  not  think  it 
worth  mentioning  that  he  had  devoted  every  moment 

to  his  hearer's  interests — "  but  it  seems  certain 
that  they  took  passage  to  Ceylon,  where  you  will 

probably  find  them." 

Harry's  face  brightened,  and  clouded  over  again 
almost  at  once. 

"  But  how  am  I  going  to  get  the  child  away  from 

her  ? "  he  asked  hopelessly. 

"  Money,"  returned  the  cynic ;  "  money  will  do  it." 
Harry  shook  his  head  with  a  characteristic,  reck- 

less laugh. 

"  I  have  none,"  he  said. 

"  Not  in  hand."  replied  his  friend ;  "  but  it  is 
probable  that  if  you  went  to  law  you  could  recover 

the  whole  amount  of  which  you  were  defrauded.  I 
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do  not  say  it  is  certain,  but  it  is  probable ;  and 

Larnond  is  not  here — cannot  come  back — to  fight  it. 
You  have,  on  the  other  hand,  no  right  to  the  child. 

You  cannot  take  it  from  its  mother's  custody." 

"  It's  a  she,"  broke  in  Harry,  with  that  irrespon- 
sible sense  of  the  humorous  which  never  left  him. 

"  Bless  her  heart !  I  don't  think  Wylam  men  are 

much  good." 
"  You  cannot  take  her  from  her  mother's  custody 

without  the  mother's  full  consent,"  went  on  Mar- 
queray  in  his  solemn  way.  Nothing  roused  him 

but  the  din  of  battle.  "  But  if  you  undertake  to 
abandon  all  claim  to  the  money  you  would  probably 

secure  that.  You  cannot  have  both." 

"Then  I'll  have  the  kid,"  said  Miss  Wylam's 
father.  And  her  price  was  forty  thousand  pounds. 

Harry  was  all  eagerness  to  start  at  once,  and 

indeed  would  have  departed  then  and  there  on  his 

quest  had  not  Marqueray  restrained  his  impatience. 

There  was  much  to  be  considered,  and  many  pre- 
cautions to  be  taken. 

"  A  mother's  love,"  said  Marqueray,  "  is  not  a 
thing  to  be  trifled  with.  We  must  have  everything 

done  decently  and  in  order.  Your  lawyer  must  go 

with  you." 

"  Gad  !  what  has  a  lawyer  to  do  with  a  mother's 
love  ? "  inquired  Harry  with  a  laugh,  for  his  face 
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never  lost  its  power  of  lighting  up  at  a  moment's 
notice.  He  was  ever  up  or  down,  in  the  clouds  or 

stumbling  in  the  valley  of  despair. 

"A  great  deal  in  this  case,"  answered  Marqueray 

"  You  must  make  quite  sure  of  the  child." 

"  Then  why  not  come  with  me  yourself  ? "  cried 

Harry  excitedly.  "We  could  have  a  jolly  time 

together.  And  you're  as  good  as  any  lawyer." 
He  sat  up  in  his  chair  and  clapped  his  two 

hands  on  his  knees,  with  the  eagerness  of  a  school- 

boy planning  an  escapade. 

"  I  cannot  do  that,"  answered  Marqueray,  with 
a  queer  hesitation  "  I  am  under  orders  to  go 
to  the  North -West.  They  have  given  me  a 

brigade." 
Harry  sprang  to  his  feet 

"  A  brigade  ?  Begad  ! "  he  shouted.  "  A  brigade ; 

and  here  am  I  chattering  of  my  own  affairs." 
He  ran  forward  and  clapped  his  friend  on  the 

back  with  vigorous  enthusiasm. 

"  A  brigade  1 "  he  said  again.  "  How  old  are  you, 
Marks?" 

"  Forty-one." 
"  Forty-one ;  only  a  few  years  older  than  I  am. 

Gad  !  I  am  glad,  old  man." 

They  were  both  in  uniform,  and  the  colonel's 
tunic  worn  by  Marqueray  was  almost  a  new  one. 
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Harry's  full-dress  for  the  court-martial  was  old  and 
shabby. 

He  stood  for  a  moment  with  his  hands  on  his 

friend's  shoulder,  looking  over  his  head  out  of  the 
window  across  the  silent  river.  Who  shall  say 

what  thoughts  were  passing  through  his  brain  ? 

He  turned  and  looked  at  the  two  swords  lying 

side  by  side  on  the  table — the  one  never  to  be 

unsheathed  again — and  his  breath  was  caught  in 

a  sharp  sigh.  The  hand  resting  on  Marqueray's 
shoulder  was  clenched. 

It  was  Marqueray  who  spoke  first,  in  a  voice, 

perhaps  intentionally,  practical  and  indifferent. 

"  I  wish  I  could  go  with  you,"  he  said ;  "  but 
the  lawyer  will  be  the  better  man.  You  must  see 

that  you  have  entire  and  complete  control  of  the 

child  for  the  whole  of  her  minority.  It  must  be 

set  down  in  black  and  white." 
Harry  walked  slowly  to  the  window,  where  he 

stood  with  his  back  turned  towards  his  companion. 

Perhaps  he  would  not  have  been  beloved  as  he 
was  had  he  not  had  a  heart  for  sudden  remorse 

and  self-abasement. 

"  And  when  I  have  her,"  he  said,  "  what  am  I 
to  do  with  her?  God  knows  I'm  not  fit  to  be  a 

father.  I'm  not  fit,  Marks,  to  have  the  care  of  so 
much  as  a  kitten." 
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There  was  a  long  silence,  broken  at  length  by  the 

elder  man,  who  spoke  slowly  as  if  some  thought  or 

fear  had  touched  the  grave  serenity  with  which  he 

faced  all  that  came  in  his  path,  whether  difficulty, 

or  danger,  or  responsibility. 

"You  will  have  to  take  her  home  to  England," 
he  said.  "  There  is  surely  some  one  there  who  will 
take  her  in." 

Harry  turned  slowly,  his  face  drawn  with  a  sort 
of  fear. 

"  Some  one,"  he  echoed,  in  a  dull  voice.  "  Some 

one — do  you  mean   ?" 

"I  could  only  mean  one  person,"  returned  Mar- 

queray  simply.  "Miss  Gresham." 

"  But— no,  by  God,  I  couldn't  do  that.  You  don't 
understand,  Marks.  You  don't  know  what  a  black- 

guard I've  been." 
He  sat  heavily  down  with  his  head  in  his 

hands. 

"  I  do  not  know  much  about  women,"  said  the 

great  soldier.  "  Have  not  had  much  to  do  with 
them — only  Lady  Leaguer.  But  if  I  were  in  your 
place  I  think  I  should  ask  Miss  Gresham.  We 

do  not  always  understand  these  things.  She  may 

want  to  do  it." 
He  sat  staring  at  his  own  boots,  with  a  puzzled 

expression  as  of  one  who  had  dealt  in  warfare  and 
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the  ways  of  men  all  his  life,  but  to  whom  the 

gentler  side  of  creation  was  but  a  closed  book. 

There  was  much  yet  to  be  arranged,  and  Mar- 

queray's  time  was  limited.  Many  precautions  were, 
he  thought,  necessary  to  a  full  and  permanent 

victory  over  that  mother's  love,  upon  which  he 
had  set  a  price  in  hard  rupees. 

Harry,  hi  his  heedless  impetuosity,  would  have 

journeyed  to  Ceylon  that  same  night,  taking  ship 
hurriedly  as  Maria  had  done  before  him,  in  Diamond 

Harbour.  But  the  cooler  head  of  his  friend  pre- 
vailed, and  Harry  at  last  consented  to  secure  the 

services  of  a  trusty  lawyer  having  knowledge  of  his 

affairs,  which  indeed  were  by  now  public  property 
in  Calcutta. 

Then  Marqueray  looked  at  his  watch  and  said 

that  it  was  time  for  him  to  be  going. 

"  When  do  you  take  command — when  do  you 

leave  Calcutta  ? "  asked  Harry,  with  a  twisted  lip 
as  if  endeavouring  to  smile  indifferently. 

"  To-night,"  answered  his  senior,  rising. 

"A  brigade,"  said  Harry  again,  with  a  sharp 

sigh.  "  And  gad  3  they're  right !  There  is  no  better 

man — Marks.  And  the  men  know  it.  They'll  follow 
you  to  hell  if  need  be,  I  know ;  for  I  followed  you 

through  Delhi." 
Marqueray  went -to  the  table  where  he  had  laid 
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his  sword  when  he  unbuckled  it.  It  was  a  plain, 

regulation  weapon — as  bright  as  a  mirror.  Harry's 
was  a  finer  sword,  with  an  engraved  scabbard  and 
silver  at  the  hilt. 

"  Take  mine,"  said  Harry  suddenly.  "  I  shall  not 

want  it — again." 
Marqueray  paused,  with  his  hand  on  the  table. 

"I  should  like  you  to  have  it,"  said  Harry.  "It 

is  a  good  sword — for  I  have  tried  it.  I've  nothing 
else  to  give  you,  and  you  have  been  the  best 

friend  I  have  had." 

Marqueray  took  up  Harry's  sword,  and  buckled 
it  to  his  own  side.  His  horse  was  pawing  the  gravel 
outside  the  window. 

"  And  even  you,"  went  on  Harry,  "  could  not  save 

me  from  my  worst  enemy." 

"Your  worst  enemy   ?"  inquired  Marqueray, 
holding  out  his  hand. 

"  Myself,"  answered  Harry,  with  a  laugh. 



CHAPTER  XXVIII 

A    PUECHASE 

ALTHOUGH  Galle  has  belonged  to  England  these 

many  years  there  still  lingers  in  its  quaint  white 
houses  and  neat  fortifications  the  touch  of  the 

Dutchman's  hand.  The  sea  was  rippling  in  before 

a  strong  breeze,  as  Harry's  steamer  swung  round  the 
point,  with  its  lighthouse,  which  then  had  a  look  of 

"  Mynheer "  about  it,  though  to-day  a  larger  struc- 
ture graces  the  south-west  extremity  of  Ceylon.  It 

was  early  afternoon.  The  steamer  which  brought 

Harry  was  timed  to  sail  again  at  ten  o'clock  for 
Bombay,  and  he  hoped  to  take  passage  in  her. 

The  little  town  of  Galle,  which  since  then  has 

bloomed  into  a  port  of  call  only  to  fade  into  obscurity 

again,  looked  pretty  enough  this  afternoon.  Its 

verdure  was  restful  to  eyes  accustomed  to  the  glare 

of  Calcutta  streets  and  the  brown  herbage  of  India. 

The  harbour  was  gay  with  bunting  and  brightly- 
painted  craft.  The  catamarans  sped  hither  and 

thither  across  the  rippled  water. 

Harry  looked  at  it  all  moodily  enough,  and  the 316 
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keen-faced  lawyer  by  his  side  smoked  a  cigarette 
indifferently. 

"  Do  you  think  we'll  get  the  child  ? "  asked  Cap- 
tain Wylam,  perhaps  for  the  hundredth  time. 

"  Not  a  doubt  of  it,"  replied  the  man  of  law,  who 
reflected  with  complacency  that  his  legal  match  was 
not  to  be  found  south  of  Madras. 

"  111  see  her  alone — at  first,"  said  Harry. 
"  Yes — you  will  be  wise  to  do  so.  These  matters 

are  so  often  painful." 
So  they  landed  and  went  to  the  hotel  where,  as 

Marqueray  had  foretold,  they  found  Maria's  name 
upon  the  books.  The  lady  was  in  the  verandah  of 
her  own  room — number  fourteen — the  servants  said. 

She  was  entertaining  friends. 

"  Already,"  muttered  Harry,  with  a  frown.  "  Show 

me  to  the  verandah  occupied  by  Mrs.  Wylam." 
"  Name,  sir,"  said  the  obsequious  Cingalese  waiter. 

"  Wylam ! " 
And  the  attendant  hurried  on,  followed  only  by 

Harry;  the  lawyer,  with  the  discretion  of  his  craft, 

remaining  in  the  entrance-hall  in  company  with  a 

long  tumbler  of  brandy  and  soda-water.  His  keen 
eye  contracted  as  he  saw  the  young  officer  walk 

away  with  a  peculiar  unsteadiness  of  the  limbs. 

"  In  a  bad  way,  that  chap,"  he  muttered,  taking  up 
a  newspaper. 
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The  first  sound  that  Harry  heard  as  he  entered 

number  fourteen  was  his  wife's  high-pitched  laugh, 
followed  by  a  masculine  and  somewhat  throaty 

sound  of  merriment.  Maria  was  apparently  enter- 

taining her  friends  with  considerable  success.  These, 

however,  on  closer  investigation,  appeared  to  have 

existed  only  in  the  imagination  of  the  Cingalese 

servant,  for  there  was  but  one  guest  in  the  verandah, 

a  red-faced,  military-looking  man,  whose  merriment 
vanished  as  he  caught  sight  of  Harry. 

"  Bay  Jove ! "  the  stout  man  exclaimed,  rising 

hurriedly  and  dropping  his  stick.  "Bay  Jove 

—eh?" 
And  he  looked  from  husband  to  wife. 

Maria  had  risen  also.  She  was  dressed  loudly, 

and  wore  jewellery  at  her  throat,  and  bracelets  on 

her  white  arms,  which  were  bare  in  open  elbow 

sleeves.  Harry  wondered  whether  her  style  had 

deteriorated  with  a  strange  rapidity,  or  whether  he 
had  hitherto  failed  to  see  her  as  she  was.  The 

laugh  falling  from  the  red  lips  now  open  in  a 

momentary  surprise  had  jarred  on  his  nerves. 

Maria  could  not  claim  immunity  from  the  laws  of 

heredity — her  mother  had  so  laughed  behind  the 
bars  at  jokes,  no  doubt  as  delicately  flavoured  as 

that  just  compassed  by  the  stout  Adonis. 

The  lady  recovered  her  presence  of  mind  in  an 
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instant,  as  ladies  do,  being  more  practised  no  doubt 

in  the  ways  of  being  found  out. 

"  Mr.  Smither — my  husband,"  she  said,  with  an 
introductory  wave  of  the  hand. 

Harry  bowed  silently,  while  the  stout  gentleman 

gathered  up  his  hat  and  stick. 

"  How  do !  eh  ?  Bay  Jove !  must  be  going. 

D   n  those  steps,  bay  Jove ! "  muttered  Mr. 
Smither,  stumbling  backwards  down  the  steps,  and 

vanishing  hastily  by  the  garden. 

"Well?"  ejaculated  Maria,  turning  fiercely  on  her 
husband. 

"Well,"  answered  Harry,  with  a  calmness  which 
made  his  wife  feel  momentarily  uneasy. 

"  What  do  you  want  here  ? "  she  asked,  eyeing 
his  shabby  clothes  with  a  faint  look  of  scorn.  And 

indeed  they  compared  badly  with  her  own  finery. 

"Not  you,"  answered  Harry.  "We  have  done 

with  each  other." 

"  For  ever  if  my  feelings  are  to  be  consulted. 
You  are  disgraced.  It  is  a  degradation  to  bear  your 

name.  A  British  officer,  indeed.  A  pretty  officer 

you  are !  Why,  you  have  been  turned  out  of  the 

army." 
This  was  a  guess,  for  the  news,  such  as  it  was, 

could  not  have  reached  her.  She  accompanied  the 

remark  with  a  quick  glance  to  see  if  the  shot  told, 
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which,  indeed,  it  did,  as  a  shot  may  that  is  sent  at 

random.  Harry  winced,  although  the  words  were 

untrue  to  the  letter,  but  savouring,  in  the  spirit,  of 

that  which  had  truly  happened. 

Then  she  hurled  at  him  such  a  storm  of  vitupera- 
tion as  he  had  never  conceived  possible  from  the 

lips  of  a  woman.  She  used  words,  common  enough, 
alas !  in  the  mouths  of  those  men  who  had  been  his 

companions,  but  of  which  Harry  had  deemed  all 

women — even  the  lowest — happily  ignorant.  He 
had,  doubtless,  read  in  books,  as  we  have,  that  a 

beautiful  woman  seems  invariably  to  gather  addi- 
tional loveliness  from  a  lapse  into  sudden  passion. 

It  may  be  so  indeed  in  books,  but  not  in  real  life. 

At  all  events,  Maria's  husband  did  not  think  her 
beautiful  at  this  moment. 

He  was  more  astonished  that  she  should  speak 

such  words  than  that  they  should  be  applied  to 

him,  and  in  this  surprise  her  abuse  lost  a  part  of  its 

sting.  Most  of  it,  indeed,  had  a  modicum  of  truth 

— such  a  small  germ  of  fact  as  women  know  best 

how  to  use,  spreading  it  over  a  volume  of  deduc- 
tion, so  that  the  whole  appears  true.  Without 

drawing  upon  her  imagination,  however,  Maria 

knew  iquite  enough  to  make  Harry  quiver  with 

shame  at  the  memory  perhaps  of  nothing  so 
much  as  that  he  had  once  cared  for  this  woman. 
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The  deepest  humiliation  is  the  shame  of  having 
loved. 

He  was  getting  grey-haired,  and  his  face  too  at 
this  moment  looked  grey  and  weary. 

"  What  do  you  want  ? "  cried  his  wife  scornfully. 

"  Why  do  you  follow  me  ?  I  suppose  you  want 

money.  You  look  like  it ;  and  you  haven't  shaved 

this  morning.  I  suppose  your  hand  was  too  shaky." 

•  "  I  want  nothing  from  you  that  I  cannot  pay  for," 
replied  Harry,  in  a  broken  voice.  "I  have  spoilt 
your  life — perhaps.  You  may  be  right,  Maria.  I 
am  sorry  for  it.  But  you  have  not  made  mine 

easy." 
Maria  was  looking  at  him  with  a  queer  specula- 

tion in  her  eyes.  He  had  mentioned  payment.  He 

did  not  look  as  if  he  had  money.  Neither  did  she 

know  that  she  possessed  anything  for  which  he 

might  be  prepared  to  offer  a  price.  She  was  en- 

dowed, it  will  be  seen,  with  a  large  common-sense, 
and  reflected  that  it  was  better  to  talk  things  over 

quietly  than  to  waste  breath  in  vituperation.  And 

although  most  ladies  are  constantly  protesting  that 

they  have  no  heads  for  business,  results  go  to  prove 

that  they  frequently  transact  their  own  affairs  with 
a  remarkable  shrewdness. 

Maria's  face  softened  a  little. 

"  Well,"  she  said,  "  what  do  you  want  ?  " L2 
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Harry,  primed  by  the  lawyer,  opened,  as  it  were, 

with  heavy  guns. 

"  The  settlement  I  made  on  you  before  our  mar- 

riage was  illegal,"  said  he.  "  If  I  fight  it  I  am,  in 
the  opinion  of  the  best  lawyers  in  India,  bound  to 

win/' 
Maria  shrugged  her  shoulders.  What  woman  is 

afraid  of  legal  cunning  or  backward  to  pit  her  own 

against  it  ? 

"  The  wording  of  the  assignment  as  drawn  up  by 

your  father,"  said  Harry,  remembering  his  lesson  as 
best  he  could,  "  is  not  sound.  And  even  if  it  were, 
the  fact  of  its  being  drawn  by  him  with  the  know- 

ledge that  he  undeniably  possessed  at  the  time  is 

sufficient  to  impair  its  validity." 

"  Then  you  are  going  to  fight  ? "  Maria  sneered, 
with  a  gleam  of  her  pretty  white  teeth. 

"  Unless  you  agree  to  my  proposal." 
Whereat  Maria  laughed  scornfully,  which  served 

to  conceal  the  curiosity  she  felt. 

"I  do  not  suppose  I  shall  do  that,"  she  said, 
with  a  great  air  of  indifference,  arranging  the  lace 

at  her  sleeve.  "  I  am  not  to  be  frightened  by  mere 

threats.  What  is  your  proposal  ? " 

"I  want  the  child,"  replied  Harry,  who  was  too 
simple  to  carry  concealment  further.  He  trembled 

as  he  said  it,  and  Maria,  wondering  a  little  at  such 
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feeling,  of  which  the  counterpart  was  doubtless 

excluded  from  her  own  heart  by  the  strong  com- 
mon-sense which  we  have  noticed,  scarce  believed 

him.  To  set  a  great  price  upon  the  possession  of 

such  an  encumbrance  as  was  at  that  moment  sleep- 
ing on  the  floor  of  the  next  room  under  the  dark 

eyes  of  the  ayah  seemed  preposterous. 

"  What  for  ? "  she  asked.  For,  with  the  simple, 
even  cunning  people  are  sometimes  caught  indulg- 

ing in  simplicity. 

"To  bring  her  up  like  a  lady,"  replied  Harry, 
looking  into  her  eyes.  And  she,  with  a  self-com- 

mand that  did  her  credit,  restrained  the  very 

obvious  retort  which  was  no  doubt  on  the  tip  of 

so  quick  a  tongue. 

"  You  may  have  the  child  and  welcome,"  she  said, 
"  on  the  terms  you  propose — but  it  must  all  be  down 

in  black  and  white,"  added  she,  true  to  her  father's 
teaching. 

Harry  thanked  her  clumsily  enough,  with  a  very 

honest  joy  glistening  in  his  eyes  as  he  rang  the 

bell.  When  the  servant  appeared,  which  he  did 

with  singular  rapidity,  Harry  instructed  him  to  ask 

the  gentleman  who  was  waiting  in  the  hall  to  come 
to  number  fourteen. 

"We  can  settle  it  outright,"  he  said  to  his  wife, 
with  such  evident  delight  that  Maria  began  to  won- 
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der  whether  she  ought  to  have  held  out  for  better 
terms.  But  she  doubtless  consoled  herself  with  the 

reflection  that  Harry  had  nothing  more  to  give. 

"  I  have  a  lawyer  here,"  explained  he  further, 
"who  has  made  out  the  necessary  agreements,  and 

will  witness  the  signature." 
The  man  of  deeds  appeared  at  this  moment  on 

the  threshold  and  bowed  to  Maria,  with  whom  he 

had  danced  many  times  in  Calcutta. 
Maria  had,  indeed,  numbered  him,  in  her  maiden 

meditations,  among  her  many  admirers,  and  had 

even  informed  herself  of  the  prospects  of  a  rising 
solicitor  in  India.  His  manner  at  this  moment  was 

full  of  promise  for  his  future,  inasmuch  as  he 
showed  himself  master  of  a  most  delicate  situation. 

The  bow  on  the  threshold  combined  professional 

severity  with  personal  admiration.  As  a  lawyer  he 

was  strong,  as  a  man  he  tacitly  admitted  to  Maria 

that  he  was  weak,  and  therefore  enthralled  by  her 

beauty.  With  a  strict  faithfulness  to  his  client  he 

managed  to  convey  to  Maria  a  subtle  regret  that  he 

had  been  engaged,  as  it  were,  on  the  other  side. 

Thus  this  clever  young  man  arranged  a  difficult 

matter  with  an  apparent  ease  and  the  pleasantest 

manner  in  the  world.  At  the  same  time  the  con- 

tract, which  may  or  may  not  have  been  strictly  legal, 

was  very  effectually  executed. 
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He  laid  the  blotting-paper  almost  affection- 

ately upon  Maria's  name,  and  then  stood  upright, 
looking  calmly  at  his  client  through  a  single  eye- 

glass. 

"  And  now,"  he  said  softly,  "  the  child's  ayah." 
The  two  men  went  into  an  adjoining  room  where 

they  found  the  gentle  native  nurse  seated  on  the 

floor  beside  her  charge,  and  slowly  waving  a  fan 

over  the  peaceful  little  head.  The  woman  raised" 
her  glance  for  a  moment  only — indeed,  there  is  no 

nurse  so  faithful  as  an  ayah — and  seeing  Harry  her 
deep  melancholy  eyes  lighted.  She  drew  aside  the 

lace  covering  with  that  soft  touch  which  is  so  full 

of  knowledge,  and  which  black  fingers  can  compass 

every  whit  as  tenderly  as  the  hand  of  an  enlight- 
ened Christian  mother. 

Harry  knelt  down  and  buried  his  red  face  in 

the  soft  coverings,  with  an  impetuous  disregard  for 

observation,  which  the  single  eyeglass  contemplated 

with  the  large  tolerance  of  one  who  has  many 

clients,  and  sees  them  in  unguarded  moments. 

The  lawyer  began  at  once  a  conversation  with  the 

ayah,  but  found  that  until  he  had  taken  notice  of 

the  baby  he  could  make  but  little  progress.  Even 

this  he  did  with  a  certain  savoir-faire,  and  returned 
to  the  charge.  The  matter  did  not  take  many 

minutes,  and  it  is  probable  that  one  so  acute  and 
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discriminating  as  Harry's  legal  adviser  avoided  the 
mistake  of  attributing  to  his  own  eloquence  the 

ayah's  decision  to  accompany  her  small  charge 
to  that  cold  grey  country  of  the  north,  where  she 

would  have  to  brave  curiosity  and  rudeness  wher- 
ever she  went. 

"  There,  iny  dear  sir/'  said  the  lawyer  to  Harry  in 
the  hall,  "  I  think  everything  is  fixed  up.  Do  not 
lose  that  agreement.  My  fee  is  two  hundred  rupees. 

And  I  will  be  off  to  the  harbour  and  find  something 

to  take  me  up  to  Madras." 
Harry  paid  him  the  two  hundred  rupees,  and 

sent  a  message  by  him  to  the  captain  of  the  steamer, 

by  which  he  intended  to  take  passage  for  himself 

and  his  little  daughter  to  Bombay,  en  route  for  the 

native  country  which  he  had  left  under  a  cloud 

more  than  five  years  earlier.  The  cloud  in  truth 

had  spread  and  thickened  until  it  obscured  almost 
the  entire  heaven,  but  he  felt,  nevertheless,  some 

exultation  as  he  thought  of  home. 

There  remained  one  duty — to  bid  his  wife  fare- 
well. 

He  found  Maria  in  number  fourteen  in  the  act 

of  locking  away  in  her  jewel-case  the  agreement 
signed  by  Harry. 

"  I've  come,"  he  said  slowly,  "  to  say  good-bye." 

"  Oh !   good-bye,"  Maria  answered  carelessly,  and 
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the  jewel-case  shut  with  a  snap,  closing  upon  the 

result  of  Maria  Lamond's  first  venture  in  life.  "  I 

suppose,"  she  went  on,  "you  will  take  the  child 

home  to  your — Miss  Gresham  ? " 
And   Harry  went   out    of  the    room,   wondering 

why  she  supposed  that. 



CHAPTER  XXIX 

STARTING  AFRESH 

ALMOST  the  last  words  of  Frederic  Marqueray  to 

Harry  on  his  departure  had  been  urging  him  to 

go  home  and  start  the  world  afresh.  Such  false 

beginnings  as  Harry  had  made  have  indeed  been 

retrieved  frequently  enough;  and  men  have  risen 

who,  when  they  first  took  the  road,  had  every 

appearance  of  going  down  hill. 

Harry  sailed  from  Bombay  in  the  fine  ship  Con- 
stance, of  nine  hundred  tons  burthen,  with  his  baby 

daughter  and  her  native  nurse.  And  after  such 
varieties  of  fair  and  foul  weather  as  have  caused 

poets  and  others  to  liken  a  sea-voyage  to  a  human 
life,  they  anchored  off  Gravesend,  at  which  town 

the  passengers  were  set  ashore. 

The  day  happened  to  be  a  Sunday.  There  was 

but  one  train,  late  in  the  evening.  It  was  the 

month  of  November,  and  a  river  fog  hung  on  the 

shipping  at  anchor.  Harry  was  a  stranger  in  this 

town,  and  knew  not  where  to  pass  the  time  until 

the  departure  of  the  London  train.  The  little 
328 
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party  went  therefore  to  the  railway  station,  and 

there  found  refuge  in  a  dismal  waiting-room.  The 
ayah  was  abashed  by  so  many  new  sights,  dazed 

by  strange  sounds,  and  shivering  with  cold.  The 

child  whimpered  in  its  soft  shawls,  with  a  mournful 

little  voice  that  would  not  cease  complaining. 
Such  was  the  fresh  start  in  life.  And  but  for  the 

little  whimpering  voice  Harry  would  have  sought 
consolation  where  he  knew  he  could  find  it,  at  least 

for  a  time.  But  that  small  voice  had  a  power  over 

him,  which  Marqueray  and  other  strong  men  had 

failed  to  exercise.  Harry  drew  himself  up,  in  his 

thin  and  somewhat  shabby  Indian  tweeds,  and 

would  not  give  way  to  the  temptation  that  flared 

across  the  road  from  the  open  door  of  a  hotel.  It 

was  a  mere  railway  tavern,  where  he  could  not 

find  asylum  for  his  child. 

He  had  been  dreading  that  which  he  knew  must 

come  to-morrow,  with  the  slowly  increasing  fear 
that  belongs  to  remorseful  anticipation.  He  had 
at  first  reflected  that  he  should  see  Miriam  in 

perhaps  three  months.  The  months  had  slipped 

away,  in  the  enforced  idleness  of  a  sea-voyage, 
until  the  dread  moment  lay  a  few  weeks  ahead. 

In  less  than  twenty-four  hours  he  must  face  Miriam 

now — and  the  man  who  had  shown  his  courage 
among  the  heroes  of  the  Mutiny,  who  had  dared 
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death  a  hundred  times  with  a  shout  of  exultation 

and  a  dauntless  bearing,  found  himself  face  to  face 

at  last  with  abject  fear. 

During  the  miserable  railway  journey  he  sat  in 
silence,  and  there  doubtless  fell  about  his  ears 

during  this  time  of  retrospection  the  ruins  of  those 
vast  edifices  which  we  all  build  in  the  air  when 

we  are  young,  and  of  which  the  broken  remains 

hinder  our  footsteps  in  later  life. 

At  eleven  o'clock  the  next  morning  Harry  Wylam 

passed  through  the  iron  gateway  of  St.  Helen's 
Place,  which  he  had  entered  years  earlier  with  his 

first  black-eye  slowly  swelling — his  heart  hot  with 
the  wild  exultation  of  his  first  fight.  He  had 

fought,  Heaven  knows,  many  a  fight  since  then, 

and  had  not  always  won.  It  was  his  heart  that 

was  swelling  now,  and  not  with  pride.  A  few 

alterations  caught  his  attention,  but  he  did  not 

heed  them.  Some  of  the  quiet  houses  had  been 

given  over  to  the  speculator  to  be  converted  into 

offices.  But  the  porter's  lodge  was  there,  as,  indeed, 
it  is  to-day,  and  Harry  dared  not  give  so  much  as 
a  passing  glance  at  the  little  square  window  where 

the  gold-laced  hat  dimly  notified  the  presence  of 
the  janitor.  He  walked  on  as  if  in  a  dream,  or 

more,  perhaps,  as  if  half  awakened  from  a  long 

sleep  full  of  evil  visions. 
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He  glanced  up  at  the  window  of  Mr.  Gresham's 
house,  just  as  he  had  glanced,  not  so  many  years 
ago,  to  see  if  Miriam  were  there  to  note  the 

grandeur  of  his  new  uniform  and  the  swing  of  his 

great  sword.  He  raised  his  hand  to  the  knocker, 

and  gave  a  sudden  gulp  at  the  sound  it  made. 

The  door  was  opened  with  a  swing,  and  half-closed 
again  at  the  sight  of  this  shabby  visitor.  The  man 

stood  in  the  opening  looking,  not  at  Harry,  but  at 
his  clothes. 

"Well,  young  man,"  he  said. 
It  was  Parks,  who  had  helped  him  out  of  many 

a  scrape,  and  connived  in  many  a  practical  joke. 

Parks,  who  had  brought  him  home  from  Chatham, 
adventurous  and  unashamed,  who  now  did  not 

recognise  him. 

"  Mr.  Gresham  in  ? "  asked  Harry,  in  a  voice  that 
he  need  not  have  attempted  to  disguise.  His  life 

had  done  that  as  effectually  as  it  had  altered  his 
face. 

"  No !  Mr.  Gresham  is  gone  to  his  office."  And 
the  door  was  closed  a  little  further. 

"  Miss  Miriam  in  ?•" 

"Yes,"  answered  the  butler,  "but  she  won't  see 

the  likes  of  you.  What  is  your  business?  What's 

yer  name,  anyway?" 

"Harry  Wylam." 
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The  door  was  slowly  opened,  and  the  old  man 

backed  against  the  wall,  where  he  stood  a  broken 

figure,  with  his  white  head  bowed. 

"  Beg  pardon,  Mr.  Harry,"  he  said ;  "  I  didn't 

recognise  yer,  not  just  at  first.  I  see  it's  you,  now, 
sir.  But— 

"  All  right,  Parks,"  said  Harry,  holding  out  his 
hand  and  taking  the  frail  fingers  in  his.  He  did 

not  wait  for  a  further  explanation;  indeed,  would 

have  none  of  it.  "  Is  Miss  Miriam  in  the  drawing- 

room  ? " 

"  Yes,  sir." 
The  old  servitor  led  the  way  upstairs.  It  seemed 

to  Harry  that  nothing  was  altered  in  the  house. 
He  remembered  the  sense  of  cleanliness,  the  faint 

odour  of  furniture  polish  that  had  hovered  on  the 

stairs  before  he  could  walk  them.  As  they  mounted, 

the  sound  of  the  piano  came  to  their  ears.  It  was 

Miriam's  hour  for  practising.  Her  father  still  liked 
to  hear  her  play  the  piano  her  mother  had  touched, 

after  he  had  eaten  his  good  dinner  and  solemnly 

sipped  his  two  glasses  of  '32  port. 
The  butler  opened  the  door  and  went  in. 

"  Miss  Miriam,"  he  said,  and  that  was  all.  But  it 
was  almost  a  cry. 

Harry  followed,  and  as  the  butler  closed  the  door 

Miriam  rose  from  the  piano  with  a  puzzled  look. 
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What  struck  Harry  at  once  was  her  youth.  He 

seemed  to  have  lived  so  long — to  be  so  old.  And 
here  was  Miriam,  youthful  still,  standing  in  a  girlish 

attitude  with  one  hand  at  the  piano,  it  seemed 

on  the  threshold  of  life.  Her  poor  face  was  of 

a  piteous  white.  Thus  they  stood  through  inter- 
minable moments  looking  at  each  other.  She  knew 

him — had  known  him  instantly — would  have  known 
him  had  his  hair  been  white  instead  of  grey,  had 

he  looked  a  hundred  times  shabbier  and  poorer  and 
more  broken. 

Then  suddenly  he  went  forward  and,  casting  him- 
self on  a  sofa,  buried  his  face  in  his  arms,  as  Miriam 

had  seen  him  do  a  dozen  times  in  some  boyish 

disgrace. 

"  Oh — Mini ! "  he  cried  in  a  broken  voice.  And 
that  was  all  his  greeting. 

She  stood  at  the  piano  shaking  like  a  leaf,  and 

spoke  no  word.  She  waited  for  him  to  lift  that 

poor  grey  head,  and  who  shall  say  what  a  wealth 

of  pity  and  tenderness  and  love,  ay!  and  of  that 
forgiveness  which  only  women  compass,  must  have 
been  hidden  in  her  heart. 

It  was  Harry  who  spoke  first. 

"I  have  left  Ma — my  wife,"  he  said.  "She — I 

couldn't  live  with  her  any  longer.  It  is  a  miserable 

story,  and  very  little  of  it  is  fit  for  your  ears." 
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He  sat  with  dull  eyes,  to  which  the  tears  never 

came,  looking  round  the  room,  of  which  the  very 

atmosphere  seemed  to  breathe  of  goodness  and 

purity.  Indeed,  such  a  story  as  he  had  to  tell  was 

sadly  out  of  place  in  this  spot,  and  his  lips  were 

sealed  by  a  sort  of  shame.  All  that  had  touched 

his  life  to  mar  it  and  stain  it  was  irrevocably  shut 

out  from  this  pure  house. 

"No  doubt  it  was  a  great  deal  my  own  fault," 
he  went  on,  in  a  quiet  voice.  "  But  I  have  been 

punished  for  it,  God  knows." 
There  was  a  little  movement  at  the  piano,  where 

he  would  not  look. 

"I  ought  never  to  have  married  her,"  he  con- 
tinued. "  I  do  not  know  why  I  did,  and  I  suppose 

I  have  ruined  your  life." 

"No,  you  must  not  say  that,"  she  protested,  in  a 
voice  that  had  a  strange  ring — one  would  almost 

have  thought  of  joy — in  it.  For  a  woman  knows 
when  he  who  speaks  to  her  loves  her,  and  gathers 

not  always  that  knowledge  from  the  words  he  says. 

"I  seem  to  be — possessed  of  a  devil,"  he  said, 
with  a  sudden  harsh  laugh.  "  I  bring  trouble  to  all 
who  come  near  me." 

Miriam  shook  her  head  with  a  queer  little  smile, 

as  if  she  had  knowledge  of  some  future  which  was 
withheld  from  him. 
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"  And  I  have  not  come  home  alone,"  he  said ;  "  I 

have  brought  home  my  little  girl." 

"  Why  ? "  asked  Miriam,  after  a  long  pause,  almost 
the  question  that  Maria  had  asked.  Harry  made 

no  answer,  but  sat  with  lowered  eyes.  And  some 

woman's  instinct  told  her  the  answer  to  the  question 
she  had  put. 

"Do  you  want  me  to  take  care  of  her,  Harry?" 
asked  she,  in  a  low  voice ;  and  Harry  nodded. 

"  I  cannot  think  how  I  can  ask  you  to  do  it," 
he  muttered,  staring  at  the  carpet,  and  biting  his 

thumb.  "  But  she  is  so  helpless." 
"Yes,  I  know,"  answered  Miriam,  in  a  voice 

which  thrilled  with  heaven  only  knows  what 

woman's  dreams.  For  it  is  to  heaven  that  such 
dreams  belong,  and  the  realisation  of  them  on  earth 

must,  it  seems,  be  part  of  Paradise.  "Where  is 

she?" 
"  At  the  Golden  Cross  in  Trafalgar  Square." 

"  Then  I  will  go  and  bring  her  here,"  said  Miriam, 
going  towards  the  door  which  he  held  open  for  her 

to  pass  out  as  if  she  had  been  a  queen. 

When  she  returned  to  the  drawing-room  she 
found  it  vacant,  and  on  inquiring  learnt  that 

Harry  had  gone  to  Eastcheap  to  seek  his  guardian 
there. 

Thither   indeed    he    had   hastened    with    a   new 
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dawn  of  hope  in  his  heart.  As  he  walked  along 

the  familiar  streets  through  which  he  had  passed 

as  a  boy  on  his  way  to  school  four  times  a  day, 

there  arose  in  his  heart  a  strange  inexplicable  sense 

of  exultation,  the  same  sense  that  had  made  itself 

heard  in  Miriam's  voice.  A  note  as  it  were  of  joy 
in  a  chord  of  grief.  Let  those  explain  it  who 
can. 

Harry  remained  in  the  outer  office,  sending  in  a 

note  by  a  new  clerk,  whose  face  was  unfamiliar. 

There  were  many  at  the  desks  whom  Harry  knew. 

They  seemed  to  be  sitting  in  the  same  attitudes, 

writing  in  the  same  books,  with  the  same  pens. 

Some  perchance  might  have  known  him  had  they 

looked  up  or  had  he  emerged  from  the  shadowy 
corner  near  the  door  which  he  had  selected  with  the 

purpose  of  remaining  unrecognised.  He  was  kept 

waiting  a  long  time,  during  which,  no  doubt,  in 

the  quiet  of  his  own  room,  the  stout  old  British 

merchant  was  waging  a  tough  fight.  For  he 

had  bidden  this  scapegrace  to  go  away  never  to 
return. 

"  Will  you  step  this  way  ? "  said  the  new  clerk, 
and  Harry  followed  through  the  dimly-lighted  pas- 

sage where  the  letter-books  were  stored  on  shelves 
near  the  ceiling. 

Mr.   Gresham,   unaltered,   save   that   perhaps   he 
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was  a  little  stouter,  stood  gravely  by  his  writing- 
table  awaiting  his  visitor.  He  shook  hands  in 
silence  and  motioned  Harry  to  a  chair. 

"  I  have  seen  Miriam,"  blurted  out  Harry  honestly. 
"  I  went  there  first." 

Mr.  Gresham's  kind  face  hardened  a  little. 

"  Ah,"  he  said,  "  you  used  not  to  be  a  coward, 

Harry." 
"  No,  but  I  am  now." 
He  sat  somewhat  heavily  on  the  chair  reserved 

for  influential  business  callers,  and  told  Mr.  Gresham 

the  story  he  had  not  told  Miriam.  He  told  it  as 

man  to  man,  without  extenuation,  hiding  nothing, 

suppressing  nothing.  And  Mr.  Gresham,  leaning 

back  in  his  chair  with  finger-tips  pressed  together 

—  his  attitude  when  puzzling  out  some  com- 

mercial problem — wondered  whether  he  had  made 
some  mistake  far  back  at  the  beginning  of 

Harry's  education  which  had  turned  the  whole 
life  astray. 

He  listened  to  it  all  with  a  wonderful  patience, 

and  a  tolerance  which,  like  his  frame,  had  grown 

broader  with  advancing  years.  He  only  made  one 
comment. 

"  Your  friend,  Colonel  Marqueray,"  he  said,  "  must 

be  worthy  of  all  esteem." 
Then  he  asked  one  question. 
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"  Where  is  the  child  ? " 

"  Miriam  has  gone  to  fetch  it  from  the  Golden 

Cross  Hotel,"  Harry  answered,  looking  anxiously 
at  his  guardian's  face.  But  Mr.  Gresham  made  no 
comment. 

"  You  have  no  money  ? " 
"  None,"  was  the  answer. 

Mr.  Gresham's  cheque-book  lay  by  his  hand.  He 
opened  it,  and  signed  a  cheque  for  one  hundred 

pounds. 

"You  will  want  money,"  he  said.  "You  require 

new  clothes." 
Harry  blushed.  He  bent  forward  and  took  the 

money  almost  with  eagerness.  There  was  a  queer 

light  in  his  eyes,  and  his  hand  was  unsteady. 

"You  will  come  to  St.  Helen's  Place  again,"  said 
Mr.  Gresham,  with  a  largeness  of  heart  which  was 

not  lost  upon  his  hearer. 

"  No,"  answered  Harry  quickly ;  "  I  am  not  going 
there  again.  She  thinks  I  am  going  back  again — at 

once — this  evening.  But  I  am  not." 

"  She  ? "  questioned  Mr.  Gresham. 

"  Miriam,"  explained  Harry,  with  wavering  glance. 

"  I  am  not  going  back  to  St.  Helen's  Place.  I  am 

going  away  from  England  at  once." 
"  Where  to  ?  " 

"  Oh— anywhere.     The  Cape  will  do." 
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"  And  why  are  you  going  ? "  asked  the  old  man 
with  a  cold  wonder. 

rt  I  don't  know." 

Harry  rose,  and  held  out  his  hand  to  say  fare- 
well. 

"I  don't  know,"  he  repeated. 



CHAPTER  XXX 

WASHED  ASHORE 

WHEN  a  man  quits  his  native  land  and  journeys 

in  difficulty  to  a  new  country,  with  the  comment 

that  it  "  will  do,"  it  may  be  surmised  that  he  leaves 
his  heart  behind  him.  Such  a  fresh  start  in  life 

did  Harry  Wylam  set  about  to  compass  from  the 

moment  that  he  was  assured  of  his  child's  welfare  in 

the  house  which  had  been  his  own  childhood's  home. 
Whether  he  returned  to  England  with  the  decision 

already  matured  of  quitting  it  again  immediately 

seems  doubtful.  It  is  more  probable  that  he  acted 

thus,  as  at  most  junctures  of  his  life,  on  the  impulse 

of  the  moment.  As  a  man  journeys  on  through 

his  years  of  existence  he  learns  to  know  himself, 

if  it  so  be  that  he  fails — as  many  of  us  do — to  form 
a  new  man  of  some  sort  or  other.  Harry  knew  his 

own  nature  well  enough  to  be  aware  of  the  fact  that 

in  sudden  temptation  he  usually  succumbed.  His 

was  not  a  nature  which  may  face  temptation  and 

take  a  Spartan  pleasure  in  resisting  it.  He  had 
failed  so  often  that  he  now  knew  himself.  The 

340 
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interview  in  the  drawing-room  of  St.  Helen's  Place 
had  convinced  him  in  one  flash  of  self-knowledge 
that  he  had  awakened  from  the  bad  dream  of  his 

life  in  India  to  find  that  his  real  self  was  quite  other, 
and  that  the  one  love  of  his  life  was  and  ever  would 

be,  Miriam  Gresham. 

"  No !  By  God  ! "  he  said  to  himself,  as  he  stepped 
on  board  the  vessel  in  which  he  had  taken  passage 

to  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  "I'll  be  a  gentleman 

this  time!" 
Those  who  have  had  the  patience  to  follow  this 

record  so  far  will  not  be  surprised  to  hear  that 

before  the  voyage  was  ended  Harry  had  recovered 

his  wild  spirits  in  a  great  degree,  and  only  at  times 

gave  way  to  humours  of  melancholy  and  depression. 

He  soon  became  a  favourite  among  his  fellow- 

passengers,  and  his  jolly  laugh  resounded  some- 
times through  the  ship. 

At  Cape  Town  he  remained  a  few  weeks,  and 

there  found  a  remittance  awaiting  him,  forwarded 

in  the  kind  forethought  of  his  guardian  (for  so  he 

continued  to  call  honest  John  Gresham)  by  a 

steamer  sailing  after  his  vessel,  and  arriving  at 

her  destination  a  few  weeks  earlier.  Harry  wrote 

letters  full  of  hope  and  cheery  anticipation.  The 
climate  suited  him ;  his  health  was  already  more 

satisfactory;  it  seemed  probable  that  he  would 
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find  work  without  difficulty.  He  would  write  once 

a  week.  And  at  the  end  of  a  fortnight  he  drifted 
northward  with  the  scum  that  ever  floats  on  the 

wave  of  civilisation,  and  forgot  his  promise. 

During  the  following  five  years  those  who  watched 
and  waited  for  news  at  home  heard  but  little  of  him, 

and,  indeed,  such  advices  as  they  received  scarce 

whetted  their  thirst  for  more.  That  perfect  con- 
tentment with  the  interests  in  the  immediate 

vicinity,  which  marks  a  shallow  nature,  seemed 

to  increase  its  hold  upon  Harry  as  he  grew  older. 

His  letters,  never  conspicuously  coherent,  or  in- 
deed notable  for  any  one  of  the  epistolary  arts, 

made  constant  reference  at  this  time  to  persons 

totally  unknown  to  the  recipients  of  the  communi- 
cations, and  in  such  manner  as  to  convey  the 

impression  that  he  was  almost  absorbed  in  the 

sayings  and  doings  of  those  around  him. 
It  was  Mr.  Gresham  who  heard  from  a  trusted 

business  connection  in  the  Republic  of  Argentina, 

that  a  young  lady  of  the  name  of  Maria  Lamond, 

whose  father  lived  in  a  lordly  fashion  at  the  city 

of  Rio  de  Janeiro,  had  married  a  general  of  renown 

in  South  America,  who  was  spoken  of  as  the 

future  president  of  the  Spanish  colony.  After  a 

mature  consideration,  the  City  merchant  forwarded 

this  information  to  Harry,  but  refrained  at  that 
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time  from  telling  Miriam.  Harry  received  the 

letter  in  due  course,  and  laughed  recklessly  at 

its  news.  He  was  at  that  time  working  as  team- 

driver  to  a  Dutch  farmer,  and  having  recovered 

his  strength,  was  deemed  a  man  of  some  import- 
ance in  a  land  where  physical  power,  a  great 

courage,  and  faultless  marksmanship  were  held 

in  highest  esteem. 

It  was  shortly  after  this  that  he  fell  seriously 

ill,  and  once  more  approached  the  threshold  of 

death.  His  employers  treated  him  with  a  great 

kindness  which  was  not  entirely  attributable  to 

the  fact  that  Mr.  Gresham's  remittances  of  money 
still  came  to  hand  regularly,  to  be  spent  lavishly 

at  once.  The  daughter  of  his  employer — a  heavy- 
faced  Dutch  maiden  who,  perhaps,  possessed  a 

warm  heart — was  especially  devoted  to  his  welfare, 
never  leaving  his  bedside  by  night  or  day  until 

the  danger  was  overpast. 

The  team-driver,  whose  name  was  a  byeword  for 
all  that  was  wild  and  reckless  and  daring,  recovered 

therefore  his  strength,  and  had  been  at  work  some 

days  when  his  employer  called  him  aside. 

"  When  are  you  going  to  marry  that  girl  ? "  he 
asked  in  a  thick  voice,  standing  squarely  in  front 
of  Harry. 

"  Never,"  Harry  returned  stoutly. 
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"  You'll  marry  that  girl." 
"I'm  d   d  if  I  do,"  retorted  Harry,  with  a 

laugh,  whereat  the  farmer  struck  at  him  heavily, 
and  announced  his  intention  of  killing  him. 

So  Harry,  half  recovered  from  his  sickness,  fought 

the  Dutch  farmer,  and  whipping  him,  left  him  lying 
insensible  before  his  own  door. 

Again  he  drifted  northwards,  whither  the  tide  of 

rascaldom  seemed  ever  flowing,  and  the  whole  of 
his  next  remittance  from  London  was  sent  back 

to  the  Dutch  farmer,  who  accepted  the  gift  with 

the  strong  common-sense  that  so  often  overrules 
pride.  A  portion  of  the  money  was  spent  in  a 

new  dress  of  the  brightest  magenta  for  the  girl 

whose  cause  had  been  so  stoutly  upheld  by  her 

father,  and  doubtless  brought  much  consolation  to 

that  maiden.  Even  a  broken  heart  may  beat  at 

the  sight  of  a  new  bonnet. 

Two  years  after  this  an  enthusiastic  young 

colonial  bishop,  making  his  way  northward,  like 

a  sleuth-hound  on  the  scent  of  sin,  met  in  the 

open  veldt  a  single  waggon  slowly  moving  south- 

ward. As  ships  upon  the  sea  meeting  in  mid-ocean 
joyfully  clew  up  sails  and  pause  to  exchange  news 

of  the  busy  world,  so  the  waggons  on  the  great 

plains  of  Southern  Africa  naturally  made  halt,  and 

the  travellers  drew  together. 
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The  bishop,  with  his  rifle  on  his  shoulder,  his  jacket 

pockets  impartially  stuffed  with  cartridges  and  tracts, 

went  forward  on  foot  to  meet  the  small  waggon,  which 

seemed  to  be  in  the  sole  charge  of  a  native  driver. 

After  the  customary  greetings  the  divine  turned 

his  thoughts  to  the  business  that  called  him  to 

wander,  not  disdaining  in  his  young  enthusiasm  to 

cast  seed  on  the  wayside.  He  was  searching  among 

his  store  of  devotional  literature  for  something  suit- 
able for  a  native  team-driver  who  could  not  read, 

when  the  curtain  of  the  tent  was  drawn  aside,  and 

the  face  of  a  white  man  appeared  in  the  dim  recesses 
of  the  interior. 

"  Whom  have  you  there  ? "  asked  the  bishop. 
"  The  man  that  breaks  the  stones  for  the  road  up 

at  Happywith,  the  next  station.  He's  mighty  sick, 

that  man.  I'm  taking  him  down  to  Oomstrand  to 
the  doctor." 

The  bishop  went  forward  to  the  waggon. 

"  Are  you  an  Englishman  ?  "  he  asked. 

"  Yes,  are  you  a  doctor  ? " 

"  No,  I'm  only  a  parson.  Can  I  do  anything  for 

you  ? " 
The  man  shook  his  head.  "  Not  yet,"  he  answered 

with  a  laugh.  "But  I  think  I  shall  have  something 
in  your  line  before  long,  unless  we  get  to  Oomstrand 

pretty  quickly." M 
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The  bishop,  with  somewhat  boyish  activity,  hoisted 

himself  up  to  the  shaft  of  the  waggon,  where  he  sat 

with  his  legs  dangling. 

'•'Excuse  me,"  said  he,  with  the  quiet  assurance 
of  his  cloth,  "but  it  seems  to  me  that  you  are  a 

gentleman." 
"  Was  once,"  the  sick  man  answered,  passing  a 

thin  hand  over  his  brow  and  curly  hair  that  was 

almost  white.  "  I  was  in  the  army,  and  fought  in 
the  Mutiny.  My  name  is  Harry  Wylam.  I  was 

cashiered  for  looting." 

"  And  were  you  guilty  ? "  asked  the  man  of  God. 
"Yes." 

Harry  was  lying  back  on  his  rough  bed,  with 

parted  lips  and  half-closed  eyes.  The  excitement  of 
this  little  incident,  common  enough  on  the  waggon 

track,  seemed  to  have  overpowered  him.  Presently 

his  eyes  closed,  and  the  bishop  slipped  quietly  to  the 

ground.  An  hour  and  more  elapsed  before  Harry 

stirred.  And  when  he  did  so,  the  kind  English 
voice  aroused  him  to  a  full  consciousness. 

"  Here — wake  up — I  have  some  strong  soup  wait- 

ing for  you.  There's  brandy  in  it.  It  will  do  you 
good.  I  have  turned  my  waggon  round  and  am 

going  back  to  Oomstrand  with  you.  You  are  one 

of  my  parishioners,  you  know." 
After  the  soup  Harry  seemed  stronger,  and  even 
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showed  some  inclination  to  talk.  The  afternoon 

was  wearing  on,  and  in  the  cool  of  the  evening  it 

was  the  bishop's  intention  to  make  a  move.  The 
oxen  were  feeding  with  that  contemplative  calm 

which  belongs  to  the  bovine  race,  while  the  native 

teamsman  slept  in  the  shadow  of  the  waggons. 

The  bishop,  having  despatched  a  hearty  meal 

while  Harry  slept,  now  lighted  his  pipe,  and  climbed 

to  the  shaft  of  the  waggon. 

"  Better  now  ? "  he  inquired  cheerily. 

"  Yes,"  answered  Harry,  with  a  look  of  rest  in  his 
eyes. 

"  Funny  thing  we've  never  met  before,"  went  on 
the  other;  "I  have  been  up  and  down  this  country 

these  last  two  years." 
"  I  have  seen  you  pass — when  I  was  breaking 

stones  on  the  road,"  said  Harry,  with  his  laugh,  which 
sounded  strange  enough  from  such  blanched  lips. 

"  Have  you  no  friends  at  home  to  whom  I  could 
write  and  tell  your  state  ?  You  will  not  be  fit  to 

work  for  some  months.  Surely  your  people  at  home 

would  be  glad  to  hear  of  you,  or  sorry  to  hear  of 

your  sickness,"  said  the  good  Samaritan,  without 
taking  his  pipe  from  his  lips,  and  bluffly  and  hon- 

estly as  man  to  man. 

Harry  made  no  answer,  but  lay  back  on  his  rough 

pillows  deep  in  thought. 
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"  Parents  dead  ?  "  inquired  the  younger  man. 

"  Yes,"  Harry  answered.  "  Thank  God,  they  died 
when  I  was  a  child." 

"  Is  there  nobody  then  ? " 
;  Harry  did  not  speak  for  some  time.  He  turned 
over  and  found  that  his  face  was  close  to  his 

companion's  elbow,  who  sat  smoking  and  gazing 
abstractedly  out  over  the  rolling  veldt  now  shim- 

mering in  the  sunshine. 

"  Did  you  ever  hear  of  John  Gresham  of  St. 

Helen's  Place,  in  London  ? "  asked  the  sick  man. 

"  Yes/'  answered  the  other.  "  I  was  curate  in  a 
City  church  before  I  came  here,  and  I  met  Mr. 

Gresham  then." 

"  Will  you  write  to  him — when  we  get  to  Oom- 

strand  ? " 
The  bishop  was  silent  for  some  moments.  Then 

he  laid  his  strong  brown  hand  on  Harry's  shoulder. 

"Mr.  Gresham  died  two  years  ago — when  I  was 

last  in  England." 
:  Harry  turned  away,  so  that  his  face  was  hidden 

against  the  canvas  of  the  waggon-cover,  and  his 
companion  sat  smoking  and  looking  out  over  the 
veldt. 

"  And  his  daughter  ? "  said  Harry  suddenly,  in  a 
broken  voice. 

"  She   was   well.     I   knew  her   only  by  sight.     I 
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used  to  see  her  in  church,  when  by  chance  I  officiated 

at  St.  Helen's.  I  did  so  when  I  was  last  in  England. 
And  there  was  a  child — a  little  girl  adopted  by 

Mr.  Gresham,  I  believe." 
"What  was  she  like — the  little  girl — was  she 

dark  ? "  asked  the  broken  voice. 

"  No ;  she  was  fair,  with  blue  eyes." 
The  sick  man  gave  a  queer  laugh,  which  set  his 

companion  thinking. 

"  Was  Miss  Gresham  going  to  be  married  ? "  asked 

the  bishop's  patient  after  a  pause. 

"  No  ;  her  friends  say  she  will  never  marry." 
The  two  men  were  silent  for  some  time,  and 

presently  the  bishop,  noticing  that  Harry  had  fallen 
asleep,  himself  laid  down  in  the  shadow  of  the 

waggon,  and  rested  during  the  heat  of  the  afternoon. 

He  was  astir  again  before  sunset,  and  aroused  the 
men. 

When  Harry  awoke  from  his  slumber  his  new 

found  friend  was  sitting  beside  him,  and  again 

offered  him  food,  which  in  pure  exhaustion  the  sick 
man  swallowed. 

"Did  you  ever  hear  the  name  of  Marqueray?" 
Harry  asked  of  the  only  gentleman  with  whom  he 

had  conversed  for  many  years. 

"  All  Englishmen  know  that  name,"  was  the  reply. 

"  He  is  one  of  the  great  commanders  out  in  India." 
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"  Only  man  I  was  ever  afraid  of,"  commented 
Harry  with  a  little  laugh,  and  turning  over  he  fell 

asleep  again. 
He  did  not  stir  when,  at  sunset,  a  start  was  made ; 

and  during  the  journey  across  the  moonlight  veldt, 
which  lasted  until  dawn,  he  made  no  answer  when 

addressed  by  his  companions. 

It  was  nearly  daylight  when  the  waggons  reached 

the  small  town  of  Oomstrand,  and  drew  up  before 

the  only  inn. 

The  bishop  went  to  Harry's  vehicle,  and  unstrapped 
the  flap  of  the  covering  which  had  been  closed 

against  the  heavy  dew.  He  drew  aside  the  soaking 
canvas,  and  found  that  that  which  had  been  adrift 

so  long  had  reached  the  shore  at  last. 

THE   END 
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